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Preface
The Early Iron Age Hallstatt C period in Northwest and Central Europe is marked
by the emergence of monumental tumuli with lavish burials, some of which are
known as chieftains’ or princely graves. This new burial rite reflects the beginning
of one of the most noteworthy developments in Early Iron Age Europe: the rise of a
new and elaborate way of elite representation north of the Alps. These sumptuous
burials contain beautiful weaponry, bronze vessels and extravagantly decorated
wagons and horse-gear. They reflect long-distance connections in material culture
and elite (burial) practices across vast parts of Europe. Research into this period,
however, tends to be regionally focused and poorly accessible to scholars from
other areas – language barriers in particular are a hindering factor.
In an attempt to start to overcome this, we organized an international workshop
at Leiden University on the 19-20 November 2015 as a joint project of the Faculty
of Archaeology of Leiden University and the Institute for Pre- and Protohistoric
Archaeology of the University of Hamburg. Some 40 archaeologists from ten nations
gathered for two days to discuss 22 presented papers. This volume is the next step in
our attempt to connect scholars and different regions of the early Hallstatt period,
to discuss similarities and differences, to present current research and debates in
parts of Europe and to re-emphasize the discussion on large-scale interdependencies
and social differentiation during the Ha C period throughout Europe.
Connecting Elites and Regions brings together scholars from several research
traditions and nations who present regional overviews and discussions of elite
burials and material culture from all over Northwest and Central Europe. Most
contributions in this volume take a classic approach with a clear focus on burial
archaeology, which reflects the state of research into the period. In many cases
these are the first overviews available in English and together they make regional
research accessible to a wider audience. As such this volume contributes to and
hopes to stimulate research on the Early Iron Age Hallstatt C period on a European
scale. The chronological perspective in this volume is, of course, not solely on
what is discussed as being Ha C or the 8th and first half of the 7th century BC in
absolute terms. Some papers look into the preceding Late Bronze Age and others
into the following later Hallstatt period as well. Especially the phase Ha D1 can,
in many regions, not be separated from Ha C and is also discussed in several
papers. The majority of the contributions presented here were papers held at the
workshop in Leiden, to which we added some contributions. While the current
volume does not claim to be an exhaustive study of this period and may have some
geographical, methodological and thematical gaps, we hope that the mix of mostly
regional studies can contribute to reemphasize discussions about Ha C on a supraregional level and serve as a stimulus for further research.
Our efforts to organize the workshop and publish this volume as well as our
general archaeological works were in every stage supported by our supervisors,
David Fontijn and Harry Fokkens (Leiden) and Carola Metzner-Nebelsick
(Munich), and we are grateful for their never-wavering encouragement and
support. We also wish to thank the Department for Prehistory of the Faculty
of Archaeology, the Hamburgische Wissenschaftliche Stiftung and the NWO for
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their financial support of both the workshop and the current publication. Our
gratitude goes to all participants of the workshop and especially the speakers for
creating a really stimulating atmosphere at and contributing to our discussions
and understanding of the 8th and 7th centuries BC throughout Europe. We thank
the authors who contributed to this volume as well as the publishing house for
their work and patience during the editing process. Lastly, the editing of this
volume was done while both editors became parents, and we thank our families
for their understanding, support, patience and love.
Hamburg and Leiden, Spring 2017
Robert Schumann and Sasja van der Vaart-Verschoof
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Differentiation and globalization in
Early Iron Age Europe
Reintegrating the early Hallstatt period (Ha C)
into the debate
Sasja van der Vaart-Verschoof
and Robert Schumann
Abstract
This paper discusses aspects of social structures of Early Iron Age societies and large-scale interaction in
the early Hallstatt period between the Low Countries and the Hallstatt culture. In contrast to the later
Hallstatt period and the Late Bronze Age, such contacts and societal differentiation are seldom discussed
for the early Hallstatt period. Even though this period may have been organized on a more regional level in
terms of culture groups and archaeologically traceable remnants of social interaction, underlying large-scale
interactions are still visible as is evidence of social differentiation, especially in the burial practice. The
burials of Oss in the Netherlands are the starting point to illustrate such interactions throughout Europe
using the well-known Hallstatt imports in these burials as the first indicator of large-scale interactions.
Furthermore, current research on burials both in the Low Countries and Central Europe allow more
detailed insights into these burials and a comparison of the burial practices in these regions shows – among
expected differences due to the regional embedment of burial rites – clear similarities in these, e.g. in
the reuse of burial mounds, pars pro toto depositions and the wrapping of grave goods. These similarities
indicate that it is more than just the objects that were traded throughout Europe and that there were shared
underlying ideas of how these people were to be buried.

Zusammenfassung
In diesem Beitrag werden Aspekte der sozialen Strukturierung ältereisenzeitlicher Gesellschaften
angesprochen und die älterhallstattzeitlichen Kontakte zwischen den Benelux-Ländern und der
Hallstattkultur in Zentraleuropa thematisiert. Im Gegensatz zur jüngeren Hallstattzeit und zur späten
Bronzezeit werden großräumige Kontakte und soziale Differenzierung für die ältere Hallstattzeit (Ha C)
nur selten diskutiert. Auch wenn die ältere Hallstattzeit im Hinblick auf kulturelle Gruppierungen
und archäologisch nachweisbare Interaktionen sozialer Gruppen deutlich regionaler organisiert
sein dürfte, zeigen sich großräumige Interaktionen ebenso wie Nachweise sozialer Differenzierung,
insbesondere in den Bestattungssitten. Die Bestattungen von Oss in den Niederlanden werden dabei als
Ausgangspunkt genommen, derartige Kontakte in Europa zu thematisieren, wobei die bekannten wohl
aus der Hallstattkultur importierten Grabbeigaben den ersten Hinweis auf entsprechende Interaktionen
darstellen. Zudem erlauben aktuelle Forschungen zu ältereisenzeitlichen Bestattungen in den BeneluxLändern ebenso wie in Zentraleuropa deutlich intensivere Einblicke in das Bestattungswesen und der
Vergleich der Bestattungssitten zwischen diesen Regionen zeigt – neben den zu erwartenden Unterschieden
aufgrund der regionalen Einbindung der jeweiligen Bestattungssitten – deutliche Gemeinsamkeiten. Diese
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offenbaren sich beispielsweise in der Nachnutzung von älteren Grabhügeln, pars pro toto-Beigaben oder
dem Verhüllen und Einwickeln von Grabbeigaben in Textil. Diese Gemeinsamkeiten deuten darauf hin,
dass in der älteren Hallstattzeit nicht nur die Objekte durch Europa verhandelt wurden, sondern dass
diesen Bestattungen gemeinsame Ideen zugrunde liegen, wie derartige Personen bestattet werden sollten.

Social differentiation in the Early Iron Age
The Early Iron Age of southern Central Europe is one of the best-known
prehistoric periods in Europe when it comes to the themes of social differentiation
and large-scale contacts. This is mostly due to the prominent position the princely
seats and elite burials of the Later Hallstatt period (Ha D) take in research on
later Prehistory in temperate Europe. The residents and assumed leaders of the
communities of those princely seats – i.e. the people buried in the ostentatious
graves – are seen as elites representing social differentiation on a scale unknown in
earlier times (Brun 1987; Krausse 2006).
Concepts of inherited status and early dynastic systems are frequently
discussed for the later 7th to the 5th centuries BC. These reconstructions of social
systems, however, have been debated and criticized and a consensus on the nature
of Hallstatt societies seems out of reach (see Schier 2010). The ideas presented in
this paper – and mostly throughout this volume – are based on the assumption
that certain differences in the burial ritual and especially in the composition of
grave goods can indicate social distinction and can therefore be a starting point
for reconstructions of social differentiation. For the later Hallstatt period the
increasing contact with the Mediterranean plays a key role in the debate on largescale communication. The foundation of the Greek colony of Massalia marks a
starting point for an increasing distribution of associated finds in the western
Hallstatt culture. In the research tradition of the second half of the 20th century
this contact was seen as a major catalyst for increasing social differentiation in
Early Iron Age communities north of the Alps (e.g. Kimmig 1983), although
this interpretation has been debated in the last few decades (e.g. Eggert 1991).
Nowadays indigenous developments are emphasized, rather than the importance
of contact with the Mediterranean (Krausse 2006). In short, the Later Hallstatt
period is a well-known example of social differentiation and large-scale contacts
in European Prehistory.
This, however, does not hold true for the early Hallstatt period (Ha C), roughly
the 8th and the first half of the 7th centuries BC. The early Hallstatt period is often
only seen as the phase leading up the Later Hallstatt period and is rarely analyzed
on its own. Large-scale contacts and social differentiation in southern Central
Europe during this time in particular are seldom discussed (see e.g. Schußmann
2012; Schumann 2015 for exceptions). In those instances where research into
this period is conducted, it is done so mostly on a regional level, dominated by
single site analyses and other regionally focused projects. A number of factors may
explain the difference, such as the less developed contacts with the Mediterranean
world or the nature of the burial rituals – including the composition of the grave
goods – during the early Hallstatt period that make social analyses far more
difficult than during the Later Hallstatt period. The poor state of research on
settlements from the Ha C period, which never seem to match the later so-called
princely seats in terms of size and structures, likely also plays a role. Nevertheless,
social differentiation can be observed in the burials, finds and settlements (e.g.
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Parzinger 1992; Schußmann 2012) and shows a clear continuity throughout the
Hallstatt period in the western Hallstatt circle, especially in the burial sphere.
These were recently interpreted as continuities in the system of status symbols
and social organization (Schumann 2015). So if the nature of the burial data is
used for concepts of social distinction and differentiation in the later Hallstatt
period in the western Hallstatt circle, then shared aspects in the burial rituals
from the Early to the Late Hallstatt period – like the use of wagons, weapons
and drinking vessels as grave goods – justify the argument that early Hallstatt
communities were differentiated in similar ways as well. Still the settlement
structures in the later Hallstatt period with the princely seats indicate a far more
distinct social differentiation than in the early Hallstatt period. So the depth of
the differentiation might be up for discussion, but we still find shared concepts of
social distinction in the burials that indicate shared ideas of social systems.
If we look further to the east, urbanization processes and high social hierarchies
can be observed in the eastern parts of the early Hallstatt culture, especially in the
Dolenjska region in Slovenia, testified by large hillforts and burial mounds with
ostentatious burials like in Stična (see Teržan 2008 for several aspects of Early Iron
Age Stična). Interestingly, similar concepts of social differentiation are discussed
here as in the later western Hallstatt culture (see Dular/Tecco Hvala 2007 for
an opposing view to Teržan 2008), so again one must discuss the nature of early
Hallstatt societies here.
Yet still the earlier Hallstatt period plays only a minor role in discussions on
social differentiation and large-scale contacts throughout Europe. In this paper
we aim to reemphasize and refocus the debate on these topics in the 8th and 7th
centuries BC by considering concepts of distinction and ancient globalization as
exemplified by ostentatious burials from the Low Countries (see also Bourgeois/
Van der Vaart-Verschoof, De Mulder, Jansen/Van der Vaart-Verschoof and
Warmenbol, all in this volume) to southern Germany (see also Fernandez-Götz/
Arnold in this volume), Austria (see also Egg in this volume) and Bohemia
(see also Trefný in this volume). The case study presented exemplifies the need
for a focused debate on early Hallstatt societies, but the themes discussed and
arguments given can also be applied on a larger scale and to other areas of Early
Iron Age Europe (as is also done in the course of this volume).
In the following we argue that these graves indicate shared concepts and
meanings underlying the material culture that connect them. For it is our opinion
that the reintegration of the early Hallstatt period into the debate on social
distinction and large-scale contacts will not only lead to a better understanding of
the early Hallstatt period itself but also advance our understanding of long-term
developments in the Late Bronze and Early Iron Ages.

Large-scale contacts as ancient globalization
In archaeology large-scale contacts are generally and most frequently recognized
by a shared material culture and through the identification of imports from farflung reaches. While researchers may speculate whether such communities shared
more than material culture or whether there were common customs, practices and
ideas over large parts of Europe, it is notoriously difficult to empirically establish
such things. Elsewhere one of us argued that globalization theory could offer
insights into how one may tackle this problem.
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D. Fontijn and S. van der Vaart-Verschoof (2016) argue that if it can be
established that there is coherence in the treatment of objects between distant
communities that this could help determine whether elite identities (believed
to be represented in the elaborate Ha C burials) were globalized. Within the
globalization debate it is ‘networks of practices’ (Brown/Duguid 2000) rather
than ‘networks of objects’ that matter. Determining whether there were shared
practices would be an empirically verifiable method to recognize the ‘shared codes
of conduct’ that J. Jennings (2016) for example recently recognized as one of the
characteristics of globalized behavior.
Connected communities must have a cultural conceptualization of the nonlocal other and an awareness of the distant people and communities that they have
affinities with in order to be considered ‘globalized’ (cf. Steger 2003, 13). For as
M. Helms (1993, 13-27) argued, ‘distance’ is primarily a ‘cultural creation’. She
furthermore demonstrates how conceptualizations of the foreign sometimes can
be traced back to narratives and cosmologies based on or influenced by the travels
of real people (Helms 1993, 28-51), although she also notes that imported objects
can form the basis for the perception of the far-off societies (Helms 1993, 114).
Objects ‘do things’ to people through their material and visual characteristics
(Garrow/Gosden 2012, 25) and have, to a certain extent, agency within society
(Gell 1992, 43).
However, it is not only what objects ‘were made to be’ that is important, it is
also ‘what they have become’ (Thomas 1991, 84; also Diepeveen-Jansen 2001, 12).
The cultural valuation of objects is not solely based on their physical and visual
qualities. The way they are treated is also of importance as value and meaning
“emerge in action” (Graeber 2001, 45). The manner in which people treat and
interact with objects is important and may be fundamental to how they came to
understand them (cf. Schatzki 1996). For this reason we discuss the similarities
both in grave goods and the treatment of them and the dead in a number of
distant, but in our opinion connected, elite burials.

From Oss to Otzing: connecting early Hallstatt
ostentatious burials
When it comes to social differentiation and large-scale contacts during the early
Hallstatt period several sites and regions can be discussed (and many are in the
following chapters). Apart from the sites in the southeastern Alpine area already
mentioned, like the Dolenjska region or Carinthia, Hallstatt itself is of course
a major site offering insights into large-scale contacts during the early Hallstatt
period and into social differentiation of a burial community (see also GlunzHüsken in this volume). O. Dörrer (2002), for example, discussed possible
connections to the northeastern Alpine region based on observations of a burial
inventory in Hallstatt that point towards the organization of the prehistoric salt
trade from Hallstatt. Several distribution maps of distinctive finds also hint at
such things, as clearly illustrated for example by the distribution of early Hallstatt
helmets in the eastern Hallstatt regions (Egg et al. 1998). New integrated research
approaches will add further nuance to the picture we can draw in Hallstatt on the
topics mentioned here and will clearly reemphasize the role of Hallstatt in the
debate.
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In the following we focus on a number of elite burials of the early Hallstatt
period covering a large geographical area from the Low Countries to Central
Europe, where we focus primarily on southern Germany, but also consider finds
from the Czech Republic and Austria. Thereby we want to show the interactions
between these burials and regions by considering both the grave goods and the
burial rituals. The graves of the Low Countries make a good starting point and
case study in this respect for they are seldom discussed in large-scale interactions
in Iron Age Europe at least from a Central European perspective, despite the clear
connection that the burial goods represent.
This concentration of graves with Hallstatt culture imports in the Low
Countries are not only an interesting case study in their own right (see Bourgeois/
Van der Vaart-Verschoof in this volume; Jansen/Van der Vaart-Verschoof in
this volume; Van der Vaart-Verschoof forthcoming), they also offer a unique
research opportunity with regard to considerations of large-scale contact and
social differentiation in the Hallstatt C period. For these burials form a distinct
concentration of elite graves that not only contain grave goods imported from
the Hallstatt culture, we argue that they also appear to share some customs and
practices with Hallstatt culture elite burials found in the regions north of the Alps.
We primarily focus on the Chieftain’s burial of Oss due to its outstanding role in
the Early Iron Age of the Low Countries (see also Jansen/Van der Vaart-Verschoof
this volume), and as it is the best suited to discuss large-scale interactions in
comparison to two burials in southern Germany both in respect to the objects
themselves as well as for the practices. As discussed above, this implies that more
than objects were traveling to the Low Countries, and that we may be dealing with
‘globalized’ communities. Importantly, the lack of Hallstatt culture finds in the
area between the Low Countries and the Hallstatt culture region implies there was
likely direct contact between these regions, rather than down-the-line exchange
(Van der Vaart-Verschoof forthcoming). Figure 1 shows the (burial) sites discussed
in this paper.

Oss
The Chieftain’s burial of Oss is an iconic archaeological find from the Prehistory
of the Netherlands and one of the most elaborate burials with Hallstatt culture
imports in the Low Countries. Not only has it repeatedly triggered archaeological
investigations in the 80 years since its discovery (Fokkens/Jansen 2004; Holwerda
1934; Jansen/Fokkens 2007; Modderman 1964; Fokkens et al. 2012; Van der
Vaart-Verschoof forthcoming), it remains a site (known as Oss-Vorstengraf )
of local significance to both the Dutch people and residents of the Oss area in
particular. Recent art projects, such as the creation of a sand sculpture of the
Chieftain at a sand sculpture festival or a recreation of the Chieftain’s burial by
local D. Beelen in Lego (available on YouTube) testify to the significance this find
still holds (Fig. 2).
The Chieftain of Oss was a man in his 30s or 40s when he died. His remains
were cremated and placed in a bronze situla together with the dismantled bronze
and iron remains of a yoke, two bridles with iron horse-bits and bronze trappings,
an iron knife and axe, dress pins, a ribbed wooden bowl, two razors, precious
textiles, animal bones from food offerings and a Mindelheim sword with goldinlayed hilt that was intentionally bent round (Fig. 3). The cinerary urn thus
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created was buried in a Bronze Age barrow in an existing cemetery (see fig. 2
in Jansen/Van der Vaart-Verschoof in this volume) and covered with the largest
barrow in this part of Europe, some 53 m in diameter (see Van der Vaart-Verschoof
forthcoming for more details).
While some of the Chieftain’s grave goods were likely locally created, such as
the axe and dress pins, others are interpreted as imports from the Hallstatt culture
area. The famous sword, for example, has its closest parallels in the swords found
at Gomadingen (Baden-Württemberg, Germany; see also Fernandez-Götz/Arnold
this volume) and one of the swords from Hallstatt grave 573 (Upper Austria;
Kromer 1959). They may even all have been made by the same master smith
or workshop which was likely located in southern Germany or Upper Austria
(Van der Vaart-Verschoof forthcoming). The situla and ribbed bowl have close
parallels in finds from Frankfurt-Stadtwald discussed below. The extraordinary
textiles that were used both to wrap grave goods and were also deposited as a grave
good in their own right have close parallels in textiles from Central Europe and
Italy and are likely imports from one of these regions (see Grömer in this volume
and Grömer in Van der Vaart-Verschoof forthcoming). The horse-gear and yoke
components would not look out of place in any Hallstatt culture grave.
The Chieftain of Oss, however, is not the only elite individual to be buried
at Oss. A second Ha C elite burial was found not 500 m away in Mound 7 of
Oss-Zevenbergen. Here a young man was cremated on top of a rounded dune.
This natural mound was located in an existing barrow row and may have been
interpreted as an ancestral barrow by the Early Iron Age mourners (see fig. 3 in
Jansen/Van der Vaart-Verschoof in this volume). A dismantled bronze-studded
yoke lay by the pyre as it burned. Following cremation, the burned out pyre was
searched through. The majority of the man’s cremated remains were collected and
buried in an urn by the pyre, with some cremation remains being intentionally
left behind in the pyre. The leather yoke panels with bronze decorations were
pushed to one side and left there. At least one bronze ring, likely from the yoke,
was broken and one fragment placed back among the burned out pyre, while the
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Fig. 1. Hallstatt period sites
discussed in this paper.
1: Court-St.-Etienne. –
2: Oss-Vorstengraf. –
3: Oss-Zevenbergen. –
4: Uden-Slabroek. –
5: Wijchen. – 6: Haps. –
7: Frankfurt-Stadtwald. –
8: Nidderau. – 9: Glauberg. –
10: Hochdorf. –
11: Gomadingen. –
12: Otzing. – 13: Hallstatt. –
14: Mitterkirchen. –
15: Hradenín. – 16: Stična.

Fig. 2. Sand sculpture created in
Oss (photograph by S. van der
Vaart-Verschoof).

Fig. 3. (Most of) the grave goods from the Chieftain’s burial of Oss
(photograph kindly provided by the National Museum of Antiquities,
Leiden).
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Fig. 4. The horse-gear and
yoke from the Oss burials in
(a romantic) reconstruction.
Note that the stud-decorated
chest-strap was found in OssZevenbergen Mound 7 while
the other metal components
were found in the Chieftain’s
burial at Oss-Vorstengraf
(drawing by I. Gelman).

other was removed (Fig. 4; see also fig. 3 in Jansen/Van der Vaart-Verschoof in
this volume). The whole assemblage was then covered with a large barrow, 36 m
in diameter (see Fontijn et al. 2013 for more details).
The bronze studs recovered here once decorated a wooden yoke and leather
yoke panels that would have looked extremely similar to yokes in Hallstatt culture
burials. In fact, it was viewing the yokes from Frankfurt-Stadtwald and Otzing
that helped confirm the interpretation of the Zevenbergen Mound 7 bronze studs
as the remains of a yoke (Fontijn/Van der Vaart 2013; see also Fernandez-Götz/
Arnold in this volume).
At present the finds from both burials can be viewed in the National Museum
of Antiquities in Leiden where they take center-stage in the permanent exhibition
on the Archaeology of the Netherlands.

Frankfurt-Stadtwald
The well-known Fürstengrab of Frankfurt-Stadtwald is not only geographically
one of the closest Ha C elite burials to the Oss graves, it is also one of the closest
parallels in terms of grave goods. This early Hallstatt ostentatious burial was
excavated in the 1960s and became famous in the archaeology of the Early Iron
Age due to its outstanding grave goods and good preservation (Fischer 1979;
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Willms 2002). The deceased was buried in a Bronze Age burial mound that was
enlarged to 36 m in diameter in the course of the Early Iron Age burial (Fischer
1979, 45). The inhumed individual was given a large set of exceptional grave
goods, including a large bronze Mindelheim sword with a chape, bronze and
pottery vessels (including a bronze ribbed bowl), a richly decorated yoke and
horse-gear for two horses, animal bones as the remnants of food along with a large
knife, clothing pins and a set of toiletry items in a leather pouch with an amber
bead (Fig. 5).
As discussed above, this burial has many similarities to the Chieftain’s burial
of Oss. They both yielded bronze situlae, ribbed drinking bowls, Mindelheim
swords, butchering knives, animal bones from food offerings, similar horsegear and yokes, as well as textile. The yokes from Frankfurt-Stadtwald and OssZevenbergen were both decorated with bronze studs (though of a different type).
Moreover, a similar toilet kit and amber bead and dress pin with ring was found
in the Dutch burial of Uden-Slabroek (Jansen et al. 2011; Bourgeois/Van der
Vaart-Verschoof and Jansen/Van der Vaart-Verschoof, both in this volume). The
chape from Frankfurt-Stadtwald matches a fragment found at Court-St-Etienne
in Belgium. So overall there are many similarities in grave goods between this
Fürstengrab and the burials of the Low Countries.

Otzing
A recently excavated burial located even further into Hallstatt culture territory is
our last example. The burial of Otzing in Lower Bavaria was investigated in rescue
excavations in 2010. In the course of the excavation it became evident that the
burial was exceptional in several regards and a block lifting was conducted by the
Archaeological State Collection Munich (Archäologische Staatssammlung München)
in 2011 (Claßen et al. 2013; Gebhard et al. 2015). The burial block (Fig. 6) has
been under investigation in the Museum laboratories in Munich ever since. This
work has revealed a truly astonishing early Hallstatt period ensemble that will
not only stimulate research on Ha C burials but will also form an important
exhibition piece for the museum.
In the burial chamber (ca. 3.6 x 3.6 m) the inhumated remains of a man were
found lying on a wooden furniture richly decorated with bronze studs (probably
a wagon box). His other grave goods included a large set of pottery, one bronze
vessel, a yoke and leather horse-gear panels all decorated with bronze studs and
plaques, an iron dagger with decorated sheath and belt, two iron spearheads,
animal bones, several tools and pins as parts of the costume.
Again the burial of Otzing can be seen in a large regional context concerning
the analyses of the finds. The furniture finds its best comparison in a similar
find from Mitterkirchen in Upper Austria (Pertlwieser 1987, 60). The weaponry
already resembles typical weapon sets of the Later Hallstatt period in the western
Hallstatt circle and beyond, with a similar dagger for example being found in
the Dutch burial of Haps. And again, of course, the yoke warrants discussion in
the context of other ostentatious burials of the earlier Hallstatt period. Besides
the already mentioned burial of Frankfurt-Stadtwald and Oss-Zevenbergen, the
best parallels come from Bohemia. Here, several well-known graves of the Bylany
group were excavated in the early 20th century (Dvořák 1938), some of which
yielded yokes with bronze studs and plates in geometrical patterns. Especially the
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Fig. 5. The grave goods of the Fürstengrab of Frankfurt-Stadtwald (after Fischer 1979, pl. 7-12; Archäologisches Museum Frankfurt).
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decorated leather straps of Otzing match the finds of those sites, of which the
slightly later Hradenín is probably the best known (Fig. 7).

Similarities in grave goods
The similarities in grave goods between the burials of Oss, Frankfurt-Stadtwald
and Otzing discussed above are striking, and they are only the tip of the iceberg.
They all (as well as many other burials both in the Low Countries and the Hallstatt
culture area) yielded drinking and feasting vessels, weaponry, horse-gear and
wagons (or components thereof ), tools, ornaments and toiletries, with a number
of objects appearing virtually identical. The situlae from Oss and FrankfurtStadtwald, for example, are very similar and both were accompanied by ribbed
bowls. Both graves also contained Mindelheim type swords. The decoration on
the Otzing and Oss yokes is also extremely similar.

Fig. 6. The Otzing burial
(St. Friedrich, Archäologische
Staatssammlung München).
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The similarity in horse-gear and yokes in particular has long since been
recognized, as indicated by their presence on distribution maps of wagon, yoke
and horse-gear components (Koch 2006; Pare 1992; Trachsel 2004). Their
presence testifies to an area of communication mostly between Bohemia and
Southern Germany in Ha C/D1, sometimes extending into remote areas such
as the Low Countries. This area of communication is naturally situated in other,
partly overlapping communication axes and the finds from the Low Countries
illustrate this.

More than objects: similarities (and differences) in
burial practice
Whereas the similarities in the objects have been long documented in different
distribution maps and typological analyses, discussions of the burial rituals
through which these burials were created offer interesting insights, for among
several differences, there are also similarities in practice.
Firstly, for example, both the Chieftain of Oss and the deceased of Frankfurt
were buried in older barrows with new mound phases added (and it is possible the
mourners at Oss-Zevenbergen Mound 7 thought they were doing the same thing).
Even though the reuse of ancient tumuli is a well-known habit in the Early Iron
Age (see e.g. Müller-Scheeßel 2013 for Southern Germany), the similarity between
Oss and Frankfurt-Stadtwald in this respect may not be a pure coincidence (as
already noted by Roymans 1991, 57). In every case an ancient mound was reused
to bury the elite dead and create impressive new Early Iron Age barrows (36-53 m
in diameter).
Another similarity in practice is the placing of a toilet kit in some kind of
pouch on the chest of the deceased. This was the case at the Dutch burial of
Slabroek (Jansen et al. 2011; Bourgeois/Van der Vaart-Verschoof and Jansen/ Van
der Vaart-Verschoof both in this volume), Frankfurt, Otzing and the later example
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Fig. 7. The yokes from
Hradenín (after Dvořák 1938,
23 fig. 20-21).

of Hochdorf. In the case of Frankfurt, Slabroek and Otzing the toilet kits all
appear to have been located in pouches that closed with an amber bead.
The use of textile during the burial ritual is also a shared practice. In the
Chieftain’s burial of Oss a number of objects were wrapped in high quality cloths
(that themselves were most likely imports from Central Europe) during the burial
ritual, like the sword, some horse-gear and the knife (Grömer in Van der VaartVerschoof forthcoming; see also Grömer in this volume). The use of textile to
wrap grave goods is a known feature of Hallstatt culture burials, with wrapped
swords for example known from early Hallstatt burials in Southern Germany;
of which a find from Nidderau, where the sword was wrapped in at least three
layers of textile, is probably the best example (Riedel 2012, 174-176; see Ney
in this volume on the sword burials of Nidderau). The best-known example of
this burial custom of wrapping the dead and grave goods in textile is probably
the Fürstengrab of Hochdorf (though it dates later; Banck-Burgess 2014). The
same custom is known from the Early La Tène princely burial from the Glauberg
(Bartel et al. 2002, 163-166). The evidence of this practice in the burial of Oss
and the mentioned wrapping of a sword in Nidderau (and other swords from
Hallstatt culture burials) adds a diachronic perspective to that phenomenon
and connects this burial of the Low Countries to Southern Germany in another
respect. Due to the state of research and the burial customs in the early Hallstatt
period in Southern Germany this custom is hardly known from Ha C. In the
burial of Otzing fragments of textile were recorded (Claßen et al. 2013, 207-209)
that might hint in this direction, though more research is needed. So again we see
aspects of shared burial rites between the burials of the Hallstatt culture and the
Low Countries.
There are, however, also differences in practice that demonstrate that the
burials were also embedded within the local funerary practices. In the Low
Countries the imported grave goods appear to have been re-contextualized in a
regionally specific manner through a destructive burial practice that involved the
transformation of both the dead and their grave goods through fire, manipulation
and fragmentation, as well as placing a greater emphasis on pars pro toto depositions
(see also Bourgeois/Van der Vaart-Verschoof in this volume). Not only were swords
broken, a habit known in early Hallstatt culture burials that can be traced back to
the Urnfield period (see e.g. Von Quillfeldt 1995, 19; Trachsel 2005, 67-69), they
were frequently also bent and folded. In the Low Countries also other objects, like
horse-gear, wagon components, tools, ornaments and vessels were intentionally
bent and broken, and often burned as well.
The Dutch and Belgian graves also emphasize pars pro toto depositions
to a much greater degree. While Ch. Pare (1992, 122-123) already noted that
linchpins were interred as a pars pro toto depositions in several graves in the
Hallstatt culture area as well as only parts of wagons being interred, in the Low
Countries the dismantled wagon components were frequently bent and broken
as well, with only some fragments being interred (and also deliberately keeping
certain fragments out of the grave). This is the case also for the other grave goods
categories. Fragments from all the important grave goods were selected for burial,
while fragments were also frequently taken away.
These differences in treating the objects between the burials in the Low
Countries and the Hallstatt culture still show some similarities. While swords
were bent and folded in the Low Countries and broken in the Hallstatt culture,
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the objects in both regions were still intentionally changed and made unusable for
the living. The same can be taken into account for the pars pro toto depositions.
While they differ strongly in the degree of the pars pro toto and the execution of
this practice, we still can observe the idea of substituting a part for a whole in both
regions. So despite the differences in the practices, fragmentation, manipulation
and pars pro toto still indicate similarities in the burial rituals, even though they
were executed in a regional way. It is the similarities in practices that indicate that
it was not only objects that moved and were traded between the Hallstatt culture
and the Low Countries in the Early Iron Age. The similarities in practices show
interactions on a larger scale, which might indicate shared ideas, a knowing of
how objects were to be treated in the burial ritual as well as a shared identity of
the burying communities and the buried in the mentioned burials.

Outlook
The case studies presented in this paper are some of the most striking examples of
large-scale interactions in Ha C Europe from the Low Countries to the northern
fringes of the Alps, though there are numerous other groups of finds, parts of
the burial rituals or sites that could be discussed. The burials of Oss, Frankfurt,
Otzing and Hradenín illustrate large-scale interactions throughout temperate
Europe and beyond. We discussed similarities in the finds themselves, such as the
comparable decoration of the yokes or the swords, and looked at aspects of the
burial practice to show that while the burial rituals are rooted in local traditions,
there are also clear similarities. These include the reuse of ancient monuments as
the burial site, the wrapping of the grave goods in textiles, the custom of laying
toiletries in a bag closed by an amber bead on the chest of the deceased and pars
pro toto deposition of grave goods.
The scope could easily be widened by looking at other axes of interaction and
other regions. This is clearly illustrated by Mediterranean influences in the regions
north of the Alps as testified among other finds by the linchpins of Wijchen
with Etruscan-style protomes (Pare 1992, 170-171) or the spit from a burial in
Beilngries (Torbrügge 1965; Schußmann 2012, 202). The burial practices of the
early Hallstatt period also offer insights into several aspects of social distinction
that can be interpreted as expressions of social differentiation. As those aspects
clearly resemble the distinction in the burials of the later Hallstatt period, we
might see hierarchically structured societies in the earlier Hallstatt period as well
(Schumann 2015).
All these aspects illustrate that it was not only objects that were distributed over
widespread regions throughout Europe but that ideas associated with such items
were shared as well. These ideas were fossilized in the burial rituals and indicate
some ancient globalization in the definition given above, by which communities
from the Low Countries to the circumalpine region shared ideas of ritual behavior,
the manner of social distinction and probably a similar self-awareness and identity
as elites (see also Fontijn/Van der Vaart-Verschoof 2016).
Therefore a fruitful debate on social differentiation and large-scale interactions
seems warranted and desirable. Between the well-known Late Bronze Age, in
which contacts on a European scale have stimulated research ever since, and
the Late Hallstatt period, in which the so-called princely seats as symbols for
increasing urbanization and differentiation and the increasing contacts with
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the Mediterranean testify large-scale connections throughout Europe, the early
Hallstatt period lived a shadowy existence in the archaeological community. But
both in terms of a longue durée in later Prehistory and for the sake of Ha C itself,
it seems warranted to reintegrate the earlier Hallstatt period into the debate about
differentiation and globalization. The mentioned sites testify the eligibility of
approaches as presented in this volume.
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Moravia – a connecting Line
between North, West and South
To the supra-regional connections and
formation of elites in the early Hallstatt period
Erika Makarová
Abstract
In the Early Iron Age the area of Moravia was divided into two parts, each of which was related to a
different cultural sphere. The central and northern part were inhabited by members of the Platěnice
culture related to the Lusatian culture complex, while the southern part was settled by the Horákov culture
belonging to the eastern Hallstatt culture.
At the beginning of the Early Iron Age, southern Moravia was influenced by the first Hallstatt centres
in the west. Soon after, the Horákov culture was influenced also by other regions, mainly from the south,
and became an intermediator of these Hallstatt influences to its northern neighbour, the Platěnice culture.
Prestige goods as well as new technologies and ideas were spreading through Moravia even more to the
north, to Lower Silesia in Poland.
The impact of the Hallstatt environment can be seen mainly in changes of burial practices, including
the grave construction and the composition of grave inventories in which increasing social differentiation
and formation of local elites is reflected. Grave goods occurring mainly in the extraordinary chamber graves
considered ‘elite burials’ or even ‘princely graves’, but also in the graves of ‘higher middle class’ point to the
supra-regional connections of the Moravia region with distant areas in the north, west and south.

Zusammenfassung
In der älteren Eisenzeit war das Gebiet Mährens in zwei Bereiche untergliedert, die jeweils einer
unterschiedlichen kulturellen Sphäre zugerechnet werden. Der zentrale und nördliche Teil war von der
Platěnice Kultur besiedelt, die mit dem Lausitzer Kulturkomplex verwandt ist, wohingegen der südliche
Part der Horákov Kultur zuzuweisen ist, die einen Teil der östlichen Hallstattgruppen darstellt.
Zu Beginn der älteren Eisenzeit stand das südliche Mähren unter Einfluss der ersten Hallstattzentren
im Westen. Die Horákov Kultur sollte aber bald auch Einflüsse aus anderen Regionen, vor allem dem
Süden, aufnehmen und wurde zu einem Vermittler dieser Hallstatteinflüsse in die nördlich angrenzende
Region, die zum Siedlungsbereich der Platěnice Kultur zu zählen ist. Prestigegüter, ebenso wie neue
Technologien und Innovationen wurden über Mähren bis ins südliche Schlesien in Polen vermittelt.
Die Auswirkung dieser hallstättischen Elemente sind vorrangig in Veränderungen in den
Bestattungspraktiken, so der Konstruktion der Gräber und der Komposition der Grabbeigaben, zu
sehen, in denen sich eine zunehmende soziale Differenzierung und eine Formierung lokaler Eliten
widerspiegelt. Gerade in den Grabbeigaben aus den sogenannten Elite- oder Fürstengräbern, die
vorrangig in herausragenden Kammergräbern bestattet wurden, ebenso wie in weiteren gehobenen aber
weniger hervorstechenden Bestattungen, zeigen sich die überregionalen, nach Norden, Westen und Süden
reichenden Kontakte des heutigen Mährens in der älteren Eisenzeit.
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Introduction
The Moravian region, due to its advantageous geographical location between the
Danubian and the Oder region, became a crossroad in different periods, including
the Early Iron Age. A trade route led through the Brno basin as well as along the
Moravia river through the Moravian gate up to the Oder and more to the north.
The location of Moravia therefore had a significant impact on its development.
While the southern part was tending to the Danubian region, central and northern
Moravia was connected more with the Oder region. This trend could be traced
from the beginning of the Urnfield period and remained even during the Hallstatt
period when the division of the territory into two cultural areas continued. The
central and northern part of Moravia was inhabited by the Platěnice culture that
was related to the Lusatian culture complex. The southern part was settled by
the Horákov culture and it was also inhabited by the Kalenderberg group in the
very southern part of Moravia (Břeclav area), both belonged to the East Hallstatt
culture (Fig. 1).
Since the beginning of the Early Iron Age the influence of the Hallstatt culture
and the supra-regional contacts of both cultural areas were considerable, although
not equally intense. The best evidence for that are cemeteries. Change of burial
practices and a greater variability of burial customs including the construction
of graves and the composition of grave inventories reflect a gradually increasing
social differentiation. Building large-dimensional chamber graves equipped with
luxury items imported from distant regions points to the rise of local elites. And
the Amber road leading through the area of both cultures undoubtedly played an
important role in it.

Fig. 1. Map of Moravia in
Hallstatt C – D1 showing sites
mentioned in the text.
1: Bratčice. – 2: Brno-Holásky. –
3: Brno-Obřany. – 4: BrnoŘečkovice. – 5: Býčí skála. –
6: Dobrčice. – 7: Drysice. –
8: Horákov-Hlásnica. –
9: Hrušovany u Brna. –
10: Klentnice. – 11: Kralice na
Hané. – 12: Kuřim. –
13: Modřice. – 14: Morašice. –
15: Moravičany. –
16: Oslavany. – 17: Podivice. –
18: Slavkov u Brna. –
19: Znojmo.
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Bronze Age/Iron Age transition
Lusatian culture
The Lusatian culture in Moravia developed smoothly and without any
interruptions throughout the whole Urnfield period and the Bronze Age – Early
Iron Age transition. At that time, the Silesian phase of the Lusatian culture was
transformed into the Platěnice phase/culture under the influence of the Hallstatt
culture. Burying continued until the end of the Late Hallstatt period in several
burial grounds that had been founded in the Urnfield period, though the graves
of the Platěnice culture were usually grouped slightly aside (Nekvasil 1964, 240).
Urnfield traditions persisted and were visible on the pottery and in the burial
rite. These were influenced by the Hallstatt culture but certain patterns of the
Lusatian Urnfield culture were maintained. The exclusive practice of cremation
continued throughout the entire Hallstatt period. But, the ‘hallstattization’ of
the Lusatian culture was manifested by the change of grave construction and
composition of grave equipment. Besides the classical urn grave, a grave with an
amphora-shaped storage jar as a dominant vessel started to appear from the earliest
Iron Age, as grave 31 in Moravičany with a bronze vase-headed pin confirms
(Nekvasil 1982, 23-24 pl. 10,6; Stegmann-Rajtár 1993, 455). So-called amphora
graves were typical of the Hallstatt period and were created throughout the entire
period of the Platěnice culture. The number of grave goods in them gradually
increased and their richness culminated around Ha C2 – Ha D1. At that time,
chamber tombs also started to appear (Baarová/Mikulková 2004, 305; Nekvasil
1983, 76; 1987, 115-118).

Horákov culture
The situation in the southern part of Moravia is a little bit more complicated; the
Bronze Age/Iron Age transition and the creation of the Horákov culture is not
fully clear there.
The most important grave of that period is grave 169 from Brno-Obřany. The
cemetery is located in the northern part of the Brno basin, which is an area where
the Podolí and Lusatian cultures overlapped (Stegmann-Rajtár 1994, 324). While
the pottery was typical for the Urnfield culture (Podolí and Lusatian culture),
metal finds, i.e. an iron flange-hilted sword and a bronze chape from a sword
scabbard, point to southeastern Europe and the northern Black Sea region (Pare
1998, 388; Podborský 1970, 169; 177 pl. 59; Stegmann-Rajtár 1992b, 40-42 pl.
1-2; 1994, 324). Chronology and cultural affiliation of the grave has been the
subject of several discussions (e.g. Golec 2005a, 40-42). Most researchers assign
it to the end of the Podolí culture or to the transition of the southern Moravian
Urnfield period to the Hallstatt period, i.e. to the 9th, at the latest to the beginning
of the 8th century BC (e.g. Pare 1998, 388; Podborský 1970, 177; StegmannRajtár 1986; 1992b, 40-42; 1993, 445; 1994, 324). On the contrary, M. Golec
(2005a, 42) holds the view that the grave belongs to the early Hallstatt phase and
together with grave 140 in this cemetery and graves 78 and 114 in the cemetery
in Klentnice can be considered early Hallstatt ‘princely’ graves.
The latter two graves from the cemetery of Klentnice (Břeclav district) are
believed to be the early Hallstatt graves in general (Pare 1998, 388-398; Podborský
1974; Říhovský 1970; Stegmann-Rajtár 1992b, 150; 1993, 447; 2009, 232-243).
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Fig. 2. Klentnice, Břeclav
district, grave 78. 1-3: bronze;
4-10: pottery. Scale a: 4-10;
scale b: 1-3; scale c: 1a (after
Stegmann-Rajtár 1992a, pl.
67,5-6; pl. 68-69).

However, divergence of views in the interpretation of the grave goods led to the
different points of view on the formation of the Horákov culture. A concept of an
autochthonous development of the Horákov culture, smoothly developing from
the previous Podolí culture, has prevailed among Moravian scholars. The ThrakoCimmerian intervention into the Podolí culture at the end of the Bronze Age is
considered to be one of the key impulses leading to the establishment of the Early
Iron Age (e.g. Golec 2005a, 61; Nekvasil 1987, 115-116; Podborský 1970, 173186; 1980a, 95; 1980b).
By contrast, continuous transition from the Urnfield period to the Hallstatt
period in the southern Moravian region has been disputed by S. Stegmann-Rajtár
(1992b, 166-167; 1993, 447; 1994, 327-330; 2009, 231-243). According to her,
there is no evidence of domestic Urnfield tradition in the material of the southern
Moravian settlements and cemeteries. Grave 78 of Klentnice (Fig. 2), containing
a cremation provided with atypical grave goods for Podolí culture, is a pertinent
example. There were carinated bowls (Fig. 2,8-9), parallels of which have been
found in the cemetery of Kelheim, as well as a bronze Gündlingen sword (Fig.
2,1) and Prüllsbirkig chape (Fig. 2,2), also culturally connected to the territory of
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southern Germany. Moreover, she considers the grave a burial of a high-status man
– an armed equestrian, who together with his companions left their homeland in
southern Bavaria (Stegmann-Rajtár 2009, 240-241). Therefore, significant West
Hallstatt elements are seen as evidence of the (invasive) western origin of the
southern Moravian Hallstatt period. The conception of the beginning of the
Horákov culture and periodisation of the Early Iron Age in the southern Moravian
region presented by S. Stegmann-Rajtár has been criticised and denied (e.g. Golec
2003; Podborský 2002) but excavations of the last two decades have shed new
light on this issue. Grave H895 in Modřice, corresponding with the early Hallstatt
graves in Klentnice, consisted of pottery that indicates contacts with the eastern
as well as western Hallstatt zone (Kos 2014). Close relations between southern
Moravia and the upper Danubian region were confirmed mainly by ceramics,
particularly bowls with cogwheel decoration found at cemeteries in Modřice (Kos
2009a, 119-120 fig. 4,17; 121 fig. 5,25; Kos/Přichystal 2013, 84-85), Znojmo or
Hrušovany u Brna (Kos/Přichystal 2013, 87-91).

Wagon graves
Wagon burials were a typical sign of the western Hallstatt elites; the greatest
concentration in the Ha C period was in Bohemia (Bylany and Hallstatt Tumulus
culture) and southern Germany (Pare 1987, 190 fig. 1; 1991, fig. 4; 1992, 162
fig. 108). Despite the prevailing opinion on the absence of wagon graves in
Moravia (e.g. Golec 2004, 553; Kolář 2007, 309; Podborský 1980a, 107; 2002,
168-170; Šolle 1955, 114), except for a few late Hallstatt wagons, or more likely
just their parts, from the Býčí skála Cave (Barth 1995), there are some references
to wagon burials in literature dealing with the issue of the Early Iron Age in
southern Moravia.
The presence of a wagon in a grave was conceded by S. Stegmann-Rajtár
(1992b, 134-135). She noted that wagon components were probably in BrnoHolásky, tumulus 2, but she did not assign a tumulus of Horákov-Hlásnica to
the wagon graves for lack of evidence. In contrast, G. Kossack (1970, 126 fig. 13;
171) added both burial mounds to the list of the Early Iron Age wagon graves,
while Ch. Pare (1987; 1991; 1992) did not mention any wagon graves from the
Moravian region in his works concerning wagons and wagon graves, except for the
find from the Býčí skála Cave.
The presence of wagon graves was not presupposed perhaps because it is
generally accepted that the Horákov culture belongs to the northeastern Hallstatt
culture and thus the finds, which might have been parts of a wagon from the
tumulus in Horákov-Hlásnica (Skutil 1937; Stegmann-Rajtár 1992a, 16-17) or
Brno-Holásky (Stegmann-Rajtár 1992a, 9-10) were overlooked.
Wagon graves sporadically occurred in the north-east of the Alps, as exemplified
by tumulus 1 in Somlóvásárhely. The grave inventory consisted of finds suggesting
connections with the western Hallstatt culture as well as the Illyrian and Greek
area (Egg 1996b). Whether a wagon, real or symbolic, was present in the abovementioned Moravian burial mounds, remains unknown due to the insufficient
documentation. However, recent excavations in Brno and Znojmo districts
showed that the custom of wagon burials had its place also in the environment of
the Horákov culture (Fig. 3) in its early phase.
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Remnants of a richly decorated yoke were found in biritual chamber grave
H 1800 in Modřice. Small bronze studs with hemispherical heads arranged in a
zig-zag ornament decorated a wooden yoke (Kos 2004a; 2009a, 129-130 fig. 3;
Přichystal/Kos 2006, 53). The decorated yoke and a fragment of iron linchpin can
be regarded as pars pro toto grave goods of a wagon. Richly decorated yokes and
complete horse-gear were common parts of wagon graves of the Bylany culture
(Dvořák 1938; Koutecký 1968).
Richly decorated yoke together with horse-gear appeared in another grave in
Modřice, namely in grave H3815 (Kos 2009b, 310), and in the grave H1 in
Hrušovany u Brna (Fig. 5) (Geisler 2009, 309; Kos 2011, 173-176; Kos/Přichystal
2013, 85-89). While small studs from Hrušovany were made of bronze, the ones
from Modřice were made of iron. Two elongated hollows in the floor of a wooden
chamber suggest that a real wagon may have been embedded in both graves. As
there were no metal wagon components, an all-wooden wagon may have been
placed in the grave. Another possibility is that the wagon was later taken out of
the grave or that they were indeed only symbolic wagon graves. In both cases, they
were large chamber graves of 6 x 4 m. Actually, they are some of the biggest and
richest graves in the southern Moravian region. In grave H1 in Hrušovany u Brna,
the yoke was located near the southern wall of the burial chamber and the wagon
in the northern part of the grave (Fig. 4), exactly as it was common for wagon
graves of the Bylany culture (Koutecký 1968, 464; Pare 1987, 208).
Four bronze Tutuli with small rings along the rim (Fig. 5,16) were part of the
horse-gear found in the grave of Hrušovany u Brna. Another four Tutuli of this
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Fig. 3. Distribution of wagon
graves in the Hallstatt period.
1: Hrušovany u Brna. –
2: Modřice. – 3: Býčí skála
Cave (after Pare 1987, 190
fig. 1, with additions).

Fig. 4. Hrušovany u Brna,
Brno-Country district, grave H
1 (after Kos 2011, 174 fig. 1).

form appeared in princely tumulus 1 in Morašice (Říhovský 1956, 17 fig. 4,2 a‑b;
Stegmann-Rajtár 1992a, 53 pl. 106,12). The centre of their concentration was the
western Hallstatt zone – in Bohemia and southern Germany – where they were
associated with graves of the Ha C containing a wagon and sword (Egg 1996b,
346 fig. 15; Kossack 1954, 121 fig. 2; 125 map 3) but they sporadically occurred
in the eastern Alpine region as well (Somlóvásárhely tumulus 1: Egg 1996b, 346
fig. 4,4-7; Preloge grave IV/43: Tecco Hvala 2012, 160 fig. 61,6).
The grave in Hrušovany u Brna (Fig. 5) as well as the one in Modřice can be
equated with Ha C1b (Kos 2009b, 310; 2011, 177; Kos/Přichystal 2013, 87).
These graves, fitting into the period between the early Hallstatt graves of Klentnice
and Podolí and the ‘princely’ graves of the middle Hallstatt period (Ha C2), play a
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Fig. 5. Finds from grave H 1 in Hrušovany u Brna, Brno-Country district. 12: amber; 9: glass; 5, 11,
18, 32-33, 39: iron; 7 iron and wood; 10 lignite; 1, 3-4, 6, 8, 13-14, 19, 21-23, 25, 27-28, 34 pottery;
otherwise bronze. Not to scale (after Kos 2011, 178 fig. 3).
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key role in observing the development of the Horákov culture, as there was a lack
of representative graves with metal finds from that period (Golec 2005b, 422).
The wagon as a symbol of exceptionality occurred even in the environment of
the Platěnice culture, although somewhat later – in Ha D – as a depiction. A fourwheeled wagon drawn by a pair of yoked horses had been engraved on a drinking
horn made of bone found in a grave in Dobrčice. The grave also contained an
iron lance, bit and belt hook, two bronze bracelets and some pottery (Červinka
1938, 78-80 fig. 1). This grave, which represents one of the exceptional graves of
the Platěnice culture, can be regarded as a burial of a man with high social status
(Makarová 2013, 102-103).

Grave goods of ‘princely’ graves
The richest graves of the Horákov culture, that are considered princely graves
(Podborský 1980a, 107-111) are the already mentioned tumulus in HorákovHlásnica (Fig. 6C), tumulus 1 (Fig. 6A) and 2 in Brno-Holásky (Fig. 6B) and
tumulus 1 in Morašice. A grave from Bratčice (Fig. 7) also belongs to this group,
although it is a little younger (Golec 2003, 512). These large chamber tombs
covered by a barrow stood out due to the quantity and quality of grave goods.
Apart from a large amount of pottery, they contained warrior equipment –
weaponry (swords or lances), possibly protective armor (“remnants of an armour
or a coat with fixed bronze knobs on” were allegedly found in the tumulus
Horákov-Hlásnica; Skutil 1937, 3) and a horse harness as well as jewelry and
clothes fittings. However, the most luxurious items of these graves were bronze
vessels and iron spits that point to contacts with the southeast Alpine region and
northern Italy (Golec 2003, 512).
Likewise, sheet-bronze vessels were the most splendid components of grave
goods in the richest princely graves such as those in Pommer- and Kröllkogel
near Kleinklein or in Strettweg (Egg 2006, 52), although they appeared in greater
amounts in comparison with the Moravian graves.
There were broad-rimmed bowls decorated with birds and suns among the
bronze vessels (Fig. 6,16, C11-12). The bowls were named by J. Nekvasil (1991,
15-16 pl. 5,30; pl. 6,31) as the Horákov type, named after the eponymous site,
where two of them come from. Another bowl was found in one of the burial
mounds in Brno-Holásky (Nekvasil 1991, 16 pl. 7,32). Distribution of these
bowls is linked solely to the second half of the 7th century BC; they do not occur
in Moravia in later periods (Golec 2003, 506). Fragments of broad-rimmed bowls
without decoration were discovered in tumulus 1 in Morašice (Nekvasil 1991, 1617 pl. 7,34) and a complete one was found in Bratčice (Fig. 7,5) (Čižmář et al.
2000, 131 fig. 104,1; Golec 2005a, 107-110 pl. 54; Kos 1995/1996, 337). The
broad-rimmed bowls were spread in the western as well as the eastern Hallstatt
culture, while the highest number of them were situated in the center of their
distribution, namely at the cemetery of Hallstatt (Egg 1996a, 124-125 fig. 73).
Despite their absence in the territory of the Platěnice culture in Moravia, they
sporadically appeared more in the north, in the Lusatian culture in Polish Silesia
(Józefowska/Łaciak 2012, 472).
The greatest number of sheet-bronze vessels was found in Bratčice. There was
a situla, a cup and a ladle along with the above-mentioned undecorated broadrimmed bowl. The situla (Fig. 7,7) had two ribs on the shoulders and a movable
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Fig. 6. Selection of finds from ‘princely’ graves. A Brno-Holásky, tumulus 1. – B: Brno-Holásky, tumulus 2. – C: HorákovHlásnica. A1-4, B1-5, C1-6: iron; A14-15: amber and bronze; otherwise bronze. Scale a – 2a; scale c – A5-15, C7-10; otherwise
scale b (A1, B1-2 after Červinka 1948, 15 fig. 8,2; 18 fig. 10,1-2; 16, B6, C11-12 after Nekvasil 1991, pl. 5,30-7,32; pl. 8,35;
otherwise after Stegmann-Rajtár 1992a, pl. 1; pl. 2,1-9; pl. 4,2-3; pl. 5,9; pl. 18,4-6; pl. 19,1-9; pl. 20,1-2; pl. 20,6).
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handle. The closest parallels can be found in the Býčí skála Cave (Nekvasil 1991, 22
pl. 11,44; Parzinger 1995, 75 pl. 38,346) and Strettweg (Egg 1996a, 96 fig. 54,1),
and its distribution is limited to the territory east of the Alps (Parzinger 1995, 75).
The next two bronze vessels from Bratčice, a cup with engraved decoration and a
strap handle rising above the rim (Fig. 7,8) and a ladle with a lever handle (Fig. 7,6),
can be associated with this area as well. Another ladle with a lever handle was found
in tumulus 2 in Brno-Holásky (Fig. 6,B6; Nekvasil 1991, 18 pl. 8,35).
Spits are considered indicators of high social status in male graves. They are
also suggestive of cultural contacts with the Mediterranean region where the
habit of their deposition into graves comes from (Egg 1996a, 139; Tomedi 2002,
134‑136). Moreover, according to B. Teržan (2004), spits were not only ritual or
status symbols but they may also have represented a sort of pre-monetary means
of payment. Iron spits occurred in three graves of the Horákov culture, namely in
Brno-Holásky tumulus 2 (Fig. 6,B3-4), Hlásnica near Horákov (Fig. 6,C3) and
Bratčice (Fig. 7,4). In all these cases, these spits had a round ending, on which
a ring was sometimes strung and they mostly had an alternately twisted upper
part. Such spits occurred only in the eastern Alpine region and the ones from
Moravia are the northern-most finds of these specimens (Egg 1996a, 143 fig. 83;
Golec 2003-2004, 104 fig. 1). M. Egg (1996a, 145) pointed out the multiple
occurrence of iron spits together with broad-rimmed bowls that probably were
used for serving cooked or roasted meat. This occurred in Bratčice and tumulus 2
in Brno-Holásky.
Neither bronze vessels nor spits have been found in any graves of the Platěnice
culture so far. Although such supra-regional contacts cannot be seen in the burial
rite of the Platěnice culture, there is no doubt of their existence. Iron finds
confirming contacts between the Platěnice culture and the southeastern Hallstatt
culture area already in the Ha C1a phase were found at the hillfort in Podivice
(Fojtík/Golec 2007). Moreover, there are hoards from the Ha D period, mostly
found at settlements, suggesting the contacts with distant regions in the south
as well as the north. A hoard unearthed at the settlement in Kralice na Hané
(Prostějov district) consisting of several pieces of iron spits and eight bronze
vessels is a great example of the contacts (three ladles with lever handle and five
cups and bowls) (Přichystal/Kos 2006, 50, 209; Šmíd 2004, 170 fig. 3). The
interesting thing is that in the area of the Lusatian culture in Poland, significant
amounts of imports got there from the south through Moravia and the Moravian
Gate (Bukowski 1992, 41-50; 1999, 151) during Ha C (Gedl 1991; Gerdsen
1986, 32; Józefowska/Łaciak 2012).
As multi-headed pins show, foreign fashionable elements became a part of
the costume of the local nobility. These pins were typical components of a male
costume in the eastern Alpine region and Po Valley in the period from the end
of 8th to the beginning of the 6th century BC (Nebelsick 1996, 350; 1997, 95‑97
fig. 40). In the area of the Horákov culture, they were present only in rich graves
– in grave 1 in Oslavany (Říhovský 1979, pl. 68,1890; Stegmann-Rajtár 1992a,
24-25 pl. 45,10) and grave 2 in Hrušovany u Brna (Kos 2011, 177 fig. 4,12) and
princely graves – in Brno-Holásky (probably tumulus 1; Fig. 6,A13) (Golec 2003,
504; Říhovský 1979, pl. 67,1866), and as a pin catch (Fig. 6,C13) indicates, in
Horákov-Hlásnica too (Skutil 1937, 4 pl. 1,12; Stegmann-Rajtár 1992a, 17 pl.
19,7). An iron multi-headed pin was also found in grave 1099 at the cemetery
of the Platěnice culture in Moravičany (Nekvasil 1982, pl. 298,17). Even though
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Fig. 7. Selection of finds from
‘princely’ grave in Bratčice,
Brno-Country district. 1-4:
iron; 5-8: bronze (after Golec
2005a, 110 pl. 54; 113 pl. 56;
124 pl. 65; 130 pl. 68,25-27,
pl. 68,33).

the remnants of a wooden chamber were not recognised there, it bears a striking
resemblance to grave 1100 identfied by J. Nekvasil (1982, 319) as a chamber grave.
According to the pottery, both graves can be dated to Ha C2 so they represent the
oldest chamber graves at the cemetery. The other chamber graves date to Ha D
and are larger and richer.
Another significant component of a man’s costume was a belt consisting of ring
hangers, on which for example a whetstone or a knife might be suspended. They are
known from the princely grave in Bratčice (Fig. 7,2) (Golec 2003, 507), Slavkov
u Brna, grave 2 (Dobisíková et al. 2010, 71; 89 fig. 18,16; 27), Modřice, graves
3846 and 3815 (Kos/Přichystal 2013, 85) and Hrušovany, grave H 2 (Kos 2011,
176-180 fig. 4,23). Parallels can be found at the cemetery of Hallstatt (Kromer
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1959, pl. 25,10; pl. 62,7; pl. 63,2; pl. 83,6; pl. 156,6; pl. 195,6) or cemeteries in
Transdanubia (Golec 2003, 507-508), which belong to Ha C2 and Ha D1.
A belt, not just as a functional or decorative component of clothes but also as
a status symbol, started to be used in a woman’s costume as well. The belt, which
was composed of a large number of small bronze rings, sometimes also coupled
with ring pendants, was a typical item of female graves of Ha C2 – D1 belonging
to high-ranking elites (Kos 2004b; Podborský 2002, 169-170; Přichystal/Kos
2006, 52; Štrof 2000, 43-44 fig. 41; fig. 42).

Foreign funerary architecture
Contacts between Moravia and the eastern Alpine region are not only manifested
by grave goods but sporadically also by grave construction. The best example of
foreign construction technique in the area of the Horákov culture is a timberand-stone chamber grave in Morašice (Fig. 8) (Říhovský 1956). A parallel can be
drawn between this and the territory of the Pannonian, Sulmtal and Dolenj groups
(Dobiat 1985, 34-39 fig. 1-2; Egg 1996b; 2006, 47). There was a large grave pit
6.5 x 6.2 m in size under a barrow. Inside the grave pit there was a square shaped
log-cabin burial chamber (4.4 x 4.4 m), which was enclosed by a 1 m wide stone
wall (Říhovský 1956, 14-16). Revision of the archaeological context by M. Golec
(2004) revealed that the wooden burial chamber had two stages and an entrance
corridor – dromos – that led slightly diagonally from the southeastern corner of
the upper part (about 1 m above the chamber floor) to the top. C. Dobiat (1985,
39) assumes that this kind of monumental funerary architecture, mostly the
dromos, has its origin in the Etruscan funerary architecture. The Mediterranean
area, especially Etruscan middle Italy, undoubtedly played an important role in
forming the Central European elites in the Early Iron Age (Bouzek 2007, 260;
Egg 2006, 47) and the Horákov culture in Moravia was also affected.
The construction technique was spread even more to the north, to the area of
the Platěnice culture. In Drysice, a chamber tomb similar in construction, though
smaller (4.6 m²) and without a dromos, was unearthed (Nekvasil 1962, 154-155).
The grave is exceptional for its timber-and-stone burial chamber but as to the
dimensions of the grave pit, the quantity and quality of grave goods, it can be
ranked among average chamber tombs (Makarová 2013, 102).

Amber
Contacts with the north are mainly suggested by finds of amber. In comparison
with, for example, the cemetery of Hallstatt, amber beads occur in much smaller
amounts at the cemeteries of the Horákov and Platěnice cultures, though one
must be mindful of the fact that most of the rich graves were robbed; it is quite
possible that the amount of amber in graves had been much higher.
An amber bead or several amber beads were part of a necklace, which was usually
also composed of glass and/or bronze beads, or as part of a pin. A bronze pin with
an amber head was found in tumulus 1 in Morašice (Stegmann-Rajtár 1992, 53 pl.
106,16) and a pin with multiple amber heads in a grave in Modřice (Kos/Přichystal
2013, 86-87) and probably in tumulus 1 in Brno-Holásky, too (Fig. 6,A14-15).
As many as 179 amber beads come from three chamber graves of the Platěnice
culture in Pustiměř, which have been assigned to Ha C2 – D1 (Baarová 2007, 15-20
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fig. 14). Exceptional are the more than 1800 beads from the Býčí skála Cave dating
to the Late Hallstatt period (Parzinger 1995, 56, pl. 79-80).
The Moravia-Oder route was the main road by which most of the amber was
transported until the early 6th century (Bouzek 1993, 143). In the late Hallstatt
period, even the route along the Vistula regained its importance, which is related
to the increase in the amount of amber and to the richer furnished graves in the
late Lusatian cemeteries in Poland (Dąbrowski 1993, 112). The Moravian region,
however, was not just a transitional area, through which the amber trade was most
likely organised in stages (Bouzek 2007, 260-264), but it seems that raw amber
was processed here as well. Amber processing was documented at the settlements
of the classic stage of the Horákov culture (Ha C2 – D1) in Brno-Řečkovice (Tichý
1969) and Kuřim (Čižmář 1997). They are located in the Brno basin, where the
highest concentration of rich graves, including princely ones is located. Many
small fragments of amber come from a feature at the settlement in Polešovice,
that has been preliminary dated to the Hallstatt – La Tène period (Snášil 1971,
36). Two amber workshops were also unearthed at the settlement of the Platěnice
culture in Kralice na Hané. They contained a considerable amount of amber in all
stages of processing – from raw material through half-finished goods to finished
beads (Přichystal 2007, 212-222). Amber beads were even found in the Ha D
hoards from settlements in Šarovy (Dohnal 1977, 163) and Prostějov-Čechůvky
(Přichystal/Kos 2006, 50; Šmíd 2005, 264).

Conclusion
The revision of old finds and new excavations has revealed that the location of the
Horákov culture on the interface between the western and eastern Hallstatt zones
had an essential impact on the formation of local elites, who took over traditions
from both cultural zones. The amber route connecting the north to the south,
leading through the Moravian region, also played an important role.
Connections with the western Hallstatt zone were significant at the beginning
of the Early Iron Age. The graves of higher-status individuals of the Horákov
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Fig. 8. Reconstruction
drawing of tumulus 1 in
Morašice, Znojmo district,
showing a timber-and-stone
chamber tomb with a dromos
(after Golec 2004, 551 fig. 11).

culture contained western Hallstatt pottery as well as a wagon (or at least parts of
it). The influence of the south started to dominate from the Ha C2 period. The
impact of the southeastern Alpine region and northern Italy was manifested not
only by grave inventories consisting of luxurious items such as sheet-bronze vessels
or iron spits but also by the appearance of new funeral architecture (timber-andstone chamber grave with dromos).
In the area of the Platěnice culture, objects reflecting the supra-regional contacts
occur rather sporadically, even though it is fairly likely that they travelled to Silesia
through Moravia. This may be explained, to some extent by the conservatism of
the Platěnice culture, which is also manifested by their using cremation during
the entire Hallstatt period. Change takes place at the turn of Ha C and Ha D,
when richly furnished chamber graves started to occur. Apparently in this period,
the Platěnice culture became involved in the amber route, as the workshops in
the settlement of Kralice na Hané and some hoards of the late Hallstatt period
indicate.
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The Iron Age cremation cemetery
of Wörgl in Tyrol and the early
Hallstatt Mindelheim horizon
Markus Egg
Abstract
This paper considers large-scale interactions of elites during the early Hallstatt period based on Grave 5 of
the Wörgl cemetery in Tyrol. This cemetery is located in the valley of the river Inn in the northeastern Alps.
It is part of the inner Alpine Hallstatt groups, which are distinguished from the Hallstatt groups north of
the Alps by differences in their burial rituals. For example, they lack the monumental burial mounds that
are part of Hallstatt burials, while extensive pars pro toto depositions are characteristic. Even though Grave
5 of Wörgl is the result of a burial ritual characteristic of the inner Alpine Hallstatt groups, it yielded a
huge amount of metal grave goods that allow an analysis on a European scale. In addition to the urn and
another pottery vessel, a fragment of a sword, horse-gear, parts of a wagon, an iron pin and fragments of a
situla were found in this grave. This combination of metal grave goods is typical of elite graves throughout
Europe and therefor indicates large-scale interactions on a massive scale, from the Netherlands to Tyrol. An
intensive evaluation of the distribution of these finds supports this.

Zusammenfassung
Dieser Beitrag beschäftigt sich mit großräumigen Kontakten älterhallstattzeitlicher Eliten ausgehend von
Grab 5 des Gräberfeldes von Wörgl im Nordtiroler Inntal. Die Nekropole von Wörgl liegt im Nordtiroler
Inntal und ist Teil der inneralpinen Hallstattgruppen. Diese grenzen sich von den nördlich der Alpen
liegenden Hallstattgruppen unter anderem durch ein abweichendes Bestattungsritual ab. So werden in
diesen Gruppen beispielsweise keine monumentalen Grabhügel errichtet. Zudem charakterisieren häufig
pars pro toto beigegebene Funde diese Bestattungsplätze. In Grab 5 von Wörgl, dass eben diese inneralpinen
Charakteristika des Bestattungsrituals aufweist, wurde eine große Anzahl an metallenen Grabbeigaben
niedergelegt, die sich für eine großräumige Auswertung im ältereisenzeitlichen Europa eignet. Neben der
Urne und einem weiteren Keramikgefäß fanden sich hier ein Fragment eines Schwertes, Pferdegeschirr,
Teile eines Wagens, eine eiserne Nadel, ein eisernes Messer und Fragmente einer Situla. Diese Kombination
an Beigaben ist typisch für Elitegräber dieser Zeit in weiten Teilen Europas und deutet großräumige
Interaktionen dieser Eliten von den Beneluxländern bis in den circumalpinen Bereich an, was anhand der
Verbreitung der entsprechenden Funde herausgearbeitet wird.

The cemetery of Wörgl
The Iron Age urnfield cemetery of Wörgl ‘Egerndorfer Field’ is situated a few
kilometers to the east of Kufstein in the valley of the river Inn (Fig. 1). It was
discovered as early as 1838 during stone quarry works (see Franz 1951, 5-11;
Kneußl 1969, 147-148; Mérey-Kádár 1958, 450-451; Von Wieser 1911, 4-9 on
the history of the discovery). The first excavations to recover a respectable amount
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Fig. 1. The necropolis
Egerndorfer Feld, district
Wörgl and the Grattenbergl,
district Kirchbichl (graphics
M. Ober, RGZM based on a
map of Google Earth).

of urn graves were carried out by a local Antiquities club in 1842-44. G. von
Merhart, professor for Prehistory at the University of Marburg, led excavations
between 1934 and 1937 (Von Merhart 1935-38a, 48-49; Von Merhart 193538b, 104; Lucke 1938, 150-157). A. Lang in Munich is currently preparing the
ca. 90 cremation burials that were uncovered during Von Merhart’s campaigns for
publication.
Von Merhart realized the significance of this cemetery for Tyrol and southern
Bavaria for it bridges the gap between the Urnfield period and the La Tène period.
Furthermore the huge amount of metal grave goods interred in those burials reveals
contact with Southern Germany, Upper Italy and the southeastern Alpine region.
Due to threatening and actual building activities in the area of the cemetery
further excavations were carried out by L. Zemmer-Plank and W. Sölder (Tyrolean
Landes Museum Ferdinandeum Innsbruck) between 1982 and 2004 in twelve
campaigns that revealed some further 600 cremation burials1. After the field work
1

See the annual reports published in Veröffentlichungen des Tiroler Landesmuseums Ferdinandeum
61, 1981; 62, 1982; 63, 1983; 65, 1985; 66, 1986; 68, 1988; 71, 1991; 72, 1992; 72, 1993; 82,
2002; 83, 2004; 84, 2004.
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the restoration of the huge amount of find materials turned out to be a challenge.
Almost two-thirds of the burials of the modern excavations were restored in the
laboratories of the Tyrolean Landes Museum Ferdinandeum. Subsequently a
joint project between the museum in Innsbruck and the Römisch-Germanisches
Zentralmuseum in Mainz (RGZM) was started. This project in Mainz was devoted
to the restoration, documentation and scientific analysis of the remaining burials,
most of which were recovered en bloque. This work is still in progress and the
cemetery of Wörgl may still provide some surprises. The current state of research
indicates that the cemetery was founded at the very beginning of the Early Iron
Age (Ha C1a) and was used until the Early La Tène period (Lt A). Younger graves
have not yet been discovered.
The associated settlement has been located. It was situated on the other side
of the Brixentaler Ache, a small river, on a hilltop (Grattenbergl, municipality
Kirchbichl) rising up in the middle of the valley of the river Inn (Fig. 1; Appler
2010, 76-81; Franz 1951, 20-21; Kneußl 1968, 149-150; Tomedi 1998, 49
fig. 9). The contemporaneousness of the burial site and the settlement was
established by a noteworthy amount of stray finds and through two excavations
on the Grattenbergl that were carried out by the Tyrolean State Museum in the
1970s2. In terms of the spatial distribution of sites of the Hallstatt and Early
La Tène period around Wörgl it can be pointed out that the burial site on the
Egerndorfer Feld was erected on the first natural terrace above the Brixentaler
Ache. The distance between the burial site and the settlement is roughly 600
m and they show a good visibility to each other. The Brixentaler Ache divides
the burial site from the settlement and needs to be crossed on the way from the
settlement to the burial site. This striking separation of the world of the living
and the dead by a flowing body of water may be linked to a perception of the
division of the underworld from the living by a river, as testified in ancient Greek
mythology. According to which one could reach the realm of the dead by crossing
the river Acheron (also called Styx or Lethe). Similar perceptions may have led to
the foundation of the burial site at its exact location.

Geographical background
The broad valley of the lower river Inn in northern Tyrol runs from southwest
to northeast through the northeastern Alps. The terraces at the northern and
southern fringes of the valley borders were settled in prehistoric times. Near Wörgl
the Brixentaler Ache river flows into the Inn. Wörgl is therefore situated in an
important location regarding transport geography (Fig. 2). The valley of the river
Inn forms an east-west axis reaching from the Bavarian upland to the Maloja
pass in Grisons (Switzerland). One can easily reach Italy by following the valley
of Eisack and Etsch after passing the main chains of the Alps at the Brenner and
Reschen pass. From the valley of the Eisack river one can reach the valley of the
Drava river which runs to the southeastern Alpine region through the valley of
the Puster river. The Brixentaler Ache as well as the Große Ache lead to the upper
Salzach via the Grießen pass. From there one can easily get to Bischofshofen and
the salt mining complex of Hallstatt via Bischofshofen and the valley of the river
Enns.
2

See the annual reports published in Veröffentlichungen des Tiroler Landesmuseum Ferdinandeum
56, 1976, 343 and 59, 1979, 165 on those excavations.
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The inner Alpine Hallstatt groups
The cemetery of Wörgl is part of the inner Alpine Hallstatt groups (Fig. 3A;
Moosleitner 1980, 205-226). One of the main characteristics of these groups is
their continued use of the cremation and urnfield traditions of the Late Bronze
Age (Fig. 4). This adherence distinguishes the inner Alpine Hallstatt groups
from those north of the Alps. Thereby the inner Alpine region is not a single
uniform culture but can rather be divided into several groups (Fig. 3A)3. The
burial sites of Bischofshofen and Uttendorf form the Salzach group in Salzburg
(see Lippert/Stadler 2009; Moosleitner 1982/83) and they are characterized by a
strong influence from north of the Alps in their pottery and southeastern Alpine
influences in their costumes. The sites in the valley of the river Inn show a strong
Bavarian influence in the early Hallstatt period (Ha C) but lack the southeastern
Alpine imprint concerning the costumes (Lang 1998, 216-224). In southern
Tyrol and the Trentino located south of the main Alpine crest the Melaun group
is situated, that is distinguished by their Laugen influences in the pottery (Von
3

According to the latest research conducted by G. Tiefengraber (Tiefengraber/Tiefengraber 1980,
206) the inner Alpine group in the valley of the upper Mur in Styria (Moosleitner 1980, 206) is
not a part of the inner Alpine Hallstatt groups because it is dominated by the Sulmtal group, those
centre is situated south of the alps.
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Fig. 2. The transalpine route
network in the eastern Alps
(graphics M. Ober, RGZM).

Fig. 3 (opposite page). A: The
inner Alpine Hallstatt culture
groups and their neighbors in
the Early Iron Age. –
B: Cultural contacts in the
necropolis of Wörgl (graphics
M. Ober, RGZM).

A

B
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Merhart 1927, 67-79; Lunz 1974, 52-70; Gleirscher 1992, 117-134). The Tamins
group is located in the Alpine Rhine Valley in Switzerland (see Rageth 1992,
176-184; Schmid-Sikimić 2002, 239-293), the pottery of which is influenced by
the western Hallstatt culture as well as the Melaun group. Their costumes were
heavily influenced by the Golasecca culture in Lombardia.
Wörgl is one of the northernmost necropoles of the inner Alpine Hallstatt
groups and is located only a few kilometers to the south of the western Hallstatt
culture in Bavaria, the tumulus groups of which are distributed to the north of
Lake Chiem (Fig. 3A); cf. Kossack 1959, 7-11 fig. 1 pl. 149). In the preceding
Urnfield culture southern Bavaria and northern Tyrol formed a cultural entity
(Sperber 1992a, 55-56; 1992b, 37), especially with regard to the burial rituals
which show strong similarities. With the beginning of the Hallstatt culture
around 800 BC this entity slowly dissolved through the dissociation of northern
Tyrol from southern Bavaria. While in Bavaria as well as north of the Alps in
general, the burials of elites are monumentalized through the erection of tumuli,
this innovation is not adopted by the societies of the inner Alpine Hallstatt
groups. This lack of monumental burials might be part of a resistance against the
Hallstatt elites, who are typical for the regions north of the Alps. Furthermore in
northern Tyrol the number of vessels does not increase in the course of the burial
ritual. While in Bavaria 30 or more vessels can be deposited in burials (Kossack
1970, 130-138; Krausse 1996, 322-330; Lüscher 1993, 127-139 fig. 62-66), most
graves in Wörgl and Kundl yield only the urn and one further vessel.

The burial rites in Wörgl
The burial site of Wörgl is characterized by strongly uniform burial rituals. Every
deceased was burned and interred in a pottery urn. These urns were deposited
in round burial pits. In several cases stones were used to shore up the burial pits
or were arranged in a circular pattern. In some cases larger stones were used to
mark a burial above ground. The used stones were never worked. Large burial
monuments comparable to the tumuli of the Hallstatt culture north of the Alps
are not known from Wörgl, where the burials are too close together to allow larger
monuments.
As mentioned above, many burials contained a single pottery vessel, a small
bowl, in addition to the urn (Fig. 4). In only a few cases were one or two further
vessels discovered, some of which survive only as fragments in the urn. This
pattern of grave goods was strictly adhered to from the early Hallstatt period to
the La Tène period.
A special feature of the necropolis on the Egerndorfer Feld is the vast amount
of rich metal grave goods compared to general Alpine burial rituals. Prestigious
finds such as rich costumes, weapons, parts of horse-gear and bronze vessels are
found in the burials. In Wörgl it is only the metal finds that demonstrate social
inequalities within the burial ritual. Large burial mounds or huge sets of vessels
are not used for social distinction. The metals also testify large-scale culture
contacts and interdependencies (Fig. 3B). From all cardinal directions material
culture found its way to Wörgl: a special form of ankle rings (Schaukelringe)
points to nearby Bavaria; forms of arm rings derive from southwestern Germany
like the so called Tonnenarmbänder. Arm rings with circular extensions hint
to the middle Rhine region. The fibula costumes from Wörgl consist of large
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Fig. 4. Wörgl, Egerndorfer
Feld, grave 224. 1: in situ
block recovery. – 2: Pottery
urn with accompanying bowl
(photo R. Müller, RGZM).

amounts of spectacle shaped fibulae (Brillenfibeln) and half-moon shaped fibula
(Halbmondfibeln) that testify an orientation on the eponymous site of Hallstatt in
Upper Austria. In contrast, the female belt costumes with oval belt plates follow
Italic notions. Some neck rings (Ösenhalsringe) and fibulae testify connections
to Slovenia and the Carpathian basin. All these large-scale interdependencies
indicated by the finds lead to the question to what extend the inhabitants of the
Grattenbergl were involved in the lucrative exchange of goods in Early Iron Age
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Europe. The exceptional position of Wörgl in these networks becomes even more
evident when the grave goods are compared to other burial sites of the region, like
the necropolis of Kundl located some ten kilometers to the west (see Lang 1998).
Here only very few metal grave goods were found in the Early Iron Age burials.
Before one grave of Wörgl is presented in the context of connected elites, one
specialty in the burial rituals of the necropolis needs to be emphasized: all the
dead were burned on the pyre. Afterwards the cremated bones were collected,
but only up to one or two handfuls were deposited in the urns. While for an
adult one would roughly estimate around 1.5-2 kg of cremated bones, in Wörgl
only up to 0.3 kg were deposited. In Kundl similar small amounts of cremation
were interred in the graves (see Lang 1998, 48). The treatment of the remainder
remains unknown.
In many cases, metal grave goods were bent or broken before they were placed in
the urns (Fig. 5; 7). A good example for this practice is the iron knives. In some cases,
they were only bent to up to 90° while in other cases, they were folded several times.
This folding seems impossible without the use of tools. Other iron objects were also
heavily bent, like La Tène swords or horse-bits. Bronze grave goods were treated in a
similar way. Fibulae or rings were equally bent or broken prior to deposition. A very
special treatment was reserved for arm and ankle rings that were interred in pairs: one
was broken while the other one was left intact (Fig. 5).
Regularly, a pars pro toto was deposited in the grave, rather than the whole object.
This rite is clearly illustrated by the fragment of a sword in Grave 5 (Fig. 7,8). The
remainder was not interred in the urn. This custom is strikingly illustrated by Grave
58. In the urn two small fragments of tires with associated nails and felloe clamps
were discovered. Such finds are parts of an early Hallstatt four-wheeled wagons and
clearly illustrate the pars pro toto. Interestingly only one horse-bit was detected in
this grave, even though a yoke and a harnessed team of two horses is needed for
the use of the wagon. The pars pro toto custom was used far more intensively when
compared to the Hallstatt culture north of the Alps (see Pare 1992, 198-200). It
seems to be a characteristic of the inner Alpine Hallstatt groups, as described by A.
Lang based on the cemetery of Kundl (Lang 1998, 50-51).
It needs to be discussed what happened to the parts of the grave goods that
were not interred in the urns: did they remain on the pyre and in the case of
the bronze objects were burned down to amorphous drops of bronze? A definite
evaluation is hard to give as the pyres have not been located. It remains possible
that those other parts of the objects were deposited at hitherto unknown places.
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Fig. 5. Wörgl, grave 338.
1: complete bronze arm ring. –
2: intentionally broken bronze
arm ring (drawings M. Weber,
RGZM).

Another possibility is that they were kept by the mourners as a memento on the
dead, but they could also have been remelted and reused later on.

Wörgl, Grave 5 and large-scale interdependencies
in the early Hallstatt period

Fig. 6. Wörgl, Grave 5: plan
of the grave (Tyrolean State
Museum Ferdinandeum
Innsbruck).

Although the funerary community of Wörgl did not employ the new burial
customs that dispersed north of the Alps, there were close connections with
southern Germany in the early Hallstatt period (Ha C). This becomes exceedingly
evident in Grave 5, which will be presented in the following to illustrate the largescale interdependencies of the cemetery of Wörgl.
As is common for the burial site of Wörgl, Grave 5 is a typical urn burial
(Fig. 6). The urn was interred in a circular pit and encircled by some stones. All
grave goods were found in the urn.
The Bavarian influence is already clearly depicted on the urn, which is only
fragmentarily preserved. It shows a cone shaped neck and an ornament made of
cherry red slip and graphite painting in a zigzag pattern (Fig. 7,10). Such vessels
are type finds for the Hallstatt culture in southern Bavaria and the area around
Inn and Salzach (Kossack 1959, 34-37; Stöllner 2002, 162-165) and are often
testified in Wörgl as well. Inside the urn some cremated bones were discovered
underneath a small pottery bowl (Fig. 7,11). As noted above, this combination of
vessels is typical for the cemetery of Wörgl.
This grave also yielded a fragment of a bronze sword blade that was damaged
by fire (Fig. 7,8). Although the grip is missing, which is usually important for a
typological analysis, the width of the blade and its ribs hint towards a Mindelheim
sword (Cowen 1967, 384-391; Schauer 1971, 194-195). The central rib fits best
with the variant Wels-Pernau, as defined by P. Schauer (1971, 194-195 pl. 95).
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Fig. 7. Wörgl, grave 5, the grave goods. 1-2: iron horse-bits. – 3-6: bronze ring-footed rein-knobs 7: iron pin with multiple heads.
– 8: fragments of a bronze sword blade. – 9: fragments of a bronze situla. – 10: fragments of the urn. – 11: accompanying pottery
bowl (photo M. Egg, RGZM).
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Due to the fragmentary state of preservation the schemes as proposed by P.-Y.
Milcent and M. Trachsel cannot be applied (Milcent 2004, 87-95; Trachsel 2004,
124-132 fig. 65-67).
Mindelheim swords are generally made of iron, and the bronze versions are
seen as the older variant of this weapon type. The bronze swords are much rarer
than the iron examples. J.D. Cowen compiled them in 1967 (Fig. 8; Cowen
1967, 424-427 map A). Bronze Mindelheim swords are mostly found north of
the Alps between Baden-Württemberg and Bohemia. Core areas can be found
in Northern Bavaria and Upper Austria. The absence of such swords in the west
seems noteworthy as they already do not appear in the Upper Rhine valley. The
spread of swords found from Bohemia to southern Scandinavia is striking and can
probably be seen in relation with the trade of amber. The sword of Wörgl is one
of the southernmost swords of this type.
Mindelheim swords are a type find of Ha C1b – C2 (Hodson, 1990, 54-65
fig. 13; fig. 17; Kossack 1959, 17-22). The bronze swords date to the beginning of
this period as clearly shown by R. Hodson in the cemetery of Hallstatt (Hodson
1990, 58 fig. 17). The presence of such a sword in Grave 5 dates this burial to an
early stage of Ha C1b around 700 BC. Two iron horse bits with curved cheekpieces tetragonal holes were also found (Fig. 7,1-2), which belong to G. Kossack
classic type Ib4. Wörgl is the only site of the inner Alpine Hallstatt groups where
cheek-pieces are testified in eight graves. In Grave 5 the cheek-pieces were found
in a pair but as typical for Wörgl, in an incomplete state. These finds identify the
deceased as a driver of a wagon.
Cheek-pieces of the type Ib are typical for Ha C1b in southern Germany as
already noted by G. Kossack in 1954. The more recent studies of C. MetznerNebelsick (2002, 114) confirm this classification. The distribution map of these
finds testifies their broad distribution from the Netherlands to Serbia with a clear
concentration in southern Germany and Bohemia. The finds from Wörgl link up
to this core area (Pare 1992, 142 fig. 101a).
Grave 5 also yielded four ring-footed rein-knobs without flanges (Fig. 7,3-6;
Kossack 1954, 117 map 3; Pare 1992, 139-146 fig. 101b). C. Metzner-Nebelsick
terms these as type AVa (Metzner-Nebelsick 2002, 311-318 fig. 139A, Va.). G.
Kossack stressed that these ring-footed rein-knobs need to be counted to the
group of burials with richly decorated horse-gear of the early Hallstatt period (Ha
C) and are mostly associated with horse-bits of the types Ib or Ic (Fig. 9; Kossack
1954, 118-124), which is also the case in Grave 5 of Wörgl. Graves with such
horse-gear are typical for Ha C1.
The simple ring-footed rein-knobs of the Hallstatt period are mostly found in
southern Germany and Bohemia (Fig. 10; Pare 1992, 143 fig. 101b) and the finds
from Wörgl form a southern periphery of this core area. Still, some such finds are
scattered from the Netherlands to the Carpathian basin.
In terms of costume Grave 5 yielded a badly preserved iron pin with multiple
heads separated from the shaft by a stop (Faltenwehr). The final head is lenticular
in shape and is accompanied by two further heads (Fig. 7,7). At first glance, the use
of iron seems unusual for such pins were usually cast in bronze, as for example in
4

Kossack 1954, 119-120 map 2; Pare 1992, 140-146 fig. 101a. – Two further cheek pieces of this
type from Salzburg-Maxglan, grave 400 (Moosleitner 1996, 324 fig. 10,1-2) need to be added as
well as two pieces tumulus 3 and 139 of Budinjak in Croatia (Škoberne 1999, pl. 8,3. – I would like
to thank the excavator Ž. Škoberne (Zagreb) for the hint on the unpublished piece of Tumulus 3).
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Fig. 8. Distribution of bronze
Mindelheim Sword (mapped after
Cowen 1967 with complements).
1: Bjerringbro. – 2: Fœllenslev. –
3: Holbaek-Slots. – 4: Limfjord. –
5: Bamberg. – 6: Bubesheim. –
7: Burladingen-Ringingen. –
8: Ellwangen-Röhlingen. –
9: Frankfurt-Oberrad. –
10: Ittelhofen-Freihausen. –
11: Kappel-Kemmathen. –
12: Knetzgau-Wertheim. –
13: Mindelheim. – 14: Mistelgau. –
15: Möttingen. – 16: Neuensee. –
17: Schönfeld. – 18: SchreezGosen. – 19: Steffenshagen. –
20: Thalmässing. – 21: Vilshofen. –
22: Wertheim. – 23: Lekve. –
24: Hallstatt. – 25: Wels-Pernau. –
26: Wels-Wimpassing. – 27: Wörgl. –
28: Batăr-Arpăşel. – 29: Ånsta. –
30: Hassle. – 31: Råsunda. –
32: Sjögestad. – 33: Bohušovice. –
34: Jarošavice. – 35: Kolin
(graphics M. Ober, RGZM).

Fig. 9. Distribution of type Ib horse
bits (mapped after Pare 1992 with
complements). 1: Limal-Morimoine.
– 2: Court-St.-Etienne. – 3: Aholfing.
– 4: Bad Rappenau. – 5: Beilngries. –
6: Bittelbrunn. – 7: Mindelheim. –
8: Neukirchen-Gaisheim. –
9: Thalmässing. –
10: Unterwiesenacker. –
11: Como-Ca’Morta. – 12: Budinjak. –
13: Dalj. – 14: Erdut Veliki Varad. –
15: Kaptol. – 16: Oss. – 17: RoseggFrög. – 18: Salzburg-Maxglan. –
19: Wörgl. – 20: Cristeşti. –
21: Cipău. – 22: Boranja. –
23: Ritopek. – 24: Hradenín. –
25: Lhotka. – 26: Lovosice. –
27: Plaňany. – 28: Platěnice. –
29: Nagysomló-Dobai Ungarn. –
30: Sédvíz. – 31: Somlyóhegy. –
32: Somlyóvásárhely
(graphics M. Ober, RGZM).
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Fig. 10. Distribution of
simple ring-footed rein-knobs
(mapped after Pare 1992 with
complements). 1: AlbstadtEbingen. – 2: AlbstadtTailfingen. – 3: Bittelbrunn. –
4: Breisach-Gündlingen. –
5: Dietfurt a. d. Altmühl. –
6: Eigeltingen-Honstetten. –
7: Emmerting-Bruck. –
8: Engstingen-Großengstingen.
– 9: Estorf-Leeseringen. –
10: Forst Merzelbach. –
11: Gauting. – 12: Großeibstadt.
– 13: Köngen. – 14: Lager
Lechfeld. – 15: Leipheim. –
16: Maisach-Gernlinden. –
17: Mindelheim. –
18: Moritzbrunn. –
19: Neukirchen-Gaisheim. –
20: Neustetten-Wolfenhausen. –
21: Oberfahlheim. –
22: Reichenau. –
23: Riedenburg-Haidhof. –
23: Rorgenwies. –
24: Scheuring-Haltenberg. –
25: Sigmaringen-Laiz. –
26: Tannheim.27: Thann-Neuhaus. –
28: Unterwiesenacker. –
29: Vöhringen. –
30: Wehringen. – 31: Mailhac. –
32: Wijchen. – 33: Gilgenberg.
– 34: Hallstatt. –
35: Wörgl. – 36: Stična. –
37: Vitina (Herzegowina). –
38: Dýšina. – 39: Horákov. –
40: Lhotka. – 41: Lovosice.
– 42: Plaňany. -43: StraškovRačiněves. – 44: NagyberkiSzalacska. – 45: Százhalombatta
(graphics M. Ober, RGZM).

Hallstatt, Veneto or in Slovenia. In Wörgl pins with multiple heads were primarily
made of iron, which conforms with other cemeteries of the inner Alpine Hallstatt
groups, like Bischofshofen5 or Uttendorf in the Pinzgau (Moosleitner 1982/83,
30 fig. 26,3.7) situated in federal state Salzburg or in Pfatten/Vadena in southern
Tyrol (Marzatico 1997, 531-534 fig. 231-235 pl. 115,1284-1293). Those sites
yielded several iron pins of that type, which indicates that this is typical for the
inner Alpine Hallstatt groups. The choice of this material cannot be ascribed to
a lack of copper in this region but can rather be seen as a conscious choice in
appreciation of iron in the manufacture of costume.
The distribution map recently provided by Ž. Škoberne (2004, 213-218
fig. 4)6 indicates that these pins are concentrated around the Caput Adriae, the
southeastern Alpine region, the eastern Alps with the center of Hallstatt and along
the valleys of Etsch and Inn. In smaller numbers they also appear in southern
Bavaria and the area around Inn and Salzach north of the Alps.
Furthermore, fragments of a bronze situla with a short cylindrical neck were
found in Grave 5 (Fig. 7,9). As with all situlae in Wörgl, it was fragmented and
only a part of it was interred in the grave. The clearly pronounced shoulder was
ornamented with a circular rib. The bottom of the situla was formed like a riveted
bowl, which indicates an early dating of this situla, as these were replaced by
5
6

As much as six iron pins with multiple heads were discovered here. See Lippert/Stadler 2009, pl.
25,3.8; pl. 32,6; pl. 74,9; pl. 132,4; pl. 169,27.
In northern Tyrol one further piece of Langenkampfen-Marienkapelle needs to be added (Appler
2010, 80 fig. 39,8).
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Fig. 11. Distribution of the
discussed type of situlae
(Situlen mit Steilhals,
einnietiger Bandattasche und
angenieteter Bodenschale).
1: Albate. – 2: ComoCa’Morta. – 3: Ede. –
4: Hallstatt. – 5: Wörgl. –
6: Rvenice. – 7: Vaskeresztes
(graphics M. Ober, RGZM).

situlae with grooved bottoms in the course of Ha D. The handle attachments of
the situla feature one rivet and held a bow shaped handle ending in bird shapes
As the distribution map indicates (Fig. 11), there are only a few parallels for
the situla of Grave 5 of Wörgl, among them the situla of Ede-Bennekom in the
Netherlands (Kimmig 1962/63, 67 fig. 12). Such a connection, from Wörgl in
northern Tyrol to the Netherlands, is quite striking as it connects the most distant
parts of early Hallstatt elites with each other. The distribution of those situlae
covers a broad area from upper Italy to the Netherlands and from Hungary to the
western Alps. What stands out is that most of these situlae show two or three ribs
on the shoulder. The only exceptions are Wörgl Grave 5, Grave 555 of Hallstatt
(Prüssing 1991, pl. 35,162) and tumulus 1 from Vaskersztes in Hungary (Fekete
1985, 73 fig. 5,4), which feature a single rib. As already pointed out, these situlae
chronologically derive from the early Hallstatt period (Ha C), (see Hodson 1990,
59 fig. 17 and Sievers 1982, 18 pl. 1,1 on the piece of Hallstatt as well as Fekete
1985, 74-75 and Patay 1990, 74 pl. 48 on the find from Vaskersztes). Those with
multiple ribs seem to emerge in the Later Hallstatt period (Ha D). The example
from Wörgl is a little older than its parallels and dates to an early section of Ha
C1b, around 700 BC, due to the association with the horse-gear and the bronze
Mindelheim sword blade.
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Conclusion
Although interred in an urn in a flat grave, the metal grave goods of Wörgl
Grave 5 – consisting of a sword, horse-gear, a wagon and even a bronze vessel –
form an exclusive grave furnishing. This set of grave goods represents the classic
endowment of the early Hallstatt Mindelheim horizon. This pattern of exclusive
grave goods can be found in quite diverse cultural groups between Tyrol and the
Netherlands. The elites of these cultures of different origin all used this set to show
high prestige in burial rituals. These burials therefor clearly indicate large-scale
interaction between elites in the early Hallstatt period on a European scale in this
large area between Tyrol and the Netherlands. These elites were communicating
and interacting with each other across Europe.
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Animals to honour the ancestors
On animal depositions in barrows of the
northeast Alpine Hallstatt region
Petra Kmeťová
Abstract
This paper considers the character and role of animal depositions in graves of social elites in the northeast
Alpine Hallstatt region. Only a small number of graves are included in the analysis due to the rather poor
state of research. Collections of finds, however, differ in several aspects, such as animal species present and
the amount and form of deposited remains. Animal depositions in graves of social elites are investigated
from the point of horizontal social status of the deceased. They are also compared to animal remains in
graves of individuals of assumed lower social rank. Finally, their role in burial rites of members of the
social elites is discussed.

Zusammenfassung
Dieser Beitrag ist dem Charakter und der Rolle von Tierdeponierungen in Gräbern der sozialen Eliten in
den nordostalpinen Hallstattgruppen gewidmet. Aufgrund des eher schlechten Forschungsstandes können
dabei nur wenige Bestattungen analysiert werden. Nichtsdestotrotz lassen sich Unterschiede herausarbeiten,
so in der Auswahl der Tierarten, der Menge und der Selektion der niedergelegten Teile. Die entsprechenden
Befunde werden in diesem Beitrag auch in Hinblick auf den horizontalen Status der in den Bestattungen
niedergelegten Individuen untersucht. Zudem werden die Tierdeponierungen der Elitegräber mit
Bestattungen von sozial niedriger zu verordnenden Gruppen verglichen, bevor schlussendlich die Rolle von
Tierdeponierungen in den Bestattungsriten der sozialen Eliten diskutiert wird.

Introduction
High social status and prestige of some individuals buried at cemeteries of the
Hallstatt culture was indicated by monumental grave construction, variety of
artefacts with additional symbolic meaning and also by complex burial rites. This
paper examines whether animal depositions were another means of underlining
the high status of deceased, or more precisely, what their function in graves of
social elites was. It focuses on barrows of social elites in the northeast Alpine
Hallstatt region (present-day Lower Austria and Burgenland, southern Moravia,
south-western Slovakia, and northern and central Transdanubia, Hungary).
Dominant barrows in this region date to period of Ha C – D1 after which they
ceased to be built.
Animals were an irreplaceable part of life of Early Iron Age communities.
They were not only a source of food (meat, fat, milk, etc.), but also a source of
organic materials (wool, leather, fur, bone, horn, antler, perhaps even manure),
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domesticated ones were also working animals (draft power, means of transport,
watching the property, herding, assistance in hunting, etc.), and some were even
close human companions. The significance of some animals was reflected in art
and the religious sphere. Research on the use of animals in early phases of the
Hallstatt period based on skeletal remains is still rather sporadic or focuses on
selected species. A similar situation exists in western Central Europe, with more
sites researched, where majority of sites with analysed osteological material comes
from Ha D (e.g. Müller-Scheeßel/Trebsche 2007, 63-65 tab. 1). The issue of
animal remains in barrows of social elites in northeastern Alpine Hallstatt region
has not yet been evaluated in its complexity. In this area few archaeozoologically
researched grave finds are available; nevertheless, there are some find contexts that
warrant attention. Despite certain limitations of the research (animal depositions
without bones are undetectable by traditional methods), it can show certain
tendencies in treating animal bodies for funeral purposes to honour the members
of social elites.

Materials and state of research
This contribution is based on available information on archaeozoological
investigation, closely linked to state of archaeological research. It focuses primarily
on osteological finds that are well recorded, evaluated and published (including
detailed archaeozoological determination, evaluation and interpretation; cf. e.g.
Ambros 1975, 217; Stadler 2010, 26-33). Although, at present time it is a standard
procedure, in the studied area only a small number of graves are evaluated in such
detail (cf. Nebelsick 1997a, 50-58), namely barrows in Dunajská Lužná-Nové
Košariská, south-western Slovakia (Pichlerová 1969; Ambros 1975), barrows
109 and 114 in Százhalombatta, western Hungary (Holport 1993; Vörös 1993),
barrow 3 in Langenlebarn, Lower Austria (Preinfalk 2003; Pucher 2003), and
barrow 1 in Zagersdorf, Burgenland (Rebay 2002).
In case of other barrows excavated in the 2nd half of the 20th century,
archaeozoological analyses were published only briefly or were not realized/
published at all. Among them of special importance is a barrow in west Hungary,
Süttő-Sáncföldek, excavated in 1978-82. Beside information on uncremated
remains, also results of analyses of cremated animal remains were published
(Vadász 1983; 1986). Publication of such analyses is rare until now in the area
of the northeast Hallstatt region. Unpublished partial results (horse remains) of
such analysis in barrows 1 and 3-6 in west Hungarian Fehérvárcsurgó-Eresztvény
were provided by I. Vörös (pers. comm. 2008; cf. Jungbert 1993). Only some
information from archaeozoological analysis was included in evaluation of a rich
grave (barrow?) from south-Moravian Bratčice (Golec 2005, 93-140 esp. 99). In
case of some other barrows only complete animal skeletal remains or their larger
parts were specified (Gemeinlebarn, barrow 1, Vaszar-Pörösrét, barrows 4, 5 and
7, Modřice, female grave; Mithay 1980, 57-58; 64; 77; Offenberger 1980, 438;
Kos/Přichystal 2013, 80-82).
The majority of dominant barrows in the region were unearthed in the 19th
or first half of the 20th century when evidence, excavation and storage of animal
remains were not in the focus of most researchers. If animal bones were mentioned,
it is unclear whether they were determined by a specialist on zoological material and
thus whether the information is accurate. These finds were therefore not included
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Bratčice

grave

1?

Dunajská Lužná-Nové Košariská

barrow 1

1

1

Dunajská Lužná-Nové Košariská

barrow 3
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Gemeinlebarn

barrow 1
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X
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Table 1. Occurrence of
animal species in barrows
of elites in northeast Alpine
Hallstatt region. Numbers
state the number of detected
individuals.

X
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V. Vadász 1983; 1986
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1
X

1

Vörös 1993

2

X

1?

Vörös 1993
?

Mithay 1980

?

Mithay 1980; Horváth 1969

X

Mithay 1980
Rebay 2002, 98

in this study, except barrows in Bad Fischau-Feichtenboden. Not only are the
animal remains recorded rather precisely, but determinations from J. Szombathy’s
article (1924) practically correspond with results of archaeozoological analysis
from the late 20th century (Klemm 1992). In the following analysis two large
Bad Fischau barrows with outstanding grave goods are used, namely no. 10, and
Hochholz excavated in the mid-20th century (Klemm 1992, 372-393; 443-467;
Szombathy 1924, 186-187).

Animal species in barrows
Several animal species were present in all barrows excavated in the second half of
the 20th century where palaeozoological material was analysed (Table 1). There
were at least two, but mostly three and more species. The highest number (nine
species) was detected in barrow 3 in Dunajská Lužná-Nové Košariská, following
eight species in barrow 109 in Százhalombatta. Among these species, domestic
animals and also game were included, namely mammals, birds and fish.
Three species occurred most frequently: cattle (Bos taurus), ovicaprid (sheep,
Ovis aries, or goat, Capra aegagrus hircus, since their bones can be distinguished
only sometimes), and domestic pig (Sus scrofa domesticus). In every grave with
known and verified composition of animal remains at least two, but mostly all
‘three’ of these species were present. According to settlement and grave finds in
wider Central Europe, they were essential to human meaty diet in the Early Iron
Age (Benecke 1994, 131-133; Müller-Scheeßel/Trebsche 2007, 62-72; 75-83). In
presented barrows, cattle were the most frequent found animal.
Regarding small ruminants, their remains were either undistinguishable, or, in
several cases, were specified as remains of sheep (Table 1). Presence of goat bones
is not confirmed in any of the presented barrows, only assumed in one grave (Bad
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Fischau, barrow 10). The dominance of sheep in grave contexts compared to goat
corresponds with its dominance in settlements and graves in most regions in wider
Central Europe (Benecke 1994, 358 tab. 32; Müller-Scheeßel/Trebsche 2007, 66;
Stadler 2010, 53).
The third most often occurring animal was domestic pig, which is also similar to
the situation in breeding livestock in eastern Central Europe (Benecke 1994, 131;
Müller-Scheeßel/Trebsche 2007). Its frequent occurrence in settlements of central
character with developed crafts and exchange is associated with the ability to produce
meat for a large number of people (Müller-Scheeßel/Trebsche 2007, 71-72).
Remains of ‘best friends of humans’, ergo horses and dogs, occurred less
frequently. Horse remains (Equus caballus) are a rather frequent find in barrow
graves; they come from nine or ten graves. Their higher proportion, however,
might be only a reflection of uncomplete data (Fehérvárcsurgó, only information
on horses available). Remains of dog (Canis lupus familiaris) were found only in
three barrows.
Remains of wild animals were also less numerous. The most frequent was
European brown hare (Lepus europaeus). Its bones were recorded in five barrows.
Hare remains were also the most numerous game remains in Hallstatt and early
La Tène settlements in Lower Austria and South Moravia, i.e. in the environment
of wide open landscape, and frequent also at other sites (Trebsche 2013, 217; 225
fig. 10). Other wild mammals (red deer – Cervus elaphus, wild boar – Sus scrofa,
and red fox – Vulpes vulpes) occur only sporadically. Artefacts made of red deer
antler were found in two graves. Canine teeth of wild boar, used also as parts of
artefacts, were detected in three graves. Fox bones were recognized in only one
barrow. All of these animals were relatively frequent among game recorded in
Hallstatt and early La Tène settlements (Trebsche 2013).
In barrows of northeast Alpine elites, remains of several birds (wild as well as
domestic) were present. They were detected only in precisely excavated find contexts
and in some of them several bird species were identified. The only certainly domestic
species was hen (Gallus gallus f. domestica). A single wing bone comes from barrow
3 in Dunajská Lužná-Nové Košariská. In early Ha C2 (for dating see Parzinger/
Stegmann-Rajtár 1988, 168-169) hen was rather rare in this region. The earliest
evidence of this domestic fowl in eastern Central Europe is currently dated to the
final phase of the Bronze Age (Ha B3). In the Early Iron Age their breeding was
more widespread, although still low-numbered (Kyselý 2010; Schmitzberger 2006,
346). The archaeozoologists have assumed that hens were bred mainly for their meat
or other specific use, such as cock-fighting, since eggs were then produced only
seasonally (Benecke 1994, 134; Kyselý 2010, 11; 20-21).
Goose remains were found in three barrows. It is discussed whether remains of
geese in Early Iron Age contexts were of wild (Anser anser) or domesticated species
(Anser anser domesticus; Ambros 1975; Benecke 1994, 116-119; Pucher 2003). In
these cases both possibilities must be taken into account, since the first occurrence
of domestic goose in Central Europe is dated to the turn of the Bronze and Early
Iron Ages, similar to hen (Benecke 1994, 117). Goose was present in barrows by
larger amount of skeletal remains than hen. The third bird in the barrows was
wild duck (Anas platyrhynchos), detected in two graves. Waterfowl was also found
in settlements from this era; however, in dependence on excavation methods (cf.
Trebsche 2013, 222).
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Dunajská Lužná barrow 4

Dunajská Lužná barrow 6

Langenlebarn

barrow 3

Table 2. Character of animal
remains in selected barrows
according to their find context.
Legend: X – presence of
species; (1) – assumed number
of individuals; f – fragmented
remains (small pieces); n – not
fragmented remains (whole
bones, large fragments); n
f – majority of remains not
fragmented, some fragmented.
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X
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Xnf
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X (1) n
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Xfn

Xnf

X? (1)

X

Careful excavations of Dunajská Lužná-Nové Košariská barrows yielded several
finds of fish remains. These bones are known from two barrows (Table 1), both with
the largest amount of animal species in the cemetery. In barrow 3 these remains
were of pike (Esox lucius L.), while bones from barrow 4 could be determined only
generally as infraclass Teleostei. In general, fishing must have been more frequent
in the Early Iron Age Central Europe as identified fish remains suggest, especially
when animal bones were obtained by hand collecting, not by floatation (Trebsche
2013, 223). In latter barrow beaver bones (Castor fiber) were also found. In the
past, beaver was hunted for its meat, fur and glands. Its bones were frequently
found in prehistoric settlements situated near rivers (Ambros 1959, 53; Trebsche
2013, 218).
In some graves a few indeterminable animal bones were also present; the
occurrence of more animal species therefore cannot be excluded.

Form of animal remains and their role in grave
In the studied barrows of the northeast Alpine Hallstatt region, animal remains
were present in a variety of forms. Smaller groups of bones and parts of animal
bodies such as legs are most frequent. Bones are either whole or cut. Single bones
or teeth and artefacts made of them or antler occurred less frequently. Intact
skeletons and remains of whole bodies cut in portions were rather sporadic.
Intact bodies of animals were placed in presented barrows rather rarely. In
barrow 1 at Gemeinlebarn a skeleton of a horse was found, lying in the corridor
entering the burial chamber. Horses were also burned on funeral pyres as
suggested by finds from two sites (Süttő and Fehérvárcsurgó). In the former,
“high proportion of horse remains” in 17 kg of cremated osteological material
was observed. A large amount of cremated horse remains, however, does not
have to mean cremation of whole horses, as was proved by new detailed analyses
of cremation remains from southeast Alpine Kleinklein-Kröllkogel in Styria.
Specifically, horse cremation remains – with one exception – come exclusively
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from autopodia of one or several individuals (Grill/Wiltschke-Schrotta 2013, 4452). From Süttő barrow, no detailed archaeozoological analyses were published so
far. Nevertheless, in Fehérvárcsurgó barrows 1 and 3, cremated remains of a whole
horse were recognized. On the contrary, only part of horse’s body was cremated
in barrow 5 and a few bones in barrows 4 and 6. Even when horsemeat was
sporadically still consumed (Benecke 1994, 133), it seems less likely that horse
remains in graves were offerings of meat. Horses were primarily used as a means
of transport and was also perceived as an emblem of groups and individuals of
high social rank (Kmeťová 2013; Metzner-Nebelsick/Nebelsick 1999). In funeral
symbolism, these two functions have merged. Horse represented or underlined
elevated rank of the deceased and served as the companion on his last journey
(psychopompos), in order to transport him safely to the Otherworld (Kmeťová
2013; Milićević Bradać 2003).
In northeastern Alpine barrows with known animal remains there are only a
few questionable finds of other animals deposited possibly in form of whole bodies
(scattered remains in disturbed barrows, absence of published detailed osteological
analyses). Therefore the practice of depositing intact animal bodies (pig in Vaszar,
barrow 7, cattle in Százhalombatta, barrow 109, and pig, dog, and burned dog/s
in Süttő) is, except of the horse, uncertain. However, a dog (with mutilated legs?)
buried along with a child on the roof of burial chamber in Süttő seems to reflect
its significance as psychopompos, an emblem of rebirth and also messenger of gods
(Cooper 1986, 83). The same might apply to cremated dog(s), though in this case
the aspect of companionship must be also taken into consideration.
Some animal remains are connected with food. Parts of animals rich in flesh (cf.
Stadler 2010, 32 fig. 10), such as upper leg, rump, upper arm, shoulder, and parts
of trunk were clearly grave offerings of meat. Remains of swine occur in this form
most frequently. Pork was often placed in graves in large portions, in some graves
entire or almost entire bodies were cut and split (Süttő, Vaszar barrow 5; similarly
in south German sites: Stadler 2010, 57). Preference of pork in several graves was
emphasized by deposition of body parts or entire bodies of at least two individuals
(Table 1). Its function as meat grave offering is underlined by the age of pigs
deposited in this manner: in most cases they were determined to be young, nonadult, or very young, only once as adult. Even the majority of ovicaprids’ remains
were of similar character. The most common are parts of front and hind legs rich
in quality meat, or almost whole legs; back parts were less frequent. Also sheep or
goats were slaughtered for the burial purposes preferably in young or sub-adult age
which is ideal for getting tasty meat. In some graves at least two individuals were
placed as well. Additionally, depositions of some other animals were also rich in
meat. For example, waterfowl (goose, duck) were placed in graves mainly as intact
larger part of the body, cut body or chopped meaty parts, such as legs or wings.
Moreover, meaty parts of legs, chest and back of hare, whole bodies or large parts
of fish and also upper front leg of a beaver suggest their function as a food.
Cattle were deposited in various forms. Parts of skeleton rich in meat were rather
sporadic. Much more frequent were bones with less meat (ribs, vertebrae) or without
meat (chopped joints). These bones and also some parts rich in meat were chopped
in small pieces and some of them were even split (Dunajská Lužná-Nové Košariská
barrows, Bad Fischau, Hochholz, Bratčice, Langenlebarn; Table 2). In Dunajská
Lužná-Nové Košariská, these chopped cattle bones were sometimes placed together
with similarly prepared bones of other animals. Osteological determinations
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usually do not state whether bones were raw or cooked. It cannot be excluded that
remains of animals found in the same place and prepared in the same way were
remains of a specific dish (cf. Lauwerier 1983; Schmitzberger 2006, 347). It can
be speculated that in some cases, if they were originally placed in a wooden vessel
(cattle remains were only rarely placed in ceramic vessels), it was a meal resembling
stew. Such interpretation might be supported by finds of bowls near some of these
piles (Pichlerová 1969, 24; 69-70; 96; 100). Furthermore, beef ribs, even with less
meat on, are considered to be a delicacy. Finally, lack of bones rich in meat can be
hypothetically explained by nature of beef portions which are frequently unboned.
Hence, the presence of quality beef in graves cannot be excluded.
The difference between character of remains of pig and sheep/goat placed in
graves (esp. meaty parts, frequently in larger portions) and those of cattle (esp.
chopped in small pieces) is striking (Table 2). If character of cattle remains
was not just associated with preparation of a specific meal, it could have had
symbolic meaning. Dismemberment of something symbolically represented death
and rebirth, in the sense of disintegration and reintegration, and was frequently
associated with sacrifice to deities (Cirlot 1984, 83-84; Cooper 1986, 230).
Moreover, cattle symbolism, especially of bulls, was a frequent part of northeast
Alpine luxurious funeral pottery (bull protomes) and became one of the defining
elements of the whole east Alpine region (Preinfalk 2003, 74-79; Siegfried-Weiss
1979). Interconnection of both aspects therefore cannot be excluded.
Bones poor in meat (cf. Stadler 2010, 32 fig. 10) are sometimes interpreted as
a symbolic meal offering in the sense of pars pro toto. Burial rites of the Hallstatt
culture were very complex and rich in symbolic grave goods. Hence, the parts
poor in meat could have been of symbolic character, as a symbolic meal or animal
offering. It is well-known that in the antiquity, along with sacrifice of animals
to deities it was common that participants consumed the meaty parts. Offered
remains were not regarded to have inferior value in the context of (also funeral)
sacrifice. For example, animal bones and hide were a regular offering to deities
(Węgrzynowicz 1982, 126-128; Stadler 2010, 78-79). Based on this assumption,
such explanation would apply also to single bones, such as tarsal bones, vertebrae,
fragments of bones, teeth etc. Deposition of a bone or body part could have
replaced the deposition of a whole animal.
Such meaning must be also taken into consideration for a deposition of animal
heads/skulls. In various cults the head represented vitality and the greatest symbolic
value of living creature; hence it symbolized the whole being. Skull in general was
also used as apotropaic object (Cooper 1986, 94-95; Węgrzynowicz 1982, 126;
133; 206). In presented barrows, several animal skulls were found of which some
are questionable (also other bones of the animal present and the original contexts
disturbed: two cattle skulls on the roof of burial chamber in Süttő and sheep skull
in Százhalombatta, barrow 109). Three finds are more certain: a skull of a calf
with the horns cut off placed in between two piles of human cremated remains
on a clay bank within the burial chamber in Süttő, a swine (boar) skull in barrow
109, and skull of a young ram in barrow 114 in Százhalombatta. Only a few
fragments of horse skull were originally placed in a grave chamber in Bratčice.
Similarly, teeth and jaw were parts of a skull but also had specific symbolic
meaning as parts of a set of teeth. Animal teeth and jaws were frequently used as
amulets or talismans in the past (Hansmann/Kriss-Rettenbeck 1966, 102). It is
supposed that animal teeth given to deceased were there to help them reach the
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Otherworld more easily. A few teeth and phalanx of equid(s?; probably horse)
were deposited in barrow 10 in Bad Fischau. A fragment of lower jaw of a puppy
comes from Dunajská Lužná-Nové Košariská, barrow 3.
Eggs of unidentified birds of which tiny shell fragments were collected in
Dunajská Lužná-Nové Košariská barrows could have held several functions. First
of all, egg was a nourishing food produced only seasonally (even domestic hens
laid eggs only in the springtime; Kyselý 2010, 20-21). Nevertheless, bird eggs
were also important symbols of creation, fertility, rebirth, renewal of life, and
protection. In some cultures, such as Etruscan or Greek, eggs were frequently
associated with the world of the dead and were a grave offering (e.g. Carpino
1996, 69-71; Omran 2015; Simoons 1994, 146; 156-159; Stadler 2010,
106). Considering the complexity of Hallstatt burial rites and position of shell
fragments in both barrows (near human cremated remains – barrow 3; near hare
bones among ceramic vessels – barrow 4; Pichlerová 1969, 51; 69) none of these
functions can be excluded.
Some finds were represented only by remains of animal autopodia. In disturbed
barrow 109 in Százhalombatta there were some bones of lower parts of legs of hare
and a dog. Bones of animal autopodia are sometimes explained as remains of hide
or fur, since they usually remain attached after the skinning (e.g. Stadler 2010,
35; Vörös 1993, 38). Hare is a typical fur-bearing animal and its hunting was not
only done for meat but also for fur, which is also very likely for the Early Iron
Age (Scheibner 2013, 26; Trebsche 2013, 217; 222). Use of dog’s fur was even
described by some classical writers (Scheibner 2013, 26). In the Százhalombatta
barrow there were also leg remains of a fox but of more ‘meaty’ parts (humerus and
ulna fragments). Though, I. Vörös (1993, 38) considers them to be remains of fur
deposition. In general, it cannot be excluded that even remains of other animal
species such as autopodia and skull or its fragments were remnants of fur or hides.
Some animal remains were deposited in graves as artefacts. The most numerous
are astragali (talus bones). In northeastern Alpine barrows of elites there were
only astragali of sheep and sporadically of sheep/goat. They were found in two
dominant barrows in larger amount (Süttő, 39 specimens; Százhalombatta,
barrow 109, 13 specimens; six left and seven right). All were perforated except one
with traces of bronze. They were probably remnants of necklaces or other objects,
forming personal possessions of a deceased (found in the remains of the funeral
pyre). Astragali have been used as children’s toys and components of a game, and
also for magic (fortune-telling, amulet; Węgrzynowicz 1982, 129; Wiesner 2013,
99-103). For astragali from graves of the Urnfield culture it is, however, assumed
that were rather pars pro toto representation of animals (Wiesner 2013, 103-106),
to which also composition of left and right specimens from Százhalombatta refers.
Tusks of wild boar were also used as artefacts. Large lower canines of wild boar
from barrow 114 in Százhalombatta were transformed into horse bridles (Holport
1993, 25 fig. 1), similarly as most likely those from barrow 5 in Vaszar-Pörösrét
(Horváth 1969, 125 fig. 24,1-2). On the other hand, a set of boar tusks found
around skull of an inhumed female in grave in Modřice could have served as
a headgear decoration or remnant of a ritual mask (Kos/Přichystal 2013, 8182). Wild boar hunting was particularly dangerous and killing a wild boar was
therefore appreciated and closely associated with heroism and kingship. Artefacts
from its tusks (trophies?) were considered to bear the strength of the animal and
were most likely connected to individuals/groups of elevated social rank (Eibner
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2001). Red deer antler fragments most likely from horse harness were discovered
in Százhalombatta’s barrow 109 as well as fragments of some other antler artefacts.
Artefacts made of red deer antlers come also from Bad Fischau, barrow 10.
Finally, it must be taken into consideration that in depositions of an animal
body or its parts a symbolic meaning of the animal could have been present. A
whole animal, not edible parts of the animal, or other forms of depositions (single
bones or even artefacts) could have included also symbolic meanings of individual
animals in the religious sphere. Animal species from presented barrows frequently
occur in various religious systems with various symbolic meanings. They have
been associated especially with deities and principles of heaven and sun (male
principle) and/or earth, Underworld and moon (female principle). Some of them
have rather been associated with male/heavenly/solar principle (bull, ram, horse,
red deer, goose, rooster), other with female/earthly/lunar principle (hare, cow,
fish, dog), but frequently these principles have merged (e.g. cow, bull, ram, swine,
horse, rooster). It is remarkable that all of these animals share the association with
fertility, life and/or rebirth (overcoming death in the Afterlife). Some animals had
also apotropaic significance. Horse and dog were also human’s life companions
and were perceived as psychopompoi. Waterfowl as birds able to swim, sink under
the water, fly, and their wild forms also seasonally migrating to the south and back
were associated with heaven and also the Underworld, and therefore as connecting
both of these worlds as well (Andrałojć 1993, 30-34; Carpino 1996, 71; Cooper
1986; Milićević Bradać 2003; Scheibner 2013, 62-64; Stadler 2010, 116-126). It
seems that at least some animal depositions in graves symbolized a safe journey
to the Otherworld, renewal and rebirth in eternal life. Some animal depositions,
such as horses or artefacts from boar tusks, were also to enhance high social rank
of the deceased or its reflection.
Furthermore, particular symbolic meaning could have been expressed also by
a combination of various animal species. Except their significance in fertility and
rebirth cults, individual species were also associated with various principles and
aspects of life, and their sacrifice/offering could have had different (additional?)
meaning. In many Indo-European cultures sacrifices of several appointed species
were practised. For example, a wide-spread sacrifice of swine, sheep and cattle was
in ancient Rome known as suovetaurilia and connected to an agrarian cult (Cato
the Elder, CXLI,1-4; Stadler 2010, 116). Therefore, it cannot be excluded that
every animal species and deposition form in a grave had a specific function.

Animal depositions in grave and their connection to
the social rank of the deceased
Comparison of the deposition of animals in different types of graves most likely
reflects different social groups (vertical social structure?) and can indicate whether
and how their presence in a grave could have been related to the social rank of the
deceased.
Animal depositions in barrows of northeast Alpine social elites cannot be
associated with people of one or another gender exclusively. Such graves in
this region contained mostly cremation burials of several individuals (cf. e.g.
Klemm 1992, 170-175) and anthropological analyses are able to state sex of
the deceased rather sporadically. It is also difficult to attribute the grave goods
to individual piles of human remains (individual deceased?). Nevertheless, the
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available anthropological analyses and/or grave goods indicate that animals were
part of funerary assemblages of men, women and children. A single burial of
a male is evidenced by a single anthropological determination (Százhalombatta
barrow 114; Holport 1993, 25). Male burials are also indicated by grave goods
in a small number of graves (Dunajská Lužná-Nové Košariská, barrows 3 and 4,
Gemeinlebarn barrow 1, Langenlebarn barrow 3; Kromer 1958; Pichlerová 1969,
pl. 12-24; Preinfalk 2003, 47-95). Only two graves seem to be laid primarily
for females and/or juveniles and children (Zagersdorf and Dunajská LužnáNové Košariská, barrow 6 where, however, no human remains were found in the
primary burial, only a child/children in the secondary shaft; Pichlerová 1969,
95 fig. 56; 58-59; Rebay 2002, 93-97; Studeníková 2008, 91-92; 110-111).
No patterns in animal depositions can be observed in any of these groups and
therefore this situation is different to that in the western Hallstatt area where
sheep predominated in graves of females, while male graves contained mostly pigs
(Stadler 2010, 64-67; 70-72; cf. Table 1). Furthermore, in Süttő, several types of
animal depositions were clearly related to the burial of a child of about eight years
old on the chamber roof.
Remaining barrows contained remains of several human individuals, both
of males and females. Although in some of them the burial of an adult male
appears to be of principal position, while remains of other people seem to be
accompanying burials/sacrifices, it cannot be excluded that at least some of them
were buried subsequently. In conclusion, no specific animal species, or specific
type of animal depositions can be connected to particular age or gender of the
deceased, with one exception. Inhumation of a whole horse seems to be typical for
males (Kmeťová 2014, 262).
All presented barrows belong to the largest and richest barrows in the region.
They were of considerable size (diameter up to 50-60 m; Offenberger 1980, 383;
Pichlerová 1969, 79), with elaborate construction of a burial chamber, built
either solely of wood or using stone and wooden structures. Their outer grandeur
corresponded with quantity and exceptionality of grave goods. They were especially
rich in pottery vessels of various forms. The deceased were buried with elements
of clothing and jewellery. Deposition of other metal artefacts depended on local
burial practices: in some regions also horse harness and wagon components were
placed in graves, in others, weapons were sporadic. Some artefacts were luxurious
imports from other regions or were influenced by such artefacts. Furthermore,
these barrows also frequently contained artefacts which had particular ritual
significance (e.g. anthropomorphic and zoomorphic figurines and vessels, socalled Kalenderberg trias in female graves, wagon models, etc.). People buried
in these graves are therefore considered to be representatives of the most elevated
social group, individuals with supreme powers in the society, possessing also some
significant roles in cult (Egg 1996; Studeníková 2008; Teržan 1986).

Animal depositions and vertical social structure
The animal depositions in graves of members of elevated social group have been
analysed in detail, except for the frequency of their occurrence. Because of the state
of research this aspect can be studied in a limited number of barrow cemeteries/
groups with a high proportion of excavated graves and recorded animal remains.
In Dunajská Lužná-Nové Košariská animal remains were found in four out of five
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barrows. In Százhalombatta, they were in every barrow excavated in the late 1970s
and 1980s (7 barrows; Holport 1993, 28; 33). In Fehérvárcsurgó, horse remains
were found in five out of nine excavated barrows; presence of other animals is
still unpublished. Accordingly, the occurrence of animal depositions in barrows
of social elites was notably frequent. Moreover, the absence of osteological animal
remains in some barrows cannot exclude the original presence of unboned animal
depositions, for example unboned meat, since it can be evidenced only by methods
of archaeological chemistry.
This situation will be compared with that in other types of cemeteries/graves
in the region, in order to recognize the association of animal depositions with
graves of social elites within wider vertical social structure.
Considering “flat” cemeteries (cf. Rebay 2006, 43-44) which are regarded
as burial places for common population, only a few of them (those that were
archaeozoologicaly analysed) are of any use for this study. Animal remains in these
cemeteries were detected in a rather small number of graves. For example, in the
large Statzendorf cemetery in Lower Austria they were recognized in 57 graves
out of about 375, in relatively close Grafenwörth cemetery in four graves out of
21, in western Slovak Vrádište cemetery in 14 out of 28 graves, in Transdanubian
Halimba-Cseres in four out of 24 graves and in Nagydém-Középrépáspuszta in
twelve out of 23 graves (Ambros 1960; Lochner 1988; Nagy 1939; Pichlerová
1960; Rebay 2006; Schmitzberger 2006). No clear correlation between amount
of grave goods and presence of animal remains are observed, since animal remains
were found in ‘rich’ as well as ‘poor’ graves. The number of animal species in
individual graves was also considerably lower than that in presented barrows.
Remains of one species were the most frequent, while two were much more
sporadic and three species in a grave were very rare. Regarding the variability
of species, it seems that various species were placed in these graves, similarly to
barrows. Namely, along with the three (or four) most frequent species, remains
of horse, red deer, beaver or hen were also occasionally detected. Considering
the forms of animal depositions, there were also various forms present (meat
depositions, pars pro toto (?), astragali, single bones or teeth etc.), but mostly only
one per grave. The amount of animal remains from individual species in a grave
was also considerably lower than in barrows: usually there was a single bone or a
couple of adjacent bones forming a portion of meat. Sporadically other parts of
animal bodies occur. It must be pointed out that in none of these graves entire
mammals were found and moreover, large parts were present extremely rarely. It
is also of notice that remains of particular species were treated very similarly as in
presented barrows (e.g. pork cuts, larger parts of sheep, even whole extremities,
sheep astragali, chopped cattle remains). Finally, it seems that the main differences
between the animal depositions in barrows of top social elites and deceased from
‘flat’ cemeteries were multiplicity and variability.
Similar tendencies can be observed in the south Moravian cemetery in
Vojkovice, even though archaeozoological analyses were not carried out/published
(Golec 2005, 141-267). It is a flat cemetery with a high proportion of chamber
graves (19) compared to simple urn graves (2). Chamber graves are interpreted
as of ‘higher middle class’, but also a rich female grave socially comparable to
those from barrows was among them. Animal remains were recorded in twelve
chamber graves, all with more grave goods than in remaining ones. Usually there
was only a small amount of bones, only in graves with large number of grave
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goods or luxurious artefacts were there more animal remains or animal body parts,
sporadically located even in a couple of places. In the rich female grave a piglet
skeleton was found.
From barrows of smaller dimensions and smaller amount and variability of
grave goods than in dominant barrows, those in Bad Fischau (Klemm 1992, 311464; Szombathy 1924) are suitable for comparison as well as a single grave from
Donnerskirchen (grave 1; Rebay 2005). In Bad Fischau animal remains were
found/mentioned in eleven out of 16 barrows, two of them (no. 10, Hochholz)
are considered above as dominant barrows. The number of animal species in a
barrow was one or two. Remains of cattle, sheep and swine were the most frequent,
while other species occurred rather rarely (ovicaprid, equid). The character of
these remains resembles those in dominant barrows. They were present in graves
of males as well as females.
In conclusion, it seems that the number of animal species, amount of their
remains and the variability of forms of their depositions in a grave generally
increase with higher social importance of buried person (if burial rites/grave type
really reflected vertical social structure). It applies to animal remains interpreted as
food, but also to other forms of animal depositions. However, accurate definition
of situation in these ‘less prestigious’ types of graves requires further detailed and
complex research.

Chronology of animal depositions
Diverse collections of animal depositions in individual barrows of social elites
could have depended also on chronology. Their complex chronological evaluation
is, however, problematic. The only usable site for the study of development of this
practice is Dunajská Lužná-Nové Košariská cemetery with all barrows excavated
and with well researched find contexts (on chronology see Parzinger/StegmannRajtár 1988, 168-169). In the earliest barrow 2 no animal remains were detected.
The following three barrows from Ha C2, no. 3, 4 and 6, respectively, contained a
large amount of animal remains. Moreover, the first two contained a considerable
number of species placed in several spots (5-8) within the burial chamber. In the
latest barrow 1, dated to Ha D1, animals were deposited only in one place and
comprised of two species. The multiplicity and variability of animal depositions
in Ha C2 barrows correspond with situation in Transdanubian barrows Süttő and
Százhalombatta 109. However, observed situation cannot be applied to all barrows
of this type. For example, graves from Ha D1 (Langenlebarn 3, Bratčice) still
contained several animal species (≥5, 3), although the amount of their remains
appears to be smaller.
The determination of development of animal depositions in barrows of
northeast Alpine social elites requires further research, including their forerunners
in previous periods.

Conclusion
Although only a limited number of barrows of northeast Alpine Hallstatt elites
were investigated due to limited information on animal remains, some tendencies
relating to the manifestation of social importance of deceased from the barrows
have clearly showed up.
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It is evident that animal depositions were typical for this type of grave, despite
the sporadic absence of animal remains in some of them. Further research is
required to state whether this absence was caused by chronological development
of this practice, insufficient state of research, or by other factors (e.g. unboned
meat). Regarding the practice of animal deposition, the main difference between
outstanding graves (the ones primarily analysed in this paper) and other ones was
the multiplicity and variability of detected animal remains. Accordingly, barrows
of social elites in this region generally contained higher number and variability
of both the animal species and forms of their depositions. Usually several species
were present in a grave, most frequently two or three main food-producing
domestic animals (cattle, sheep or less likely goat, and swine), and several other
domestic animals and/or game. Even though the presence of several species and
several forms of animal depositions in a grave was not restricted to barrows of
social elites, it was standard for them. Furthermore, presence of individual species
was not exclusive for these barrows, except some deposition forms of particular
animals (e.g. entire horse, wild boar tusks as parts of horse-bits).
Various forms of animal depositions are apparently related to their various
functions in graves. First, some of them represented offerings of meat/meal,
especially portions of pork, lamb (even whole legs), as well as parts of hare,
waterfowl and fish. Moreover, animal furs or hides could have represented
luxurious furnishing of the mortuary bed in the burial chamber or on the funeral
pyre, or equipment of the deceased. This applies to the artefacts made of tusks
or antlers as well. Numerous and various depositions of meat along with these
artefacts were apparently associated with manifestation of opulence and hence of
social significance of these people and/or their families (cf. Hayden 2009). The
large amount of meat in these graves was similar to situations in central graves
in southern Germany where it seems to refer to a certain status of the deceased
(Schumann 2015, 103-104; Stadler 2010, 70-72; 74-76).
Some other animal depositions most likely reflected diverse symbolic aspects.
Cattle body parts rich in flesh were detected only sometimes, while bones
poor in meat or without meat, chopped in small pieces, clearly predominated.
It has been speculated that these remains could have been either of a specific
dish (stew?), similarly as some remains of other animals, or were offerings in the
sense of pars pro toto, and/or reflected a specific practice associated with a cult
(dismemberment). Animal heads/skulls placed in a grave could have also borne
a specific symbolic meaning, similarly as single bones poor in meat, astragali(?)
or teeth. They could have even stood for a particular animal. In connection with
the burial rites, symbolic perception of these animals as emblems of safe passage
to the Otherworld, rebirth and life stands out. For some species and deposition
forms, it seems that several meanings have merged, such as horse as an emblem of
privileged transport to the Otherworld and at the same time a reference to high
social rank of the deceased. Eggs were also important symbols of life and rebirth
as well as food.
Multiplicity and variability of animal depositions were similar to multiplicity
and variability of some other grave goods in barrows of elites, especially ceramic
vessel sets (cf. Nebelsick 1997a, 37-48). Grave goods from rich barrows in
this region and rich sets of ceramic vessels in particular (as “drinking sets”;
e.g. Preinfalk 2003, 66-68; on different function of vessels see Müller 2012,
357‑359) could be linked to rites resembling the cult of Dionysus in the north
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Mediterranean which was connected to a belief in resurrection (Nebelsick 1997b,
esp. 384-387). Also some animal depositions (symbolizing life, death and rebirth)
seem to reflect similar religious conception. For example, the bull, a significant
emblem of northeast Alpine Hallstatt region, was also a part of Dionysian cult as
was dismemberment of something (see dismembered cattle remains in barrows;
cf. Cooper 1986, 230; Nebelsick 1997b, 386; these remains placed near vessel
with bull-protomes: Pichlerová 1969, 25 fig. 12; pl. 6,2; Preinfalk 2003, 100;
pl. 1-7). It seems that the issue of rebirth and resurrection was very important
in the burial rites of deceased members of the social elites and was associated
with their heroization. Accordingly, grave goods of ritual-symbolic meaning
along with those indicating high social status or prestige (cf. Schumann 2015),
as well as monumental grave construction and complex burial rite were supposed
to helped them to complete the metamorphosis from the deceased members of
social elites to powerful “ancestors” (Müller 2012, 359-361; Nebelsick 1997b,
384-386; Williams 2005, 37-38). Animal depositions were part of this cult,
serving the deceased as food and objects of a personal nature during their life in
the Otherworld, or rather in a period of “living dead” between their death and
entrance to the Otherworld, and possibly also to funeral attendants during the
funeral feast (Stadler 2012, 162-170; 174). They could also help them to get there
safely. Some animal depositions were also necessary to ensure them new life as
heroized ancestors with appropriate social identity.
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Hallstatt C sword graves in
Continental Gaul
Rise of an elite or new system of representation
of self in a context of crisis?
Pierre-Yves Milcent
“Howbeit no huge barrow do I bid you rear with toil for him,
but such a one only as beseemeth“
Homer, Iliad, XXIII, 245-246

Abstract
355 Hallstatt C swords are recorded in Gaul. With the exception of about 41 specimens found in rivers,
these swords, for which the context of discovery is known, come from graves in barrows. These sword graves
fall into two main geographically distinct groups of unequal size. The smallest group corresponds to about
34 cremation burials found in the northeast of Gaul, possibly extending towards the northwest. It spreads
from Champagne in France to south Gelderland in the Netherlands and was called the Mosan group by E.
Warmenbol. This group presents cultural characteristics of Atlantic and Nordic affinities. The second group,
numerically larger, corresponds to 170 inhumation burials distributed from the Upper Rhine to the southwest
of the Massif Central. It is this group, belonging to Hallstatt cultures, that we will primarily address.
In each of these two groups of sword graves, the deposited and preserved artifacts are sparse. In the
inhumation burials the sword is placed with a scabbard or a textile cover next to the deceased, often on
the right side of the body, alone or accompanied by one to three vessels. A razor and bracelet regularly are
associated with the body. Other categories of objects are rare. The deceased and the accompanying artifacts
are arranged under a barrow, whose architecture varies by region, but whose size remains modest. The
layouts associated with the barrow, including enclosures, are simple.
In the past, archaeologists connected these sword graves with an emerging elite, of either foreign (before
the 1980s, the dominant theory being invasions by eastern horsemen) or local origin. Some even considered
that they were the beginning of an ongoing and increasingly complex socioeconomic process that would
culminate with the princely wagon burials at the end of the first Iron Age.
The perspective, given by taking into account more global data not only from the beginning of the
first Iron Age but also the end of the Late Bronze Age, today suggests a very different interpretation of this
phenomenon. Aside from five graves generally attributable to the late Ha C (Chavéria, Magny-Lambert,
Marainville-sur-Madon, Ohnenheim, Poiseul-la-Ville), the Ha C sword inhumations finally appear
rather poor; and, register in a context of profound break with the Late Bronze Age, apparently even inside
a context of a crisis with multiple causes (the crisis of the 8th century BC). These sword tombs therefore do
not demonstrate the development of a more powerful elite than in preceding period; quite the contrary, but,
a new self-representation system through the adoption of a renewed material culture and the recomposition
of funeral practices with standardized rules.
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Résumé
Sur l‘ancien territoire de la Gaule, 355 épées du Hallstatt C sont répertoriées. A l‘exception de 41
exemplaires trouvés dans des cours d‘eau ou des milieux humides, les épées dont le contexte de découverte
est connu proviennent de tombes sous tumulus. Ces tombes à épée se répartissent principalement en deux
groupes géographiquement bien distincts et de taille inégale. Le groupe le plus petit correspond à une
quarantaine de sépultures à crémation que l‘on trouve dans le nord-est de la Gaule, avec une possible
extension en direction du nord-ouest. Il s‘étend de la Champagne, en France, au sud du Guelderland
dans les Pays-Bas et a été qualifié de groupe Mosan par E. Warmenbol car il couvre surtout le bassin de la
Meuse. Ce groupe mosan présente principalement des caractéristiques culturelles d‘affinités atlantiques et
nordiques. Le second groupe, plus important numériquement, correspond à 170 sépultures à inhumation
distribuées du Rhin supérieur au sud-ouest du Massif central. C‘est de ce groupe, appartenant aux cultures
hallstattiennes, que nous parlerons. Dans chacun de ces deux groupes de tombes à épée, le mobilier déposé et
conservé est peu abondant. Dans les tombes à inhumation, l‘épée est placée auprès du défunt, généralement
dans un fourreau et au côté droit, seule ou plus souvent accompagnée de vases (entre un et trois vases).
Un rasoir et un bracelet sont régulièrement associés. Les autres catégories d‘objets sont rarement déposées.
Le défunt et le mobilier de ces sépultures sont disposés sous un tumulus, dont l‘architecture varie selon les
régions, mais dont la taille reste modeste. Les aménagements associés au tumulus, enclos notamment, sont
simples. Par le passé, les archéologues ont souvent mis ces sépultures à épée en relation avec l‘émergence
d‘une élite, qu‘elle soit supposée d‘origine étrangère (théorie dominante des invasions de peuples cavaliers
orientaux avant les années 1980), ou locale. Certains ont même considéré qu‘elles marquaient le début
d‘un processus continu de complexification socio-économique qui culminerait avec les tombes à char
princières de la fin du premier âge du Fer.
Le recul donné par une prise en compte plus globale des données pour le début de l‘âge du Fer, mais
aussi la fin de l‘âge du Bronze final, permettent aujourd‘hui de proposer une interprétation très différente
du phénomène. A part cinq sépultures dont quatre attribuables à l‘extrême fin de la période (Chavéria,
Magny-Lambert, Marainville-sur-Madon, Ohnenheim, Poiseul-la-Ville), les tombes à épée du Ha C
apparaissent finalement assez pauvres et s‘inscrivent dans un contexte de profonde rupture avec l‘âge du
Bronze final, apparemment même dans un contexte de crise aux causes multiples, la crise du VIIIe s. av.
J.-C. Elles ne manifestent donc pas le développement d‘une élite plus puissante qu‘aux époques précédentes,
bien au contraire, mais un nouveau système de représentation de soi, à travers l‘adoption d‘une culture
matérielle renouvelée et la recomposition des pratiques funéraires selon des normes strictes et interrégionales.

Introduction
This paper summarizes the context and interpretation of Ha C sword deposits in
Gaul1. I focus on the contexts of Hallstattian graves, that is to say the inhumations
from the south and east of Gaul. In the past, archaeologists connected these
sword graves with the emergence of elites of either foreign (before the 1980s,
the dominant theory being invasions by eastern horsemen) or local origin. Some
even considered them as the beginning of an ongoing and increasingly complex
socioeconomic process culminating in the princely wagon burials at the end of
the first Iron Age. By taking into account global data not only from the beginning
of the first Iron Age but also the end of the Late Bronze Age, a very different
interpretation is suggested.

1

Gaul is considered here in a pure geographic sense according to the definition given by Julius Cesar
in the opening of the Bellum Gallicum. Therefore it is the geographic area between Pyrenees, Alps
and Rhine. This area shows no cultural or ethnic homogeneity at the beginning of the Iron Age.
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History, contexts, and geography of discoveries
The first exploitable discoveries of Ha C swords in Gaul date back to the early
19th century, but most were made in the last third of the 19th century and in
the 1960-90s. Funeral documentation was collected by H. Gerdsen during the
1980s (Gerdsen 1986). Recent work has improved and enriched this body of work
(Beylier 2012; Cicolani et al. 2015; Dhennequin 2005; Milcent 2004).
The swords of the Ha C are distributed mostly in eastern Gaul, are rare in
western Gaul and unknown in the southwest of France (355 Ha C swords are
known, found in France (288), Belgium (24), Netherlands (24), western Germany
(12), western Switzerland (6) and 1 in the Italian Alps near the French border;
Fig. 1). In northwest Gaul, the near-absence of archaeologically identifiable burials
explains this contrast, rather than a lack of research. In these western regions
funerary practices were different during the first Iron Age and generally informal
and archaeologically invisible. The elites of these Western regions are nevertheless
identifiable archaeologically, but in different forms from those known elsewhere.
Large enclosed residences often with palisades, similar to the Herrenhöfe of
Bavaria, are found in much of the Atlantic Gaul during the first Iron Age (as
early as the 8th century BC). These elite residences remain almost without equal
in Hallstattian Gaul (Milcent forthcoming 1). Two metal hoards in Pfalz yielded
a few swords (5?). Elsewhere in Gaul, no hoard contains a piece of a Ha C sword,
as demonstrated by J. Gomez de Soto (2014).
But we now know that there are very few metal hoards from the Ha C in Gaul
(in France for example, most of the Armorican axe hoards and the Launacian
hoards date Ha D1-2: Milcent forthcoming 2). 41 swords (11.5% of the total)
come from rivers or wetlands without any significant concentration, excepting
perhaps northern Gaul, and were found especially in areas where there has been a
lot of dredging and archaeological surveys. Today, we mainly interpret these water
finds as the result of involuntary losses during Ha C, unlike during Late Bronze
Age (Cicolani et al. 2015).
The other swords (276: 77.7% of the total) come from 272 (probable)
burials where the context of discovery is known. These swords come mainly from
southern and eastern Gaul, and we only know the burial custom for 213 graves.
These graves belong to two main groups of unequal size.
The first consists of 34 cremation burials in the northeast, usually buried in
a medium-sized barrow. Swords are often broken or bent and cremated bones
are deposited in urns. These homogeneous burials are spread in and around the
Mosan basin and referred to as the Mosan group by E. Warmenbol (1993). The
grave goods show many affinities with the Atlantic cultures, especially during the
first part of Ha C, but the funeral practices are more or less similar to those from
northwest Germany. With few exceptions at the very end of Ha C, the links with
the stricto sensu Hallstattian groups appear superficial.
The other 170 graves are inhumations buried in barrows or pits probably
covered by a barrow, in central, eastern and southern Gaul. These burials are
characteristic of cultural Hallstattian groups from Gaul. These are the ones that
I will study.
The Hallstattian sword graves of Gaul are clearly differentiated from those
found in the Osthallstattkreis. To a lesser extent, they are also distinct from the
sword tombs of the upper basin of the Danube. This is why the traditional
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concept of Westhallstattkreis presents a problem of definition and no longer
seems relevant. This concept actually gives an impression of continuity and even
cultural homogeneity, that would run from the centre of France to Bavaria. As
demonstrated by W. Reinhard (1993; 2003), this continuity does not exist; from
one side to the other of the upper Rhine Valley, the differences in rituals and burial
furnishings among sword tombs are marked (see Reinhard 2003, 43 fig. 24). To
take another criteria, the forms and patterns of the fine ceramics of the Ha C show
that products discovered in the Hallstattian areas west of the Rhine have simple
decoration (Fig. 2,2), and have little in common with those from Central Europe
that are richly engraved and painted (Fig. 2,4). The case of sword graves of Gaul
will reinforce this point of view and will show that it is probably necessary to
distinguish not two, but three large Hallstattian areas: Eastern (middle basin of
the Danube), Central (upper basin of the Danube) and Western (regions from the
upper Rhine to the southern Massif central).
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Fig. 1. Distribution map of the
Ha C swords in Gaul.

2

3

1

Fig. 2. Examples of decorated
fine ceramics deposited in
Early Ha C sword burials
from eastern Gaul
(1-3: Chavéria T.16, Jura) and
south Germany
(4-5: Wehringen barrow 8,
Bavaria). 1-2: after Vuaillat
1977; 3-4: after Hennig 1995).

4

5

First, however, the chronology and the production groups of these swords need
to be reviewed.

Chronology and evolution of swords of the
Gündlingen family
Almost all Ha C swords in Gaul belong to the family of swords with leaf-shaped
blade and flat tanged grip, called Gündlingen (from my point of view, the
Gündlingen swords do not indicate a type, but a family of weapons characteristic
of Ha C in temperate Europe and encompass all models of swords from Ha C,
including the Mindelheim type).
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Their relative chronology today is accurate, at least for the bronze ones which
are much better preserved than iron specimens (Milcent 2004, 95-107). The
general shape of the swords and chapes are the best indicators of chronology:
the associations of different types of swords and chapes enable us to identify two
major stages: the Early Ha C and the Late Ha C, with a short transitional horizon
between the two (Fig. 3).
The Early Ha C (equivalent to Ch. Pare’s (1999) Ha C0) is represented by the
successive sword types Holme Pierrepoint, Villement and Wehringen, and their
iron equivalents, as well as by bag and V-shaped chapes from the 8th century BC.
The Weichering type, associated with open V-shaped chape, is at the transition
between Early and Late Ha C. This Early Ha C stage is not well documented,
except in the northwestern regions of Europe. Therefore, it is rarely understood
and taken into consideration in summary works which prefer to focus either on
the end of the Late Bronze Age or the Late Ha C. Today it is clear that the
swords of the Gündlingen family are essentially part of a weaponry tradition of
the Atlantic Late Bronze Age, developed first in the British Isles and northern
Gaul. The geographic distribution of the oldest Gündlingen swords and their
chapes (Fig. 4), their affinities with earlier Atlantic models of the Ewart Park type
from the Atlantic Late Bronze Age clearly exhibit this North Occidental origin.
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G2

Fig. 3. Chronological
evolution of the Gündlingen
sword family during Ha C,
with their Atlantic Late
Bronze Age prototypes and
their chapes.

Fig. 4. Distribution map in Europe of
the earliest Gündlingen family swords
and their chapes at the beginning
of Early Ha C (800-750 BC). After
Milcent 2004, 109-110, fig. 57-58, with
additions: Belgium: Aalst (East Flanders)
„Hofstade“ (Holme Pierrepoint sword
and A2 chape); Germany: Stolzenau
(Niedersachsen) (Holme Pierrepoint
sword); Great Britain: Jackfield
(Shropshire) River Severn (Villement
sword); Weymouth (Dorset) ‘Backwater’
(Villement sword); Ireland: Edenderry
(Villement sword), Holme Pierrepoint
sword and Villement with no precise
location; Netherlands: MaastrichtVroendal (Limburg) (Villement sword
and B2 chape).

Early Ha C swords
(Holme Pierrepoint and
Villement types)
Nordic variants
Early Ha C chapes
(A2, B1 and B2 types)
core area of
Early Ha C Gündlingen
swords and chapes

This is not an isolated case: many other Hallstattian objects have prototypes in
the Atlantic Late Bronze Age (Milcent 2009a, 246 fig. 14). Therefore, the adjective
„Hallstattian“ generally used to describe these Ha C swords is problematic and
purely conventional. These facts therefore contradict the traditional hypotheses
that these weapons were brought by invasions of horsemen from Eastern Europe.
Swords of the Gündlingen family, moreover, are never associated with harnesses of
ridden horses, but only with parts of horse tack related to a four-wheeled wagon.
To the east of the Rhine, on the other hand, swords of family Gündlingen of Early
Ha C are rare (the tomb of Wehringen barrow 8 is the best-known; Friedrich/
Hennig 1996; Fig. 2,4-5) and correspond to imports or to Atlantic imitations.
Save for these exceptions, the contemporary swords of the Early Ha C in Central
Europe carry on the Continental tradition of swords with a massive bronze
grip from the end of the Bronze age (for example types Mörigen, Weltenburg,
Tachlovice; Milcent 2009a, fig.7,1-9).
The Late Ha C (equivalent to Ha C1-2) is represented by sword types Miers
and Pierrefitte-sur-Sauldre, often made of iron (Fig. 3). Their chapes have more
or less curved wings or, for the latest, a sub-rectangular shape. These date from
the end of the 8th century or the first two thirds of the 7th century BC. East
of the Rhine the beginning of the Late Ha C corresponds to the generalization
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of these swords of Atlantic tradition and the abandonment of styles inherited
from the tradition of the Central European Late Bronze Age (we only know a
few exceptions like the burial of München-Trudering „Am Mitterfeld“ in Bavaria,
where an evolved Weltenburg sword is still associated with a Late Ha C chape of
F1 type).
At the end of Late Ha C, very long swords in bronze or iron appear: the
Mindelheim type. These swords are late models imported from Central Europe
and exhibit oriental technical characteristics. The latest swords of Ha C are also
the longest. They are sometimes even accompanied by artifacts characteristic,
in principal, of the beginning of the Ha D1: snake shaped fibula at Viala-duPas-de-Jaux (Aveyron), first antennae daggers at Nuits-Saint-Georges (Côted‘Or) „Concoeur et Corboin“, crescent razors with high extremities like at
Magny-Lambert (Côte-d‘Or) „Montceau Laurent“. Therefore this Mindelheim
horizon belongs to the transition from Late Ha C to Early Ha D1. I emphasize
the importance of this late dating of the longer swords, since, as in the past,
the Mindelheim horizon had been mistakenly attributed to an older stage. The
Mindelheim horizon is not only well documented in Central Europe, but also
in the East and northeast of Gaul because it sees the development of rich graves,
with wagon and bronze dishes. Similarly, it is marked out in Northern Europe
by exceptional non-funerary metal deposits (hoard of Hassle in Sweden with an
Etruscan cauldron and cordoned situlae from the second half of the 7th century BC
especially). In the western regions, on the other hand, it is documented only
by relatively poor sets of artifacts. In all, this chronological evolution shows the
early appearance of iron swords and a late continuation of bronze swords: there is
no succession, but rather a coexistence of two very different technical traditions
(Atlantic and Continental) over almost two centuries, the Atlantic one gradually
taking the ascendancy over the other with mixing on the Continent. During Ha
C, swords become longer. One may even wonder whether the longest swords at
the end of the period, were still functional for combat (in the Gomadingen burial
found in 1885 (Baden-Württemberg), an unusable repaired Mindelheim sword
was deposited for example). In Gaul, their study does not allow one to establish a
clear relationship with either usage on horseback or from a wagon, as one might
have thought in the 20th century. The geographic distribution of the Early Ha
C bronze swords in a burial context shows no true concentration in Gaul. We
cannot identify a clear diffusion direction. This configuration without polarity
is characteristic of a network development. On the other hand, this deduction
cannot yet be made for iron swords whose detailed history is much more difficult
to reconstruct due to their degradation by oxidation.

Dominant characteristics of the inhumation burials
with swords in Hallstattian Gaul
Let us now look at the principal characteristics of inhumation burials with Ha C
sword. Regarding the dead, we have very little information due to the ancientness
of most of the excavations. The dead are buried on their back in a stretched out
position, and half the time with the head pointing north or south; west orientations
are avoided with exceptions (Fig. 2,5). The sword is always parallel to the body,
very often on the right side of the body (43/60 known cases), often with the
tip pointing toward the feet (25/40 known cases) (Fig. 5,2). One good example
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Fig. 5. 1: Graphic of the orientation frequency (according to the cardinal points) of the head of the deceased buried with a sword
during the Ha C in Gaul. – 2: Graphic of the position frequency of the sword in the inhumation burials during the Ha C in Gaul.
– 3: A tomb under barrow representative of the most common funerary practices in Hallstattian Gaul: Jaulnes (Seine-et-Marne)
“Le Bas des Hauts Champs“; burial of an elderly man, with his head toward the North, an iron sword on the right side with the
tip toward the feet and a bracelet on the left wrist; the tomb is located on a more ancient barrow. (Photography N. Ameye, Inrap).
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comes from a recent excavation at Jaulnes in Seine-et-Marne (Fig. 5,3). However,
it should not be assumed that the sword was in a functional position: indeed,
there was no trace of suspension elements (in contrast for example to the sword
tombs of the Late Bronze Age from Saint-Romain-de-Jalionas and Chavéria) and
the substantial length of many swords is not in agreement with the hypothesis of
a normal arrangement along the leg and hip. Numerous cases of swords found
with the point near the head or the grip at head height of the deceased also
show that these were not deposited in a functional manner. On a daily basis,
one could imagine that these swords would be worn instead at either an angle or
horizontally on the chest or back, or even on the shoulder, as was the case in some
Mediterranean cultures.
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Biological age and sex are very rarely determined with confidence. All 21
decedents for which the age is known were adults. There were six adults with no
precise determination and only three young adults. In contrast, twelve dead were
30 years old or more (three of them were probably 50 years old or more). Among
these cases, we know that ten dead were males (no females are determined). In other
burials, the lack of typically feminine objects and the frequency of razors, objects
certainly masculine and for adults, lends support to these general rules. Swords
and objects from burial tombs under tumuli are deposited according to rather
homogeneous and widely spread geographically funeral codes. Swords are deposited
intact, with six exceptions corresponding to burials located along the margins of
Hallstattian Gaul (Haroué in Lorraine, Cazevieille and Chabestan in Mediterranean
France). The presence of a scabbard is regularly attested by imprints on the blade or
the association with a chape (67 cases; Fig. 6). Textiles are often observed (46 cases)
on the blade and sometimes the grip of the sword, especially on iron specimens
because organic matter is preserved more easily by mineralization when in contact
with iron oxidation. Among well-studied cases, six show the association of two
different fabrics. The identified fabrics are woven in flax, hemp, nettle, or wool,
without identifying a genuine preference for one of these fibers. These textiles might
well have been part of the scabbard or part of a wrapping: the distinction between
the two cases is rarely possible without a very precise study.
In burials the swords are regularly accompanied by other objects, but in limited
number (two on average2). In descending order of frequency, we first find drinking
vessels (three per tomb at a maximum in 78 cases except in the Rhine Valley and
the surrounding area where the number of vessels can be higher as it is common
for more easterly regions3). W. Reinhard has already pointed out, in fact, that the
upper Valley of the Rhine constitutes a limit for Hallstattian sword tombs notably
from the point of view of deposits of vessels (Reinhard 2003, 41 fig. 24). West
2
3

I do not take into account the many rings known in the sword tombs because they could have
had very different purposes and are often directly related to the hanging of other objects, razors in
particular.
Exceptions: Wörth in the Pfalz, Obenheim and Ohnenheim in Alsace, Matran in the Fribourg’s canton.
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of the Rhine, these deposits are scaled down and correspond to an individual
drinking service, while to the east, the vessels are more numerous and form
rather a drinking and dining service for few people. This distinction in funeral
rituals also explains the general absence of remnants of deposits of solid foods, for
example in the form of connecting animal bones or a meat knife, in Hallstattian
tombs from Gaul unlike the Central and eastern provinces of the Hallstattian
world. The vessels of these tombs are often represented by a pot for liquids, more
or less globular, and a drinking cup. Their decoration, if it exists, is limited to a
few grooves, incisions and sometimes graphite painting. Most are in ceramic; but
14 tombs yielded at least one bronze vessel of local or imported origin.
Grooming utensils are the next best represented objects with 40 tombs with
razors in bronze or iron, six tombs with other grooming utensils (scalptorium
or tweezers) and one tomb with a razor and grooming utensils combined. We
generally find these utensils near the head or pelvis. If the razor tombs are dispersed
evenly geographically, we observe that the tombs with scalptorium and/or tweezers
are rather concentrated in southern Gaul. Once more, it had already been noted
that the deposit of the razor was rather a funeral practice specifically widespread
in regions of Hallstattian Gaul (Olivier/Reinhard 1993, 108 fig.3; Reinhard
2003, 41 fig. 19; 60 fig. 37). The deposits of bracelets, observed in 41 sword
tombs, is almost as common as that of a grooming instrument. With exceptions,
the armring, which could be made of iron or bronze, was worn by itself, on the
left wrist (16 cases) rather than on the right wrist (five cases) of the deceased.
Staying on the topic of clothing and jewelry, the presence of a pin or a fibula is
distinctly less common with 17 cases. These recurrent associations give a simple
uniformity to the burials from Gaul in comparison with sword graves in Central
and Eastern Europe which have more grave goods (especially with drinking and
eating ceramics), and diverse and less standardized artifacts. Indeed other objects
appear in sword inhumations from Gaul, but in a more or less anecdotal fashion:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

beads (one or two in each burial, made from ceramic, amber, glass or gold)
for seven cases,
phalerae and/or pairs of horse-bits for six cases and two in association with a
four wheeled wagon,
spearheads for four or five cases;
knives for three or four cases,
daggers for three cases,
whetstones for three cases,
fingerring for two or three cases,
axe for one possible case.

The scarcity of pins, metallic items for sword suspension and other weapons
also shows that these items were selected according to fairly strict interregional
customs and were not a full deposit of personal equipment. I also stress the absence
of objects for eating meat or solid food. The deceased is not presented in the tomb
as a real warrior with all his functional equipment, nor as an important person
who could host ceremonial meals, but rather as a person whose status is evoked by
a conventional selection of few grave goods. This evocation seems metonymic or
very connotative, which poses, of course, interpretation problems. Here we have
a very different funeral ideology from those that were at work at the same time in
Central Europe for some very rich burials.
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The sword tomb in its burial context
I am now going to expand the research focus to the barrows and necropolises that
sheltered these sword tombs. Once again, accurate information is often lacking.
However, we know that the documented inhumations were always sheltered by a
barrow. This tumulus never appears isolated because it belongs to a necropolis.
Inside the mound, the tomb can occupy three types of positions:
•
•
•

central and founding location, in a pit dug in the ground: this is rare;
central and founding location, but on older ground: this is the most frequent
case;
adventitious location to an older barrow, usually dated from the Chalcolithic.
This is common in the south of France where Chalcolithic and Early Bronze
Age burial mounds are very numerous.

The last two cases pose a well-understood conservation problem: if the
mound is eroded, the sword tomb disappears as well. Barrow architecture is
poorly documented. The variability seems high and depends a lot on the natural
environment, notably geology. Earth, clumps of turf and wood are used where
stone is rare, and vice and versa. The founding burial tombs with sword, and with
no other burials in quite small barrows: around 8 to 15 m in diameter and 50 cm
to 2 m high (between three and 85 m3; Fig. 7). This is true as well of the rich sword
tombs, as for example at Poiseul-la-Ville (Chaume/Feugère 1990). Larger mounds
exist, but they are not so widely represented. These bigger barrows always show
traces of successive expansion: some older barrows are enlarged to accommodate
the sword burial, or Ha C barrows are enlarged later to deposit more recent
tombs, notably at the Ha D. The latter case is known at Marainville-sur-Madon
in Lorraine where two tumuli with central sword tombs had been significantly
expanded in order to install female tombs with wagon (Olivier 2002). As for the
reused mounds of the Chalcolithic period or from the beginning of the Bronze
Age in the South of the Massif Central, one could see the desire to associate
themselves with a place of memory and in this way obtain additional prestige for
the deceased in the Ha C. More prosaically, it is noted that many other tombs
from the early Iron Age reuse the oldest mounds in this area and that they are not
distinguished by artifacts or funerary practices in particular. The reoccupation
of the oldest mounds for sword burials does not appear as a limited privilege. It
seems rather dictated by expediency of not having to build a new monument at
the time of burial. In summary, the little data available shows a rather limited
investment in materials and working time, even if the barrows containing the
sword tombs are not the smaller ones from Ha C. The great princely mounds in
Gaul, which required a lot of investment arose before or after Ha C: they date
from the Early Bronze Age (like the Plouvorn „Kernonen“ or Lannion „La Motta“
barrows), Late Bronze Age (like the Saint-Romain-de-Jalionas, Chavéria T.3 and
T.9, or Sublaines barrows) or from the end of the first Iron Age and the beginning
of the La Tène period (barrows from Apremont, Vix, Bourges, Lavau for example).
In extensively excavated necropolis, the sword mounds do not appear
segregated or in any particular position. The same necropolis, whether large or
small, often yields several sword tombs. This is the case at Chavéria and Doucier
(Jura), Poiseul-la-Ville (Côte-d‘Or) and Rubenheim (Saar) with four tombs, at
Saint-Georges (Cantal) with five tombs, Diarville (Meurthe-et-Moselle) with six
tombs, Clayeures (Meurthe-et-Moselle) with seven tombs, at Magny-Lambert
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(Côte-d‘Or) with ten tombs. One could think that we are dealing in several of
these cases with necropolises used by several family clans.
But what one should take away is that sword tombs relate to necropolises
which, for the most part, seem created during the Ha C or even reactivated
through the construction of tumuli. Rare indeed are the examples of strict
continuity with the Late Bronze age. Indeed, during the Late Bronze Age, burials
rarely formed a grouped necropolis that was used over a long period. On the other
hand, recurring discoveries of tombs from Ha D and Lt A1 in necropolises with
Ha C sword graves demonstrate that the use of these sites extended beyond Ha
C and that these necropolises were probably designed to last. Therefore, many of
the deceased buried with a sword in Ha C might have been considered founding
ancestors. Since the works of A. Saxe and L. Goldstein (Morris 1991), the idea
that the creation (or reactivation) of a necropolis is a way for a community to
affirm ancestral rights over a territory and its resources in a context of competition
has been emphasized. The transition from rather scattered graves or loose
necropolises, during the Late Bronze Age, to rather concentrated graves in dense
necropolis (re)starting from the Ha C, certainly signaled a profound change in
value related to the territory. This relationship to the territory where the dead play
an important role was interpreted, by Saxe and Goldstein, in terms of accentuated
pressure on land resources and even development of land ownership by groups
rather patrilineal and patrilocal (Morris 1991). What we know of the identity of
the deceased accompanied with a sword would agree with this interpretation.

Synthesis: wealth and status of the deceased
By way of summary, I now examine the wealth of artifacts and funerary investment
in order to try to identify the status of the deceased accompanied by a sword. The
objective criteria to try to clarify this status are the abundance, quality and origin of
the artifacts, and their degree of rarity. It is also the size of the grave and the barrow
that covers it. Other criteria should be taken into account, but the gaps from the
old documentation frequently do not allow this. One can think, for example, of the
techniques in making the artifacts, especially swords, or the quality of the funerary
architecture. Similarly, it should be possible to work out the relationship of the
sword tombs to the settlements, landscape, territory or other tombs.
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Overall, most sword inhumation tombs in Gaul represent a medium or a low
investment: the construction of the tomb and mound required little work and very
few items. These funerary objects are rather simple and mundane like ceramics
and small metal objects. Gold, for example, the metal representing power and
wealth par excellence, is represented in only one burial in the form of a small bead
(Diarville T.3 S.1). In this case, would the sword be the exception and the only
prestige good in the tomb? Probably not, in fact: swords, with some exceptions,
most likely have a regional origin, as shown by small local typological variations.
These swords show no particular enrichment, neither in the material used, nor
the decoration, which would show them to be anything other than a weapon
for warfare, except perhaps for the latest and longest (Mindelheim swords for

Fig. 8. Distribution map of the
rich Ha C sword inhumations
in Hallstattian Gaul. In
addition: rich burials of Ha C,
more or less destroyed before
or during their discovery
(with Ha C sword at the
origin?).
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Fig. 9. Barrow, burial and
grave goods of a Late Ha C –
beginning Ha D1 rich sword
inhumation: Magny-Lambert
(Côte-d‘Or) ‘Montceau
Laurent’ (barrow 4 on the
necropolis plan). Notice that
the barrow shows a complex
stratigraphy, reoccupation and
clear evidence for a successive
expansion. (Plan of the
barrow and the burial by A.
Maître, sword drawing after
Nicolardot 1987 63 fig.68,
photography of the Grave
goods by H. Lewandowski
(RMN)).
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example). This is not a real surprise because swords usually do not belong to the
category of rare and precious objects since the Late Bronze Age in Gaul. These are
relatively common items, especially if we compare them to the truly exceptional
objects and prestige goods of Late Bronze Age, which are, for example, bronze
helmets and cuirasses, gold jewels, bronze flesh hooks and rotary spits, or large
bronze buckets and cauldrons. The end of the Bronze Age in Gaul shows that
communities already had a fairly large stock of metal and were able to produce
large quantities of swords: a few thousand are indexed and these constitute a
very small part of what existed. It is likely that tens of thousands of swords were
produced at this time. During Ha C the development of iron metallurgy made
this production easier. It thus becomes impossible to seriously argue the idea that
these Ha C swords would be rare to the point of representing prestige goods.
However, these Ha C swords were certainly not available to everyone and would
remain costly items. But it is necessary not to simplify this picture. Indeed, there
exists a small group of burials in Hallstattian Gaul that differ from all others by a
rich funeral deposit (Fig. 8):
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•

at Chavéria (Jura), barrow 16 contained an Early Ha C burial with a bronze
Wehringen sword and a harness for a two horse team (Vuaillat 1977; Fig.
2,1-3);

•

at Magny-Lambert (Côte-d‘Or), the Montceau Laurent inhumation with a
very long iron sword and a crescent bronze razor had a drinking service in
bronze (Nicolardot 1987; Fig. 9). One beaker is in a local form. Two other
bronze vessels were imported from the north of Italy, perhaps from the region
around Bologna, where we find comparable vessels: one is a large ribbed situla
with fixed grips and the second is a ladle. The wide situla is well-dated by its
zoomorphic pendants of the Bisenzio type from the late 8th to the beginning
of the 7th century BC (Chaume 2004). The same can be said of the ladle.
Wear and tear of the imported vessels, especially the ladle which shows traces
of cracks and repairs, implies that these luxury items had been used for a long
time before becoming part of the funeral deposit. The highly developed form
of the sword and the razor4 reinforces the idea that the Montceau Laurent
tomb belongs to the very end of the Late Ha C;

•

at Poiseul-la-Ville (Côte-d‘Or), the burial of barrow 3 has given a very long
iron sword, a bronze armring, two iron razors, and a set of bronze Etruscan
vessels: a Kurd type bucket and a Colmar type phiale, dated in Italy from the
end of the 8th to the first quarter of the 7th century BC (Chaume/Feugère
1990). Like the Montceau Laurent burial, this inhumation is dated by the
sword around the end of Late Ha C and it shows a long use of the vessels
before the deposit;

•

at Ohnenheim in Alsace, an adventice tomb with a Mindelheim sword with
an ivory pommel from the very end of Late Ha C was linked with a fourwheeled wagon. The wagon of Ch. Pare type 4 is richly decorated with bronze
appliqués and perhaps imported from southern Germany (Pare 1992). lt is
probable that the inventory of the tomb is incomplete due to the mediocre
conditions of the excavations;

•

at Marainville-sur-Madon in Lorraine, we are dealing with the richest tomb
from Hallstattian Gaul (Olivier 2002). It contained a long iron sword of
the Mindelheim type imported from Central Europe at the end of Late Ha
C (Fig.10,2). The ivory pommel had amber incrustations. A large bronze
cauldron and a carinated bronze cup were both imported from central Italy
(Fig. 10,3-4). A harness (Fig. 10,5-6) and a four-wheeled wagon of Ch. Pare
type 5A, with Austrian style decorations and imported from Central Europe,
completed the funerary artifacts (Fig. 10,7-8).

4

The same type of razor is indeed associated with an antennae dagger from the beginning of the Ha
D1, in the tomb of Saint-Hélier in Côte-d’Or.
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Fig. 10. Plan and grave goods of a Late Ha C/beginning Ha D1 rich sword inhumation: Marainville-sur-Madon (Vosges) „Sous
le Chemin de Naviot“ (after Olivier 1988, 276 fig. 2; 2002, 67 fig 15).
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To sum up, there are only 5 sword inhumations5 out of 170 that stand out. Except
for Chavéria T.16, these richest burials date from the end of the Late Ha C or even
from the early Ha D1. They are scattered in the eastern regions of Gaul, that is to
say, in contact with the central Hallstattian domain, like for Marainville-sur-Madon.
For Ohnenheim, very close to the river Rhine, the burial could in fact belong to the
central Hallstattian domain because the limit with the west Hallstattian domain was
not precisely on the Rhine in Alsace, but probably on the Vosges. This very small
group of rich burials in Gaul thus appears even more marginal.

Discussion
To sum up, sword inhumations under tumuli from Ha C in Hallstattian Gaul
show a great homogeneity over a very large area (600 km from the Vosges to the
Charente, 700 km from the Saar to the south Massif central). The codification
of the funerary practices appears standardized and strict, favoring limited artifact
deposition in both variety and number of objects. The burials that deviate from
the norm, that is to say, the richest, are rare (~3%), arising late in the Ha C and
geographically limited. One could wonder what such a homogeneity of funerary
practices represents: is it the manifestation of a social reality (existence of an elite
claiming a social class identity?), or a cultural reality, even ethnic? Aside from
the sword deposits, these burials hardly stand out. One notes that, indeed, other
burials from Hallstattian Gaul present fairly homogeneous features: the majority
are inhumations under tumulus with modest funerary deposits. This uniformity
and this soberness of funerary practices could thus derive primarily from a cultural
characteristic. This is why it would be tempting to correlate this vast funerary
province from Hallstattian Gaul (Fig. 8) to what we know of the geography of
the Celtic people of Gaul and their neighbors just as ancient writers (Strabo and
Julius Caesar mainly) drew it for the end of the Iron Age. More or less, the area
encompassing sword inhumations under barrow overlaps indeed with Celtic
Gaul, while the regions where they are absent correspond to those that have been
attributed to the Belgians, Armoricans, Aquitanians and Ligurians. We can also ask
ourselves more precisely about the place occupied in the societies of Hallstattian
Gaul, of those buried with a sword while they were still alive. The first point
to emphasize is that the Ha C sword burials belong to a mundane or common
phenomenon. They are possibly as numerous as La Tènian sword tombs in Gaul
during the Middle La Tène period. Except for some very specific and rare cases,
they do not demonstrate an exceptional investment in grave goods or construction
5

It is possible that there are a few others. In Alaise „Combe Beron“ in the Doubs, we point to the
discovery of a bronze (lost) bucket with an antennae sword from the transition of the Late Ha C/
Ha D1. In Alsace, the Kastenwald burial at Appenwihr with an etruscan pyxis, a Colmar type
phiale and a footed bronze cup (Jehl/Bonnet 1966), as well as the tomb in Eckwersheim „Burgweg
Rechts”, with a Kurd type bucket and a hemispherical cup, delivers italic luxury dishes that remind
one of deposits known in the rich sword tombs of the Late Ha C (Poiseul-la-Ville and Frankfurt
Stadtwald especially). No swords were reported in these Alsatian tombs, but that could be a problem
of differential preservation (the tomb of Eckwersheim was partially destroyed). The same problem is
raised with the tomb with the 4 bronze casted wheeled wagon and Etruscan bronze dishes (a Kurd
type bucket and a basin) from La Côte-Saint-André (Isère): indeed, only a portion of these artifacts
are known (Chapotat 1962). On the other hand, among the rich sword tombs, we do not set aside
those which were accompanied by a simple goblet or a locally made bronze cup, notably the group
from the South of the Massif Central (Milcent/Delrieu 2007). The tomb of Chaffois (Jura) is also
set aside because it is probably a female inhumation from the Ha D1 in which a piece of a sword
pommel of the Mindelheim type figured as an amulet (Milcent 2013b).
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of the barrow. One can imagine that each masculine head of a family or clan could
be buried with a sword. This sword, which was a weapon, could also become a
marker of a dominant social status, even if, with some exceptions, this is absolutely
not a luxury good in a strict sense. It is also a deposit which demonstrates the
elites’ enhanced values, through funerary practices, of a warrior like, heroic and
patriarchal ideology. Moreover, some additional values are affirmed: the deposit
of drinking vessels in small number expresses the valorization of commensality
practices of drinking together, but in small groups, and not those of the banquet
as in Central Europe. The presence of toiletries (razor, tweezers,…) with hanging
systems show that they could be carried and exhibited daily showing a certain idea
of body care.
However, I admit we should remain cautious regarding the extent of these
interpretations: funerary practices also form a message to the community, and
above all, the graves teach us what societies were willing to disclose of themselves
through choices motivated by diverse reasons: practical, individual, socioeconomical, political and cultural. What I mean to say is that the marked difference
in wealth that appears between the sword tombs of Hallstattian Gaul and those
known in Central Europe does not necessarily signify a very differentiated socioeconomic reality. It would be naive to interpret this difference in burial deposits as
indicating that the societies west of the Rhine were poorer and less hierarchical than
those to the East. One could envisage for example that the Hallstattian elites in
Gaul had made the choice (or had been forced) to drastically limit the importance
of funerary deposits and the investment in the development of the tomb. Even
if it is in a very different socio-political context, one will recall that sumptuary
laws existed in Greece and Rome, in slightly later periods, which restricted the
exhibition of wealth and splendor for funerals. To reiterate a distinction made by
A. Testart (2001), the tombs of Hallstattian Gaul could also indicate the choice by
the elites of a funeral policy of redistribution during the funeral while the elites of
Central Europe, not necessarily richer or more powerful, clearly made the choice
of a funerary policy of deposits, with sumptuous burials. The relative modesty
of the sword tombs in Hallstattian Gaul should be interpreted first as a choice,
taking into account fairly strict rules governing the selection of funerary deposits,
rather than as a reflection of a possible poverty, even if, objectively, contemporary
settlements6 do not allow, for the moment, to consider the existence of very rich
or powerful elites.
Now the relative modesty of the vast majority of elite tombs from Ha C must be
placed in its historical context. During Early Ha C, in the first two thirds of the 8th
century BC, a climatic, socio-economic, and cultural value crisis actually impacts
Hallstattian societies in Gaul. This crisis marks the break between the Bronze and
Iron Ages. It corresponds to deep changes: abandonment of settlements on high
positions and fortified sites, scattering of settlements, disappearance of metallic
hoards on land, scarcity of metallic objects immersions in rivers, dislocation of
6

Only one significant Ha C elite residence is identified today in Hallstattian Gaul, while, to this day,
many domestic dwellings have been excavated in the centre and east of France. The elite residence
mentioned above is a small, fortified site with large buildings from Early Ha C located in Villierssur-Seine (Seine-et-Marne) and of which the foundation dates back to the end of the Bronze Age
(Peake et al. 2009). We do not yet know which of the two phases of occupancy (Ha B3 and the Early
Ha C) is the richest. Some other sites fairly nearby and contemporary, for example at Préfontaines
in Loiret (Milcent 2009b, 472 fig. 21,2), are perhaps also of high status judging by their protection
by means of a palisade.
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long distance networks from the Late Bronze Age, moving from cremation without
tumulus to inhumations under mounds, real development of iron metallurgy,
disappearance of „pictogram“ style decoration on fine potteries and abandonment
of the Late Bronze Age Continental elite set, etc. (Cicolani et al. 2015; Milcent
2004; 2009b). At this time, only the network connecting eastern and southern
Gaul to the medio- and north-Atlantic cultures seems to have been maintained.
This is visible with the strong Atlantic influences on elite equipment (swords,
razors, horse harness and wagons, feasting items, etc.). This network has a very
large scope since the elite metallic productions of medio- and North Atlantic style
find their way everywhere from the British Isles to Austria and from Scandinavia
to the South of France (Milcent 2009a). With the end of 8th and especially with
the 7th century BC, the Late Ha C marks a slow recovery, as evidenced by the very
rare sword tombs which are richer than the others. The exotic objects discovered
in these rich tombs show that the network of connections were reoriented and
that relationships are now preferentially oriented toward the middle basin of the
Danube on one hand and toward northern and central Italy on the other hand
(Milcent 2004, 113-115).

Conclusion
The Ha C sword graves in Hallstattian Gaul do not correspond to the emergence
of an elite, as these elites already existed in the Late Bronze Age. They also do
not correspond to their development, quite the contrary. These burials mark a
way to represent a dominant social status with different methods than those in
effect during the Late Bronze Age. This is first a change of funerary ideology that
suddenly makes a social group visible in the eyes of archaeologists. These funerary
representation elements are not really new. They are rooted, in fact, in an earlier
tradition anterior to the Late Bronze Age which dates back to the Middle or Early
Bronze Age. These periods are also known for male inhumations under a barrow
and accompanied by a rapier or dagger. So this is a reactivation of a past funerary
ideology, perhaps following a period of crisis that required a reshaping and new
legitimization of the elites. However, it is likely that the sword tombs, as a likely
vector of the (re)creation of necropolises with barrows, correspond to a structuring
mutation of the elites. We note, in particular, the hypothesis of Saxe/Goldstein in
considering that they could indicate new economic forms of differentiation and
control, changing through land appropriation or claim for the benefit of certain
elite families. In a certain fashion, the sword tombs from Hallstattian Gaul would
be the symmetric counterpart to the rise of a phenomenon which we observe
at the same time in Atlantic Gaul, namely the emergence of large real estates
identified by important enclosed settlements, often with palisades, associated
with large storage capacity (storage pits and especially raised granaries) and set up
for managing and pasturing cattle (Milcent forthcoming 1). This emergence or
development of large land ownership probably, constituted for the elites, a new
way to solve the problems caused by the crisis of the 8th century BC.
Finally, there is a remarkable fact. The sword graves of Ha C do not really
carry forward into the next period. In Ha D, the weapon graves effectively almost
disappear in Hallstattian Gaul. Going forward, it is essentially the women who
bring rich artifacts into their graves, notably metallic. These female burials seem
neither less numerous nor wealthier than those before. But unlike previous male
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graves, these are used even more often as founding tombs for barrows which are
enlarged to become family burial necropolis (Milcent 2003; 2013). In the same
way, we do not perceive any strong link between the sword tombs of Ha C and
the development, clearly much later, of true princely tombs. The sword tombs
of Ha C are therefore a fairly original phenomenon in Gaul, which has no real
immediate past and no immediate posterity.
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Hallstatt elite burials in
Bohemia from the perspective of
interregional contacts
Martin Trefný
Abstract
In large parts of Bohemia during the early Hallstatt period (Ha C – D1) elites are represented in tumuli
burials. The individuals buried in these chamber graves frequently are equipped with wagons or parts of
thereof and other valuable and prestigious items. Most of these are imports from other regions of the Hallstatt
culture or even from the Mediterranean world. Thus, these burials show interregional contacts between early
Hallstatt Bohemia and other regions.
Dealing with the origin of such imports, it appears, that individual Bohemian regions show evolutionary
affinity especially to the geographically adjacent areas. Namely there is a clear relation between central
and northwestern Bohemia with its population of Bylany culture, south and western Bohemia with its
Hallstatt tumulus culture and the Hallstatt civilization of southwestern Germany. On the other hand the
east Bohemian Silesia-Platěnice culture evinces significant tendency to the cultures of the East Hallstatt area.
It may be argued that some imports represent the products of more distant areas, for example from
the Etruscan or southeast Alpine regions. But also in these cases it is highly probable, that these items
reached their final destination coming through the above mentioned adjacent areas, where they are also
well represented. Such situation thus reflects again the significance of the proximity of these important
evolutional centres, such as southwest Germany or the east Alpine area.
Regarding the character of proper contacts, we are today already far away from the idea of the interpretation
of various importations in the terms of direct encounter of the various ethnicities, although in some cases it
cannot be completely excluded. More probably the existence of the luxurious imported goods in the Bohemian
elite graves features an adoption of a certain behavioral pattern in the environs of the Central European early
Hallstatt social elite, which reflects an economical potential as well as political power.

Zusammenfassung
Soziale Eliten der älteren Hallstattzeit (Ha C – D1) manifestieren sich in weiten Teilen Böhmens in
reichen Kammergräbern unter Grabhügeln und durch Grabausstattungen mit Wagen oder Teilen von
Wägen. Die Inventare dieser Gräber bestehen zumeist aus wertvollen und prestigeträchtigen Objekten,
die als typisch für die Mitglieder der herrschenden sozialen Klassen gelten können. Die Mehrheit dieser
Prestigegüter stammt aus benachbarten Regionen der Hallstattkultur oder aus dem mediterranen Raum.
Damit zeigen sich in diesen Gräbern großräumige Kontakte im ältereisenzeitlichen Böhmen.
Betrachtet man die unterschiedlichen großräumigen Beziehungen, so zeigt sich, dass einzelne Regionen in
Böhmen Affinitäten zu unterschiedlichen geographisch angrenzenden Regionen aufweisen. So gibt es deutliche
Beziehungen mit Südwestdeutschland in Zentral- und Nordwestböhmen mit der Bylany-Kultur und Südund Westböhmen mit der hallstättischen Grabhügelkultur. Auf der anderen Seite zeigt der ostböhmische
Raum mit der schlesischen Platěnice-Kultur signifikante Affinitäten zum osthallstättischen Bereich.
Eine Objekte mögen aus deutlich entfernteren Reginoen stammen, so beispielsweise aus Etrurien oder
dem Südostalpenraum. Es ist aber wahrscheinlich, dass diese eher über die benachbarten Gebiete, in denen
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derartige Funde regelhaft auftreten, in den böhmischen Raum gelangten, worin sich die Bedeutung der
Nachbarschaft zu diesen wichtigen Zentren in der älteren Eisenzeit zeigt.
Im Hinblick auf den Charakter dieser Kontakte ist die Forschung mittlerweile weit über die Idee der
direkten Verknüpfung mit ethnischen Identitäten hinweg, auch wenn diese in einigen Fällen nicht komplett
ausgeschlossen werden kann. Wahrscheinlicher erscheint, dass das Auftreten der luxuriösen Importgüter in
den Elitegräbern in Böhmen eine Übernahme eines gewissen Verhaltensmuster der zentraleuropäischen
Elite der Hallstattkultur darstellt, in dem sich ökonomische Potenzial und politische Macht widerspiegeln.

Introduction
Social elites of the early Hallstatt period (Ha C – D1) are represented in most of
contemporary Bohemia by the rich chamber graves, frequently equipped with wagons
or part thereof and marked by tumuli. Grave inventories in most cases consist of
valuable and prestigious items, typical for the members of the leading social class. The
majority of these prestigious finds is represented by the imports from other areas of
the contemporary Hallstatt or Mediterranean world. The inventories of such graves
thus represent distinctive indications of the interregional contacts of early Hallstatt
Bohemia with other regions, realized by using the network of long distance routes.
Between various groups of material culture of possible exogenous provenance
occuring in the Bohemian Hallstatt elite graves may be listed for example parts
of wagons, parts of horse harness, jewelery, pins, toiletries, pincushions, weapons,
amber or glass. Of course this contribution cannot comprehend all of these classes
in detail. For this reason it focusses on the categories with special significance
or brand new finds, enriching our present state of knowledge in the appropriate
field. These categories include firstly bronze vessels. Although the Etruscan or
Picene bronze bowls with pearl studded rims of the Hohmichele type from the
graves in Hradenín or Slatina have already been examined many times (Dvořák
1936, 67-74, 130; 1938, 33-39; Koutecký 2003, pl. 2,17; Siegfried-Weiss 1991,
112-113; Trefný et al. 2012), this contribution focuses in this category (bronze
vessels) on new finds or earlier finds still unpublished. This paper also presents
initial information on the finds of iron grates, first of a kind in the Bohemian
territory. This contribution also generally aims to discuss several finds from the
rich graves of Ha C – D1 such as trunnion axes, some kinds of pendants or fibulae,
also documenting the important relations to the various adjacent areas (cf. Fig. 1).

Bronze vessels
Bucket from Prague-Letňany
The specialists of the Archaeological Institute of the Czech academy of Sciences
in Prague uncovered two rich chamber graves of the Bylany culture during the
november and december 2014 in the territory of the municipal quarter Letňany
(Frolíková 2015)1. One of them (Fig. 2,1) included the remains of a four wheeled
funeral wagon, horse harness, armring, 21 ceramic vessels, two iron grates, remains
1

Both graves are presently being studied and the majority of the finds still have not been fully
conserved. However this fact should not influence in any way the chronological and typological
classification of the bucket as well as grates (see below), which also were part of the grave inventory. I
am very obliged to Mrs. Frolíková – excavator of the graves – for the possibility to study these graves
already in this ‘early’ phase.
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Fig. 1. Sites mentioned in text.
1: Prague-Letňany. –
2: Prague-Vinoř. – 3: Plaňany.
– 4: Hradenín. – 5: PragueStřešovice. – 6: MašoviceMeclov. – 7: Dýšina. –
8: Protivín. – 9: Dobronice. –
10: Litoradice. – 11: Týn nad
Vltavou. – 12: Bezdědovice.

of animals serving as a food for the deceased, parts probably from the sword,
including the imprints of textile, visible in the superficial corrosion product and
numerous remains of a bronze bucket without handles (henkelloser Eimer).
The bucket (Fig. 3,1) has a conical shape, with a sharply offset horizontally
ribbed shoulder and perpendicular low neck. Characteristic high bottom, the lower
third of vessel attached to the body with rivets, as well as specific profilation of
the neck indicates certain affinity with types occuring frequently in the Hallstatt
necropolis. Fine examples of such elements may be represented for example by
the buckets from the graves no. 495, 827 or 458 (Prüssing 1991, pl 50,183; pl.
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1

2

Fig. 2. Above (1): Prague-Letňany-Bylany culture grave with remnants of four wheeled wagon and bronze bucket (after
Frolíková 2015, 18). – Below (2): Prague-Vinoř-Bylany culture grave with remnants of four wheeled wagon and bronze situla
(after Fridrichová 1988).
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52,185; pl. 57,190). Based on this preliminary classification, the Prague Letňany
bucket may be considered a product of the Hallstatt area. With regard to the
chronology of the bucket, the example from the grave No. 458 in Hallstatt is dated
to phase Ha D (Prüssing 1991, 70; Sievers 1982, 44). Various characteristics of
the inventory of the Prague-Letňany grave and the number of clay vessels indicate
that this grave falls in the transition of Ha C/D or in the phase Ha D1.
The bronze bucket from Prague-Letňany is unique in one feature. The major
part of its surface is covered by a black substance, reminiscent of paint. However
use of a black paint on the surface of the metal vessels during the Hallstatt period
is not common, but rather rare. It is known from a rich tumulus grave in KleinKlein-Pomerkogel in southeastern Austria, a newly excavated tumulus in Rovná in
southern Bohemia (Chytráček et al. 2015, 82 fig. 12; 84 fig. 14,1), Erkbolzheim
in Elsace and Hallstatt2. The Prague-Letňany bucket is only the second case in this
territory. A sample of this paint has been analysed in the laboratories of the Czech
technical university and based on its composition it is possible to conclude that it
contains aliphatic esters (waxes), occuring in natural bonding agents3. Regarding
the chemical analyses of other paints, also the composition of the sample from
Klein-Klein was studied. According to M. Egg (pers. comm.), the composition is
equal or similar to betulin. This extract from the bark of birch or birch sap occurs
in birch pitch, which has been used due to its effect as a glue or adhesive. This
is also for example the case of fabulous find of the Iceman Ötzi in the Ötztaler
Alps, where this substance was used to fix some parts of weapons (Sauter et al.
2000). Also the black paint of the ribbed cist from Rovná has been studied, but
the results have been not yet published. In this respect it is neccessary to point
out that the quality of the Rovná paint substantially differs from the paint of the
Prague-Letňany bucket. The former is more coloid, while the later one is coarser.
This distinction may indicate different chemical composition of the paints.
Since, the research on the black paint on several Hallstatt metallic vessels is in
its initial phase, the interpretation of it is highly speculative. While in the case of
Rovná or Klein-Klein the function of decoration may be considered, the purpose
of paint on the Prague-Letňany bucket remains unknown and will be a matter of
future studies (c.f. Kozáková et al. forthcoming).

Situla from Prague-Vinoř
The bronze situla (Steilhalssitula) was part of the inventory of the rich Bylany
culture princely grave of Prague-Vinoř (Fridrichová 1988; Trefný 2012, fig. 1)
(Fig. 4,1; 2,2). These situlae have hitherto been known only from Dobřany in
western Bohemia or Rvenice in northwestern Bohemia (Siegfried-Weiss 1991,
115-117). Except for these, the remains of the bucket with sickle shaped handles,
imported from Picenum, have been found in Břasy (Siegfried-Weiss 1991, 116).
A few years ago a rich tumulus of the west Bohemian Hallstatt tumulus culture
was excavated in Rovná, near Strakonice in southern Bohemia. In addition to
other kinds of bronze vessels, the inventory included also one Tessin type situla
(Chytráček et al. 2015, 83 fig. 13).
Although the Prague-Vinoř situla was found in 1988, it was kept a long time
in the National museum of Prague because of restoration works. This is why it was
2
3

Author is obliged for oral information to M. Egg.
Autor is obliged for the analysis and interpretation to K. Drábková.
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not included in the compendium by A. Siegfried-Weiss, dedicated to the Hallstatt
bronze vessels in Bohemia (1991), and why it practically vanished from the sight of
professional archaeologists, unless being typologically and chronologically classified.
The vessel was found not intact but as a cluster of distorted metal sheets.
During the restoration individual parts were set on a core formed by metal net.
Unfortunately during the restoration the superficial corrosion layer had been
removed, unless being properly examined because of eventual imprints of the
textile, as was for example the case of Rvenice situla (Siegfried-Weiss 1991, 116).
Today only very little parts of original surface may be examined in this sense.
The situla was made of bronze metal sheet with thickness of ca. 0.3 mm. It was
assembled from five parts (Fig. 4,2-3), with the body consisting of two segments, each
riveted from two parts. The bottom, produced from one piece of metal, is attached to
the lower part with rivets. The rim of the situla is curved outwards, with the core wire
preserved in major parts of the rim. The remains of the handles, formed by the bent
wire, are visible below the rim in two places. During the reconstruction of the vessel,
a small puzzle occured, because one handle is made of iron, and is so described also
in the unpublished excavation report from M. Fridrichová (1988), held in the Prague
Municipal Museum. One handle made of bronze and the second one from iron would
represent a certain problem. But finally this puzzle was solved with a contribution of
the museum’s archaeologist M. Kostka, who informed me that the iron attache has
been erroneously added to the group of finds from Prague-Vinoř, whereas it comes
from totally different Medieval site.
Typologically and technologically the Prague-Vinoř situla differs from the
known Bohemian examples. The Dobřany situla (Kimmig 1962, 84; Pleinerová
1973, 291 fig. 15; Siegfried-Weiss 1991, 116; von Merhart 1952, Taf. 22,1) is
assembled from only of two halves, joined by eleven rivets. The bottom (Falzboden)
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Fig. 3. 1 Prague-Letňanybronze bucket from one of the
graves; 2 iron grates from the
same grave.

is attached to the body. The situla is different even by the decoration of the
neck, because this one, contrary to the Prague-Vinoř situla neck, is decorated by
horizontal ribs. The situla from Rvenice (Pleinerová 1973, 280 fig. 4,11.6-8) is
also made of two halves, with bottom made of one piece and attached to the lower
part of the body with rivets. The diameter of the omphalos on the Rvenice situla
is similar to the Prague-Vinoř situla, though they differ in that the situla Rvenice
situla has horizontal ribs on the neck.
The bucket with sickle shaped handle-attachments (Píč 1900, pl. 29,1; Šaldová
1968, 367; Siegfried-Weiss 1991, 116) is very fragmented, moreover only the
upper part is preserved. Thus the detailed comparison of individual parts is not
possible. Finally, the newly discovered situla from the tumulus grave from Rovná,
dated Ha D3 (Chytráček et. al. 2015, 83 fig. 13) has also a so-called Falzboden,
where the bottom is not made of one piece with part of the body, but separately
and is attached to the walls of vessel not by rivets but by bending of walls around
the bottom4. The body of this situla is formed by two halves. Also the overall
shape of the situla is little different from the Prague-Vinoř one.
Regarding the occurence of technologically fitting analogies outside of the
Bohemian area, it is possible to exclude from this comparison so-called Tessin
situlae, produced in the area of the Golasecca culture (cf. Kimmig 1962). Similar
form comes from grave no. 759 in the necropolis of San Vitale in Bologna (Pincelli/
Morigi Govi 1975). This situla is also assembled from five parts (two parts each
made of two halves plus bottom) and also the bottom is made of one piece.
However, the most numerous parallels may be found in the Hallstatt necropolis.
It may also be emphasised, that here we generally find a high number of vessels
with bottom with omphalos, which is riveted to the lower part of the body, as is
the case of Prague-Vinoř situla (Prüssing 1991, pl. 24-35; pl. 38-63). Moreover,
Falzboden is here an exogenous element, occuring alternatively in the later period
(Kimmig 1962, 85). Probably the closest example is the situla from grave no. 12
(Prüssing 1991, pl. 55,188). Although this situla has no handles and is also a little
bit bigger (48 cm), its manner of construction as well as the number of parts are
the same. It also has an outcurved rim and also corresponds in the overall shape.
Presented comparisons indicate the origin of the Prague-Vinoř situla may be
sought directly in Hallstatt or its surroundings. So this situla is the second piece
of this provenance (after the Rvenice situla; Pleinerová 1973, 294), occuring in
Bohemian territory. The Dobřany situla shows certain affinities with situlae of
southeast Alpine provenance (Kimmig 1962, 85) and the bucket from Břasy is
most likely the product of the Picenum workshops in central Adriatic Italy.
Chronology of the Prague-Vinoř situla may be derived from comparison with
the example from grave no. 12 in Hallstatt. This situla was found together with
a cauldron, classified as ‘type Hallstatt’ (Kessel der Form Hallstatt). The cauldron
of this type is represented in Austria by only one other piece found in Dürrnberg.
Chronologically the Hallstatt piece should be earlier than that one from Dürrnberg,
which was found together with fibulae with decorated foot (Fusszierfibel) and
a tambourine fibulae (Paukenfibel) and dated to Ha D3 (Prüssing 1991, 76).
Regarding the chronological possition of the Prague-Vinoř situla, it is worth of
noting that the number of the vessels in the Prague-Vinoř grave as well as its
4

In 2016 the lastest find of a Bohemian situla was published (John 2016). The find of a Tessin situla
from Vlkov in south Bohemia represents the same type as the situla from Rovná.
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Fig. 4. Prague-Vinoř. 1:
bronze situla after restoration
(after Trefný 2012). – 2-3:
scheme of the design of the
situla.

overall nature was characteristic for Ha D1. This is not in contradiction with the
mentioned date of its Hallstatt counterpart.

Iron spits from Prague-Letňany
The rich Bylany culture grave from Prague-Letňany included also two iron spits
(Fig. 3,2), which represent the first find of this kind in the Bohemian territory. This
is not a case in Moravia, where some finds of spits occured in the milieu of Horákov
culture, where they are known from rich graves of Bratčice, Brno-Holásky 2 and
Hlásnica u Horákova (Golec 2003/04, 101 fig. 1; 106 fig. 2,1-4) (Fig. 5,1-2). The
spits are significantly concentrated in the east Hallstatt region (Fig. 5,1), where they
occur as an Italic or Etruscan influence, since here they are known already in the
end of the 8th century BC in warrior graves (Stary 1979, 40). From central Italy they
spread to the north with a concentration in the Este area and then to Slovenia and the
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eastern Alps. Some of the spits were exported from northern Italy also to southwestern
Germany (Egg 1996, 143-144; Frey 1980, 98).
Iron spits with the terminal eylet are a specific type known only in the East
Hallstatt zone, and unknown in the West Hallstatt zone. Their production centres
are sought in the region of Caput Adriae in Slovenia or in northern Italy (Golec
2003/04, 105). Such spits may thus be interpreted as inspirations made under
ideological influence of Italic forms, rather than directly Etruscan or generally
Italic imports.
The spits from the Prague-Letňany grave have a distorted upper part, while
the rest of the shaft is plain and rectangular in cross-section. From the point
of view of their construction they are comparable with pieces from Strettweg,
Bratčice or Hallstatt grave 12/1889 (Egg 1996, 139-151; Golec 2003/04, 106
fig. 2,1.5.9; Kromer 1959, pl. 206). The Moravian finds may be also helpful with
chronology of the Prague-Letňany finds. They all fall into the second half of the
7th century BC – Ha C2 – in the case of Bratčice even later-beginning of Ha D
(Kos 1999). The supposed date of the Prague-Letňany exemples, second half of
the 7th -beginning of the 6th century BC is also in compliance with other indices
in this grave, as for example the date of the bronze bucket or the number of clay
vessels, characteristic for this period.
Of course, the Prague-Letňany iron spits represent important evidence of the
interregional contacts of the central Bohemian area with the region of their origin.
If their southeast alpine origin is accepted, then they could be interpreted as a
significant demonstration of the long distance connection to that area. In this
way such transfer recalls other similar reminiscences as for example trunnion axes,
coming to the Bohemian basin from the east or important example of the semi
crested fibula of southeast Alpine origin from Předměřice in eastern Bohemia
(see below). However, the character of this connection or contact may be more
likely interpreted as non-direct, respectively transfer in more phases over more
significant centres. Finally it could be interpreted rather as a direct contact of
the Bohemian basin with the south Moravian region, considering that this is the
nearest area with the representation of similar spits. Anyhow, the occurence of the
Prague-Letňany grates in the Bylany culture area is also of a special significance
for the West Hallstatt zone. According to the contemporary state of knowledge, it
seems that they represent the first finds of this type in this area.
The Prague-Letňany spits also have great importance for the questions of the
contemporary social hierarchy. The find contexts with spits from Italy, Slovenia,
east Alpine region and finally from Moravia, where three mentioned sites belong
to the richest tombs of the Horákov culture, clearly demonstrate their connection
with the contemporary elite. Such connections and their use in the milieu of the
court symposia or ceremonies could be indicated in the iconography, such as on
the fabulous situla from Certosa (Golec 2003/04, 108; Kastelic 1964, fig. 17). It
cannot be excluded that items worn by one man in the second register, laid on his
shoulder, represented spits.

Other types of finds
The trunion axes represent important material evidence for the contacts of the
Bohemian basin with the east or southeast (Trefný forthcoming). They have been
in use for a long time. The bronze examples belong to the 2nd millenium BC, the
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Fig. 5. Left (1): Spits of the east Alpine region. 1: Hlásnica u Horákova. – 2: Bmo-Holásky. – 3: Bratčice. – 4: Hallstatt. –
5: Schandorf. – 6: Strettweg. – 7: Nagyberki-Szálacka. – 8: Rosseg-Frög. – 9: Magdalenska gora. – 10: Stična. – 11: Dolenjske
Toplice. Right (2): Finds of the grates with an eyelet in the east Alpine region. 1: Bratčice. – 2: Hlásnica u Horákova. –
3-4: Bmo-Holásky. – 5: Strettweg. – 6: Nagyberki-Szálacka. – 7, 9: Hallstatt, grave 12/1889.- 8: Schandorf. – 10: Dolenjske
Toplice. – 11: Stična, tumulus 6, grave 18. – 12: Magdalenska gora, tumulus 1, grave 38. Right (2): Distribution of the grates
with an eyelet in the east Alpine region. (after Golec 2003/04, 106 fig. 2).

iron ones are later. Their origin is sought in the Carpathian basin and Greece.
Later they occur in the east Hallstatt zone and in Silesia (Filip 1936/37, 98, 126;
Foltiny 1961; Hoernes 1917; Horedt 1964; Hošek et al. 2007, 336; Kromer 1959;
Mayer 1977; Parzinger et al. 1995, 66, 267, Abb. 23:1; Rieth 1942, 18-20; Wesse
1990, map 1). Generally, the later iron examples are known in Moravia, Silesia,
central Poland, the Carpathian basin, the Balkan penisula, Ukraine, the Upper
Danube area, northern Italy or Slovenia (cf. Wesse 1990, map 15) (Fig. 6,1).
The Bohemian finds of iron axes (13 pieces) are mostly represented by isolated
finds or finds derived from metal detector seekers (Michálek et al. 2015, 125-127
fig. 10). The only piece (Fig. 6,2) from a chronologically fixed context, which
is the grave of the Bylany culture in Plaňany in central Bohemia, is dated to Ha
C2 (Dvořák 1933, 36 tab. III,26; Filip 1936/37, 126 fig. 76; Hošek et al. 2007,
336; Pleiner/Rybová 1978, 475 fig. 143,22). This date correpsonds with the
typological classification of A. Wesse, according to which it should be close to the
subgroup III3C1, dated to Ha C2 – D2. The occurence of this axe in a site near
to the borderline between central and eastern Bohemia need not be accidental.
Although the Plaňany region still belongs to the Bylany culture area strongly
affiliated with the Hallstatt culture in southwest Germany, it is located already
very close to the territory of the east Bohemian Silesia Platěnice culture-part of the
East Hallstatt zone. Here we register one notable artefact of southeast provenance
– a semilunar fibula from grave no. 34 in Předměřice, which may be dated to
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Ha C2 (Filip 1936/37, 126 fig. 74; Vokolek 1999, 16; 119 pl. 94,9; Venclová et
al. 2008, 91 fig. 50,21). Such fibulae are very significantly concentrated in the
southeast Alpine region (De Marinis/Guštin 1975, 245 fig. 8). They occur there
already since the period of Santa Lucia Ia (Ha B3) and then spread to Italy and
other regions (Trefný forthcoming). The axe from the Plaňany grave as well as
the fibula from Předměřice indicate that, although significant eastern influence
in the Bohemian territoitory is typical for Ha D, the beginnings of eastern or
southeastern contact may be sought already in beginnings of the Early Iron Age.
Two important finds, absolutely unique in the Bohemian territory, have been
a part of the inventory of one of the graves in Hradenín, east Bohemia (Fig.
6,3-4). These bronze pendants are very similar in form to an extensive category
of bronze pendants, known as Graeco-Macedonian bronzes or bird cage bronzes
(cf. Bouzek 1971; 1974), named according to their shape, where substantial
part is characteristic as a globular or conical openwork, complemented by other
elements. The nearest site with similar finds is the famous Býčí skála cave in
southern Moravia. However local finds may be compared with Hradenín ones
only very formally (Parzinger et al. 1995, pl. 20; Trefný 2002, 371 fig. 10,12).
This type is found in Switzerland, France and Italy. A suitable analogy may be
represented by one piece from Bex in Switzerland (Bouzek 1997, fig. 235,17).
But it must be stressed that the rectangular eyelet of the Hradenín exemples still
differs from the oval eyelet of the mentioned piece from Bex. Regardless of their
origin in the Alpine region or in the Balkans, both pendants represent important
and unique evidence for transfer of material culture between the Bohemian basin
and mentioned areas.
Significant evidence for the interregional contacts in the Bohemian elite graves
of Ha C – D1 can be witnessed also in some types of fibulae. Early Iron Age
spectacle fibulae of a distinct form (Doppelbrillenfibeln mit Achterschleife) are
represented in the Bohemian area by three pieces dated to Ha C – D1 (Fig. 6,57). One comes from a Bylany culture grave in the necropolis of Prague-Střešovice
(Fridrichová et al. 1999, 333 fig. 4,9), a second one from the upland settlement of
Meclov-Mašovice in western Bohemia (Chytráček/Metlička 2004, 192, fig. 65,1;
Venclová et al. 2008, 75 fig. 36,3) and the third one from the rich grave of the
west Bohemian tumulus culture from Dýšina (Šaldová 1974, 459 fig. 5,9). All
three pieces may be classified as exemples of Schrotzenhofen type. Although the
origin of the spectacle fibulae may be generally seen in the Carpathian basin (cf.
for example Sundwall 1943; Alexander 1965; Betzler 1974; Bader 1983; Pabst
2012; Romano/Trefný 2015), it need not be so in case of individual variants.
Such assumptions may also be applied to the Schrotzenhofen type fibulae, which
are concentrated especially in southwestern Germany and Bohemia. Thus their
occurence in the Bohemian basin indicates rather an evidence of the contacts to
the southwestern Germany, which corresponds with the evolutionary affinities of
most of the Bohemian territory during the Hallstatt period.
The five four-spiral fibulae (Vierpassfibeln) are in Bohemia represented by finds
from Protivín, Dobronice, Litoradice, Týn and Vltavou and Bezdědovice in south
Bohemia (Michálek 1981, 150 fig. 1; 152 fig. 2)5. All these finds (Fig. 7,1-6)
5

According to the oral information of J. Michálek, new pieces of four spiral fibulae, still unpublished,
have been discovered within some last decades. These unknown finds will be included in a complex
compendium of southern Bohemian Early Iron Age prepared by him. I am very obliged to J.
Michálek for this information.
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Fig. 6. 1: Distribution of the bronze and iron trunnion axes in Europe (after Wesse 1990, map 1). – 2: iron trunnion axe from
the grave of the Bylany culture in Plaňany (after Pleiner/Rybová 1978, 475 fig. 143,22). – 3-4: ‘bird cage’ bronze pendants from
Hradenín (after Venclová et al. 2008, 57 fig. 20,29-30). – 5: spectacle fibula from Mašovice-Meclov. – 6: spectacle fibula from
Dýšina. – 7: spectacle fibula from Prague-Střešovice (after Venclová et al. 2008, 58 fig. 21,17).
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belong to two variants and were originally parts of inventory of rich tumuli graves,
dated to Ha D1 (Michálek 1981, 151). But some exemplars may be slightly later
(cf. Říhovský 1993, 74). Three of them, pieces from Protivín, Dobronice and
Litoradice, represent intact exemples. The Protivín fibula was first classified as a
Maiersch type (Venclová et al. 2008, 74), then re-classified as a type very close to
the find from the grave no. 74 in Hallstatt (Trefný 2016, 143-145), which is a little
different from the pieces of Maiersch type (cf. Berg 1962; Michálek 1981, 153 fig.
3,4; Betzler 1974, pl. 66,972; Kromer 1959; Michálek 1981, 153 fig. 3,5; Betzler
1974, pl. 66,973). The fibula from Dobronice has a very suitable counterpiece
in the example found in fabulous Moravian Bull´s rock cave (Říhovský 1993, pl.
13,117). But it seems that except for the Moravian example, this fibula has no
precise analogy. In this respect one fibula from Longane in Sicilia may be mentioned
(Lo Schiavo 2010, 858 pl. 654,7854B). It has a characteristic rhomboid plate in
its middle, but is constructed in a different way than the fibulae from Dobronice
and Bull´s rock cave. The fibula from Litoradice is a one-piece fibula made in
metal sheet. The analogies to that piece occur more frequently in Moravia, for
example in Budkovice (Ondráček 1971, 17; Říhovský 1993, pl. 13,119). Similar
fibulae have been found also in grave no. 1001 in Hallstatt (Betzler 1974, pl.
72,993-994). These fibulae are classified as Oberkrumbach type, which is close to
the finds from the Upper Palatinate or Slovenia (Betzler 1974, 147).
The typology of the Bohemian four-spiral fibulae clearly indicates the
relationships with the area of Moravia, Upper Austria or alternatively with
southwestern Germany. Also the fibulae thus represent an important indicator
of mutual relationships of the Bohemian area, represented by the contemporary
social elite burried in rich graves, to the mentioned regions.

Conclusion
Regarding the origin of various sorts of mentioned imports, it appears that
individual Bohemian regions show evolutionary affinity especially to the
geographically adjacent areas. Firstly, there is a clear relation between central and
northwestern Bohemia with its population of Bylany culture, south and western
Bohemia with its Hallstatt tumulus culture and the Hallstatt civilization of
southwestern Germany. On the other hand the East Bohemian Silesia-Platěnice
culture evinces notable affinity with the cultures of the East Hallstatt area.
It may be argued that some imports represent the products of more distant
areas, for example from the Etruscan or southeast Alpine regions. But also in these
cases it is highly probable, that these items reached their final destination through
the above mentioned adjacent areas, where they are also well represented. This
situation thus reflects again the significance of the proximity of these important
evolutionary centres, such as southwest Germany or the east Alpine area.
Regarding the character of proper contacts, we are today already far away
from the idea of the interpretation of individual importations in the terms of
direct encounter of the various individuals, although it cannot be in some cases
completely excluded. From this point of view it would be perhaps more suitable to
talk about the diffusion of exogenous material culture, than about ‘interregional
contacts’ which evokes rather the encounter of different ethnicities. More likely
the existence of the luxurious imported goods in the Bohemian elite graves
features an adoption of a certain behavioral pattern in the environs of the Central
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Fig. 7. Four-spiral fibula. 1: Protivín. – 2: Dobronice. – 3: Týn nad Vltavou. – 4: Bezdědovice. – 5: Litoradice (after Michálek
1981, 152 fig. 2). – 6: scheme of the grave from Protivín with one four spiral fibula (after Venclová et al. 2008, 81 fig. 42).
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European early Hallstatt social elite, which reflects an economical potential as well
as political power.
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A cluster of chieftains’ graves in
the Netherlands?
Cremating and inhumating elites during Ha C on
the Maashorst, NL
Richard Jansen and Sasja van der Vaart-Verschoof
Abstract
An iconic find from Dutch late Prehistory is the famous Chieftain’s burial of Oss with its exceptional
Mindelheim sword with gold-inlayed hilt. This burial, however, does not lie in isolation. It is but one of
several exceptional elite burials found on the Maashorst, a high-lying plateau in the eastern part of the
southern Netherlands which has a long history of use for burials, including Ha C elite graves. In this paper
four exceptional Early Iron Age elite burials and the cemeteries in which they were created are discussed
and brought together. Each grave is unique, but created through burial rituals with many similarities.

Zusammenfassung
Einer der ikonischen Funde der späteren Vorgeschichte in den Neiderlanden ist das berühmte Fürstengrab
von Oss mit seinem herausragenden Mindelheim-Schwert mit goldenen Einlagen auf dem Griff. Dieses
Grab ist aber kein isolierter Fund, es ist vielmehr eines von mehreren außergewöhnlichen Elitebestattungen
auf dem Maashorst. Dieses hochgelegene Plateau im östlichen Teil der südlichen Niederlande hat eine
lange Geschichte als Bestattungsplatz, auch für elitäre Bestattungen der älteren Hallstattzeit (Ha C). In
diesem Beitrag werden vier ältereisenzeitliche Elitebestattungen und die Bestattungsplätze, in denen diese
niedergelegt wurden, vorgestellt und diskutiert. Jedes Grab ist einzigartig, aber die Begräbnisrituale zeigen
deutliche Gemeinsamkeiten.

The Maashorst
The Maashorst-area forms the northern zone of the geological formation known as
the Peel Blok, a high lying plateau in the eastern part of the southern Netherlands
(Fig. 1). Due to tectonic processes this plateau rises several millimeters each year.
In the last Ice Age, melt water ran off the flanks, creating large and shallow valleys
(Jansen/Van der Linde 2013). Furthermore the area is characterized by fault lines
and wet areas where groundwater seeps to the surface (kwelwater in Dutch). In
general the subsoil on the Maashorst consists of fluviatile gravel and coarse sand
depositions, locally covered by a thin layer of wind-blown cover sand. The gravel
and coarse sand are older Rhine and Meuse deposits which are situated at the
surface due to tectonic movement.
Large mounds and (contemporary) cemeteries, dating from the Late Neolithic
onwards are situated within this prominent landscape. Several barrow groups
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and small urnfields are known on the flanks of the ridges in the northwestern
corner of the Maashorst, including the Chieftain’s grave of Oss-Vorstengraf and
two monumental mounds of Oss-Zevenbergen (Fokkens et al. 2009; Fokkens/
Jansen 2004; Fontijn et al. 2013c; Jansen/Fokkens 2007; Van der Vaart-Verschoof
forthcoming). The Early Iron Age urnfield of Slabroekse Heide is located at the
center of a ridge in the heart of the Maashorst, approximately 4 km south of
Vorstengraf and Zevenbergen (Jansen forthcoming).

The Chieftain’s burial of Oss
Probably the most iconic find from Dutch Prehistory – as well as the Netherlands’
original claim to Hallstatt fame – is the Chieftain’s grave of Oss. Besides a
Mindelheim sword with gold inlayed handle, this burial also contains bronze and
iron components of two decorated bridles and a yoke, as well as an iron knife and
socketed axe, and some kind of stone tool. Two iron razors, three dress pins and a
fair amount of high quality textile (see also Grömer this volume) also survived. A
number of carved wooden fragments are probably the remains of a ribbed drinking
bowl. All this was brought together in the bronze situla that was used as urn.
The Chieftain’s burial was discovered in 1933 when two local men encountered
a bronze bucket during leveling works at the extensive heaths south of Oss. The
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Fig. 1. The geomorphological
characteristics of the
Maashorst showing the highlying plateau (green). The
fault lines are indicated in
brown, the terrace sides in
yellow. 1 Oss-Vorstengraf; 2
Oss-Zevenbergen; 3 UdenSlabroekse Heide; 5-12 other
barrow groups/urnfields (after
Jansen/Van der Linde 2013, 36
fig. 2.2).

Grave

Date(s)

Human remains

Objects

Mound

Context

Chieftain’s grave
Oss

Ha C1-2

Cremation (almost complete)

Bronze bucket, iron mindelheim sword with gold-inlayed handle, iron horse-bit (2x), bronze hemispherical
sheet-knobs (>12x), bronze tubular cross-shaped
object, bronze Tutulus, bronze harness decoration (?),
bronze rings (3x), iron ring (fragments; > 12x), bronze
yoke rosettes (2x), iron toggle (2x), iron knife with
leather and textile remains adhered, iron socketed
axe, (whet)stone (?), iron razor (2x), bronze & iron
bombenkopf pin (3x), wood, leather, bone, antler and
textile fragments

53 m; built with
plaggen sods; urn
in burial pit

MBA barrows;
small EIA
urnfield

Oss-Zevenbergen
Mound 3

Ha C2 – LTA

One fragment of
cremated bone

Bronze sword fragment with plastic decoration, iron
pin fragment, iron pin-like object, bronze fragment

30 m; built with
plaggen sods;
burned planks in
center

MBA/LBA
barrows; small
EIA urnfield

Oss-Zevenbergen
Mound 7

Ha C1-2

Cremation (partial deposition)

Schräghals-urn, bronze studs (>1000x), bronze ring
(fragments; 4x), decorated bone fragment, iron
fragment

36 m; built with
plaggen sods; urn
sited next to pyre
remains

Uden-Slabroekse
Heide

Ha C1-2

Inhumation

Bronze anklet (2x), bronze bracelet (3x), hair rings,
bronze tweezers, iron nail-cutter, iron ring, bronze pin,
iron pin, amber bead, textile

No mound;
inhumation in
large and deep
‘burial chamber’
constructed with
charred wood

Table 1. The main
characteristics of the four
exceptional EIA burials of the
Maashorst.

MBA barrows;
large EIA
urnfield;
Roman Period
graves

archaeologists J.H. Holwerda and F.C. Bursch from the National Museum of
Antiquities were called to Oss, encased the bucket in plaster, lifted it as a block
and brought it to the Museum in Leiden. When the objects from the Chieftain’s
burial were removed from their bronze urn in the Museum in 1933 they were in
very poor condition and at that time many were still unrecognizable. Later in the
1960s and 1990s new restorations were undertaken, and each one revealed new
objects (Modderman 1964). Recent consideration of a number of fragments that
had never been published uncovered a few new items as well. By combining the
museum’s documentation of this burial through the 80 years that it has been in
their collection with detailed study of the objects, restoration notes and X-rays, it
was possible to reconstruct (to some extent) the manner in which the objects ended
up in the bronze bucket (Van der Vaart 2011). The whole showed that this was a
deliberate burial ritual in which the cinerary urn was created in a structured manner
and, as such, in a way transformed into a small burial chamber (described below).
A year after the bronze urn was lifted, the Museum returned to Oss to (partly)
excavate the remains of the mound. The excavation proved that the Chieftain’s
burial was covered with an extremely large mound surrounded by a ditch 53 m in
diameter (Holwerda 1934). Photographs show that the mound was built of sods
placed in a very structured manner. Interesting is a second ditch (diameter 16 m)
surrounding the burial and the a-central position of the burial pit (see below). The
following year two other Bronze Age mounds were excavated in the direct vicinity,
illustrating that the Chieftain’s burial of Oss was not a solitary mound (Bursch
1937). The latter was confirmed by later researches in 1972 and 1998 whereby
several (contemporary) burials were uncovered (Jaarverslag Heemkundekring
Maasland 1975, 23-24; Jansen/Fokkens 2007, 46-54). Also some (Early Iron
Age) urns found at this location before the unearthing of the Vorstengraf possibly
derive from the larger cemetery (Fokkens/Jansen 2004, 33-35).
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A larger cemetery
The earliest known burial monument at the site is a Middle Bronze Age A barrow
that covered an urn placed within a ring ditch (Fokkens et al. 2012, 191-192;
Jansen/Fokkens 2007, 84). Some 50 m to the west two more barrows (Mounds 8
and 9) were erected and marked by multiple post circles during the Middle Bronze
Age B (Bursch 1937) (Fig. 2: Mounds 2 and 3). One of these barrows was re-used
already in the Middle Bronze Age for a secondary burial (Jansen/Fokkens 2007,
84). A Bronze Age double and partly triple post alignment some 15 m long (with
about one m between the rows) lay oriented more or less east-west on the Middle
Bronze Age A barrow, and has been interpreted as a relic of ancestral rituals that
may relate to funerary ritual (Fokkens et al. 2012, 197). There was also a six-post
structure that is interpreted as some kind of funerary structure (dodenhuisje in
Dutch) but it is unclear how this dates (Jansen/Fokkens 2007, 86-87).
Later, likely during the Early Iron Age, a small urnfield was created to the
southeast of the Middle Bronze Age barrows. Six circular ditches and four urns
without a structure were found but the extent of the urnfield could not be
established. It was noted that it was rather small with an ‘open’ character, which
may be a regional variant. Apparently it had been used selectively over a long
period, contrasting with the general layout of contemporaneous urnfields that are
continuously used by a local community (Fokkens et al. 2012, 197).
The most easterly Middle Bronze Age barrow was selected during the Early
Iron Age to bury the Chieftain1 in – a mound already a thousand years old at the
time. They purposefully dug the Chieftain’s burial pit off-center – avoiding and
respecting the ancient central burial. The Early Iron Age mourners were aware
that they were burying the Chieftain in a funerary monument and it appears that
this was a deliberate act intended to link the new burial with the ancestral one
(Jansen/Fokkens 2007, 86). The Bronze Age barrow was then covered with the
largest barrow known in the Low Countries.

Burying the Chieftain of Oss
The Chieftain of Oss was cremated, but it appears that his grave goods did not
accompany him on the pyre. His cremated remains were collected from the pyre
and eventually placed in the bronze urn. The mourners were extremely thorough
in their collecting – not only is there a lot of cremated bone in this burial, just
about all skeletal elements are represented (except for his teeth; Lemmers et al.
2012; pers. comm.). It is one of the most ‘complete’ prehistoric cremations ever
found in the Low Countries.
Iron rings were removed from a wagon or yoke and wrapped up tightly in
textile, and the package thus created was placed on the bottom of the bronze
urn. Next to it a bridle, incorporating an iron horse-bit and bronze trappings
was placed. On top of this an iron knife, probably wrapped in another piece of
textile, was placed together with an iron socketed axe. Next to this the second
bridle, also with an iron horse-bit and bronze trappings, was placed. The bronze
yoke rosettes and iron toggles were removed from the yoke and placed in the
bucket at well. Two iron razors were then placed on top of the yoke components.
1

This is a historically evolved name to refer to the individuals buried in these graves and the term is
used as such in this paper.
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The magnificent iron sword with gold-inlayed handle was bent round, wrapped
in yet another piece of cloth, was placed in the bucket, hilt down. Against the
wrapped sword lay a packet of extremely high quality imported cloth, a precious
and prestigious grave good in its own right (see also Grömer this volume; Grömer
in Van der Vaart-Verschoof forthcoming). Lastly, the cremated remains of the
Chieftain were placed in the urn, perhaps also wrapped in textile.
The situla-urn thus created was dug into a Bronze Age barrow, and covered
with the largest barrow known in the Low Countries, 53 m in diameter. This is
significant – this barrow is so massive that the mourners could have chosen to bury
a complete wagon and yoke or place the sword alongside the bucket in its original
straight form. Yet they chose to expend time and effort in getting everything
relevant, or at least components of those relevant objects, to fit into this bucket.

Two neighboring monumental mounds: OssZevenbergen
The Chieftain’s burial is not the only monumental burial mound at Oss. There
are two more Early Iron Age barrows with extraordinary contents some 450 m to
the east at Oss-Zevenbergen, known as Mound 3 and Mound 7. This site was also
excavated in multiple campaigns (in 1964/65, 2004 and 2007), with the result
being that the two Ha C barrows, as well as a number of other mounds and the
areas in between them were excavated according to modern standards, in total ca.
2 ha (Fokkens et al. 2009; Fontijn et al. 2013a; 2013c; Verwers 1966). This makes
it one of the few Ha C elite burial sites with excellent context information.
Mounds 3 and 7 lay in a structured, ritual landscape with several postalignments and a long use-history, very similar to Oss-Vorstengraf. The earliest
funerary monuments are three Middle Bronze Age A round barrows erected in a
row on a sandy ridge. All three were reused for secondary burials, and heightened as
well (Fontijn et al. 2013b, 286). Two long barrows (Mounds 1 and 6) were erected
during the Late Bronze Age or Early Iron Age at the northern end of the barrow
row, with the latter having two use-phases in which a post circle and ditch were
added (Valentijn 2013; Van Wijk et al. 2009, 72-74; 115-119; Verwers 1966).
Prior to the creation of these long barrows it had likely been quite some time
since monuments had been erected at this location (Fontijn et al. 2013b, 287).
These long mounds flank a natural elevation that would later be incorporated into
Mound 7 (see below). By building monuments on either side of this elevation it
appears that the Late Bronze Age/Early Iron Age mourners were respecting and
lengthening the barrow row. As has been argued previously (Fontijn et al. 2013b,
293), the mourners may have perceived the roundish natural elevation as one of
the burial mounds of this already ancient barrow row. At some time prior to the
erection of Mound 7, an unusual nine-post structure (two parallel rows of four
posts each with a ‘blocking’ post at one end) was created on the west flank of
the natural elevation (Fontijn et al. 2013b, 292). This post-structure is strikingly
similar in design to the one at Oss-Vorstengraf (Fokkens 2013, 142-145; Fig. 2).
A small urnfield was also created at this site, likely during the Early Iron Age. To
the north of the barrow row lay four ring ditches (‘Mounds’ 9-12), of which two
yielded Early Iron Age urns. Internments were found in the Bronze Age Mounds
2 and 8. In Mound 8 a circular ditch at the base of the barrow accompanied the
interment. In Mound 2 only an urn with cremation remains with a set of grave
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goods was found: two fragments of a whetstone, three fragments of bone objects
(jewelry) and a piece of siltstone with traces of ochre (Van Wijk et al. 2009,
84-86). It is unclear whether these EIA graves were created before or after the
exceptional Ha C mounds.
In addition to the graves there are five singular alignments of widely spaced
post rows that vary in orientation and in size from eight to 116 m long and are
sometimes flanked by small four-post constructions (Fokkens 2013; Fokkens et al.
2007, 131-139; Van Wijk et al. 2007). The rows are dated to the Early Iron Age
phase and based on their spatial orientation they seem to divide the cemetery in
compartments (Fokkens 2013, 146-148; Fontijn et al. 2013c).
The natural elevation was eventually selected for the cremation and burial of a
man during the Early Iron Age. As already noted, it is highly plausible that the Early
Iron Age people took this roundish elevation positioned in a barrow row to be an
ancient burial mound, and that their intention was to bury the man of Mound 7 in
an ancestral mound, similarl to what was done with the Chieftain of Oss so close by.
Following the cremation ritual, which is described below, a large barrow was erected
which incorporated the natural elevation (Fontijn et al. 2013c).
Mound 3 was likely built after mound 7 and was erected on a flat spot at the
northern edge of the high lying area. It was the only barrow not created on the
barrow row, and appears to have been separated from the other barrows by the
post rows. It was also marked with a post-circle, which is rather rare for Early Iron
Age barrows (Fontijn et al. 2013b, 304). This barrow also covered an unusual
deposit.

Mound 7 – burying a second Chieftain?
Mound 7 was 36 m in diameter and was erected on top of an existing natural dune.
This dune was roundish in appearance and located in a barrow row (Fig. 3). Two
opposing quadrants of the mound were excavated, including the central burial.
Rather than a straightforward central grave, this barrow covered a massive spread
of charcoal, and a complex assemblage of bronzes and other material.
This central find assemblage was so complex and the material so delicate, that
the entire assemblage was lifted professionally in blocks and excavated in a lab
by restorers (Kempkens 2013). The main component of this assemblage turned
out to consist mostly of tiny bronze studs (Fig. 3). Several bronze rings and ring
fragments were also found, as well as decorated bone fragments.
Analysis of the blockliftings, the excavation and restorations records (including
X-rays of the blocks) revealed a unique burial event whereby a young man was
cremated here, on top of a dune in a barrow row, which may have been interpreted
as a barrow itself, with a dismantled yoke, decorated with over a thousand tiny
bronze studs, located alongside the pyre (Fontijn et al. 2013). After cremation
the pyre was searched through, with charcoal beams being placed to one side and
the stud-decorated yoke components being shoved to the other side. Most of the
cremated remains were collected and placed in an urn, and buried by the pyre
remains. However, several cremation remains were also deliberately left behind
amongst the pyre remain. The same was done with the objects. A bronze ring was
broken, and only part was deliberately left behind. The whole complex of charcoal
and bronze including the urn with cremation remains was then carefully covered
with sods and the mound erected (Fontijn/Van der Vaart 2013).
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Fig. 3. Mound 7 in excavation
(top) and some of the finds
found here (bottom; urn
1:7, others 1:1). The X-ray
(middle) shows the block-lifted
concentration of studs (X-ray
and photographs finds by
Restauratieatelier Restaura,
Haelen).

We emphasize that by excavating by hand and blocklifting the central complex
we can be sure that nothing preserved was missed. The manner of excavation here
means that an absence of evidence is evidence of absence. So once again we have a
burial ritual that involved intentional dismantling, manipulation and very clearly
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fragmentation and pars pro toto deposition of both grave goods and the deceased.
An even more extreme example of this practice was found at nearby Mound 3.

Mound 3 – extreme pars pro toto monument
This large barrow was also built from sods and appears to date slightly later than
Mound 7, which itself seems to either be contemporaneous or slightly later than
the Chieftain’s burial (Van Wijk et al. 2009; Van der Vaart-Verschoof forthcoming,
Ch. 3). The sod-built barrow Mound 3 was encircled with a post circle, which is
uncommon for the Early Iron Age. The singular circle consists of 48 posts with
seven double posts encircling a 30 m wide mound carefully constructed with
plaggen sods (De Leeuwe 2007, 207-208). The mound is built ‘within’ the post
circle. The center had not been disturbed and was completely excavated, together
with the mound itself. In the center lay a charred plank, cut from a very old and
substantial tree that originally would have had a diameter of at least 2 m (Van Wijk
et al. 2009, 92-98). Around this plank lay four fragments of metal objects and a
single piece of cremated human bone. The objects include two unrecognizable
fragments, an iron pin and a deliberately broken fragment of a bronze sword of
unknown type. The only conclusion can be that the objects were intentionally
deposited in a fragmented state (Fokkens et al. 2012, 192).
As with Mound 7, in this case the complete excavation means that absence of
evidence is evidence of absence. This burnt plank, these four object fragments and
the single piece of human cremation is all that was deposited. It would seem that
here we are dealing with an extreme pars pro toto deposition, probably an extreme
pars pro toto grave.

A barrow landscape
Some 800 m to the south of Oss-Vorstengraf and -Zevenbergen two other barrow
groups are known. Of each group one mound has been excavated, dating to the
Late Neolithic and Middle Bronze Age B respectively (Bursch 1937; Van Wijk/
Jansen forthcoming). Both clusters, however, contain more mounds wherein the
possible presence of another Chieftain’s grave cannot be excluded beforehand. This
extensive barrow landscape, situated at a very prominent and visible location, has
been used for burials for many generations. Research in the larger area, especially
to the north shows no sign of habitation. To the south the nearest probable Iron
Age settlements are located at a distance of app. 800-1000 m (Jansen/Van der
Linde 2013). Even further south more cemeteries are known. One of them, the
Slabroekse Heide site, contains our fourth Ha C elite burial.

An elite inhumation grave at Slabroekse Heide
The urnfield of Slabroekse Heide, located in the heart of the Maashorst, was
discovered and partly excavated in 1923. At that time the mounds were still
visible in the extensive early 20th century heath landscape. Archaeologist A.E.
Remouchamps of the National Museum of Antiquities (partly) excavated 38
barrows, discovering ca. 22 urns, occasionally with some ‘modest’ grave goods
like small pots (Remouchamps 1924). Photos of the excavation show the excellent
preservation of the mounds and features (Fig. 5). The ditches surrounding the
mounds are clearly visible in the sandy soil. The profile of one of the mounds
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undoubtedly displays the carefully placed sods with which the mounds were
constructed (the common practice in this area).
The overall drawing of the urnfield illustrates the specific excavation method.
In general small trenches were dug out by hand, which in most cases run through
the centers of the mounds (Remouchamps 1924). After the excavation in 1923
the mounds were erased from the landscape as the area was transformed into an
agricultural field.
The area was eventually researched again, in 2005 and 2010, as the Dutch Forest
State Service was transforming the Maashorst-area (back) into a forest and heath
landscape. An important conclusion of the trial trench campaign in 2005 was that
the conservation of the features had decreased dramatically (Van Wijk/Jansen 2010).
The features were hardly visible anymore. Only the soil activity (bodemwerking in
Dutch) underneath the features was observable and it looked like the ploughing
activities had thoroughly erased the soil archive. Burials were not found.
It was apparent that the remaining features would soon disappear forever, so the
decision was made to excavate the last remnants of the urnfield Slabroekse Heide.
During the 2 ha excavation in 2010 it soon became clear that Remouchamps in
fact did not excavate the whole cemetery. Eight ‘new’ (cremation) burials were
unearthed (Jansen et al. 2011; Jansen/Louwen forthcoming). In general the Early
Iron Age graves were buried in urns or cloths. One grave yielded a large amount
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Fig. 4. Mound 3 in excavation
with the plank and the object
fragments found around it.
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Not excavated
Excavated 2010
Excavated 2005
Excavated 1923
Ring ditch
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Inhumation grave Ha-C
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Burial pit
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Fig. 5. The barrow group
and cemetery of UdenSlabroekse Heide with
inset of the finds from the
inhumation burial (nr. 1)
(excavation plan by Archol
BV and find photographs by
Restauratieatelier Restaura,
Haelen).
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of cremation remains which had probably been placed in a cloth, and a thin
iron bracelet. The undecorated jewelry was carefully placed among the cremation
remains. Lastly a single line of at least 32 posts was found comparable to those
at Oss-Zevenbergen. The post row at Slabroekse Heide runs to one of the larger
mounds in the center of the cemetery and (also) seems to divide the cemetery into
two compartments, like at Zevenbergen (Jansen/Louwen forthcoming).
It is clear that the cemetery of Uden-Slabroekse Heide was much larger
than previously thought with at least 110 known graves (Fig. 5). The cemetery
continues to the west (and possibly other directions), though a recent trial trench
campaign indicates that the cemetery ends here within a 100 m (Van Wijk/
Jansen forthcoming). Comparable to the cemeteries of Oss-Vorstengraf and
-Zevenbergen, the Slabroekse Heide urnfield also has a long history of use, with
at least one or two Bronze Age barrows as its earliest phase. One of these mounds
is still visible and has partly been excavated in 2005. The central grave was not
found but pollen analysis and OSL-dating suggests a (Middle) Bronze Age date
(De Kort/Van Mourik 2005; Van Wijk/Jansen 2010, 45-50).
Different is the fact that the Early Iron Age urnfield of Slabroekse Heide
is significantly larger than the relatively small ones of Oss-Vorstengraf and
-Zevenbergen. The latter seem to be used extensively, in contrast to the intensively
used urnfield of Slabroekse Heide. Lastly one elite grave contemporaneous with
Oss-Vorstengraf and -Zevenbergen diverges from the ‘norm’ of cremating the dead.
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The Ha C inhumation burial of Slabroekse Heide
The inhumation burial of Slabroekse Heide was discovered in a small open area
within the urnfield, bordered by several ring ditches. Here we found a rectangular
pit with charcoal (Fig. 5). In contrast to the other graves, it was most likely a
flat grave, although the lack of overcutting suggests that the burial was somehow
marked above ground. The pit was excavated in layers of approximately 10 cm.
Each layer was documented – photographed and/or drawn – and, if necessary,
sampled. Twelve layers were excavated before we reached the inhumation burial of
which only the outline was visible. At the bottom of the pit several metal objects,
already indicated by a metal detector, were found. Comparable to the organic
remains the metal objects were badly preserved due to the context of coarse sand
and gravel. Considering the poor condition of the objects, all of them were lifted
in small blocks. X-rays were needed to reveal the extraordinary finds: bracelets and
anklets, hair rings, a toilet set, pins and an amber bead.
A unique find was the presence of several fragments of textile. Cloth was
preserved around and in some cases within the corrosion of the bronze bracelets
and anklets, and underneath a fragment of the bronze pin. Some fragments appear
to be part of the deceased’s clothes, with a second textile that was probably used
to cover the deceased (see also Grömer this volume; Grömer in Van der VaartVerschoof forthcoming).
Based on the thorough top-down excavation and descriptions we are able to
reconstruct a unique burial event from 2700 years ago in detail.

A burial event: a bottom-up reconstruction
As with the burials described above, the elite burial event at Slabroekse Heide
can be divided in several ‘actions’. After the burial location was selected, a large
rectangular pit was dug. This must have taken considerable effort considering the
soil conditions and the depth of the pit. Then a small rectangular burial chamber
(approximately 3 x 1 m) was created with oaken blocks at each end and planks.
All wood had been charred in a controlled manner prior to use (the unburnt
parts of the wood had rotted away, only the charcoal lines were visible) (Van
Hees forthcoming). In a settlement context wood is charred to make it more
sustainable, and this may have been the intention here as well. In any case, the
charring of the wood was a deliberate act that required building a fire, probably
somewhere in the surroundings.
The deceased was placed between thick oaken blocks at both ends of the
burial pit. Unfortunately the sex could not be determined as only a corpse shadow
remained in the soil. Human bone fragments were found only within the bronze
bracelets and anklets, but these were too fragmented for any analysis (Lemmers
forthcoming). It was only possible to measure the length of the deceased in the
field. He or she was relatively short, around 1.60 m.
The deceased was buried wearing an extraordinary set of ornaments,
representing a specific kind of personal appearance, as well a number of toiletry
items. His or her arms were adorned with bronze bracelets with one on the right
wrist and two on the left wrist. The bracelets at the left wrist had been worn
together so long that they displayed heavy use-wear where they touched. The legs
were adorned with bronze anklets.
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By the right arm lay an iron pin with a twisted decoration and a small bronze
ring. A toilet set was found at the left shoulder. It consisted of an iron nail cutter
and tweezers that likely dangled from an iron ring. Close by the set lay an amber
bead. The use-wear traces on the bead are consistent with use as a closing for
some kind of pouch. Underneath this set a fragmented bronze pin was found.
The distribution of these fragments indicates that the pin was broken deliberately
prior its placement in the grave. Finally, metal-spiraled rings were found near the
head (see also Bourgeois/Van der Vaart-Verschoof this volume).
A very special feature of the burial is the preservation of textile. Fragments of
woolen cloth survived in the bronze corrosion around the anklets and bracelets,
and also inside the bracelets. The textile fragments indicate that the deceased was
buried wearing a garment with long sleeves, and that a shroud was placed on top
of the body (see also Grömer this volume; Grömer in Van der Vaart-Verschoof
forthcoming).
Eventually the entire burial chamber was sealed off with charred planks
covering the body. Ultimately the pit from at least 1.5 till 2 m deep was backfilled with soil and more charred oaken branches. Whether the burial was marked
above ground is unknown. It can only be said that it was never overbuilt by other
grave monuments and/or opened again, until its excavation in 2010.

Inhumation – beyond the norm?
While it can be debated whether the Slabroek elite burial can be referred to as a
‘Chieftain’s burial’ (Jansen 2011 vs. Roymans 2011), an archaeological type of
grave generally characterized by the presence of bronze vessels, weaponry, horsegear and/or wagon components among the grave goods, the perceived ‘difference’
of the Slabroek grave can also not be dismissed by labeling the deceased an
import-bride (as done for example by Roymans 2011). When this grave is
considered from a more practice-based, rather than only a object-based, approach
it conforms in many ways to the Early Iron Age elite burials and customs of the
southern Netherlands (see Bourgeois/Van der Vaart-Verschoof this volume). Also
the context conforms to the other Maashorst elite graves making the Slabroekse
Heide inhumation grave definitely a Ha C elite grave, as suggested before (Jansen
2011; Jansen forthcoming).
Inhumation burials in general are a recently revealed element of Dutch Iron
Age burial ritual. Until 20 years ago archaeologists thought the Iron Age urnfields
and cemeteries were exclusively the domain of cremation burials. Cremation was
the standard ritual for disposal or discarding of the body after death (Hessing/Kooi
2005; Gerritsen 2003, 118-150). Nowadays we know of at least 48 inhumation
burials, most of them in the Dutch Central River Area (Jansen forthcoming; Van
den Broeke 2008, 166 table 6). Six Early Iron Age cemeteries with cremation
burials and inhumations lie around the city of Nijmegen, another cluster more to
the west. South of the rivers Rhine and Meuse, on the sand soils, five inhumation
burials from the Early Iron Age are known, in all cases one inhumation per urnfield
(Fig. 6). The inhumations explicitly date to the Early Iron Age and first part of
the Middle Iron Age, more specifically from approximately 700 till 375 BC (Van
den Broeke 2008, 172-174). No inhumations are known from Late Bronze Age
urnfields. Also after this period inhumation burials are not known until the later
Roman Period.
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At first sight, considering the known tens of thousands of Early Iron Age
urnfield graves in the southern Netherlands, the small number of inhumation
graves seems insignificant. However these are meaningful exceptions. In general
the inhumation burials show the same variation as contemporaneous cremation
burials; they are never more elaborate, in most cases just simple flat graves, some of
them contain no grave goods, others do like for example ornaments. It is striking
that the ornaments in inhumation graves tend to be rather fragile. It is thinkable
that in the case of a cremation where these objects were burned mourners may
have overlooked them, or even the excavators may have overlooked them.
A preliminary research of isotopes of inhumations from Nijmegen gives reason
to believe that some of the deceased that are buried as inhumations are non-local.
Perhaps they were buried according the funeral customs of their homeland (Van
den Broeke 2008, 176-178). But not every inhumation proved to be non-local.
The same is true for cremation burials; we cannot prove that every cremation is
local. Therefore we want to state that, until future research proves the opposite,
inhumations are not by definition immigrants and/or import-brides. We argue
that the same is true for the only inhumation Ha C elite grave in the Netherlands
known so far (Jansen 2011; Roymans 2011). The inhumation graves are part of
Early Iron Age burial ritual norm, and the Slabroekse Heide elite grave inhumation
fits within this norm. Perhaps immigrants were integrated in society in such a way
that they were buried conform local traditions.
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Fig. 6. Distribution of
Early and Middle Iron Age
inhumation graves in the
southern Netherlands.
1: Lent – Lauwerikstraat;
2: Lent – Steltsestraat;
3: Lent – Lentseveld;
4: Oosterhout – De Eeuwige
Lente; 5: Meteren – Plantage;
6: Meteren – De Bogen;
7: Ewijk – Keizershoeve
(Beuningen); 8: Ressen –
Zuiderveld; 9: Geldermalsen
– Middengebied; 10: Cuijk –
Nutricia (Grotestraat);
11: Breda – Steenakker;
12: Someren – Waterdael;
Uden – Slabroekse Heide;
Weert – Raak (figure by
Archol BV).

A cluster of chieftain’s graves at the Maashorst
In conclusion, it is apparent from the above that the Maashorst region was
repeatedly selected as a final resting place during later Prehistory for exceptional
individuals who warranted being interred through elaborate burial rituals.
There are three monumental Early Iron Age barrows at the northern edge of the
Maashorst plateau, each extraordinary and unusual in their own way. All built in
an existing barrow landscape with a long history, located no more than a couple
hundred meters from each other. All three created through burial rituals that
involved fire, dismantling, bending and breaking of objects and/or pars pro toto
depositions. While we cannot with certainty determine which burial was created
first, when the second and third were constructed, people would still have known
what happened at the previous ones.
At the same time, someone special was also buried in an exceptional manner
some 4 km to the south, further into the heartland of the Maashorst. At first glimpse
the Slabroekse Heide inhumation burial appears to deviate from the norm. (S)he
has been seen as an example of an immigrant, or even an import-bride, originating
from a region where inhumation was a customary funerary practice (Roymans
2011). When considered in more detail, especially the burial practice, it conforms
in many ways to the known Early Iron Age burials of the southern Netherlands
(see also Bourgeois/Van der Vaart-Verschoof this volume; Jansen forthcoming).
In this case not within the inconspicuous majority of urnfield graves, but within
the exceptional elite burials – with the Slabroekse Heide as the first example of an
elite inhumation grave.
Together with the Chieftain’s grave of Oss-Vorstengraf and the monumental
Oss-Zevenbergen mounds, the Slabroekse Heide inhumation is part of an
extraordinary cluster of Hallstatt C elite graves in the Maashorst-region in the
Low Countries. These, in turn fit into a larger pattern of elite burials where fire,
manipulation and fragmentation were key (see also Bourgeois/Van der VaartVerschoof this volume; Van der Vaart-Verschoof forthcoming). Within the
dominant burial practice, each burial has its unique, perhaps almost personal
character.
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Textile symbolism in Early Iron Age
burials
Christoph Huth and Monika Kondziella
Abstract
Textile symbolism is a central element in Early Iron Age burials of the Hallstatt and Villanova groups.
Textiles and their imagery can be found in almost all well-equipped graves, even in the Low Countries.
Most princely burials contain precious textiles that were used to enshroud the grave goods. In addition,
weaving and other forms of manufacturing are a common motif in pictorial representations from Italy to
the south-east Hallstatt groups. Weaving equipment like distaffs, spindle whorls, bobbins and the like is
a standard feature of Villanovan and Hallstatt graves. In south-west Central Europe bronze belts clearly
imitate textile patterns. This is also the case with the richly decorated pots of the so-called Alb-Hegau style,
while further to the east ceramic pots display stylized forms of weaving looms. The Alb-Hegau decoration
possibly mimics real textiles which were used to wrap grave-goods in rich burials. It is suggested that textile
elements in burials refer to the high standing of women in Early Iron Age society. A case is made that
burials are staged like a marriage, with drinking and textiles as core symbols. The rich burials of the Low
Countries fit perfectly well into this Early Iron Age ideology. Insofar that they are by no means a peripheral
phenomenon.

Zusammenfassung
Textile Symbolik ist ein elementarer Bestandteil der früheisenzeitlichen Kulturen im Hallstatt- und
Villanovabereich. Textilien, Geräte zu ihrer Herstellung und einschlägige Bilddarstellungen finden
sich in praktisch allen gut ausgestatteten Gräbern, nicht zuletzt auch in den Niederlanden. In den
Prunkgräbern verhüllte man die Beigaben mit kostbaren Tüchern. Darüber hinaus sind das Weben
und andere Schritte der Textilherstellung ein geläufiges Motiv unter den Bilddarstellungen in Italien
und in der Osthallstattkultur. Geräte wie Rocken, Spindeln, Spulen und anderes mehr gehören zu den
Standardbeigaben in Villanova- und vielen Hallstattgräbern. In der westlichen Hallstattkultur findet
man in den Gräbern Bronzeblechgürtel, die offensichtlich textile Muster nachahmen. Auch die reich
verzierte Alb-Hegau-Keramik imitiert textilen Dekor, während man in Nordbayern stilisierte Webstühle
auf der Grabkeramik abbildete. Vielleicht sollten die Alb-Hegau-Bemalungen Tücher abbilden, wie
man sie in den Prunkgräbern zum Verhüllen der Beigaben verwendete. Vermutlich repräsentierten die
textilen Symbole den hohen Status der Frauen in der frühen Eisenzeit. Gräber waren wohl wie Hochzeiten
inszeniert, mit Trinkservicen und Textilien als zentralen Symbolen. Die reichen Gräber der Niederlande
fügen sich in diese Vorstellungswelt der frühen Eisenzeit nahtlos ein. Insofern handelt es sich bei ihnen
keineswegs um eine Randerscheinung der Hallstattkultur.

The emergence of lavish burials in the Early Iron Age has attracted much attention
among researchers. Actually the focus on burials mounds and rich grave goods
has been so strong that simple flat graves in between the burial mounds have
been overlooked for a very long time. Only recently has systematic research of
Hallstatt burial grounds started bringing simple flat graves to light, primarily
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cremation graves with few to no grave goods. Meanwhile more than 500 of the
simple cremation burials are known in southern Germany (Müller-Scheeßel 2013,
123-125), and one starts to wonder whether the mounds with rich grave goods
really are the standard burial type of the time. As a matter of fact the simple graves
are the traditional form of burial of the preceding urnfield period. Seen from this
angle the Iron Age burial grounds are nothing else than traditional urnfields with
burial mounds spotted amidst the simple graves. It is perhaps no coincidence
to find a very similar situation in the Low Countries, where in the Early Iron
Age lavish burials covered by mounds appear among the simple cremation graves
of Bronze Age tradition. Admittedly, the contrast is much starker in the Low
Countries counting both types of burial by numbers, yet from a structural point
of view it is by no means different.
As in southern central Europe the conspicuous burial monuments of the
Low Countries were seemingly of greater interest to researchers than the simple
graves. However, due to their comparatively small number they were regarded
as exotic, not to say as intrusive in an otherwise unchanged landscape of Bronze
Age tradition. For a long time these burials seemed to be the leftovers of Hallstatt
invaders or at least immigrants. Only with time the perception changed and the
burial goods were taken as imports by a native population. Nevertheless, they
were still seen as peripheral with regard to the Hallstatt core area (for changing
perspectives on this matter cf. Fontijn/Fokkens 2007; Mariën 1952, 275-304;
Roymans 1991).
In the following it will be suggested that this may not be true, taking up a
thread laid out by Sasja van der Vaart in her intriguing study on the elite burials
of the Early Iron Age in the Low Countries (Van der Vaart 2011). However,
attention will be drawn away from the standard elite elements of these graves, i.e.
drinking equipment, weapons and wagons plus horse-gear, in other words away
from all those supposedly male paraphernalia of an Early Iron Age aristocracy.
Instead the focus will be laid on allegedly female grave goods, i.e. textiles,
including manufacturing equipment and pictorial representations of cloths and
cloth production. These elements, which are easily overlooked for obvious reasons,
seem to be ubiquitous in burials of the Iron Age communities of Central Europe,
Italy and beyond. As a matter of fact, they were present in the Dutch elite burials
of Oss, Rhenen and Wijchen (Van der Vaart 2011, 97-98; 109; 134-135).

Textiles, tools and images in burials and beyond
The perishable physical characteristics of textiles do not mean that cloth was of
lesser importance with regard to the remaining grave goods. There can be little
doubt that precious textiles were an easily recognizable sign of material wealth.
Presumably some textiles also demonstrated prestigious contacts to the outside
world. In general, textiles may be seen as an emblem of high standing, particularly
for women. Over and above these material qualities textiles had a strong symbolic
meaning in Iron Age burials, very much like the drinking equipment, the wagon
and all the other prestige goods.
Only recently have textiles received the attention they deserve (e.g. Gleba
2008; Gleba 2011; Gleba/Pásztókai-Szeöke 2013; Grömer 2010; Grömer et al.
2013). The most famous example for the presence of textiles in burials are the
wrapped grave goods of Hochdorf (Banck-Burgess 1999). To this may be added
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Fig. 1. Sopron, tumulus 27,
decoration on ceramic vessel.
Not to scale (after EibnerPersy 1980, pl. 17).

the main burial of the Glauberg (Baitinger/Pinsker 2002). Both burials are recent
excavations and therefore perfectly documented. Taking a closer look at the older
discoveries however, it turns out that most of the elite burials of the Hallstatt and
early La Tène period contained textiles indeed (Banck-Burgess 1999, 34-51 for
further examples; for the princely tomb of Vix see Moulhérat 2003). In addition
to textiles, manufacturing tools like spindles and whorls occur in graves. In some
regions, like northern Italy they are a standard element in Villanova burials
(Bartoloni 1989). Additionally there is a whole range of images, either showing
textile manufacture itself or its equipment, and sometimes figural objects like
fibulae or pendants in the shape of weaving looms (Fath/Glunz-Hüsken 2011).
Not surprisingly the archaeological evidence is turning richer and more complex
the further south one gets. Villanovan Italy stands out among the communities
of Early Iron Age Europe while it is part of a koinè of groups using a surprisingly
uniform symbolic language and imagery. Therefore, a short overview of images
and artefacts has to start in Italy. A well-known example of textile symbolism in
a burial is the tintinnabulum of the Tomba degli ori in Bologna, showing richly
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dressed women weaving and spinning and related activities (Morigi Govi 1971).
No less impressive is the throne in Grave 89 in Verucchio, with various scenes of
textile production, including weaving women sitting on thrones with footstools
(von Eles 2002). Mario Torelli compared the central scene in the lower register
with Etruscan cippi from Chiusi. These cippi depict women exchanging precious
textiles as part of a wedding arrangement (Torelli 1997, 70 fig. 56).
Famous representations of textile manufacturing come from Sopron in west
Hungary, with a vessel in tumulus 27 showing a spinning woman and another one
standing at the weaving loom (Eibner-Persy 1980, pl. 16,2; pl. 17). The weaving
beam has the shape of a bird-boat, very much like in Verucchio (Fig. 1). The
central picture on a vessel from nearby Várishegy compares best to the Bologna
tintinnabulum (Dobiat 1982, 295 fig. 12). The pattern and the borders of the
women’s clothes are carefully depicted. This is remarkable, because the pictures are
otherwise rather sketchy and resemble stick figures. People on these vessels seem
to wear sumptuous clothes in general, sometimes lavishly embellished. Some are
adorned with large earrings. Either a checkered piece of cloth or a different kind
of weaving loom can be seen in Rabensburg in Lower Austria (Dobiat 1982, 86
fig. 4,1; 312; 314; Grömer 2010, 140-142). An entire weaving loom together with
spindle whorls and spindles has been discovered in Frög in Carinthia, actually a
double burial of a man and a woman (Gleirscher 2009).
While entire weaving looms seem to be the exception, pictorial representations
of looms are quite common (Bergonzi 2007). Again most of them are found in
Italy. In grave 149 in Este Casa di Ricovero pendants hanging from a brooch
indisputably resemble a weaving loom (Ruta Serafini 2004, 279 fig. 3). The warp
threads are made of glass beads, the trapezoidal loom weights are made of sheet
bronze. The beams are once again shaped like bird-boats, lending a religious
connotation to the whole arrangement. Brooches of this type have been reported
from Sirolo near Ancona and other places (Nava/Salerno 2007, 175 fig. III,124).
In Frög rectangular bronze sheets with a plaid pattern may stand for the piece
of cloth already woven, with the warp threads and the weights hanging below. A
similar pattern can be observed on a couple of brooches from Hallstatt, again with
chains and trapezoidal pendants (Fath/Glunz-Hüsken 2011).
Real weaving equipment is found in many graves (Gleba 2011; Gambacurta/
Ruta Serafini 2007). Some distaffs are clearly lavish objects like the bronze and bone
distaffs in Este Casa di Ricovero grave 149 and Villa Benvenuti graves 78 and 89
(Ruta Serafini 2004, 279 fig. 4). In Frög, grave 186 colored glass beads were used
(Gleirscher 2011, 73 fig. 2), the distaff from Dürrnberg near Hallein has wrongly
been taken as a scepter (Moscati 1991, 168). At any rate they appear to be precious
objects that were highly esteemed. Spindle whorls and bobbins on the other hand
are almost ubiquitous (Bartoloni 1989). They seem to be so trivial that they hardly
ever attract attention. Some burials contain equipment for tablet weaving.
To conclude this tour d’horizon through the Early Iron Age communities of
Central Europe and especially of Italy mention must be made of objects revealing
a close connection between textiles and the religious sphere. Textiles, or rather
images of textiles, are also known as votive objects from the sanctuary in EsteCaldevigo (Pascucci 1990, 227 fig. 80). The bronze sheets wear plaids like real
textiles, and some of the sheets were folded together like real cloth. The Reitia
sanctuary nearby yielded loom weights, spindle whorls and bobbins. A religious
context furthermore may be assumed for the countless pictures of weaving looms
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Fig. 2. 1: Hohmichele, grave
6, cloth. Not to scale. – 2:
Hettingen, bronze belt plate.
Not to scale. – 3: Mörsingen,
tumulus 4, grave 3, bronze
belt plate. L = 25.6 cm (after
Banck-Burgess 1999,62 fig.
33; Kilian-Dirlmeier 1972, pl.
44,416, pl. 28,333).

2.

3.

in the Valcamonica (Anati 1994). And last but not least one must not forget
the Daunian stelae, which are the best and most impressive example of textile
lavishness, with brooches imitating weaving looms and pictures of women sitting
at weaving looms (Norman 2011). To sum up, there are manifold allusions to the
manufacture of textiles in burials of the Early Iron Age, and there are many hints
to a religious context of spinning and weaving.

Textile symbolism on bronze belts
A more subtle connection between textile symbolism and burial rites can be
observed in the western Hallstatt province. Lavishly decorated bronze belts are
a common grave good of the Early Iron Age in south-western Germany, eastern
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France and north-western Switzerland (Kilian-Dirlmeier 1972). While some of
them display figural pictures like horses, deer or men, most of them are all over
covered with geometric motifs. The eye-catching density of the decoration may
result from a certain horror vacui, yet it seems much more probable that these belts
are meant to resemble textiles.
Comparing a piece of cloth from the Hohmichele princely burial close to
the Heuneburg with a bronze belt plate from Mörsingen, which is just 17 km
away, striking similarities in both patterns and their arrangement are immediately
evident (Fig. 2). Both display lozenges (or rather diamonds) framed by little
triangles. The lozenges on the belt plate are separated by ladder-like ornaments
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Fig. 3. 1: Büsingen, Tiefental
tum. 10, bronze belt plate.
L. = 35,5 cm. – 2: Hochdorf,
cloth. Not to scale. (after
Kilian-Dirlmeier 1972, pl.
27,322; Banck-Burgess 1999,
78 fig. 47).

Fig. 4. 1: Mölsheim, bronze
belt plate. W = 13,9 cm. – 2:
Hochdorf, cloth. Not to scale
(after Kilian-Dirlmeier 1972,
pl. 47,441; Banck-Burgess
1999, 78 fig. 45).

1.

2.

which resemble the selvedge of the Hohmichele cloth (Banck-Burgess 1999, 62
fig. 33; Kilian-Dirlmeier 1972, pl. 28,333). On the belt plate from Hettingen
(Kr. Sigmaringen) we find the same border ornaments of meanders and in the
center again diamonds separated by vertical stripes (Kilian-Dirlmeier 1972, pl.
44,416). Border ornaments with counter-pieces among textiles are vertical rows
of M-shaped motifs like on the belt plate from Büsingen (Kr. Konstanz) (KilianDirlmeier 1972, pl. 27,322) and the cloth from the wagon in Hochdorf (BanckBurgess 1999, 78 fig. 47) (Fig. 3).
Sometimes it is not only the motifs and their combination that seem to be
borrowed from textiles. It may also be the weaving technique itself that has been
translated into an image covering a bronze sheet. A bi-colored piece of cloth made
by tablet weaving from Hochdorf shows the typical dotted surface which recurs in
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the very same manner on a belt plate from Mölsheim near Worms (Banck-Burgess
1999, 78 fig. 45; Kilian-Dirlmeier 1972, pl. 47,441) (Fig. 4).
The ornaments found on bronze belts in any case resemble real textiles, as
do their combination, arrangement and density and texture, to put it that way.
However there remains the question why belt plates should be imitating textiles,
all the more as they are worn on top of cloth.

Textile symbolism on pottery
Apart from belt plates textile ornaments can be found on ceramic vessels of the
so-called Alb-Hegau type, a ceramic style widely found in south-west Germany
and surrounding areas (Zürn 1987; Brosseder 2004, 159-216). Alb-Hegau
pottery is ubiquitous in burials of the early and middle Hallstatt period. The
resemblance of the geometric pottery decoration and textile ornaments has been
acknowledged for a long time. As a matter of fact, many ceramic vessels share the
same ornaments as textiles, including their composition and combination and
their serial arrangement, i.e. repeating the same motif all over or rather all around
the vessel. Basically all burials of the south-western Hallstatt province have a
whole set of richly decorated pots, among them large containers for drinks and
small cups for drinking. In general the ceramic sets are doubled, i.e. all important
vessels occur twice. On the richly decorated pots we find diamonds, vertical strips,
horizontal borders and so on, everything very much like on the textiles and the
bronze belts for that matter (Fig. 5). Sometimes, like on a bowl from Steinkirchen
(Kr. Deggendorf ), the ornament resembles the texture of cloth like twill, which
in this particular case seems to be framed by a border with a zig-zag pattern on
the rim of the bowl (Brosseder 2004, 165 fig. 111). A similar ornament consisting
of alternating triangles combined with the well-known rows of diamonds can be
found on a pot from Zainingen. A further ornament consists of parallel zig-zag
lines with left-open diamonds like in Kirchensittenbach (Brosseder 2004, 201 fig.
132; 233 fig. 154).
Not all of the motifs known from textiles in south-west Germany occur on
pottery. For example there is no counterpart for the tablet-woven cloth from the
cauldron in Hochdorf. However, the hook-like motive on the cloth is matched by
painted ceramic vessels of the east Hallstatt province (Fig. 6). In general, textile
decoration is not as easy to spot on east Hallstatt pottery. Nevertheless reticulate
ornaments like on pots from Nové Kosariská do resemble textiles (Pichlerová 1969).
Very often the main decoration of the pot is framed by a border-like ornament on
the neck. In most cases, however, it is the manufacture of textiles itself that is shown
on pottery in the east Hallstatt province, like in Sopron (see above).
A peculiar situation prevails in northern Bavaria. Again textile decorations
are not as easily recognizable as among the Alb-Hegau pottery of the south-west,
although there can be no doubt that many motifs found on ceramic vessels are
derived from textiles. Instead the weaving equipment is depicted on the vessels,
very much like in the Kalenderberg province. A shared feature of both groups
is the depiction of the activities that seem to go along with it, like lyre players
or people raising their arms in some kind of adoration gesture. Several large
pots show weaving looms on their shoulder (Stroh 1979, pl. 60,4; pl. 130,8;
pl. 131,12; Stroh 1988, pl. 78,2; pl. 94,2; Stroh 2000a, pl. 8,4-5; Stroh 2000b,
pl. 26,8; Torbrügge 1979, pl. 26,5; pl. 107,5; pl. 166,10). Sometimes they
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Fig. 5. Mehrstetten, Flur
Fleckenhau, richly decorated
ceramic of Alb-Hegau type. H
= 26.5 cm (after Zürn 1987,
pl. 247,1a – b).

are found as decoration on the inside of bowls. Admittedly the depictions are
rather stylized, but it is certainly not mere coincidence to find them exactly in
those places where the human representations are situated as well (Fig. 7). On
top of that, the patterns match the patterns found on cloth, like zig-zag textures
or reticular patterns. Garland patterns hanging from the shoulder of some pots
strongly resemble textiles as well.
Wrapping pots with textiles is a common practice in the Early Iron Age.
Hochdorf and Glauberg are just the most spectacular examples (Banck-Burgess
1999; Baitinger/Pinsker 2002). Dressing pots is also widely known from Italy
(Gleba 2008, 87-88; Putz 2007, 86-87; von Eles 2006), and north of the Alps
particularly from eastern communities like the Billendorf group (Nebelsick/
Coblenz 1997, 19-20). There all that is left is a dress pin lying next to the
urn. This is where it dropped down after the cloth wrapped around the urn
had decayed. Earlier examples can be found among the cremations in southern
German urnfields of the Late Bronze Age (Wirth 1998, 27; 32).
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Fig. 6. 1: Hochdorf, cloth. Not
to scale. – 2: Nové Košariská,
tum 1, decoration on ceramic
vessel. Not to scale (after
Banck-Burgess 1999, pl. 27,2;
Pichlerová 1969, pl. 3,b).

2.
The elite burials of the Netherlands and Belgium are no exception. There
textiles were used for wrapping the grave goods, like the items placed in the bucket
in Oss (Van der Vaart 2011, 100-105). In this respect, the rich Hallstatt burials
of the Lower Rhine area seem to follow rules that were valid over large parts of
Early Iron Age Europe, particularly so among the Hallstatt communities and in
Italy, but equally in the Billendorf communities of eastern Germany and Poland.
There has been a lot of speculation as to the reasons of wrapping grave-goods
in textiles, reaching from a generous display of wealth by showing off lavish
textiles to the other extreme, i.e. by hiding away the precious grave-goods from
the eyes of the mourners (Banck-Burgess 1999, 28-32). Some prefer more profane
reasons like protecting the grave goods from possible damage on the journey to
the Otherworld. Quite obviously, there is some sort of perplexity with regard to
the matter.
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Fig. 7. 1: Schirndorf, tum.
200. H. = 30 cm. – 2:
Schirndorf, tum. 59. H = 23.2
cm. Decoration on ceramic
vessels (after Stroh 2000b, pl.
26,8; Stroh 1988, pl. 78).

2.

Weaving, wedding and access to power
Mention must be made of the manifold symbolic meanings of textiles and their
manufacture in antiquity (Wagner-Hasel 2000). Artemis and Athene carried
golden spindles and supposedly passed their knowledge of textile manufacture
to young women. Spinning and weaving were regarded as sacred activities. They
both formed an integral part of the high standing of aristocratic women. Precious
clothes played a central role as dowry, and certainly had a strong erotic connotation,
for example as wedding coats. And of course the fates and their thread must not
be forgotten. On a more profane level textiles may stand for material wealth, for
prestigious contacts with other groups, particularly those in the Mediterranean
world as the swastika ornaments of the Hochdorf textiles seem to demonstrate.
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It seems as if the pottery of the east Hallstatt province may give some clues
to the possible meaning of the textiles in Early Iron Age burials. Some of the
ceramic vessels with human representations show a couple holding their hands.
The couple can be found in the grave with the weaving loom in Frög (Gleirscher
2009, 205-206 fig. 2-3) as well as in Nové Kosariská, tumulus 1 and 4 (Pichlerová
1969, pl. 3; pl. 5; pl. 20,4), or in tumulus 28 in Sopron (Eibner-Persy 1980, pl.
28-29). Most researchers take these couples either as men involved in some ritual
fight or as dancers or mourners (Gleirscher 2009). Once again a look to the south
reveals a further possibility. In grave B/1971 of the Lippi necropolis in Verucchio
a carved piece of wood shows an upright standing couple making love (von Eles
2007, 152 fig. 4). Evidently the couple is meant to symbolize a wedding, more
conceivably a hieros gamos. Depictions of weddings are indeed quite common
in the Mediterranean and beyond. Typically one figure touches the chin of the
other or the breasts or right away the genitals (Säflund 1993, 37-46). Weddings
are a central motif in situla art (Huth 2003, 160-220) as well as on the throne of
grave 89 in Verucchio (von Eles 2002) or on the cart incense burner from Bisenzio
Olmo Bello (Woytowitsch 1978, pl. 24).
A recently discovered situla from Pieve d’Alpago near Belluno underlines the
close relationship between wedding, weaving and, for that matter, access to power
(Gangemi et al. 2016). Several depictions of sexual encounters are followed by
a woman giving birth to a child (Fig. 8). The scenery is enriched by a variety of
symbols and paraphernalia of high status like the richly ornamented dress of the
women, large earrings, belts, scepters and last but not least weaving equipment like
a loom. A couple of footstools underneath the lovers’ bed reminds the beholder
that all this wedding business is about access to power. While on the oinochoe from
Tragliatella a pair of thrones awaits the lovers (Torelli 1997, 29 fig. 15), in situla
art footstools seem to be a common shorthand code for sitting on a throne. Pairs
of footstools can be found on several situlae (always placed below the lovers’ bed),
like on a newly discovered cist from Montebelluna. Here two spinning women
stand right next to the couple making love (Bianchin-Citton 2014). Other vessels
in situla art show a man or a woman serving a drink to the couple on the bed. In
addition footstools are accessories of weaving women sitting on a throne, like on
the throne from Verucchio or the tintinnabulum of the tomba degli ori in Bologna
(von Eles 2002; Morigi Govi 1971). Sometimes, however, the hieros gamos itself
takes place on a throne, as is the case on the belt plate from Brezje (Barth 1999).
In Italian research it is generally accepted by now that the events depicted in situla
art are meant to legitimize power (Sassatelli 2013). There is a clear link between drinking
and marriage in situla art, and there is an equally clear link between textiles and marriage
in situla art. It seems that textiles played a crucial role in weddings, showing that a
woman was prepared to marry and demonstrating her high social standing.
Burials of the Early Iron Age, especially so rich burials, seem to be staged like
a marriage, with the grave goods telling a story very similar to the events depicted
in situla art (Huth 2003; 2015). One element is never missing in burials of the
Early Iron Age, and this is drinking. Other elements like weapons or a wagon may
be present, but they do not have to be. In situla art the drink served by a woman
with precious clothes to a man sitting on a throne (or lying in a bed, after all) is
one of the central events. The other one is the sexual intercourse with this woman.
The second element that may not be missing, at least in all burials that are
carefully excavated, is precious cloth, sometimes used for enshrouding the grave
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Fig. 8. Pieve d’Alpago near
Belluno, decoration on bronze
situla. Not to scale (after
Gangemi et al. 2016, pl. 1).

goods. Sometimes the act of weaving is shown by pictorial representations like in
the Kalenderberg group or in northern Bavaria. One may therefore wonder if the
rich decoration on pots like in south-western Germany is not meant to represent
textiles wrapped around the drinking vessels, or urns for that matter.
Drinking and making textiles are integral and indispensable elements of the
marriage symbolism of Early Iron Age burials. The close relationship between
drinking and making textiles can be seen on the pendant of the large drinking
horn in Hochdorf, which has the shape of a weaving loom (Fath/Glunz-Hüsken
2011, 263 fig. 9,1).
The rich burials in the Low Countries fit perfectly well into the ideological
realm of the Early Iron Age communities further to the south and east. They tell
exactly the same story about divine descent as the supposedly princely graves and
many of the better equipped Hallstatt and Villanova burials do (Huth 2015).
Hence the grave-goods are by no means exotic. They may be unusual with regard
to the simple burials, but this is very much the same case with the rich burials and
the long neglected simple burials of the Hallstatt core area.
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Identification and chronological
aspects of western influence in
northeast Alpine region of Hallstatt
culture
Ladislav Chmelo
Abstract
The borders of Lower Austria, Burgenland, southern Moravia, southwestern Slovakia and Hungarian
Transdanubia geographically determine the northeast alpine region of Hallstatt culture, territories
of the Kalenderberg and Horákov cultures (ca. 800-400 BC). The Danube was intensively used for
communication, and numerous interactions with the west-Hallstatt environment can be observed from
the beginning of the Hallstatt period in this region. This contribution identifies objects and elements,
which could be assessed as influences from the western Hallstatt culture into the northeastern Alpine
region. It discusses the rate of acceptance and integration of western components into the development and
representation of the Hallstatt culture. It analyses chronological and chorological aspects of these relations,
which are projected on distribution maps. The most important communication route mediating those
impulses was the Danube communication, which was intensively used during the Early Iron Age.

Zusammenfassung
Die nordostalpinen Hallstattgruppen (Kalenderberg- und Horákovkultur) finden sich geographisch im
heutigen Niederösterreich, dem Burgenland, Südmähren, der südwestlichen Slowakei und dem ungarischen
Transdanubien. Seit dem Beginn der Hallstattzeit lassen sich in der Region zahlreiche Interaktionen mit
dem westlichen Hallstattkreis aufzeigen. Der Fokus dieses Beitrags liegt in der Identifizierung von Objekten
und Merkmalen, die als westliche Einflüsse auf die nordostalpine Region angesehen werden können.
Diskutiert werden zudem die Art und Intensität der Akzeptanz und Integration westlicher Komponenten
in diese Gruppen. Anhand von Verbreitungskarten wird die choro- und chronologische Dynamik dieser
Einflüsse herausgestellt. Hierbei zeigt sich klar die Bedeutung der Donau als Kommunikationsweg in der
älteren Eisenzeit.

Introduction
The Early Iron Age is a dynamic period full of social and economic changes after
almost a millennium of Urnfield culture developments. One of the dominant
cultures from this period is the Hallstatt culture, spanning from Champagne and
Ardennes to southwest Slovakia, during the 8th – 5th centuries BC. However, it
was not a unified entity, but rather a conglomerate of multiple regionally limited
cultural groups sharing basic similarities (Weiss 1999, 10-11). Cultural groups
from this period are characterized by openness to cultural impulses in the material
and ideological sphere. Numerous interactions of increasing intensity occurred
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in Europe, which could influence the environment or groups. Contacts with the
Ancient World, which are more characteristic for its western facies, increased too.
On a theoretical level, I follow E. Studeníková’s (1987) determination of the
northern Alpine region of the Hallstatt culture, geographically covering Lower
Austria, Burgenland, Transdanubia, southwestern Slovakia and southern Moravia.
On the northern boundary, it encounters the Lusatian culture, the western boundary
is formed by the river Enns and Bohemian-Moravian Highlands, and on the south
it stretches towards the Styria and Balaton. The eastern boundary is the faintest and
is determined by the expansion of so-called “Hallstatt culture of the central and
northeastern Transdanubia” (Stegmann-Rajtár 2009, 57-116). From the cultural
aspect, this region is represented by the expansion of Kalenderberg culture and
Horákov culture and part of the Central and northeastern Transdanubian culture.
Furthermore, from the terminological level of the text I could not avoid frequent
use of the term ‘western influence’. It refers to an object or phenomenon, which
is within the observed time and space a foreign element and it comes directly or
indirectly from the western Hallstatt environment. It can be adopted and utilized
by the native population, but its origin is the western Hallstatt territory. This
term is accepted in the archaeological literature (for example “westlicher Einfluss”
in Rebay 2005). I realize its shortcomings (mainly in the meaning of the word
influence) and treat it only as an auxiliary term.
This paper aims to identify objects and elements that could be influences from
the western Hallstatt region, i.e. foreign non-domestic elements, penetrating into
the studied area through cultural impulses as a material or ideological import
from the western facies of the Hallstatt culture. These artifacts are valuable only
within their basic typological categories. I am not dealing with the more detailed
typology, definition of types and their variants, since it is irrelevant within the
context of my paper. The ornamentation motifs are evaluated along with the
pottery. In most cases I concentrate on closed archaeological contexts, which have
greater information value and therefore can be anchored (although sometimes
only in general terms) in a chronological development. For the integrity of
complex archaeological discoveries and the sought objective to create a thorough
database for these kinds of items it is secondarily supplemented also with the
rescue excavations and the settlement material. Finds and find contexts are briefly
described as deeper description would go beyond the extent of an article. In
addition, as items of the western influence I consider also the profiled amber pearls,
lignite bracelets, some specific parts of horse harness with analogies in the western
Hallstatt territory, four-rosette fibulae and toiletries. The expansion and origins
of these artifacts in their original environment, besides in the western Hallstatt
territory and the argumentation of reasons why they should be identified as the
western influence was already addressed by several authors (e.g. Kossack 1959;
Stegmann-Rajtár 1992b; Studeníková 1987). Therefore, I do not individually
describe their genesis, especially considering the limited extent of this contribution.
I also will not discuss the appearance of the inhumation burial rite, which is
very complex and complicated problematics of interactions between western and
eastern regions of Hallstatt culture and its periphery. This contribution is first of
a series of articles concerning western influence in northeastern Alpine region of
Hallstatt culture and it is focused only on identification and chronological aspects
of those relations. It also touches on the variable nature, cause and interpretation
of western influence.
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Swords
The northeastern Alpine territory of the Hallstatt culture represents the eastern
peripheral zone of expansion of the bronze and iron Hallstatt swords (Studeníková
1987, 13). They are very rare and very few come from closed archaeological
contexts. Moreover, many were found long ago, even without any archaeological
context, or represent isolated finds. Despite this they are, thanks to their overall
occurrence and being well-processed, a great dating resource.
Perhaps the best preserved bronze specimen is an isolated find from Trakovice
(Paulík 1962, 119-122 fig. 1). It is a variant Muschenheim (Schauer 1971, 207),
with a parallel in the bronze Gündlingen type sword from the flat cremation grave
no. 78 in Moravian Klentnice dated to Ha C1a (Říhovský 1970, 43-54). The
trinity of almost completely preserved bronze swords in the northeastern Hallstatt
territory is concluded with an isolated find of a bronze sword from Dorog in
Komárom-Esztergom county (Patek 1993, 93 fig. 73,12). I do not include the
bronze sword from Čičovo (Barta/Willvonseder 1934, 4 fig. 1,1), because it
resembles Bronze Age swords and may not date to the Hallstatt period. In addition,
two fragments from the cremation double-grave with a stone cladding (tumulus
X) from Bad Fischau can be determined as bronze swords (Szombathy 1924, pl.
X,887), as can perhaps a triangular fragment of a blade point from tumulus VI
in Nové Košariská, which were originally interpreted (Pichlerová 1969, 119; 180
pl. XLIII,1) as fragments of a dagger with an antenna-shaped pommel. However,
Studeníková (1987, 14) refuted this interpretation. The original artifact cannot be
reevaluated, but from the publication its interpretation as a sword is questionable.
She also claims that the group of lightweight bronze Hallstatt swords developed in
the more western parts of Central Europe. Their overall development scheme was
elaborated by P. Schauer (1972, 261-270).
One of the most significant iron finds comes from Gemeinlebarn, tumulus 1.
This burial mound excels within the given area nearly with all its characteristics.
Its inventory has clear parallels in the western Hallstatt environment. It is an iron
Mindelheim type sword with a wider tongue-shaped hilt and a long tang for securing
a button (Kromer 1958, I a – b). The grave is thus dated to the Ha C1b – 2 (Tomba
Database). Another sword from Somlóvásárhelyi tumulus 1, however, is lost (Egg
1996b, 330 fig. 3,1; Horváth 1969, 114 fig. 9). Similarly, this burial mound with
a stone chamber and an entrance in the form of ‘dromos’ has one of the wealthiest
inventories in this area, and can be related to barrows in southern Germany. An iron
sword from Brno-Holásky tumulus 1 can also be assigned to the Mindelheim type
(Červinka 1948, 13-19 fig. 7). Again, it was a skeletal grave under a mound with a
wooden chamber in the environment of Horákov culture. From the cadastral area
of Somlószőlős, location Séd, on the slope of the hill Somlóhegy (tumulus Doba I)
and the cadastral area of village Doba (tumulus Doba II) originate two iron swords
from disturbed burial mounds (Darnay et al. 1895, 317-324). The tumulus I, dated
Ha C1b (Trachsel 2004, 421; Tomba Database) is stated to be in an inhumation
grave, although many authors question this, arguing that this burial rite is absent
Transdanubia (see the Tomba Database). The grave chamber of tumulus II had a
rectangular, stone cladding. At first it was dated Ha C1 (Trachsel 2004, 421), but is
currently dated Ha C2 (Tomba Database).
Further, the iron swords could include a badly preserved specimen from
grave C from the flat burying ground in Maiersch (Berg 1962, pl. 311) with a
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Fig. 1 (previous page). Swords
(circle), wagons and wagon
parts (square):
1: Amstetten. – 2: Bad
Fischau. – 3: Brno-Holásky. –
4: Býčí skála. – 5: Doba. –
6: Dorog. – 7: Dunajská
Lužná-Nové Košariská. –
8: Gemeinlebarn. –
9: Györujbarát-Nagybarát. –
10: Klentnice. – 11: Maiersch.
– 12: Smolenice-Molpír. –
13: Somlóvásárhely. – 1
4: St. Pantaleon. –
15: Trakovice.

Fig. 2 (previous page). Belts
and belt parts. Bronze plate
belts (square), belts with plate
caps (triangle), belts consisting
of rings (diamond) and organic
belts with metal belt buckle
(circle, i.e. double-crossed –
2, 6, 8, 10; wired – 10; “T”shaped – 10, 12; rhombic – 7,
9). 1: Amstetten. – 2: Au am
Leithagebirge. – 3: Býčí skála.
– 4: Franzhausen. –
5: Halimba. – 6: Loretto. –
7: Maiersch. – 8: Slavkov u
Brna. – 9:- Smolenice-Molpír.
– 10: Statzendorf. –
11: Százhalombatta. –
12: Těšetice. – 13: Velké
Hostěrádky. – 14: Weiden am
See.

mushroom-shaped pommel on the hilt and an isolated find from St. Pantaleon in
Lower Austria, where remains of organic material attached with two rivets have
been preserved on the tang (Harreither/Kremslehner 1990, 208). From Slovakia
an iron sword fragment is know from house no. 24 in the hill-fort SmoleniceMolpír (Dušek/Dušek 1984, pl. 181,17), which could be dated to the start of the
6th Century BC according to the accompanying material.
Discoveries of Hallstatt swords in the territory of the northeastern Hallstatt
culture (Fig. 1) are western elements in the material culture in this area. The western
nature of these artifacts is noticeable, for example, in the case of a specimen from
grave 78 in Klentnice, where the entire accompanying inventory has parallels in
the western Hallstatt territory. G. Kossack (1959, 23-24) writes, that they are a
typical representative of the stage Ha C with the peak concentration in its first
half. However, in the northeastern Hallstatt territory they can be observed during
the entire Ha C phase. Furthermore, numerous swords can be observed in the
Horákov culture, where they can be understood as a result of the influence from
more western parts of Central Europe (Studeníková 1987, 15).
The occurrence of swords both in Germany and at the burial grounds in
Hallstatt concentrates mainly in the wealthiest warrior graves (Kossack 1959;
Kromer 1959). The situation in the Bylany culture is similar (Koutecký 1968,
400-401) and also in the northeastern Alpine territory (apart from isolated
finds). Generally, they are accompanied by other weapons (spear, axe). Their
representation on the flat burial grounds suggests a social stratification even
within this type of burials (Romsauer 1976, 167).

Wagons and wagon parts
This kind of discovery are among the rarest within the northeastern Alpine
territory (Fig. 1), but can be confirmed in only a few cases. However, the tradition
of depositing wagons in graves is very typical throughout the entire western
Hallstatt area.
The first known discovery is from Amstetten (Kromer 1960, 105-108), where
poorly preserved 2.4 cm wide fragments of forged wheel parts were found. What is
significant is the geographic localization of Amstetten on the fringe of the Lower
Austria. The character of the burial and its inventory indicate stronger ties with
southern Germany than with the northeastern Hallstatt territory.
Perhaps the best preserved is the wheel ironwork from the four-wheeled wagon
from Somlóvásarhely, tumulus I. P. Romsauer analyzed this tumulus’ inventory
and compared it with the inventory of barrows from southern Germany. The
newest dating of Somlóvásárhely tumulus I are Ha C1b (Tomba Database) or
Ha C1 according to M. Trachsel (2004, 423). However, the excavation, as in
the case of a specimen from Amstetten, was carried out at the beginning of the
20th century and its documentation is highly unclear. The capacity and quality of
information about these burials make it impossible to analyses the grave plan or
general archaeological context.
Two pieces of an axle-cap were discovered in Gemeinlebarn, tumulus 1 during
a revision excavation, as well as a horse skeleton, two wheel hubs, scorched bronze
fragments and a fire pit (Neugebauer 1997, 195-198).
Furthermore, also the flat bronze or iron rings, found in several archaeological
contexts in the northeastern Hallstatt territory, are often considered wagon
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components. One of the discoveries, which presumably belongs to components of
a wagon, is a set of these rings from Györujbarát-Nagybarát (Börzsönyi 1909, 245253). E. Studeníková (1994, 25-47; Dušek/Dušek 1984, pl. 192,21) considers a
bronze ring with triangular pendants from the hill-fort in Smolenice-Molpír as
part of a linchpin, although, this interpretation is questionable. Other finds of
these rings worth mentioning come from Vaszar (Horváth 1969, 125 fig. 25,1-3),
Szalacska (Kemenzei 1974, 9 fig. 6,10), Csönge (Lazár 1955, pl. XXXII,14.16),
including their southern parallel as well (Novo Mesto; Gabrovec 1968, 182).
Their usage is so diverse, that unless they are accompanied by a linchpin, they
cannot be included in this group with a certainty (Studeníková 1987, 54). Within
the context of these finds, P. Romsauer speculates about the existence of a specific
kind of a wagon, with different construction than the south German or Bylany
specimens, which would be typical for the middle Danube basin (Romsauer 1976,
177). However, no more convincing evidence has been found, and neither the
excavation documentation nor the artifacts are sufficient to assess whether we can
speak of two or four-wheel wagons. The latter mentioned type is documented in
the area of the Bylany culture and in southern Germany, where the character of
finds from Somlovásárhely I and Amstetten incline to.
From the very end of the Hallstatt period, from the environments of Horákov
culture, originates the reconstructed four-wheel wagon from the Býčí skála
(Parzinger et al. 1995, pl. 103,1; pl. 112), which was analysed in detail and
reconstructed by F.E. Barth (Parzinger et al. 1995, 97-115). It was discovered in
a unique archaeological context with varying interpretations. It was reconstructed
based on the remains of a wheel and ironwork from its body. However, it is
presumed, that they represented parts from several incomplete wagons (different
types of the wheel forgings). This wagon is dated to the stages Ha D2-3. It belongs
to Pare’s (1992, 159; 175-176) type 7 and is associated with the Late Hallstatt
development. F.E. Barth (Parzinger et al. 1995, 182) further provides information
on the austere remains of another wagon, type 3 according to Pare (1992, 152;
175-176), which is older and is represented exclusively in Ha C.
Moreover, we have other sources about wagons from the northern Hallstatt
territory. Illustrations of the four-wheel wagons appear already on the ritual
pottery from the older Hallstatt phase. On the neck of an amphora vessel
from Sopron tumulus 80 (Gallus 1934, pl. II,5) is a wagon, on which stands
a particular kind of a pyramid. The wagon from this illustration is part of an
ekphora. An engraved scene on the neck of a vessel from tumulus 28 from the
same site is similar (Eibner-Persy 1980, pl. 27-28). The surface of the wagon of
this vessel is covered with a simplified checkerboard pattern, which according
to E. Studeníková (1987, 56) can be considered a funeral cover by its context.
Therefore, she assumes, that the use of wagons at least by the highest levels of
society, and not only for funeral purposes, should be foreseen during the Hallstatt
period. Furthermore, she contemplates that for the needs of a funeral ceremony
(or placing to the burial chamber), symbolic whole-wooden wagons were made.
Eventually, wagons were represented only by their individual components. In this
context, rather interesting is the discovery of a cult wagon from a burial mound at
Fertöendréd (Gomori 2010, 61-73) in Burgenland, several kilometres southeast of
lake Neusiedl and only 22 km east of the Sopron barrow. This wagon is presented as
a classic Kalenderberg pot-like vessel with a sculptural decoration on four wheels.
The tumulus contained a cremation grave in a wooden chamber. Unfortunately, it
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was disturbed and it was impossible to observe the exact localization of the wagon.
A highly similar vessel is known from Kánya (Csalog 1943, 41-49). This site is
located to the south of Balaton and is generally dated to the Hallstatt period.
The burial from Kánya exhibits similar inventory as previous cases, although it
includes a larger number of vessels. The vessel has similar artworks already in
previous period. Csalog (1943, 49) speaks of the continual surviving tradition of
the cult of the dead in terms of the placement of wagon models into a grave. The
context of the contempory bronze wagons from Strettweg (Egg 1996a), Frög (Egg
1987, 181-187), south Styrian Radkersburg (Egg 1986, 211 fig. 9) and already
mentioned Kánya, can form a kind of parallel with the tradition of burials with
wagons in the southern periphery of the northern Alpine up to the north of the
southern Alpine territory. Yet, this tradition excludes a find interpreted as a wheel
of such a wagon from Nová Dedinka (Studeníková 1994, 25-47 fig. 12,8-11).
Its classification as a cult wagon is questionable. Another fragment of a wheel
hub from a bronze wagon model comes from the hill-fort Smolenice-Molpír
(Studeníková 1994, 25-47 fig. 12,2). E. Studeníková also addresses the wheel
motif and associates it with the moon-shaped idols of the Kalenderberg culture.
She mentions specimens from Chorvátsky Grob, where the wheels had multiple
spikes and pronounced wheel hubs, which fully correspond with wheels from
Hallstatt wagon (Studeníková 1987, 55-56).
E. Studeníková (1987, 55) further states that burials with wagons and its
components occur on a vast territory from the Caucasus to the Iberian peninsula
and also by the Mediterranean groups. Nonetheless, in the Hallstatt culture, they
are typical for the territory of the southern Germany and Bylany culture (Koutecký
1968, 442; Pare 1992), G. Kossack (1970, 125; 129) presumes an easterly origin
based on wagon construction details. Wagon wheels are in his opinion similar
to Assyrian-Elamite wheels. Nevertheless, certain specimen from the northern
Hallstatt environments are most likely related to their western parallels.

Belts and belt parts
In the inventory of the graves, these kinds of items also appear, of which several
types can be determined as forms of the western influence. The most distinctive
and simultaneously most sporadic are bronze plate belts (Fig. 2), often with rich
decoration. Currently known specimens concentrate in Lower Austria with a
unique exception in the Burgenland. They are completely absent in the central
part of the northeastern Hallstatt territory. According to E. Studeníková (1987,
59), this phenomenon is associated with the use of a different type of garment and
its components in the entire territory in general.
A bronze plate belt decorated with a point-pearl pattern was discovered in
the already mentioned grave in Amstetten (Kromer 1960, pl. II,1a – b). The
distribution map of the bronze plate belts (Kilian-Dirlmeier 1972, pl. 82) displays
the concentration of this type of belts in the western Hallstatt territory, from
where they spread northward to Thuringia and Saxony and eastward along the
Danube (in this context, perhaps, Amstetten) and to Hallstatt itself. G. Kossack
(1959, 71) correlates this with the main trade routes for salt or graphite, leading
through Bavaria.
This claim has a broader application. It is not limited to belts and can be
considered as one of the means of the distribution of Bavarian elements, or elements
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of southern German character to the northeastern Hallstatt territory. At this point
it should therefore be noted that it is impossible to assess whether they represent
the distribution of the elements directly from the southern Bavarian region or
intermediated by the communities living in the area of the Salzkammergut in
Austria. This relation can be observed while closely inspecting the belt from
Amstetten. Although this group of artefacts indicates relationships with southern
Germany, the decorative motifs on the belt have their parallels exclusively in the
belts from the Hallstatt necropolis (Kromer 1959, pl. 226,1; pl. 230,15).
Another bronze plate belt comes from the wealthy grave A14 on the necropolis
in Statzendorf, which was dated Ha D1 in older works according to the
accompanying inventory to the stage (Dungel 1908, 13 fig. 46-53). After revision
it is dated to phase 3-4 of Statzendorf, which represents Ha C1 – C2 (Rebay 2005,
290). It features a T-shaped plate buckle, with parallels in the Hallstatt necropolis
(Romsauer 1976, 179). I. Killian-Dirlmeier (1972, 91-92) named it type
Statzendorf and she also provides three specimens from the Hallstatt necropolis
– grave 9, 367 and an unknown grave and one from Traubing – tumulus 11.
The whole group is dated Ha D1. However, the belt was not discovered in its
functional position, but near the deceased’s feet (Rebay 2005, 171). A probable
parallel with similar decoration is a severely damaged, burned plate belt from the
Loretto cemetery which extends the distribution of these belts to the Burgenland
area (Rebay 2005, 71).
Part of a Hallstatt period flat burial ground was discovered during highway
construction in Traisental on the site Franzhousen. Only a brief report from this
excavation was submitted, which states that a bronze plate belt decorated with a
stud-shaped motif was found in the inhumation grave Verf. 524 (Neugebauer/
Gattringer 1988, 68 fig. 18,3-4). Only a photographic documentation of the grave
is provided in the report, where the belt is visible only in rough outlines. J. W.
Neugebauer (1993, fig. 31,2) mentions another dislocated belt from this site (by
means of the contemporary “plundering”), discovered in pieces in archaeological
contexts 747, 768 and 847, which was decorated with hallmarks. It most likely
came from a cremation grave. Franzhausen is only 7 km from Statzendorf towards
the Danube to the NE, from which it is only 3.5 km (even closer than Amstetten).
It could represent yet another example of the distribution of these belts by means
of the established trade routes. All of these belts, including their parallels, are
primarily Ha D. T. Stöllner (2002, 94) sees their predecessors in the belts with a
tongue-shaped buckle from this area.
Contrasting with the fully bronze specimens, are the belts from organic material
with a plate belt buckle, decorated with bronze studs of various diameters arranged
in patterns (Fig. 2). The most common is a domestic pattern in the form of a sun.
It is most abundant in the territory of Lower Austria and is more widespread than
the fully bronze belts (Studeníková 1987, 62). Their concentration in the Lower
Austria is again explained by the close vicinity to the western Hallstatt territory,
which assumes the appropriate conditions for the adaptation of the cultural
elements streaming from the west. Romsauer (1976, 180) already created an
inventory. They occur in tumulus I and II in Gemeinlebarn (Dungel/Szombathy
1890, 54), on the flat burial ground in Maiersch in grave 24 and 37 (Berg 1962,
pl. 4,3; pl. 13,3-5) and in Statzendorf (Dungel 1908, 30 fig. 143; fig. 145-147).
Studs from Statzendorf were discovered in the grave C001, which K. Rebay
(2005, 290) dates to phase 3-4 of the necropolis, which corresponds with Ha C.
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In the context of the elements of the western character found in the inventory
of this grave, it is necessary to mention several ceramic shapes, for instance the
ridged bowl, which had origins in the southern Bavaria and in Swiss environment
(Kossack 1959, pl. 15; Stegmann-Rajtár 1992b, 67 fig. 18). The inventory of
Gemeinlebarn tumulus I is dated Ha C2 (Stegmann-Rajtár 1992b, 85-86). It is
therefore possible to accept the opinion of P. Romsauer (1976, 180), who claims
that the absence of the rhomboid belt buckles indicates that they presumably are
not younger than Ha D1.
This type of the belt fitting was identified also in Moravia in the environment
of the Horákov culture. On the necropolis Slavkov u Brna, a wide and originally
leather belt with applied studs and studs forming a geometric pattern was
documented in grave 1. It featured a massive rectangular iron plate buckle
(Dobisíkova et al. 2010, 63 fig. 13,1-4). Although it has a different buckle and
pattern, it consists of the same components as the belt from Maiersch grave 24.
It was found in an inhumation grave, which was anthropologically assessed as
presumably female. Due to this analysis and a pair of harp-shaped fibulae this belt
is classified as part of the female garb (Dobisíkova et al. 2010, 88). An analogical
specimen preserved like this has not yet been discovered in Moravia. However,
based on the specimen from grave 1 in Slavkov u Brna, authors interpret grave 6
from the same site in a similar manner (Dobisíkova et al. 2010, 78 fig. 24,20).
Their dating corresponds with other discoveries of this type of the belt fitting,
namely Ha C2 in the case of grave 1 and generally Ha C in the case of grave 6
(Dobisíkova et al. 2010, 93).
It is interesting, that Trachsel (2004, 440) classified completely analogical
garnitures among the components of the horse trappings and wagons in the
category “Besatz 01b Typ Thalmässing”, principally as the applications of this
element on the leather parts of horse trappings and yokes and they are also dated
Ha C. Comparable function of the application of this element is on one analogy in
the environment of the Bylany culture on the site Hradenín in grave 24 (Dvořák
1938, 46).
Another group, which occurs simultaneously with the previous one (e.g.
mentioned Statzendorf C001), or without the decorative studs, are the organic
belts with a metal belt buckle (Fig. 2), made either from plate or wire. These
belts are geographically relatively widely distributed, although, they are most
abundantly represented in the burial grounds of southern Germany (Kossack
1959, pl. 90,7; Torbrügge 1979, pl. 44,14; pl. 65,1).
The wirework specimens, consisting of fine wire, generally have T-shaped
ends. A plainer specimen comes from grave A013 on the necropolis in Statzendorf
(Rebay 2005, pl. 13), dated by the accompanying pottery to the turn of Ha C1/Ha
C2 (Rebay 2005, 290). An almost identical belt buckle was found in grave A104
(Rebay 2005, pl. 78). Unfortunately, only a negligible and fire-damaged fragment
was preserved. P. Romsauer (1976, 182) looks for parallels for the specimen from
Statzendorf grave A013 in northern Italy, Este, Bologna-Savenna and BolognaSan Vitale. One of the most evolved shapes of this type of buckle was found in the
tumulus in Nagybarát (Börzsönyi 1909, 250 fig. 3).
Belts with bronze or iron plate buckles come in various shapes. Rhombic
shapes, shapes in the form of the letter “T”, rectangular and doubled cross plates
are all documented.
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Very distinctive are the doubled cross plates. One bronze specimen decorated
with concentric rings was discovered in the already mentioned Statzendorf grave
C001 (Dungel 1908, 30 fig. 143; Rebay 2005, pl. 149), accompanied by studs of
the previous group. It was repaired in the past – there are two broken parts visible,
reconnected with a bronze rivet. A parallel was found in grave 120 on necropolis
in Loretto, Burgenland, (Rebay 2005, 172) and in Au am Leithagebirge, only
2 km from Loretto (Seracsin 1929, 229-237 fig. 6,6). P. Romsauer (1976, 182)
states that these buckles appear in Slovenia already during the Urnfield culture,
where they are reflected in the variant Slepšek and with the onset of the Hallstatt
period they appear in Austria, with the highest concentration in Hallstatt. In
my opinion, these belt buckles could have spread into the northeastern Alpine
territory through the Hallstatt necropolis, where they are relatively numerous (e.g.
Kromer 1959, pl. 3,31; pl. 17,1; pl. 32,8; among others). A cross-shaped iron
plate buckle from grave C003 can be considered a simpler variant of this type
(Dungel 1908, 33 fig. 155; Rebay 2005, pl. 152). Rebay assigned this type to the
plates with T-shaped buckles. This variant is represented in the Horákov culture
in Těšetice grave 5 (Podborský 1960, 643-650) and was documented at Slavkov
u Brna in the cremation grave of an adult dated to the Ha C phase and was
accompanied by pottery of western character, influenced by the Bylany culture
and southern Bavaria (Dobisíkova et al. 2010, 72 fig. 21,14; 78 fig. 24,11-12.16).
Younger are rhombic shaped variants. Two specimens were found in a grave at
Maiersch (Berg 1962, pl. 18,5.7). Both had their ends bent to outwards, forming
the T-shape. One rhombic-shaped buckle comes from the Smolenice-Molpír hillfort (Dušek/Dušek 1995, pl. 25,11). According to Kossack (1959, 32 pl. 154C)
they are typical in southern Bavaria during Ha D, where they also reach the
highest concentration.
The last variant of the belt buckles with a rectangular metal plate. They are again
represented in the Maiersch necropolis (Berg 1962, pl. 13,1-2.6). They extend the
variety of the belt on this necropolis, where this type of artefact is considerably
abundant. Another, significantly corroded specimen was found at Weiden am See in
Burgenland (Pescheck 1943, 152 pl. 6,9). They represent one of the simplest shapes
and cannot be exactly narrowly dated (Romsauer 1976, 183).
Entirely different type of the belt garniture consists of rings (mainly iron),
which usually have eyelets pinned with tiny rivets and are fashioned at the ends
(Fig. 2). They are probably all that survived of belts made from organic material
– presumably leather. For instance, a visible textile imprint was preserved in the
corrosion of the specimen from Slavkov u Brna grave 2 (Dobisíkova at. al. 2010,
68 fig. 18,16). It was documented in situ in its functional position. This grave
also yielded two heavily corroded spears and an iron bit, i.e. the typical male
inventory. This is supported also by the anthropological designation of “probably
male” (Dobisíkova et al. 2010, 89). A similar case from the Horákov culture can
be observed in the wealthy grave in Bratčice, where this belt garniture appears
in connection with a warrior’s equipment (Kos 1999, 337-338). Fragmentary
parts of these belts were also found in Transdanubia. Eyelets with rivets on rings,
combined with pendants in the shape of a bird head were found in GyörujbarátNagybarát, tumulus I (Patek 1993, 112 fig. 91,10.12-13,15-18). It should be
noted, that yet again, components of the horse trappings, two axes and as stated
above, questionably interpreted parts of a wagon were discovered here too. In
addition, possible components of this type of belt were found in Százhalombatta
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in barrow 118 (Patek 1993, 137 fig. 110,19) and in Halimba-Cseres, graves 1 and
14 (Patek 1993, 88 fig. 68,22-25; 90 fig. 70,1-5.8). Both graves are dated Ha C2
(Patek 1993, 49 fig. 34). Identical dating for Halimba, in general, is also given
by Stegmann-Rajtár, who also dates the site Györujbárt-Nagybarát to the same
period (1992b, 100; 106). Furthermore, components of these belts are represented
at the Hallstatt necropolis in graves 192, 388 and 469 (Kromer 1959, pl. 8,16; pl.
25,10; p. 62,5-11; pl. 83,5-6) and also in the environment of the Bylany culture
at Rvenice (Koutecký 2003, pl. 11,3-4; pl. 14B). This type of belt is, however,
insufficiently processed and it is necessary to review all the older discoveries with
the aim to identify the components of this type of belt in other grave contexts,
because, as it is clear from the situation sketched by Dobisíkova et al. (2010,
88‑89), they can be expected in this territory.
The belt garnitures mentioned above, are geographically concentrated in
Lower Austria, although it seems that it will be possible to observe them in several
regional areas. A certain overlap from Lower Austria is appearing on its boundary
with Burgenland and another concentration is also in Moravia in the environment
of the Horákov culture. It can be assumed, that the garb from Lower Austria
in certain aspects closely approached the garb of the western Hallstatt cultural
territory. This statement can be partially applied to the area of southern Moravia,
which along these lines exhibits numerous relations with the Lower Austrian area,
though with their own regional traditions.

Pins
The vast majority of garment pin types originate from domestic contexts, already
present in the Late Urnfield culture and continuously existing during the Hallstatt
period (e.g. pins with a double-conical head, with a small rounded head). Some
types come from the templates in the Adriatic and southeastern Alpine territory
(pin with a multiple head and conical clasp). Apart from those groups, garment
pins of the western provenance also appear.
The younger pins with bowl-shaped heads (Fig. 3) and straight bodies are
based on those with bowl-shaped heads and ribbed bodies from Ha B1-3. Their
development is evidenced in Beckerloch, tumulus 10 in Bavaria through a
transitory form with a hemispherical head and a small rib under the neck. In the
northeastern Alpine territory it is represented by two examples at the Statzendorf
necropolis. One specimen is from cremation grave A023 and dated to Ha C
(Rebay 2005, 27 pl. 21). In the second case, J. Říhovský (1979, 216 pl. 65,1792)
only states that it was found in a flat burial ground. Its archaeological context
is, therefore, unknown. A fragment of an analogous pin was found as a solitary
discovery in the territory of the Horákov culture at Sobůlky (Říhovský 1979, 216
pl. 65,1790). Their distribution was processed by K. Tackenberg (1934, 188-189
map 40). The largest concentration can be observed in the area to the north and
east of the town Harz in central Germany, between the rivers Ems and Hase and
in northern Germany around Lüneburg. From here, they were further distributed
to the north of Holstein, Denmark and southern Scandinavia and, being isolated,
even to eastern Germany. A smaller number of pins of this type is represented in
the Czech Republic and to the north of the Krušné Hory (Říhovský 1979, 217).
In Upper Austria they were found in the cemetery of Linz-St. Peter (Adler 1965,
170-171 fig. 3).
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Pins with a swan-shaped neck (which can have various tips; Fig. 3) are
primarily found in the western Hallstatt territory. Two distinctive concentrations
appear in the Horákov cultural environment and in Lower Austria. Within
settlement contexts, these pins are documented at Brno-Obřany, where it was
found in feature 4 along with five spindle whorls, on the site Troubsko and on
the elevated settlement in Křenovice, dating to the younger Hallstatt period
(Říhovský 1979, 224-225 pl. 67,1852-1853.1863). One specimen is known from
the Horákov culture cremation grave in Určice and Dolnoplazy. Two specimens
come from the wealthy inhumation grave 2 in Vedrovice (Stegmann-Rajtár 1992a,
pl. 137,6-7) and in Dobšice, where it was accompanied by a pin with a doublespiral head and bracelet with spiral-ends (Říhovský 1979, pl. 67,1861). They were
also represented in in graves 22 (2 pieces) and 25 (1 piece) at Vojkovice (Golec
2005, 166). In Lower Austria, two specimens from the flat burial ground in St.
Andrä are known. One comes from grave 2, the other from grave 6 and they are
both dated to Ha C (Krenn 1935, 76 fig. 10,18). In grave A024 of Statzendorf a
variant with a spherical head was found (Rebay 2005, 284 pl. 22). In addition,
they are represented in eastern Austria by one specimen from the site Waidendorf,
which lies by the river Moravia (Hahnel 1985/86, 253 fig. 322). Garment pins
with a swan-shaped neck occur in several variants, primarily dating Ha C, with
a continuation to the end of the Hallstatt period. They are widespread across
Central Europe and in southern Sweden. However, their main area of expansion
is central and northern Germany, Pfalz and Bavaria (Říhovský 1979, 227).
Although, the issue is the provenance of the pins with a double-spiral head.
Kossack (1959, pl. 153B) states that they are of western origin. J. Říhovský
associates them with Greater Poland, as demonstrated by the fact, that within
Slovak contexts, with the exclusion of Šarovce, they can be evidenced only in the
Lusatian culture (Novotná 1980, 162-164) and that they correlate with the older
period. M. Novotná seeks their origins in Eastern Europe. The pins with a large
double-spiral head form a closely related group, which has its center undoubtedly
in the western territory (southern Bavaria, Salzburg). In the northeastern Hallstatt
territory, in addition to the already mentioned artefacts, is represented another
pin in Dobšice and in Statzendorf grave A023. Taking a closer look at the
accompanying inventory brings out an interesting fact. In both graves artefacts of
western character were among the accompanying inventory. In the case of Dobšice
it is the already mentioned pin with a swan-shaped neck and in Statzendorf the
pin with a bowl-shaped head and straight body and also the pottery of western
provenance.
The last type of garment pin which indicates relations with the western
environments is a pin with a rosette head (Fig. 3). Its occurrence within the
northeastern Hallstatt territory is rather sporadic and contextual information
only fragmentary. Two specimens were documented. One is the solitary discovery
from Bad Deutsch-Altenburg (Adler 1987, 220 fig. 308). The second comes
from the Gemer region from the year 1882, presumably from a deposit (Novotná
1980, 156 pl. 44,1040). These finds correspond with artefacts from the areas of
Upper Palatinate in sites Oberwiesenacker and Beratzhausen and with the solitary
discovery from Starý Kolín in the Czech Republic (Novotná 1980, 157).
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Fig. 3. Pins. Types with bowlshaped (square), doublespiral
(triangle), rosette (diamond)
and swan-shaped (circle) neck.
1: Bad Deutsch-Altenburg. –
2: Brno-Obřany. –
3: Dobšice. – 4: Dolnoplazy. –
5: Gemer. – 6: Křenovice. –
7: Sobůlky. – 8: St. Andrä. –
9: Statzendorf. – 10: Šarovce.
– 11: Troubsko. – 12: Určice. –
13: Vedrovice. – 14: Vojkovice.
– 15: Waidendorf.

Pottery
The foreign elements appear even in this type of artefacts of material culture
in the northeastern Alpine territory. A part of them is of western provenance.
They can be divided into two groups. The first consists of ceramic shapes of a
non-domestic origin, which include ridged bowls, so called Knickwandschalen,
plate-like bowls, bowls with a funnel-shaped mouth, larger bulbous shapes with
a collar-shaped mouth, bowls with ridged bottom, amphora-like vessels with
shortened conical neck and funnel-shaped mouth and archaic vessels with funnelshaped mouth set on a bulbous body (Fig. 4). The second group is represented
by the decorative motifs, which are applied not only on the foreign shapes and
forms, but also on the classic vessels of the Kalenderberg culture. These are motifs
created by a decorating wheel tool, stamped motifs, garland motifs, grid, rhombus
and also black and red paint. The issue of imported or domestic production of
these articles is complex, nevertheless, some domestic shapes with the application
of western elements assist in its resolution. The general transport of pottery in
such abundance, as can be observed in the northeastern Hallstatt territory, is
improbable at greater distances due to the fragile nature of the material. Deeper
analyses of pottery will be focus of further articles.
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Discussion
Diffusion of foreign elements from the western cultural environment can be observed
in the northeast Alpine region from the beginning of the Early Iron Age. Process of
appearance and acceptance of those impulses did not occur simultaneously in the
whole area. Most significantly in terms of acceptance of elements are Lower Austria
concentrating in the Traisen river valley and the territory of Horákov culture of
southern Moravia. The process of hallstattization occurred similarly in both areas.
This is certainly connected with their geographic position on the borders of western
Hallstatt culture area. After evaluation of those processes and their projection to
culture it needs to be concluded that elements of western influence appear in the
northeast Alpine region in multiple levels with whole different character.
Early in the Hallstatt period in this region there must have been individuals or
small groups coming down the Danube river stream to area of Lower Austria and
south Moravia. They are manifested by burials with specific inventories, which fully
consist of artefacts of western influence both in pottery and garniture. Inhumation
burial rite is not required (for example graves Statzendorf A035 and A062; Rebay
2005, 37; 57; Klentnice 78 and 114; Říhovský 1970, 43-54). Those individuals
are bearers of cultural impulses previously unknown in the area. Question of
cause and purpose of their presence cannot be answered yet. The largest part of
cultural exchange and penetration of cultural impulses in this direction took the
Danube Road. They could have been merchants or craftsmen in motion within
newly formed conditions of Hallstatt period or prospecting activity in order to find
new resources. The Traisen river valley stands out in this context. It benefits on
the one hand from its geographical position, on the other hand can be considered
important due to its wealth of mineral resources. The Traisen river valley forms the
eastern border of Dunkelsteinwald, which is a natural source of graphite. On the
western edge of the valley, on the Danube terrace is situated Melk with imports from
western Hallstatt culture, even though there are no modern excavations because
of recent infrastructure. Although evidence of prehistoric mining from around
Dunkelsteinwald is not proven yet, in my opinion this cannot be excluded. The
Traisen river valley could in some sense also fulfil a trade-exchange-manufacturing
Fig. 4. Western types of pottery
in northeast Alpine region.
Hemispherical bowls with a
funnel-shaped mouth (after
Hellerschmidt/Penz 2004, 183
Abb. 5,7); “Knickwandschalen”
(after Stegmann-Rajtár 1992a,
pl. 68,1); Ridged bowls (after
Stegmann-Rajtár 1992a,
pl. 27,2); Plate-like bowls
(after Stegmann-Rajtár 1992a,
pl. 4,8); Bowls with a collarshaped mouth (after Berg 1962,
pl. 17,2); Bowls with ridged
bottom (after Stegmann-Rajtár
1992a, pl 45,3); Amphora-like
vessels with a shortened conical
neck (after Lochner 1988, 124
Taf. 7,1).
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Fig. 5. Chronological aspect
of western influence in
Northeast-Alpine region.

function. In concentration of sites in lower parts of valley, there is Wagram an der
Traisen with more than 12,000 objects, inhabited since the Late Urnfield period
until Early La Tène, with plentiful evidence of manufacturing (Neugebauer 1997,
185-186). However this settlement was not fully excavated. A similar situation can
be observed in the Smolenice-Molpír hillfort.
A second level of interpretation is connected with the rate of acceptance of
those cultural impulses by indigenous populations. It needs to be stressed that
acceptance of such elements is possible only by a population with a stabilized
and consolidated environment. I suppose that their acceptance was a part in the
process of consolidation of relations in the beginning of the Hallstatt age. This
statement is primarily valid for the most western part of northeast Alpine region.
Cultural processes there are part of the transformation of Late Bronze Age society
to its Hallstatt form. A class of people, who are able to accept those impulses is
separated from the rest of society during Ha C. As this process disrupted long and
strict traditions in burial rites, it had to represent in-depth transformation. This
change largely chronologically and chorologically corresponds with the emergence
of artefacts with western influence. Based on the finds from Lower Austria and
southern Moravia I assume that in the case of indigenous population this can be
perceived as ‘change from above’, even though these processes can be observed
already at the beginning of formation of so-called ‘elites’. This group of people or
social strata reshapes and transforms their thinking, beliefs, traditions and way of
life under foreign models. It is reflected in archaeological sources in adopting and
inclusion of specific parts of garniture. Populations adapt to the newly formed
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Hallstatt era and accept ideological and cultural impulses flowing to this area
from the centers of the Hallstatt culture. Remote contacts are supported by
large-scale social interactions. That is why values and ideological ideas also are
shared to a limited extent. The find contexts do not only indicate that the western
environment in northeast Alpine region is reflected in imports and acceptance
of several types of pottery and garniture, but it definitively influenced thinking
and habits of forming eastern Hallstatt culture, which is displayed also in the
metaphysical sphere and art. Together with strong urnfield ‘base’ and tradition
they are main components of genesis and shape of Hallstatt culture in western
parts of the northeast Alpine region.
Social differentiation intensifies later on with the appearance of rich tumuli
of the elite in the second half of Ha C1 and Ha C2. Those tumuli already
combine influences from different regions. In the eastern part of the region the
Urnfield culture tradition survived slightly longer. Development is disrupted by
intervention of a nomadic component coming from the east during the Bronze
– Iron Age transition. Consolidation of relations is established in younger stages
of Hallstatt culture. However those are dominated by influence from south and
southeastern centers, which behaves similarly as western influence in western part
of northeast Alpine region in Ha C1. The Lower Danube river stream region also
played a significant role in the development of this eastern part.

Conclusion
Within the space of the northeastern Alpine territory, foreign elements and
cultural impulses appear at the beginning of the Hallstatt period. The paramount
communication, mediating these impulses, was the Danube Road, which was
intensively used during this period. It is possible to observe a clear route of the spread
of the western elements, which originates mainly in Bavaria, Pfalz and northeastern
Switzerland. These elements are gradually distributed along the flows of the Danube
to Upper Austria with a significant concentration around Linz (Fig. 5). As indicated,
the archaeological contexts from Lower Austria and southern Moravia exhibit
strong relations to this territory, what is a logical consequence of their neighbouring
geographical localization. Through the Danube Road, these elements were distributed
to Lower Austria, with the highest concentration in the valley of the lower flow of the
river Traisen. This region presumably benefited from its advantageous geographical
localization on the Danube. I stress that the results could be biased by intensive research
activities during the construction of the highway which leads right through this valley,
and it is possible that the solitary finds on the Austrian river bank of the Moravia may
reflect only the state of research and not reality. However, it seems, that the majority
of the western elements can be traced in the area of distribution of the ‘StatzendorfGemeinlebarn’ type and to the south and east the intensity of these relations decreases.
This influence spreads into the territory of the Horákov culture through the digressions
of the Danube Road as well as by numerous interactions with the Bylany culture, as
can be observed in the grave inventories of the Horákov culture. Furthermore, it is
possible to trace the chronological aspect of these relationships. Many of the elements
described are already represented in southern Bavarian during the Urnfield culture
in Ha B3. In Upper Austria around Linz, they can be observed in the earliest graves
from the Hallstatt period in Ha B3 – C1. They expand to the western parts of the
northeastern Alpine territory in Ha C1a. Nevertheless, the development of the eastern
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part of the northeastern Alpine territory is slightly different. The traditions from the
Late Urnfield culture survive here, even during the older Hallstatt period. In the stage
Ha C1b, but mainly in Ha C2, it is possible to trace the western influence even in
Transdanubia, regarding the wealthiest warrior barrows, in which it represents the
imported luxurious and status-related items. The inventory of these graves, however,
consists of various components. A strong component which manifests not only in the
material culture, but in the construction of the burial chambers from the quarried
stone with a dromos, can be credited to the influence from the southern Alpine
territory. The consolidation of relationships occurs mainly during the Late Hallstatt
period. In connection with the development of the production forces along with the
culmination of the social differentiation, new hill-forts are built, which probably acted
as the centres of power. Their strong social and economic status is evidenced by the
high concentration of the luxurious items, which are uncommon in this territory
(Smolenice-Molpír, Velem). This territory exhibits signs of strong relations with the
southern Alpine territory, although, the western influence spreads even to the wider
Bratislava region and to the hill-fort Smolenice-Molpír. The cultural impulses of
southeastern character become dominant during the later Hallstatt period. They also
reach Lower Austria and are reflected in the material culture (e.g. bow-shaped fibulae,
boat-shaped fibulae).
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Elites before the Fürstensitze
Hallstatt C sumptuous graves between Main
and Danube
Manuel Fernández-Götz and Bettina Arnold
Abstract
The appearance of large fortified Early Iron Age centers, traditionally known as Fürstensitze, represents one
of the main developments of the first millennium BC north of the Alps. For a long time, their emergence
was seen mainly as a result of increasing contacts with the Mediterranean world and in particular as
a reaction to the foundation of the Greek colony of Massalia around 600 BC. However, rich burial
evidence from the 8th and 7th centuries BC demonstrates that the increase in social hierarchisation and
the development of powerful local elites predated by more than a century the arrival of the Greek colonists
in southern France, implying that the social processes concerned were primarily of an indigenous nature.
This paper will consider the evidence for Hallstatt C elite burials between Main and Danube, including
outstanding examples such as the Gomadingen grave on the Swabian Alb and the sumptuous burial from
Frankfurt-Stadtwald. The main conclusion is that we need to move away from Mediterraneo-centric
perspectives and simplistic applications of core-periphery models, by acknowledging the importance of
endogenous factors and the complexity of Early Iron Age networks.

Zusammenfassung
Das Aufkommen von großen befestigten Zentren der frühen Eisenzeit, den sogenannten „Fürstensitzen“,
stellt eine der wichtigsten Entwicklungen des 1. Jahrtausends v. Chr. nördlich der Alpen dar. Lange Zeit
wurde ihre Entstehung vornehmlich als das Ergebnis von zunehmenden Kontakten mit der mediterranen
Welt und insbesondere als eine Reaktion auf die Gründung der griechischen Kolonie von Massalia um ca.
600 v. Chr. interpretiert. Reiche Gräber aus dem 8. und 7. Jahrhundert v. Chr. bezeugen aber, dass der
Anstieg der sozialen Hierarchisierung und die Herausbildung von mächtigen lokalen Eliten der Ankunft
der griechischen Kolonisten in Südfrankreich um mehr als ein Jahrhundert vorausgingen, so dass die
damit verbundenen sozialen Prozesse von primär endogener Natur waren. Im Rahmen des vorliegenden
Aufsatzes werden reiche Hallstatt C Elitebestattungen zwischen Main und Donau vorgestellt, darunter
herausragende Beispiele wie das Grab von Gomadingen auf der Schwäbischen Alb und das Prunkgrab
von Frankfurt-Stadtwald. Die wichtigste Schlussfolgerung ist, dass wir uns von mittelmeerzentrischen
Sichtweisen und vereinfachten Anwendungen von Zentrum-Peripherie-Modellen distanzieren müssen,
um die Wichtigkeit von endogenen Faktoren und die Komplexität der früheisenzeitlichen Netzwerke
anzuerkennen.
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Fingerprinting the Origins of the Fürstensitze:
Looking Back to See Ahead
In previous studies of the Early Iron Age, most of the attention has traditionally
concentrated on Hallstatt D, a period characterized by the development of large
Fürstensitze and famous sumptuous graves such as Hochdorf or Vix. However, in
order to be able to understand the roots of these processes we must examine the
previous stage, Hallstatt C, which has received much less attention despite the
existence of early sumptuous graves such as Oss in the Low Countries (Fontijn/
Fokkens 2007; see contributions in this volume) or Frankfurt-Stadtwald in the
Main region (Willms 2002; see below).
The emergence of large fortified Hallstatt centers, the so-called Fürstensitze
(‘princely seats’ in English, ‘résidences princières’ in French), represents one of
the main developments in the history of Iron Age Central Europe (FernándezGötz et al. 2014; Fernández-Götz/Krausse 2016). The last two decades have
witnessed a spectacular increase in research on these centers, including the largescale project of the German Research Foundation Frühe Zentralisierungs- und
Urbanisierungsprozesse – Zur Genese und Entwicklung frühkeltischer Fürstensitze
und ihres territorialen Umlandes (cf. Krausse 2008; 2010). Thanks to the new data,
it can be stated that the first urban and proto-urban centers north of the Alps
were not the Late La Tène oppida, but in fact already the Early Iron Age central
places that developed between the end of the 7th and the 5th centuries BC in an
area stretching from Bohemia to Central France (Brun/Chaume 2013; FernándezGötz/Ralston forthcoming; Fig. 1).
The spectacular research results indicate that the political and demographic
dimensions of these societies were much larger than traditionally thought
(Fernández-Götz/Krausse 2013; Ralston 2010; Verger 2015). This is particularly

Fig. 1. Distribution map of
the Fürstensitze north of the
Alps and selected sites in
Mediterranean Europe (after
Fernández-Götz/Ralston
forthcoming).
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exemplified by the cases of the Heuneburg in southwest Germany and Bourges in
the Berry region of Central France. Extensive survey projects and excavations have
attested that the agglomeration of the Heuneburg (citadel, lower town and outer
settlement) had an area of ca. 100 hectares during the mudbrick wall phase, with
an estimated population of around 5,000 inhabitants (Krausse et al. 2015). In the
case of Bourges, the whole settlement complex covered several hundred hectares
in the 5th century BC, during which time it probably acted as a large tribal capital
(Milcent 2007; Ralston 2010).
The association between the main Hallstatt D and La Tène A centers and
cemeteries with elite burials (e.g. Gießübel-Talhau, Grafenbühl, Hochdorf,
Kleinaspergle, Sainte-Colombe or Vix) suggests that the Fürstensitze served political
and administrative functions. These were hierarchically organized societies,
structured around central places – mostly fortified settlements – which were in
turn surrounded by groups of tumuli containing the burials of elite members and
their retinues (Arnold 2010a; Fernández-Götz/Ralston forthcoming). The rich
burials of some children, for example as found in the Bettelbühl necropolis at
the Heuneburg or at Bourges, indicate the establishment of hereditary principles
based on social rank and status at this time (Krausse 2006; Kurz/Wahl 2005;
Fig. 2). Furthermore, the composition and quality of the burial inventories of
at least the richest Late Hallstatt and Early La Tène graves allows them to be
interpreted as the burials of kings or high-ranking aristocrats (Verger 2015). In
some cases, for example at Hochdorf or the Glauberg, we can even propose the
presence of a type of sacred kingship since the deceased are outfitted according not
only to the execution of their political functions, but also as holders of religious
office (Fernández-Götz/Krausse forthcoming).
As stated above, during the last two decades our understanding of the
Fürstensitze has evolved enormously. However, the processes that led to the genesis
of these Hallstatt D centers remain poorly understood. This is at least partly
linked to a more general methodological problem in the interpretation of the

Fig. 2. Gold items from the
rich child burial from the
Bettelbühl necropolis near the
Heuneburg (after Kurz/Wahl
2005, 82 fig. 66).
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archaeological record. As K. Kristiansen has rightly stated: “Social and cultural
changes cannot be fully observed until they have actually taken place and have
materialized. Their genesis in a preceding period is, however, difficult to observe”
(Kristiansen 1998, 26). In fact, it is likely that such shifts in power structures
must be masked initially in order to be possible at all, especially in societies that
retain a tribal and kin-based structure while reaching population sizes that are
commensurate with those of states (Arnold 2011).
For a long time, the processes of centralization and hierarchisation materialized
in the Fürstensitze and the rich elite burials of the Late Hallstatt period were
interpreted mainly as a result of increasing contacts with the Mediterranean world
and in particular as a reaction to (or even result of ) the foundation of the Greek
colony of Massalia around 600 BC (see e.g. Kimmig 1983a). However, burial
evidence from the 8th and 7th centuries BC clearly shows that the increase in
social inequalities and the development of powerful local elites had begun much
earlier than the arrival of the Greek colonists in southern France; moreover, there
is considerable continuity between Hallstatt C and Hallstatt D status markers
(Schumann 2015). Therefore, these processes of increased social complexity and
stratification should be considered primarily of an indigenous nature. In what
follows we will present the evidence for some of the most important Hallstatt C
elite burials between Main and Danube, including outstanding examples such as
the sumptuous burial from Frankfurt-Stadtwald, the Gomadingen grave on the
Swabian Alb, and the early elite burials in the vicinity of the Heuneburg.

Early status markers: Wagons and swords
Broadly speaking, a key common element linking Hallstatt C (mainly cremation)
and Hallstatt D (mainly inhumation) elite central burials is one primary object
category, the four-wheeled wagon (Pare 1991; 1992). Already during the Urnfield
period wagon-related finds are known from a large number of localities in WestCentral Europe, in particular the Hart-an-der-Alz group of burials (Pare 1987,
33-34). There are 30 assemblages from 23 different localities in this group based
on the most recent update by C. Pankau (2013), ranging from Lake Geneva to
the Chiemgau (Fig. 3), but as usual the degree of preservation and accuracy of
recording leaves much to be desired. Nineteen of these wagon complexes are
burials or burial-like depositions (Pankau 2013, 115).
Hart an der Alz itself, the type site for this group, and a burial in Mengen
excavated in 1955, are the two best-preserved and were probably both wooden
chamber burials. The remains of cremated bone, ash and charcoal as well as burned
pottery and bronze were found in concentrated piles suggesting the presence of an
organic container (Pare 1987, 39). Unfortunately the fragments of wagon fittings,
in many cases damaged by fire or removed from the wagon before the cremation,
are rarely in their original positions, so drawing conclusions about wagon size,
style or quality is challenging if not impossible (Pankau 2013, 115). The earliest
examples, dated to Bronze D on the basis of distinctive grave goods in the form
of weapons and pins, are Essenbach, Königsbronn, Mengen, Oberottmarshausen,
Poing und Publy, but the majority can be dated to Hallstatt A1-2, representing
a 200 year period during which this type of burial was practiced in this region.
Unfortunately the burning of many of the objects in these graves with the body
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Fig. 3. Distribution map of
Bronze D – Hallstatt A wagon
graves (after Pankau 2013,
117 fig. 1).

means that our knowledge of the presence of potential imports is quite limited
(Pare 1987, 40).
Swords seem to have been a particularly important rank symbol in Hallstatt C
burials throughout the region between the Rhine and the Danube, with especially
impressive bronze or iron examples recovered from elite graves at RottenburgBaisingen and Sternberg-Gomadingen; the sword in the latter was 108 cm long
with a gold-plated handle (Stadelmann 1983, 68-69). Evidence for contacts
well outside the region are found in the form of inlays of ivory, amber and gold
that characterize the handles of a select few of these swords, especially those
of Mindelheim type (Pare 2004, 540-542). The burial mounds near the Rhine
appear to have been strategically located near natural fords, evidence of territorial
marking on the part of local elites (Plouin 1996, 21). Just over 300 bronze swords
are known from this region and an even larger number of iron swords also dated
to Hallstatt C have been recorded but are less often published or studied due to
their poor preservation.

The top of the top: From Frankfurt to Gomadingen
Among the best examples of a rich Hallstatt C burial in Central Europe is the elite
grave of Frankfurt-Stadtwald in the Main region. It was discovered in 1966-67
and contained the remains of a 50± year old man who was buried around 700 BC
(Fischer 1979; Hofmann 2010; Willms 2002). This spectacular grave is more than
150 years older than Hochdorf and more than 250 years older than the Glauberg
Fürst. The burial chamber was covered by a monumental tumulus of about 36 m
in diameter which was about 3.5 m high. The deceased was buried with a selection
of rich grave goods which mark his prominent social position at the pinnacle of
his community. The objects recovered included some bronze pins and rings, two
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Fig. 4. Drinking service
from the sumptuous grave of
Frankfurt-Stadtwald (after
Willms 2002, 52).

iron knives, a large bronze sword, the remains of horse-gear and a yoke which
point towards the existence of a wagon, and finally different elements of feasting
and drinking equipment consisting of ceramic and bronze bowls and a bronze
situla with a capacity of 20 liters (Fig. 4).
Wagons, weapons and luxury vessels associated with drinking are characteristic
attributes of elite burials in many societies and reflect the widespread importance
of war, feasting and hospitality in the aristocratic ideology of Iron Age Europe
(Arnold 1999; Diepeveen-Jansen 2001; Fernández-Götz 2014a, 85-89; 184185). This leads us to a further consideration, namely that the traditions seen
in the rich Hallstatt D elite graves have clear roots in the previous Hallstatt C
period; the shape of items may change but the ideology behind them shows many
clear continuities between both periods (Schumann 2015, 256-273). Moreover,
the fact that the early Hallstatt sumptuous grave from Frankfurt-Stadtwald was
constructed at the same location as previous burials from the Middle and the Late
Bronze Age (Fischer 1979; Hofmann 2010, 68) suggests an attempt to establish
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Fig. 5. Geometric designs
on a ceramic plate from
Gomadingen (after Hoppe/
Schorer 2012, 209 fig. 264).

links with ancestral memories and resembles the situation found at other sites
such as Oss in the Netherlands (Fontijn et al. 2013; Fokkens et al. 2012).
Equally outstanding in terms of grave goods is the elite burial of Gomadingen
in the Swabian Alb. This cremation grave of a male individual was discovered
under a tumulus near the present day village of Gomadingen (Zürn 1987, 125).
It dates to around 700-650 BC and is therefore roughly contemporaneous with
Frankfurt-Stadtwald. The most famous item from the Gomadingen burial is
without a doubt the 108 cm long sword of Mindelheim type with a gold-plated
handle. However, the grave also contained several ceramic vessels, including two
particularly richly decorated pots with geometric designs which were probably
manufactured specifically as showpieces for burial. An oblique viewpoint illustrates
the complex stepped shape and decorations particularly well (Fig. 5).

Elites before the Fürstensitze: The case of the
Heuneburg region
In keeping with the area of the Swabian Alb, another revealing example of early
Hallstatt elites comes from the Heuneburg and its environs. Until recently
evidence for Hallstatt C interactions in the Heuneburg region was relatively
poorly documented. The general consensus at the moment is that between the
12th and the late 7th centuries BC the hillfort at least appears to have been largely
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abandoned (Fernández-Götz 2014b, 26-27; Krausse et al. 2015, 44-51), making
it unlikely that extra-regional Hallstatt C contacts were a major factor in the
transition to the Early Iron Age in this area. Even during the Hallstatt D phase
of occupation the evidence for imported ceramics is concentrated in the period
after the destruction of the mud-brick wall, that is, post-540 BC (Arnold 2010b;
Shefton 2000).
The excavations directed between 1999 and 2002 as part of the ‘Landscape
of Ancestors’ project in two mounds of the Hohmichele ‘Speckhau’ group have
provided some important new evidence on Hallstatt C elite burials in the area
of the Heuneburg (Arnold 2002; Arnold 2012; Arnold/Murray 2015; Arnold et
al. forthcoming). The in situ cremation in the center of Tumulus 18 is attested
by the ditches that supported the lowest level of the pyre platform and are
clearly visible in spite of extensive damage by looters who redeposited more
than 12 ceramic vessels in their excavation trenches, including several large
and elaborately decorated Kegelhalsgefäße. Two of these vessels are distinctively
Hallstatt C in date and one is unusual in both its size and its decoration,
consisting of a matte gray slip with graphite inclusions and linear incised as
well as rolled-wheel impressions. The use of the rolled-wheel, which produces
regularly spaced rectangular punctuated decorations that were probably
originally filled with white paste, is more typical of northeastern Bavaria and
the Upper Palatinate but the decorative fields and their composition is not
distinctive enough to definitively state that this piece was an import. On the
other hand, the extremely rich ceramic assemblage from the central cremation
in this mound, which contained at least one and possibly two adults, indicates
that status differentiation in this period was already clearly marked.
The same is true of the central cremation in Tumulus 17. Like Tumulus 18
this mound had a diameter of about 20 m and an original height of around 3 m,
roughly a quarter the size of the nearby Hohmichele tumulus. The remains of
the central cremation were deposited in an extremely large chamber or enclosure
of 5 x 5 m and included fragments of iron as well as extensive organic material
(Fig. 6). The shaft and blade fragments of two spears as well as an iron spear shoe
were recovered, as were fragments of a long iron knife. Large fragments of iron,
probably the remains of a four-wheeled wagon, indicate that this was the burial
of a high-status individual; embedded within one of these corroded clumps were
large black animal hairs that could be identified as the remains of a bear skin
(Rast-Eicher in Banck-Burgess forthcoming), which was presumably lying on the
floor of the chamber under the wagon when the looters broke in. This is the first
physical evidence of the use of body parts from this animal species as a status
marker in an Iron Age West-Central European burial context and indicates that
the cremated individual, probably male, was of some importance.
In summary, the central graves from Tumuli 17 and 18 of the Hohmichele
‘Speckhau’ group testify to the existence of elites in the environs of the Heuneburg
in Hallstatt C, thus predating the foundation of the Fürstensitz agglomeration
around 630 BC. This also means that the Hohmichele, while much larger and in
close proximity, was founded later than the two smaller mounds, raising interesting
questions about how the central interments in these tumuli were related to one
another and to the founding of the Iron Age Heuneburg itself. It was presumably
the circle of the most important families and settlement groups who were
responsible for initiating the construction of the Heuneburg in the course of the
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Fig. 6. The central enclosure
and secondary burials of
Speckhau Tumulus 17 (after
Arnold et al. forthcoming).
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second half of the 7th century BC. The heads of different households and lineage
groups must have joined together in a process that led to the construction of the
hillfort and the outer settlement (Fernández-Götz 2014b; Krausse et al. 2015).

Sword and wagon burials in the Rhine region
Moving on to the West, the Rhine river appears to have acted as a cultural boundary
during the Hallstatt C period based on ceramic assemblages as well as funerary
ritual, which seems to have involved much more extensive feasting equipment
than burials east of the river. This may provide a clue as to the regionally distinct
role played by elite commensality in this early period of consolidation of sociopolitical power (Lüscher 1996, 18). Initially sword graves are found in tumuli
of modest size that were frequently erected in earlier periods, again showing an
attempt to establish links with the past. It is not until the end of Hallstatt C/early
Hallstatt D that we see a new phase of status marking emerge in the form of megamounds erected to accommodate elite central burials that also include wagons and
horse trappings.
Six wagon burials dating to the Hallstatt period are known east of the Rhine
in Baden, part of a wider phenomenon of about 250 Early Iron Age wagon
burials found across France, the Netherlands, Switzerland, southern Germany,
Bohemia, Austria and Hungary (Pare 1992, 1996, 31). The ornamental metal
attachments on the Hallstatt C2 Ohnenheim wagon (Alsace) have been linked to
stylistically similar examples from wagons found in Wijchen, Ins and Birmentorf,
for example, while ivory inlay was found in the remains of the sword pommel
from the Ohnenheim wagon grave (Egg 1987; Pare 1996, 33). The three ivory
lathe-turned tube ornaments found in the March-Buchheim Bürgle tumulus also
have been interpreted as imports not only on the basis of the material of which
they are made but also their style (Pare 1996, 38).
Clearly these burials were part of a gradual process of elite power consolidation
that begins in the late Urnfield period with wealthy sword burials in tumuli
clustered in precisely the same region in which the Fürstengräber eventually
appear; the trend is toward amplification as well as innovation within the elite
burial panoply, from swords to swords and wagons to daggers, wagons, gold and
Mediterranean imports, with the sword/dagger and wagon combination as the
main common denominator (Pare 1996, 43).

Social complexity in Early Iron Age Europe:
Mediterranean influence or indigenous?
In conclusion, we would like to provide some brief remarks on the processes of
social differentiation and centralization that took place during the course of the
Hallstatt period. First of all, trade with the Mediterranean does not seem to have
been the prime mover of cultural change during the Early Iron Age, but rather a
consequence of demographic growth and increasing internal inequalities which
had their roots in Hallstatt C. The appearance of Mediterranean imports in graves
and settlements can be regarded as an effect rather than a cause of endogenous
processes that were already in progress well before the founding of Greek colonies
in southern France. The role of demographic increase in the development of
more centralized forms of power has been stressed since the influential work of R.
Carneiro on early state formation (Carneiro 1967; 1970). Population numbers in
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relation to carrying capacities are important, but the key aspect is the associated
increase in ‘social density’, that is, the frequency of communication and interaction
occurring between individuals and groups through their social, political and
economic networks (cf. Ortman et al. 2014; see also Brun 1995, 122-123).
In his critique of S. Frankenstein and M. Rowlands’ (1978) prestige goods
model, C. Gosden showed that in predominantly agrarian societies such as
those of the Hallstatt period in West-Central Europe, power and status would
have depended mainly on land and animal ownership and the control of local
production (Gosden 1985), a conclusion that is underpinned by more recent

Fig. 7. Reconstruction and
plan of the southeast corner of
the Heuneburg plateau during
period IVc, predating the
construction of the mudbrick
wall (after Kimmig 1983b, 69
fig. 33).
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work (cf. Karl 2015). B. Arnold (2010a) has suggested that the organization
of the mortuary landscape, where mounds are clustered and burials within and
between mounds distributed in structured ways, indicates a social system based
on kinship ties, while ceramic analyses indicate that these complex intra- and
inter-regional groupings emerge as early as Ha C (Brosseder 2004). Moreover,
by over-emphasizing contacts with the Mediterranean traditional interpretations
have underestimated the importance of East-West and North-South interactions
between the communities of Central and Northern Europe.
Analysis of the vegetational history indicates that in the 6th century BC for the
first time there was dense settlement in several highland regions north of the Alps,
areas with relatively poor climatic and agricultural conditions. This settling of new
land must have been immediately preceded by a period of population increase, a
process that is well-documented in the pollen diagrams of the Hunsrück-Eifel
region (Fernández-Götz 2014a, 105-107; Krausse/Nakoinz 2000). We can assume
that apart from technical innovations such as iron production and politicoorganizational improvements, a period of climatically favorable conditions in the
7th and 6th centuries BC also led to a growth in population and the settlement of
new areas. These factors – population increase and the opening up of new areas
to agriculture and other economic resources – formed the real basis of the wealth
of the social elite that is so impressively visible to us in the form of sumptuous
graves (Krausse 2006).
In the case of the Heuneburg, the first settlement phase, Period IVc in
the stratigraphic sequence of the site (Fig. 7), started around 630 BC, at the
very beginning of Hallstatt D1 (Arnold 2010b; Fernández-Götz 2014b, 2627; Gersbach 1995, 4-9; 98-108). This early settlement predates the mudbrick
wall which was probably constructed about 600 BC; it is very likely that the
enormous outer settlement also begins in this earliest phase. Therefore, the
process of synoikismos that led to the development of the Heuneburg clearly
predates by at least one generation the foundation of Massalia. Moreover, in
the case of the Heuneburg, and leaving aside the mudbrick wall, evidence for
Mediterranean contact and influence is minimal until the restructuring that
took place after the major destruction event by fire around 540 BC (Arnold
2010b). B. Shefton dates the earliest ceramic imports at the site to 550 or
570 BC but describes this interaction as an episodic and non-Attic luxury
import trickle (Shefton 2000, 34).
The above reflections are not to deny the existence and influence of contacts
with the Mediterranean world: the regions north and south of the Alps were never
isolated from each other, and one of the challenges for the future is precisely to
overcome the artificial academic division between Classical and Late Prehistoric
archaeology. But at the same time we need to move away from Mediterraneocentric perspectives and simplistic applications of core-periphery models (Dietler
2010). For this task, one of the main challenges is to pay greater attention to the
developments that took place in the Hallstatt C period. Although there is still
a long way to go, the present volume represents an important step in the right
direction.
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Addendum
The recent discovery in 2016 of a rich Hallstatt C grave under tumulus at Unlingen,
about 11 km from the Heuneburg, provides further archaeological proof for the
presence of elites in the region preceding the foundation of the agglomeration.
The burial was part of a larger necropolis that remained in use until Hallstatt D3
(Meyer/König 2016).
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The Early Iron Age in Belgium
Earth and fire, and also water
Eugène Warmenbol
Abstract
The Belgian sword burials of Court-Saint-Etienne and neighboring villages, Gedinne and Harchies, to
which one might add the more recent discoveries of Aalst-Hofstade and Neerharen-Rekem, are recognized
as a very important group of elite burials of the Early Iron Age in Northwest Europe. The burials of the
Court-Saint-Etienne area also produced many horse trappings, but it appears that they are a relatively
late feature here as elsewhere, with, to us, the ‘Chieftain’s grave’ in Oss in the southern Netherlands as a
classic example. The present paper proposes to contextualize these burials, often used to show the ‘contrast’
between the Late Bronze Age and the Early Iron Age, while there is no question that change came quite
gradually. There are very clear indications, for instance, that hoarding and wet depositions are, in the
southern Netherlands and Belgium, very much a feature of the Late Bronze Age and of the Early Iron Age
as well, but it is also true that they get less and less conspicuous as time goes on. Many urnfields in use at
the end of the Bronze Age continue for a few generations into the Early Iron Age, showing that the ‘advent’
of the social and economic order of the Iron Age is very much an endogenous, ‘Atlantic’ phenomenon, with
some confirmation through traditional typo-chronology. An (new) opening towards southern Germany
and eastern France and, beyond, the Mediterranean, seems to occur during the 6th century BC, with the
Kemmelberg as a possible Fürstensitz, probably thriving on the North Sea salt trade.

Résumé
Les tombes à épées de Court-Saint-Etienne et de certaines communes proches, de Gedinne et Harchies,
auxquelles ont ajoutera les découvertes plus récentes de Aalst-Hofstade et Neerharen-Rekem, constituent un
ensemble important de tombes “des élites” du Premier âge du Fer à l’échelle de l’Europe nord-occidentale.
Les sépultures de la région de Court-Saint-Etienne ont aussi produit un certain nombre de pièces de
harnachement, mais celles-ci semblent relativement tardives, avec la tombe “du chef ” de Oss dans le
Sud des Pays-Bas comme exemple classique. L’article que voici propose de contextualiser ces sépultures,
souvent utilisées pour souligner les “contrastes” entre l’âge du Bronze final et le Premier âge du Fer, alors
que les choses changent fort graduellement. Ainsi, contrairement aux clichés en la matière, les depôts en
pleine terre, comme les depôts dans les rivières, sont troujours pratiqués au Premier âge du Fer, tout en
devenant, apparemment, progressivement plus rares. Beaucoup de nécropoles en utilisation à la fin de l’âge
du Bronze, le sont encore pour quelques générations appartenant au Premier âge du Fer, ce qui signifie sans
doute que les phénomènes sociaux-économiques qui caractérisent ce dernier sont endogènes, “atlantiques”,
ce que la traditionnelle typo-chronologie vient d’ailleurs confirmer. Une nouvelle ouverture vers le Sud de
l’Allemagne et l’Est de la France et, au-delà, vers la Méditerranée, semble se produire dans le courant du
VIème siècle avant notre ère, avec le site du Mont Kemmel comme exemple vraisemblable de Fürstensitz,
florissant grâce au commerce du sel de Mer du Nord.
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Introduction
We presented a status quaestionis about the ‘transition’ from the Bronze to the Iron
Age some ten years ago (Warmenbol/Leclercq 2009); but both Bronze Age and
Iron Age studies in Belgium have made major strides forwards since (Guillaume
2013; Warmenbol 2015). Though a lot of the new or rediscovered material is
unpublished yet, a new status quaestionis seems fully justified, the more so because
most of the new material does not come from burial sites and thus finally allows
for some contextualization of these, putting them into a (cultural) landscape.
We will focus in this paper on old and new finds with absolute dates, which
will enable us to better understand the large-scale interactions that seem to be so
typical of this period.

Burials
Radiocarbon dating has been possible on burned bones for more than ten years
now (De Mulder et al. 2007), and we thus have now a number of dated burials,
exclusively cremations, from this period. Those that concern us, of course, mostly
fall in the infamous ‘Hallstatt-plateau’. We gladly refer to the contribution by Guy
De Mulder (this volume) regarding these matters.
The most interesting date, no doubt, remains the one for Graf 72 in NeerharenRekem (Limburg) (Van Impe 1980), an urnfield in use at the end of the Bronze
Age and the beginning of the Iron Age, which was the subject of a doctoral thesis
some years ago (Temmerman 2007). This grave produced the remains of three
individuals, allegedly two young men and a young woman, accompanied by three
broken and burned swords of Gündlingen/Villement type, three broken (?) and
burned spearheads and two chapes, one of the Coplow Farm type, the other of the
Sion Reach type (Warmenbol 1988, 248-250) (Fig. 1). There are two dates, in fact,
the medium value of which is 2675 ± 40 BP (GrA-17787/19062) (Lanting/Van
der Plicht 2002, 225), i.e. something like 840-795 cal BC (at 95.4 % probability),
which is, of course, surprisingly early.
On the contrary, the dates for the tombs in Wijshagen (Limburg) are definitely
late. A first set of dates was obtained through the Groningen laboratory, a second
set, quite recently, through the Brussels laboratory. Two tumuli with situlae (C
and E), dated 2420 ± 30 BP (GrA-14279) or 2496 ± 45 BP (RICH-20578), and
2440 ± 40 BP (GrA-14281) or 2371 ± 32 BP (RICH-20577) tend to put both
incineration tombs not in the Hallstatt but in the La Tène period. The same is
true of tumulus H, with its cista a cordoni and horse trappings, dated 2430 ±
30 BP (GrA-14284) or 2275 ± 32 BP (RICH-20589), which, of course, is not
unexpected (De Mulder et al. 2016, with bibliography).
Another interesting new find, as far as burial places go, though it did not
produce any elite material – no material at all, in fact – is the giant circular
ditch in Edegem ‘Buizegem’ (Antwerpen), about 53 to 54 m in diameter, 1.10 to
2.60 m wide and 1.10 to 1.70 m deep, probably surrounding a massive tumulus
(Fig. 2). It was immediately compared to the one surrounding the Fürstengrab in
Oss (Noord-Brabant), and just as here, there is a centrally placed, smaller circular
ditch underneath, which in both cases delimited another, older tumulus, the one
in Edegem associated with a single Beaker fragment (Vandevelde et al. 2007,
13‑24). No 14C-dates were produced.
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Fig. 1. The bronze swords
and chapes from tomb 72 in
Neerharen-Rekem (Limburg)
(after Van Impe 1980, pl. XII).

Burial goods
Bronze swords and their chapes are, of course, one of the most characteristic grave
goods of the Early Iron Age in Belgium and the southern Netherlands. It has
now been generally accepted that these bronze swords and chapes are the direct
descendants of the Late Bronze Age ones (Milcent 2004, 108-113; Warmenbol
1988), and recent discoveries even show some overlap in the deposition of ‘Late
Bronze Age’ and ‘Early Iron Age’ types in urnfields that quite often stay in use at
least during the 8th century BC.
At least two of the swords of Harchies (Hainaut), if not all of them, could
definitely be considered to be Ewart Park, or Holme Pierpoint rather than
Gündlingen swords, or, at least, are ‘proto-Hallstatt’ rather than ‘Hallstatt’-swords
(Leblois 2010; Mariën 1999).
A recent find from Marche-en-Famenne ‘La Campagnette’ (Namur) (Lecarme/
Warmenbol 2015), belonging to an urnfield that remains to be excavated, deserves
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Fig. 2. The Fürstengrab from Edegem ‘Buizegem’ (Antwerpen), built over a Beaker barrow (after Vandevelde et al. 2007, fig. 44,
legend translated by the author).
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14/MEF/02
14/MEF/02
Fig. 3. The bag-shaped
chape found in Marche-enFamenne ‘La Campagnette’
(Luxembourg) (drawing and
DAO A. Stoll, Centre de
Recherches en Archéologie et
Patrimoine, Université libre de
Bruxelles).

cm
2 cm

to be mentioned here too. This is a bag-shaped chape of ‘Han-sur-Lesse’ type
(Milcent 2012, plate 9,18; plate 63,17), so called because four of them have been
found at the bottom of the river Lesse in the cave there, ‘accompanying’ three
swords of Ewart Park or Thames type (Mariën 1975, 14-18) (Fig. 3).
We know of only one other from an urnfield, the chape excavated in Weert
‘Boshoverheide’ (Limburg), where three Gündlingen swords (allegedly) were also
found, though not with the chape (Gerdsen 1986, 168 plate 33).
The most interesting new find, is the fragmented sword with its chape in
Hofstade ‘Kasteelstraat’ (Aalst, Oost-Vlaanderen), deposited with a cremation
within an urnfield currently being excavated by Ghent Archaeological Team
bvba. The sword (Laloo et al. 2014, 26 fig. 20; 28 fig. 24) is a Gündlingen type
(Villement or Wehringen, more exactly), the chape (Laloo et al. 2014, 27 fig. 23)
is a rare example of a ‘naviform’ (type A 2), for which we know only one parallel,
namely in Court-Saint-Etienne ‘La Quenique’ (Brabant wallon) (Mariën 1958,
73 fig. 10,109).

Settlements
Twenty years ago, it would have been difficult to ‘fill in’ a chapter about Early
Iron Age settlements in Belgium, then undated, or undiscovered. A few 14C-dates
will help us, as traditional typochronology applied to ceramics has somewhat been
discredited, not always with good reasons (there certainly is hope: see, for instance
Bardel et al. 2013).
A most interesting recent excavation was that of Hermalle-sous-Huy ‘Campagne
de la Gérée’ (Liège), where two buildings, of apparently Early Iron Age date, were
discovered, one of which (B.14) was 14C-dated (charcoal from one of its posts:
2600 ± 60 BP (Beta-206972) (Frébutte et al. 2007). It has three naves, is 21.60
m long and 6.40 to 6.80 m wide. The second building was probably similar, but
is not so well preserved (Fig. 4). Several pits with what appears to be Early Iron
Age pottery were excavated aux abords et au sein (around and within) the two
buildings. There is nothing ‘aristocratic’ about them.
Slightly older dates, rather Late Bronze Age, were obtained for two wells with a
woven wooden casing discovered in Sint-Gillis-Waas (Oost-Vlaanderen) (Hoorne
2004, with bibliography), one (n° 282) 14C-dated to 2690 ± 30 BP (IRPA-1244),
the other one (no n°) to 2660 ± 40 BP (KIA-10549) (Warmenbol/Leclercq 2009,
379). The other structures on the site, houses and granaries, though, are not
necessarily strictly contemporary (Bourgeois 2003), and could/should in fact be
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Fig. 4. The Early Iron Age houses (1,2) and granaries (3-6) in Hermalle-sous-Huy ‘Campagne de la Gérée’(Engis, Liège), 7 is a
natural gully and 8-13 make up a gallo-roman tile-factory (after Frébutte/Gustin 2007, 130).
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somewhat younger. These Early Iron Age houses again have three naves, but seem
to be shorter than Late Bronze Age examples, which can be read as ‘change’ but
we should avoid generalizations (Bourgeois/Cherreté 2005, 62-65). Again, there
is nothing aristocratic about this hamlet…
Slightly older dates than the ones from Hermalle-sous-Huy, suggest the
settlement at Ekeren ‘Schriek’ (Antwerpen), might again be Late Bronze Age
rather than Early Iron Age. The three-naved house was only partially excavated,
was much eroded, and was dated through charcoal from of a centrally (?) placed
pit 2690 ± 25 BP (KIA-20896). An associated (?) granary (B), was dated 2565 ±
25 BP (KIA-20897), another one (D), 2880 ± 30 BP (KIA-20895), which shows
matters are not simple (Minsaer 2003; 2004).
Mostly, the archaeological structures are much eroded, and every so often
disturbed by later occupations, as is the case in Orp-Jauche ‘Le Tierceau’ (Brabant
wallon), where we have Late Bronze Age material, but also Early Iron Age material
(Ha C2, most probably), in distinct excavated structures from silo to waste-pit
(Hanut/Goffioul 2015, 107 fig. 2; 108 fig. 3). A comparable site is ‘Ghislenghien
IV’ in Ath/Ghislenghien (Hainaut), where Early Iron Age material was found (Ha
C2 and Ha D), and Middle Iron Age material (La Tène A2 and B1), but in loose
association with the pits and posts excavated here (Danèse et al. 2015)

Elite settlements?
A few fortified sites in Southern Belgium also produced dates somewhere at the
end of the Bronze Age or in the beginning of the Early Iron Age, while most of
these sites are attributed to the end of the Late Iron Age, not always with much
pertinence.
The Cheslé of Bérismenil (Samrée, Luxembourg), which encloses 13 ha within
a meander of the river Ourthe, thus produced a series of interesting radiocarbon
dates, related to the actual wall, at different points of its line, such as 2650 ± 40
BP (IRPA-1002), 2640 ± 50 BP (KIK-1172/Utc-9271), 2610 ± 40 BP (IRPA1208) and 2600 ± 60 BP (KIK-44/Utc-1349) (Warmenbol/Leclercq 2009, 379,
with bibliography).
The Cheslé de Bérismenil is to be found in the near vicinity of the goldpanning sites along the Amblève and the Salm, with traces of gold washing going
back to the (Early?) Iron Age (recently: Detaille/Van Eerdenburg 2014).
This is certainly the place to mention the Kemmelberg (West-Vlaanderen),
which can be found on most distribution maps as the most north-westerly
Fürstensitz (see now Bourgeois et al. 2006), but it is actually quite difficult to
assess its true importance, due to massive destruction of the archaeological site
during the First World War. Most of what is known from the site is dated in
the very early 5th century BC, including the only fragment of Attic pottery ever
found in Belgium (Van Doorselaer et al. 1987, pl. II,1). The Kemmelberg also
produced its own high quality red painted pottery, also found on a few other sites,
sometimes more than 100 km away (Dimitrakopoulou et al. 2014).
A gilded bronze bead, slightly biconical in shape (L : 2.1 cm) and one small piece
of gold foil with (possibly) a palmette-like decoration in repoussé (1.6 x 1.4 cm)
are part of the discoveries made here, and they are the only gold finds made on a
fortified site of Iron Age date in Belgium (Van Doorselaer et al. 1987, plate II, 4.6).
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We do not know an exact parallel of the Kemmelberg bead, but it does remind
us of the massive, cylindrical beads from the ‘Bettelbühl’ near the Heuneburg
(district Sigmaringen), which were deposited something like a century earlier than
the Kemmelberg bead (Krausse/Ebinger-Rist 2012, 124 fig. 134).

River finds
The occurrence of bronze swords of the Early Iron Age in rivers (the Meuse, in
particular) is a well-known phenomenon in the southern Netherlands (Fontijn
2003, 171-173), and quite an exceptional one in Belgium, as here they are classically
grave goods, with no known bronze example in a wet context (in the Scheldt).
Two iron swords, though, have been dredged from the Dyle in Battel, near
Mechelen (Antwerpen) (Warmenbol/Leclercq 2009, 381 fig. 6). One has to
remember here that the tumuli from Court-Saint-Etienne (Brabant wallon) are
also along the Dyle (Mariën 1958).
One of them has a bronze hilt and an iron blade. The best parallel we found
for this curious piece is the sword from Port-Sainte-Foy ‘Gué de Chantier’ in
Périgord, dredged from the Dordogne river. These are swords with the hilt cast
and modeled over the tang ending the iron blade, just like the one from tumulus
III in Chavéria (Jura) or the one from tumulus I in Vescles (Jura), also part of this
small group of ‘transitional’ weapons (Warmenbol/Leclercq 2009, 382).
The other sword probably had a hilt in perishable material and its iron is in
a quite exceptional state of preservation. It confirms the importance of the finds
made in the years 1930-1932 at the confluence of the Dyle and the Vrouwenvliet,
which did not get any attention yet, though these finds are still available (Georges
Hasse archives, Museum Vleeshuis, Antwerpen).
The chape of type Beratzhausen allegedly dredged from the Scheldt near
Schoonaarde (Oost-Vlaanderen) (Warmenbol 2000, 106 fig. 4), is problematical,
considering it does not have a ‘typical’ river patina. The same site did produce a
razor of type Feldkirch/Bernissart (Warmenbol 1992, 98 note 84), also known
from Early Iron Age tombs in Belgium (Jockenhövel 1980, 174).
Objects associated with bronze or iron swords in Early Iron Age graves are
rarely found elsewhere, that is true, but this might give us a distorted view of what
still went into rivers or hoards in the Early Iron Age, and this applies in particular
to tools and ornaments. Linear-faceted axes like the one in tomb 3 from CourtSaint-Etienne ‘Champ de la Ferme Rouge’ (Brabant wallon) are known from the
Scheldt near Wichelen (Oost-Vl) Another one was dredged in the Aisne near
Rethel (Ardennes françaises), a second one in the Oise, near Compiègne, and a
third one in the Seine near Villeneuve-Saint-Georges (Warmenbol 1992, 80, note
58, with bibliography). The new hoard from Beerse ‘Beekakkers’ (Antwerpen)
had one (see further on), as did the one from Wattenheim (Kr. Bad Dürkheim)
(Kibbert 1984, 156-158 plate 56,734; 98C – 99). So we know, as they occur
together in Beerse, they were contemporary with Sompting axes, which again
appear in rivers as well as in hoards. Several were dredged in the Scheldt near
Wichelen (Oost-Vlaanderen) (Desittere 1976, 87 fig. 6,5-6), one of which was
dated 2465 ± 35 BP (Utc-3917) (Warmenbol 1992, 80 note 59; Verlaeckt 1996,
66). They are known from hoards to be dated obviously in the Early Iron Age such
as the one from Llyn Fawr (Glamorgan) (O’Connor 1980, 420-421) and the type
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Wesseling one from Bingen (Kr. Mainz), with two type Gündlingen swords, as
cast (Kibbert 1984,130 plate 47, 616; 100A).

Caves and elite deposits?
The well-known cave of Han-sur-Lesse (Namur) produced three fragments of at
least two (judging by the colour) golden hollow beads or pinheads, made up of
two hemispherical elements, approximately 1.5 cm in diameter and 0.5 cm in
height. One of the elements slid into the other one, the join being masked by a flat
twisted wire, upon which rest small triangular grapes of granulation. At one end of
what we believe to be pinheads, rather than anything else, a rosace was made of two
concentric round wires, the outer one doubled on the inside and (?) the outside
by granulation, the inner one completely filled up with granulation. The source
of inspiration for these jewels is definitely Mediterranean, but their manufacture
is possibly non-Mediterranean (Warmenbol 2004, with bibliography) (Fig. 5).
The closest parallels (materially and geographically) are the pendants from
Anet (Ins) ‘Grossholz’ (Kt. Bern) and Jegenstorf ‘Hurst’ (Kt. Bern) (Furger/Müller
1991, 114; 117), both dated to the middle or third quarter of the 7th century BC.
The hollow gold pinheads, without filigree and granulation though, from Urtenen
‘Grauholz’ (Kt. Bern) (Furger/Müller 1991, 116) could be mentioned here too, as
should the gold beads, just with filigree, from the ‘Bettelbühl’ near the Heuneburg
(Kr. Sigmarigen) (Krausse/Ebinger-Rist, 2012, 124 fig. 134; 125 fig 136), but all
these are half a century younger, or more.
Curiously, if a date somewhere around 650-550 BC is correct for the
fragments found at the Trou de Han in Han-sur-Lesse, this would mean that
they stand almost alone for the period, at least they alone have been identified as
Early Iron Age material from here, but one could take a lead from here. At the
entrance of the tourist circuit through the cave, the ‘Caveau’ did yield one biperforated lug-handle typical of the late 7th or 6th century (or Ha D1) (Zeebroek/
Warmenbol 2016). A human skull found isolated in this same part of the cave
could be contemporary, though its radiocarbon date is a good example of what
the ‘Hallstatt-plateau’ means: 2515 ± 30 BP (KIA-23755), i.e. 800 cal BC to
520 cal BC (Warmenbol 2007, 541). Another human skull (terebrated!), from
the nearby ‘Tienne des Maulins’ in Eprave (Namur), could be of the same period
(Groenen 2006, 14 fig. 2), with a radiocarbon date of 2430 ± 30 BP (KIA-25233),
though the sample could be contaminated. The skull was indeed found with the
remains of at least sixteen other individuals, which produced dates in the Late
Neolithic (Toussaint et al. 2014).
And the bi-perforated lug-handle from Han-sur-Lesse is certainly not the only
pot sherd from the Early Iron Age to be found in a cave in Southern Belgium. A
new study of the pottery from Cave n° 1 from Les Avins (Clavier, Liège) shows a
considerable part of it can be dated in the Early Iron Age (Fig. 6), but it is not yet
clear if the human remains apparently stratigraphically associated, are indeed of
the same date (Hubert/Jadot 1986; see also Cauwe 2004, table 1).

Back to burials
The bi-perforated lug handles such as the one from Han-sur-Lesse occur quite
often in Saint-Vincent ‘Grand-Bois’ (Luxembourg) (Mariën 1964, 43 fig. 22;
59 fig. 37; 67 fig. 46; 87 fig. 65; 113 fig. 88; 115 fig. 90; 119 fig. 92), where
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Fig. 5. One of the granulated
and filigreed gold jewels from
Han-sur-lesse (Rochefort,
Namur) (photo G. Focant).

tomb 61 yielded a hollow-headed pin, up to a point comparable to the golden
ones mentioned previously, except this one is in iron (Mariën 1964, 96 fig. 73;
see also Mariën 1964, 128 fig. 99 for a second one, without context). Three
very similar pins were discovered in the well-known ‘Chieftain’s grave’ of Oss
(Noord-Brabant), which also yielded a Mindelheim type sword with its hilt and
pommel decorated with gold strips, drawing geometrical motifs (Fokkens/Jansen
2004, 65). We are aware of the fact the ‘Chieftain’s grave’ recently produced two
radiocarbon dates, one on wood, one on cremated bone (dates communicated by
Sasja van der Vaart-Verschoof, and many thanks for that!). We feel the one on
wood is tricky to use, as it could not be identified as being from an object, and so
does not necessarily belongs to the grave, is just possibly alder, and is by all means
too old, with a date of 2785 ± 30 BP (GrA-55555), calibrating to 1007-854
cal BC, definitely a Late Bronze Age date. Only the bone sample seems, to us, to
relate to the grave, and it obviously does, as it pertains to the human remains, with
a date of 2500 ± 30 BP (GrA-55551), calibrating to 788-537 cal BC which could
suit the high date favored by Sasja van der Vaart-Verschoof, but also the low date
we favor (Warmenbol 1993, 104 proposes a date between 600 to 550; Fokkens/
Jansen 2004, 68 suggest one between 625 and 575 BC). To us, it seems obvious
the ‘Chieftain‘s grave’ of Oss cannot be much older or much younger than tomb
3 of Court-Saint-Etienne ‘La Ferme Rouge’ (Brabant wallon) (Mariën 1958, 109111 fig. 17-19, several elements of its assemblage (including an antenna-sword)
pointing to a date not earlier than the 7th century (Sievers 1982, 10 strangely
makes of the sword an exception to the rule) (Fig. 7). Whatever date one prefers,
they all seem to imply that the ‘Chieftain’s’ sword was a heirloom, which should
not come as a great surprise, and some of the material in Court-Saint-Etienne ‘La
Ferme Rouge’ could fit the same description. The use of gold on the handle and/
or pommel of swords like the one found in Oss is quite exceptional, but occurs in
Hallstatt itself, as in grave G 299 or tomb G 573 (see elsewhere in this volume).
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Fig. 6. Iron Age ceramics
from Cave n° 1 in Les Avins
(Clavier, Liège) (drawing and
DAO W. Leclercq, Université
libre de Bruxelles).
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A very interesting cemetery, which awaits full publication, is the one from
Kaulille ‘Dorperheide’ (Limburg), excavated in 1983-1984, and attributed,
through typo-chronology to the ‘transition’ of Ha C to Ha D. As so often seems
the case, there seem to be more metal objects here, than what one might expect
in a Bronze Age cemetery. Most of them are bronze jewelry, but here is also a
Schwanenhalsnadel in iron (Vanbutsele/Van Impe 2007). This iron pin from tomb
34, with a hollow head, is, up to a point, comparable with the above-mentioned
pins from Oss and Saint-Vincent.
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Fig. 7. Part of the material from tomb 3 in Court-Saint-Etienne ‘La Ferme Rouge’ (Brabant wallon), including the linear-faceted
axe (right) (photo Musées royaux d’Art et d’Histoire, Bruxelles).

Fig. 8. The hoard found in Beerse ‘Beekakkers’, with two bronze-sheet hollow rings and two axes (a Sompting-type, and a linearfaceted one) (photo S. Dewickere).
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Hoards
A very important, though small hoard was discovered recently in Beerse ‘Beekakkers’
(Antwerpen), in one of the post-holes of a small building that was part of an Early
Iron Age farmstead. Four bronze objects were buried there: two socketed axes and
two fragmentary hollow rings (about 155 mm in diameter) (Van Impe et al. 2011;
Delaruelle et al. 2013, 122-125; Warmenbol 2015, 72 fig. 4,27) (Fig. 8). The
rings have been compared to the Scandinavian and north German Hohlwulstringe
(Schacht 1982), but could as well be compared to south German Holstwulstringe
(Nagler-Zanier 2005, 154-158). The first axe is obviously a linear-faceted axe,
the second one an axe of Sompting type (the published drawing is poor). This is
a rather strange, or at least exceptional, combination. A terminus post quem (ca.
800 BC) is available for the deposition: charcoal left by the post was dated to 897802 cal BC (KIA-43333: 2680 ± 30 BP). As we have seen, these axes also occur
as river finds, and one was found in Court-Saint-Etienne ‘Ferme Rouge’ tomb 3.
Another grave find is to be mentioned here, the one from Rhenen ‘Koerheuvel’
(Utrecht), where a ‘princely’ grave to be dated in (the second half?) of the 7th
century, produced a bronze situla, bronze and iron horse-gear, and half of a
(recently broken) bronze axe of type Wesseling, the ‘German’ equivalent to the
‘British’ Sompting type, often with the same rib and pellet decoration (Van
Heeringen 1999; see also, more generally, Verger 1997).
One of these is to be found in the already mentioned Bingen (district MainzBingen, Rhineland-Palatinate) hoard (?), associated, among other things, with two
Rohgüsse of bronze tanged swords, assuredly close to the Gündlingen/Villement
type(s) (Kibbert 1984, 129-130 no 616 plate 100A).
Another German hoard (but again with a ‘?’), the one from Wattenheim
(district Bad Dürkheim, Rhineland-Palatinate) is to be referenced here, this one
with an axe close to the ‘linear-faceted’ ones mentioned before. All were found
during works for the Reichsautobahn, in 1937, and one cannot but regret there was
no follow-up. There is bronze, there is iron, much has been deliberately broken,
and/or has been touched by fire. One of the most remarkable finds here, certainly
in our perspective, is the iron flesh-hook, very close to the one from Court-SaintEtienne ‘Ferme Rouge’ tomb 3, which, as we have seen, also has a linear-faceted
axe (Kibbert 1984, 154-155 no 734 plate 99).
Beerse ‘Beekakkers’ is not the only Belgian hoard datable to the Early Iron
Age. We have little doubt that the socketed axes of Geistingen type are to be dated
in the Early Iron Age (though this cannot yet be ‘proven’, for lack of associations
(Butler/Steegstra 2003, 303-309). A new study of some of these thin-walled axes
from the eponymous hoard (Kinrooi, Limburg) confirmed that they are made of
a non-functional copper alloy (Nienhuis et al. 2013). This reminds us, as far as
the founder’s intention goes, of the (quite different) non-functional alloys of the
better-known axes of so-called Armorican types (recently: Rivallain 2012, 130140; Rivallain 2013). We have no doubt at all about their Iron Age date (late Ha C
or rather Ha D) (Gomez de Soto 2015), but many doubts about the authenticity
of the finds with a Belgian or Dutch provenance, especially the so-called ‘hoards’
from Hoogstraten and Turnhout (Antwerpen) (Butler/Steegstra 2003, 309-316;
Warmenbol 2013; forthcoming).
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Conclusion
This is a work in progress, and it would be risky to present ‘conclusions’, as yet.
It seems pretty obvious to us that the passage from the Late Bronze Age to the
Early Iron Age is a very progressive one. The sword burials give an impression of
abrupt change, but this is assuredly a false impression. Some material has been
misdated, which partially explains why so many authors created a kind of divide
between the Bronze and, at least, the beginning of the Iron Age. A clear indication
of continuity is that many urnfields remain in use at least for a few generations,
all the finds showing an endogenous evolution, and strong ‘Atlantic’ affinities.
Horse-gear is indeed the herald of actual change, something that happens not in
the beginning or the middle of the 8th century BC, but rather at the end of the
8th century BC, or during the 7th century BC (Milcent 2004, but see also Trachsel
2004). Scholars are dealing with a lot of old finds in Belgium, which means that
the importance of a new excavation of an important urnfield, such as the one at
Hofstade ‘Kasteelstraat’, cannot be overestimated.
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Textiles as Early Iron Age prestige
goods – a discussion of visual
qualities
Karina Grömer
Abstract
In archaeological research, the topic ‘prestige and representation’ usually is discussed by means of bronze
objects in graves, but textiles also fit in this topic. Similar to the famous textiles from the princely burial
of Hochdorf, recently analyzed textile finds from the graves from Oss-Vorstengraf and Uden-Slabroek in
the Netherlands demonstrate that textiles themselves can serve as prestige grave goods. In this paper some
theories about visual qualities with regard to textile finds are also discussed. It is asked whether we can
identify a visual code for representative expression of elite identities via textiles. The Hallstatt period
fabrics are of high quality, and very decoratively designed with weave structures, colors, patterns and
elaborately made borders. Within the Early Iron Age, the interplay between textiles and metal objects
displayed on them reached a very high standard – expressing wealth and beauty. The visual complexity of
textile objects, with their bright colors and interesting patterns, can be demonstrated, at least by original
textile finds from the salt mine of Hallstatt. This development was perhaps fostered by the emergence of
differentiated social structures at the beginning of the Iron Age.

Zusammenfassung
In der archäologischen Forschung werden Themen wie Prestige und Repräsentation meist anhand von
Bronzeobjekten in Gräbern diskutiert – hier soll gezeigt werden, dass ebenso Textilfunde dazu herangezogen
werden können. Ähnlich wie beim berühmte Fürstengrab von Hochdorf zeigen auch die erst kürzlich
untersuchten Textilreste von den Gräbern Oss-Vorstengraf und Uden-Slabroek in den Niederlanden, dass
Gewebe durchaus als repräsentative Grabbeigaben dienen konnten. Im folgenden Beitrag werden nun
einige Theorien bezüglich der visuellen Erscheinungsbilder und Qualitäten von Textilien diskutiert, vor
allem, ob eventuell bestimmte visuelle Codes zur Repräsentation von Eliten durch Textilien festgemacht
werden können. Hallstattzeitliche Gewebe haben eine hohe Qualität, sie zeigen komplexe Muster mit
Webstrukturen, Färbungen und kunstvoll gefertigten Webkanten. Vor allem das Zusammenspiel zwischen
Textilien und damit verwendeten Metallobjekten (vor allem Schmuck, Trachtbestandteile) wurde in der
Älteren Eisenzeit gezielt eingesetzt, um Reichtum und Schönheit zu zeigen. Die visuelle Komplexität der
Textilien mit ihren intensiven Farben und Mustern kann hierbei am besten durch die Funde aus dem
Salzbergwerk Hallstatt aufgezeigt werden, da die Gewebe dort noch organisch erhalten sind. Generell
kann diese Entwicklung zu sehr prachtvollen Textilien auch im Rahmen der sozialen Struktur in der
Eisenzeit gesehen werden, die offenbar eine derartige Repräsentationskultur begünstigte bzw. erforderte.
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Introduction: textiles and contexts in the first half
of the 1 st millennium BC
Textiles survived under and are present in various conditions in the archaeological
record of the first half of the 1st millennium BC in temperate Europe. They are
found attached to metal grave goods in both cremation and inhumation burials.
Similar to graves, the metal items in hoards can provide hints for textiles.
It is together with those metal objects that organic finds can survive. Textiles
themselves are rarely preserved in settlements, but sometimes imprints of fabrics
on potsherds survive. Nevertheless, the tools found in settlements give a good
chance to study the production of woven fabrics. For Central Europe, salt mines
are also of importance for the study of textiles and other organic finds.

Grave finds
Intensive research of the last decades demonstrated that textiles are relatively
common finds in Early Iron Age graves in Central Europe (Banck-Burgess 1999,
196-223; Belanová-Štolcová 2012; Gleba 2008, 45-63; Grömer 2014, 45-46; 192206; Rast-Eicher 2008), depending of the abundance of metal elements in them.
Textiles were used to wrap grave goods, as shrouds, and even as decoration of the
grave chamber during burial rites (Gleba 2014). The latter has been impressively
demonstrated by J. Banck-Burgess (2012, 44-45) with the analysis of the elite
burial from Eberdingen-Hochdorf. A high quality diamond twill textile, folded
several times and placed together with other grave gifts in a situla is known from
Oss (Bender Jørgensen 1992, 218; also see the unpublished report: Grömer/van
der Vaart-Verschoof 2015; Grömer in Van der Vaart-Verschoof forthcoming). The
wrapping of objects seems to be an integral part of burial rites in the Early Iron
Age (Gleba 2014). As can be seen for example in the cemetery of Uttendorf im
Pinzgau, where knives and other grave goods were found wrapped in woven bands
(Grömer 2014, 44 fig. 24).

Fig. 1. Textile and clothing
related objects, Iron Age:
jewelry and textile tools
(spindle whorl and spools)
from Bad Fischau, shoe-fibula
from Leopoldau, textiles from
Hallstatt, figurine with short
tunic from Idria pri Bači
(photo A. Schumacher, ©
NHM Vienna).
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Inhumation graves, which become common from Ha C and Ha D onwards,
provide even more information: if fibulae or metal belts are placed correctly on
the body and textiles are attached on them – they might be the remains of the
garment worn by the deceased (see Grömer 2016, 324-329). A patterned twill
textile, for example, was found on the inner side of the bracelets on both arms of
the burial of Slabroek in the Netherlands. The patterned textiles were probably
part of a long-sleeved garment and the bracelets were worn over it (Grömer in Van
der Vaart-Verschoof forthcoming).
Textiles usually survive in graves due to mineralization processes, attached on
metal items (see Chen et al. 1998). We can clearly see a difference between rich
burials and poorer graves, because in ‘poor’ graves with few or no metal in it,
textiles hardly survive. We are therefore better informed about textiles of rich
burials.

Settlements
Direct records of woven fabrics are scarce from Iron Age settlements. The organic
textiles that were in use within the settlement usually do not survive, but sometimes
we find imprints of textiles on clay objects (e.g. Grömer 2014, 46; 193). The latter
finds can tell something about the production process of the clay objects. There
are, however, indirect hints for textiles that might have been used in settlements
as well. Some wall hangings, floor coverings, pillows and mattresses from the
princely burial Hochdorf, (Banck-Burgess 2012, 44-45), for example may also
have been used by the living persons to make their houses more comfortable.
These kinds of soft furnishing are also depicted on works of situla art, which was a
way of self-representation by wealthy strata of society in the southern and eastern
Alpine region between the 6th and 4th century BC, e.g. on the mirror of ModenaCastelvetro (Lucke/Frey 1962, pl. 21).
Early Iron Age settlements are multifaceted – we know of large hilltop
settlements, sometimes fortified, which served as central places for the elites (e.g.
Heuneburg: Fernández-Götz 2015). There are also smaller lowland villages and
single farmsteads. With regard to the topic of ‘prestige goods’ it would be very
interesting to compare the kinds of textiles used in fortified hillforts and smaller
villages. This could only be done through textiles found in burials associated
with the specific settlement types. It is hoped that such extensive studies will be
possible in future.
There have been some efforts to understand what kinds of textiles were produced
within the different types of settlements. Textile tools from hilltop settlements,
especially in situ finds of loom weights, have been studied in comparison with
lowland settlements. As we know now e.g. for the eastern Hallstatt area, spindle
whorls of different shapes and sizes occur in all types of settlements.
Different sizes of looms were in use in the Early Iron Age (Belanová-Štolcová/
Grömer 2010, 17), and one could think that the use of extra-wide looms (3-4 m
wide fabrics have been made on one loom) exceeds domestic requirements and
hint towards specialized, representative or even ritually motivated production.
The first example of such a very wide loom was found on the fortified hilltop
settlement Kleinklein in Austria (Dobiat 1990), which is the central place for the
Sulmtal necropolis. This evidence seemed to prove the exclusive and representative
use of big looms in an elite context. Within the last decades, however, more finds
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of such big looms occurred, but also in lowland settlements such as Freundorf
and Hafnerbach in Austria (Belanová-Štolcová/Grömer 2010, 17). So, the art of
representative weaving of large size cloth is not restricted to hilltop settlements.
Nevertheless, there must have been some production centers where high quality
textiles were made, such as Smolenice-Molpír or Nové Košariská in modern
Slovakia (Belanová-Štolcová 2012, 312-314).

Salt mines
For material culture studies of textiles, one at first glance unusual find context
has to be considered: salt mines. The salty environment combined with constant
climate and humidity prevents the decay of organic materials. As a result countless
wooden artifacts are known from the salt mines Hallstatt (Kern et al. 2009) and
Dürrnberg in the Austrian Alps (Stöllner 2005), as well as leather items, fur and
textiles. Both salt mines were economic centers and the local inhabitants who
lived and worked there (and left the textiles back in the mine) were among the
wealthy communities of their time. This can be proved by studying the grave
goods as well.
The Early Iron Age mining at Hallstatt dates between the 9th and 4th century BC,
the salt mining activities at Dürrnberg begin in the 6th century, but mainly can be
dated in the Late Iron Age.
Both sites together have more than a thousand textiles which are still colorful
and offer a good overview of the textile techniques in use, but also of colors, dyes
and patterns (e.g. Grömer et al. 2013; Stöllner 2005). The textiles were used in
the salt mines as working material, maybe miners’ clothing and carrying bags.
But there are also textiles that were not directly made to be used for salt mining,
also rags were brought into the mine to serve different purposes such as makeshift
binding material. Amongst the salt mine finds there are also high quality products
with complicated patterns. They might have been representative textiles in their
primary use, but they ended up in the salt mine after wear and tear and recycling.
Both at Hallstatt and Dürrnberg we are not restricted to organic textile finds
from the salt mines, there are also some textiles in the graves. So we are able to
compare the ‘textile culture’ used by the living with those used for burial rites.
As far as we know now, they are similar in weave-type and quality (seen in thread
count and yarn diameter), although the textiles in the graves do not offer colour
information.

Visual qualities of objects – Theoretical background
To understand the visual qualities of objects, firstly we to have mention the
recent studies by P. Wells (2008; 2012). He tries to understand the visual basis
of communication in the Iron Age with the help of recent research in cognitive
neuroscience and cognitive psychology. His main approach is that people in
prehistoric Europe did see, experience and perceive things in a different way than
we do today. With this, he responds to the concepts of the “cognitive map” and
the “visual world” after J. Gibson (1950; see also Wells 2008, 32). The cognitive
map is the essential model of the world that we have in our brains and to which
we compare everything we see. In seeing things, interpreting what we see, and
responding to our interpretations, our expectations play a vital role. The visual
system and the cognitive map depend to a great extent on the early childhood
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experiences with vision and touch. Every individual´s cognitive map is unique,
but the more similar the environments in which a group of individuals are raised,
the more similar their cognitive maps and their visual experience will be. That
means that for a person living in the 8th century BC the visual experience of
a person located in Central Europe will differ completely from, for example,
someone in contemporary Egypt, where monumental stone buildings and temples
covered with hieroglyphs and other very complex visual impressions. In both
contexts the person has to ‘learn’ what to see and how to interpret the incoming
information – what the visual codes are for a high ranked person, for a person
with a specific function within society (e.g. an Egyptian priest). This means that
the cognitive map prehistoric people had and their former visual experience were
vital to identifying representative goods. To take it boldly: you have to know how
a kermes dyed textile looks like and that kermes is a precious dyestuff coming
from far away – only with that information you are able to identify a person
wearing a kermes-red gown as high-ranked. The cognitive map is key for sorting
out visual codes.
Visual codes (see Chandler 2002) are a subcategory of nonverbal
communication. Primarily, a code is a visual, audio or technical element that
an audience has learnt implies meaning. The process of encoding converts
information from a source into symbols for communication or storage. Decoding
is the reverse process, converting code symbols back into a form that the recipient
understands. All codes have a denotation and a connotation. The denotation is the
literal meaning of a code, the connotation is a symbolic meaning of a code. Visual
codes like colors, physical appearance and clothing, but also body language are
unconsciously read by audiences who then understand them and sort information
out about what they see. There are also specialized connotational and ideological
codes to reflect particular social, political, moral, and aesthetic values.

Visual qualities of textiles
What kinds of visual qualities were created in textile art in the first half of the 1st
millennium BC? There are different kinds of structure, texture, borders and weave
types (see e.g. Grömer 2016, 121 fig. 67; 128 fig. 72; 135 fig. 76; 177 fig. 99). Here
we concentrate on the most important of them for our specific topic about prestige
goods: colour, patterns and the use of gold and metal together with textiles.
We often tend to think of prehistoric times as drab, but there is accumulating
evidence that Iron Age peoples used many bright colors, at least for elite members
of societies. For the Early Iron Age in Central Europe, the textiles from the
Hallstatt salt mines are the prime source of information about colour and dyes
(see Hofmann-de Keijzer 2016). Due to the mineralization-process it is not easy
to detect dyestuffs in textiles that survived in graves, but some recent attempts
from Hochdorf are promising (see Walton Rogers 1999) or Verucchio (Stauffer
2002, 216-219). Interestingly, primarily blue and red colors could be analyzed
from grave-contexts (Hofmann-de Keijzer 2016, 149 fig. 84), deriving from plant
dyes like woad or madder. For precious red colour insect dyestuffs were also used
such as Kermes or the Polish cochineal. This could be proven from textiles found
in princely burials like Hochdorf, Hohmichele (Walton Rogers 1999, 244) and
Glauberg (Balzer et al. 2014, 2-8).
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Fig. 2. Blue dyed textile from the salt mine Hallstatt, with polychrome repp ribbon (HallTex 100).
Detail of blue dyed fibers (photos A. Rausch and R. Hofmann-de Keijzer, © NHM Vienna).

Fig. 3. Situla from Kuffarn
and chequered textiles from
the salt mine Hallstatt
(HallTex 74, 91, 181, 203)
(photos A. Schumacher and A.
Rausch, © NHM Vienna).

Dye analyses on textiles from Hallstatt (Fig. 2) as well as dyeing experiments
have demonstrated that the entire colour palette from yellow, orange and red
shades to green, blue and black was available to Early Iron Age people and
revealed how they could have achieved them (Hofmann-de Keijzer 2016). Blue
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was dyed with woad by vat dyeing. Yellow dyes were obtained by a dye-bath from
various plants like weld, saw-wort or scentless chamomile, and red dyes derived
from madder or bedstraw. Mordants may have been used to fix the dyes. Also
tannins in combination with iron were used to obtain black colors. Different
dyeing techniques were applied to a single textile to obtain specific shades, e.g.
dyeing first yellow and the over-dye with blue in vat-dyeing to get a green colour.
In Early Iron Age, patterns and even the use of gold also played an important role.
This is discussed in the following paragraph.

Visual codes in textiles
Without written sources it is difficult to decode how Iron Age people perceived
their surroundings. For sure, colour, patterns and decorations are important carrier
of visual codes. In pre-industrial societies, where things were made by hand, all
decoration was chosen consciously. Decoration is intended to draw and hold the
attention of our brain. It helps us to see and recognize familiar motifs and therefore
“situates us in social space” (Brett 2005, 62). Decoration is part of what D. Brett
calls “visual ideology”, it provides a link between the producers and the technology
of an object as well as the observers and the material world in which they live,
move and interact. Decoration thus serves as a communication medium, and in
the context of prehistoric art it also serves as communication medium about elites.
Decorated textiles of high quality may be a medium to express social status.
What kinds of textile decoration are common in the first half of the 1st
millennium BC? We know of specific design principles: on the one hand spin
patterning (use of groups of s- and z-twisted yarn to create a tone-on-tone pattern)
is very common, but also dyeing textiles and colour patterns. The latter are of
interest here. Early Iron Age textiles tend to be decorated during the weaving
process (Banck-Burgess 1999), e.g. in tablet weaving or by using groups of different
twisted or coloured threads in warp and/or weft to create checks or stripes (see e.g.
Hallstatt salt mine Grömer 2016, 177 fig. 99; Grömer et al. 2013). There are a
few examples of colour patterns from graves between the 8th and 6th century BC,
like Verucchio in Italy (Stauffer 2002; 2012) or Uden-Slabroek in the Netherlands
(unpublished report Grömer/Van der Vaart-Verschoof 2015; Grömer in Van der
Vaart-Verschoof forthcoming), where alternating small groups of red (?) and blue
threads in both thread systems form a houndstooth pattern. Checkered cloth is
also depicted on contemporary high-status bronze objects such as situlae (e.g.
Kuffarn, Fig. 3; Lucke/Frey 1962).
Late Hallstatt period elite burials provide us with further kinds of visually
striking patterns: floating threads applied during weaving in weft-wrap (soumak)
techniques or embroidered after weaving offer the chance for a free design-process
and therefore patterns. A recent find from Glauberg tumulus 1, grave 1 allowed
the identification of an embroidered pattern with a plait-like structure (Balzer
et al. 2014, 5 fig. 6). The Hohmichele textile (Fig. 4) from grave VI is a wellknown example for the weft-wraps (Hundt 1962, Taf. 36-39). It shows on a repp
ground weave doubled square with swastika motive, accompanied by triangles.
All of that repeated to form a band of a pattern. Weft wrap technique was also
employed for some textiles from Hochdorf (Banck-Burgess 2012, 35; 55; 57) to
create diamonds with swastikas or an element in the form of the letter Z. The base
weave for these textiles were twill and tablet weaving.
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Fig. 4. Textile pattern
from Hohmichele on a
reconstruction of the chariot
from Býčí skála cave, kept at
the NHM Vienna (photo K.
Grömer, © NHM Vienna).

Tablet weaving also was applied in the Hallstatt period to create amazing
polychrome decorations. From the salt mine Hallstatt we know of bands decorated
with meanders, filled lozenges and triangles (Grömer 2016, 181-184 fig. 102‑104).
Even tablet woven items from graves, rust-brown due to their mineralized state,
demonstrate through their structure, that they formerly have been wonderful
colour patterns (e.g. Apremont in France: Banck-Burgess 1999, 69 fig. 40-41).
Even more complex are the tablet woven items from Hochdorf (Banck-Burgess
2012, 34-35; 52-53) with meander or checkerboard patterns with tiny lozenges,
again swastikas form the main motif at Hochdorf.
A specific part of the visual code is the use of metal together with textiles. For
Early Iron Age the most common case is that for example fibulae or metal belt
elements were attached to garments made of woven cloth. Thus, the soft textile
often formed a background, contrast and ideal surface for shiny metal objects
(Gibson 1980, xii-xiii; Wells 2008, 68; 78). In the Iron Age, bright dyed colors
like blue, yellow, bluish-black and red underline that concept.
The interplay between textiles and metal can also be gold threads woven in
or buttons sewn on – forming very precious and high status textiles. Impressive
examples of this were found in elite burials such as Hohmichele or Grafenbühel in
Germany (Banck-Burgess 1999, 39 fig. 10). The Grafenbühel find consists of very
fine gold strips only 0.2-0.3 mm wide. The sharp folds that can be seen on the strips
indicate that they belonged to a tabby fabric where they were woven in. There are
some bends which suggest that they were used to create a brocaded pattern where
the strips float over several (2-4) warp threads to form a sophisticated pattern. An
11.5 cm wide sash with gold stripes woven in is mentioned in the early excavation
reports of Hohmichele, grave 1 (Hundt 1962, 211 Taf. 1,4).
Textiles were also decorated with metal applications, a custom that we often find
for the wealthy strata of societies in Early Iron Age. Famous examples come from
Hallstatt, Stična and Mitterkirchen, all Ha C. In grave 360 from Hallstatt (Grömer
2016, 199 fig. 116) 3,000 small bronze buttons found on the upper body region
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Fig. 5. Mitterkirchen grave X, burial chamber 2, woman with bronze buttons, archaeological
evidence and replica (© Oberösterreichisches Landesmuseum).

Fig. 6. Spin patterned textile
from the salt mine Hallstatt
(HallTex 31). Visibility of
a spin pattern according to
vantage point and light angle
(photos A. Rausch, © NHM
Vienna).

of a woman may have belonged to a precious upper garment. At Mitterkirchen in
grave X/2 (Pertlwieser 1987, 55-70) a woman was buried and thousands of bronze
knobs were found on the upper body and leg region, additionally between the knees
and toes they were lined with a double zigzag row of tiny bronze elements. Traces
of leather and animal fibers suggest that the buttons were attached to a splendid
leather/fur cloak (Fig. 5). At the burials in Stična however it was possible to identify
patterns made with the bronze buttons, such as triangles, lozenges or flower-like
arrangements (Hellmuth 2010, 63-68 fig. 2-5).
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Visibility from different vantage points
What happens at different vantage points (Wells 2008, 60; 67) – if you look at a
costume or a textile from far or near?
Interestingly, texture can look very different depending on the vantage point,
as noted by P. Wells (2008, 44). For textiles this means that most of the textures
like zigzag or diamond twill or repp done as monochrome cloth would look like
a simple, plain surface from far away, while from close by the lines of the twill or
the ribbed structure of the repp can be seen. The same holds true for textiles with
spin-patterns and other subtle tonal patterns. Thus, the elements requiring the
most skill can only be appreciated in close proximity to the object. The creative
expertise of the maker is demonstrated at the intimate personal level, not at a
distance.
Colour and patterns, as described before, can be seen clearly from a distance,
but there are other techniques of patterning like spin pattern, which are only
visible from nearby. A lot of thought and design work was spent on them, but
the patterns are almost invisible. For a spin pattern (Fig. 6), the difference of
spinning direction was exploited to provide decoration, for otherwise identical
S- and Z-spun threads laid side by side will catch the light differently and give a
subtle tonal pattern. This created a special visual effect: stripes or bands created
by alternating groups of S- and Z-spun threads.
One of the earliest such pieces comes from the copper mine Mitterberg in
Austria (transition Early/Middle Bronze Age, 1600 BC) (Grömer 2012, 31
fig. 1,2) and is a finely made woolen repp-band (warp-faced) made with plied
yarn. The special effect of the band is caused by the irregular change of groups of
S- and Z-twisted plied yarns for the warp. So this is a first hint of spin-patterning
from 1600 BC. Spin pattern especially is a very common pattern type in Central
European Hallstatt culture (Banck-Burgess 1999; Bender Jørgensen 2005), a hint
to creative choices of pattern effects in Central European Region, but also in Iron
Age Italy, as we know e.g. from the finds of Verucchio (Stauffer 2002; 2012).
So we have to think about who was allowed to come near enough to see
complex twill types or spin patterns? The same also applies to other delicately
worked objects such as fibulae. They can have surfaces textured by incised lines
that are so fine that the unaided human eye can barely make them out. Are those
again visual codes for ‘insiders’? You have to know high quality items and be
near to see them. P. Wells (2008, 60) calls that a ‘visual privilege’, whereby some
members of the community were permitted to see something from a distance,
whilst others were allowed to view objects up close to examine details.

Light
Light also plays a very important role in visual appearance and the perception
(Wells 2012, 48-51), especially in the perception of prestige goods. Light changes
affect how objects appear. This can be demonstrated very easily with for example
the representative costume of an elite member (Fig. 7). A typical Early Iron
Age high status woman’s ensemble are two fibulae worn on the shoulders and a
belt (see also Grömer 2016, 390-394), in the most luxurious case one of bronze
sheet. A dress worn together with it might be for example blue, which is a perfect
background for the shiny golden bronze dress attire. Also – as we know from the
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situla art, some colorful patterned ribbons might be attached on the neckline, the
sleeves and the lower hem (e.g. situla from Vače: Lucke/Frey 1962, table. 7).
During daylight, more so in direct sunlight, the viewer’s attention recognizes
the shiny metal objects, but also the blue colour and the patterned braid. This
view changes completely in a dark environment that is only lit by fire. That means
again that the perception of textiles, their colour and especially their pattern is
not the same under different lightning conditions. This also applies to the textiles
with woven-in gold threads or sewn-on metal buttons. If for example gold was
worked into a bright blue dyed textile, under moderate lightning conditions both
colors could be recognized. In direct sunlight the gold elements start to glitter on
their nicely visible blue background, while in a dark surrounding only a fire, taper
or torch light the metal objects while the textile remains a dark and dull mass.
So – when and where were what kinds of luxurious textiles and garments chosen
for representation? This also refers to the light conditions that were presence in
the residences of the elites.

Textiles – visual expression of elites

Fig. 7. Reconstruction of dress
accessories from the cemetery
Hallstatt, grave 551, blue
textile and patterned braid
after finds from the salt mine
Hallstatt. Model: Gloria Lekaj
(photo A. Schumacher,
© NHM Vienna).

Conventional studies on prestige goods usually focus on metal objects. This is the
same with the recent work by R. Schumann (2015, 23-24), who also discussed
the definitions of status and prestige. Related to prestige goods is the question:
what are elites? It is accepted that Iron Age society was hierarchical (FernándezGötz 2015, 75-76). When P. Wells wrote his 2008 book “Image and Response
in Early Europe”, he focused on metal objects and mainly on elite contexts. By
‘elites’ he (Wells 2008, 11) refers to individuals and groups of people with greater
authority, power and wealth than the majority of people, but he also mentions
that there might be specific kinds of social and political systems. M. FernándezGötz (2015, 75) writes “population growth and an increase in available arable
land and other economic resources formed the real basis of the wealth of the social
elite that is so impressively visible to us in the form of the so-called “princely
graves” (Fürstengräber)”. These, the top strata of society, are accompanied by other
wealthy groups. We are not sure whether ‘princely elite’, a concept mainly used for
the western Hallstatt area, can also be applied to persons buried at the Hallstatt
cemetery (Kern et al. 2009), but there a wealthy population can definitely be
identified who expressed their status and prestige via precious vessels, jewelry and
– of course textiles.
As we have seen, textiles – although rare finds in comparison with other
object groups like pottery, jewelry or weapons – have the potential to add to our
knowledge about prestige goods. We know that in contemporary Greece pieces of
cloth and garments formed an essential part of the dowry, served as representative
goods for gift-exchange between elites and were high-ranked offerings to the gods
(Wagner-Hasel 2000, 152-163; 2006, 257-269). Moreover, in Greek contexts
status definition and the visualization of social status was achieved through textiles
and clothing. The Greek epics attest that the visual potency of a person “charis”
was also tied to their clothing.
For the Central European textile material which was presented here, we
have to discuss: what are elite and luxurious items (see also Schumann 2015,
36-39 about the problems in identifying status and prestige objects)? For the
present discussion, textiles with metal sewn-on or gold strips woven-in are seen as
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Fig. 8. Textile from the salt
mine Hallstatt in comparison
with a vessel from Hoste
(© NHM Vienna).

luxurious objects. Insect dyes, which have to be imported from the south or east,
are also precious. The exclusive materials in combination with craft skills indicate
so in these cases. Are we also allowed to see luxurious goods – prestige goods – in
objects with complex visuality, such as tablet woven bands or the textiles patterned
with soumak techniques or embroidery? Such items have similar visual codes like
high ranked pottery that can be found in graves as well and amongst hillfort
settlements. The meander-motif, filled lozenges and triangles of the patterned
tablet woven bands from Hallstatt are also known from Hallstatt period pottery
e.g. from Hoste (Fig. 8) or Leobendorf (Griebl 1997, 96 fig. 33; Schappelwein
1999, 110; 214). This means that this kind of decoration was positioned in the
cognitive map of the time and the specific meanings and even value was clearly
understood. In the case of textiles it is a fact that highly complex items require
specific skills, know-how and their production is usually time-consuming (see
Grömer 2016, 184-185). For textile patterns we cannot know, which connotation
(symbolic meaning of the visual code; Chandler 2002) was attached to specific
kinds of colors or patterns. Which one was a ‘sign’ of a specific rank within the
hierarchy? For the Roman period we know, for example, that the colour purple
had a specific connotation, it functioned as visual code for the rank of a senator
and later for the emperor.
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Conclusion
Textiles can be found in various contexts in the European Early Iron Age, the
most striking and numerous finds are known from the salt mine Hallstatt. But
textiles also survive in graves, especially those with metal items – the most famous
among these is the evidence from the princely grave of Hochdorf. Sophisticated
excavation and analytical techniques employed during the last centuries allow us
to gather more and more data. The material presented indicates that textiles and
clothing played an important role in the Early Iron Age in temperate Europe for
the expression of wealth, and as status symbols and prestige goods for the elites.
The Hallstatt period textile culture is characterized by a lot of variations in weave
types, patterns and textile qualities. Also, the textile patterns fit in the ‘visual
world’ they belong to – carrying codes and information which should also be
understood.
Handcraft skills in combination with precious raw materials create a powerful
visual code that was worn on the body and thus carried around. Furthermore, textiles
with colors, patterns and applied decoration represent the idea of creative work with
textile material, according to the knowledge, the skill and rules of the society.
Specific colors and/or patterns were perhaps understood in the Iron Age as
visual codes, to express the ‘social space’, group relationships – hierarchical,
regional, or supra-regional. It is striking, that for the most complicated pattern
techniques like soumak or tablet weaving in some cases specific patterns appear.
For the elite burials related to the Heuneburg, e.g. Hohmichele and Hochdorf, it
is the Swastika-motif. Maybe with this we can detect the visual code of the elite in
the modern Baden-Württemberg area. In contrast – for the Eastern Hallstatt area
(and ‘border’ line between East and West: Hallstatt and Mitterkirchen) we can see
the use of applications to embellish textile surfaces, famous examples are the cloak
with buttons from Mitterkirchen and the marvelous decorated garment from
Stična. Especially the glittering bronze and sometime gold objects attached to
(eventually dyed in bright, contrasting colors like deep red or blue) textiles allow
a distinct visual appearance – even from far away. That visual code highlights rich
women in that area.
For the visual appearance of textiles two further interesting matters are the
vantage point and the light conditions. Did elites use special colors and/or colour
patterns to mark their status and prestige to the masses of people looking at them
from farer away? Who then was allowed to come near enough to see sophisticated
details such as the spin patterns discussed?
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‘Elite graves’ in Bavaria
Considerations of practices, status and
communication of early Hallstatt communities
Melanie Augstein
Abstract
In undisturbed ‘rich’ graves of the Early Iron Age in Bavaria, we regularly find wagons or parts of wagons,
items of horse-gear, large sets of ceramic vessels and sometimes metal vessels. The connection between Late
Bronze Age respectively the Urnfield period and early Hallstatt ‘elite graves’ is not only documented by
such objects or a motif that is reminiscent of the so-called ‘sun-bird-boat’, but by practices as well. In
an even distinct mode, in rich equipped Ha C graves there is regularly something missing, ensembles
are not complete, there are only single objects representing the whole, items are non-functional or even
destroyed. Against this background, research into Early Iron Age graves should not focus only on objects
or object groups and their spread. The practices they are involved in – selection, pars pro toto, mechanical
manipulation, fragmentation – are significant as well for an understanding of Ha C burial rites.

Résumé
Dans les tombes riches, non perturbées du Premier âge du Fer en Bavière se trouvent régulièrement des
chars ou des pièces de chars, des éléments du harnais du cheval et des larges services en céramique et même
en bronze. Le rapport entre le Bronze final, ou bien la Civilisation des champs d’urnes et les tombes
‘élitaires’ du Hallstattien ancien ne deviennent pas seulement apparentes dans ces objets ou un motif qui
rapelle à la ‘barque solaire aux oiseaux’, mais également dans les pratiques. Les ensembles funéraires riches
du Hallstattien ancien montrent encore d’une façon plus prononcés que quelques objets sont incomplets,
inutilisables et même détruits. Dans ce contexte, il est proposé de ne pas regarder que les objets eux-mêmes
et leur répartition. Les pratiques, dans lesquelles ils sont impliqués comme la sélection, le pars pro toto,
la destruction mécanique et la fragmentation, ont la même importance pour la compréhension des rites
funéraires hallstattiennes.

Hallstatt C research in Bavaria
Research concerning the early Hallstatt period respectively Ha C in Bavaria
has not been a key topic for years now. The situation seems to change with, for
example, recent finds like the rich grave of Otzing in Lower Bavaria (e.g. Claßen
et al. 2013; Gebhard 2015; Gebhard et al. 2016). This publication also shows that
Ha C is returning ‘into the debate’1.
1

Moreover, especially Late Bronze Age or Early Iron Age cemeteries like the urnfield from Cottbus
(Gramsch 2010) or the complex structures in Oss in the Low Lands (e.g. Fokkens et al. 2012;
Fontijn et al. 2013a) were the basis for an approach that brought topics like rites de passage or
‘practice-orientation’ into discussion.
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Even if Bavaria is traditionally said to be part of the ‘Westhallstattkreis’ or at its
margin, recent research sees the whole construction of ‘West’- and ‘Osthallstattkreis’
more nuanced (e.g. Müller-Scheeßel 2000; Stöllner 1999). One should understand
the Hallstatt culture not as a closed unit, but as a heterogeneous assembly of different
regional phenomena, regional trends and characteristics. It should be seen more as
a communication system with similar socio-economic basis, direct group relations
and common cultural orientations (cf. Stöllner 1999, 446).
Especially German Hallstatt archaeology is focused on the so-called
Fürstenphänomen. Therefore, the focus of research lies in a temporal perspective on
the late Hallstatt period. Recent research projects are concerned with questions of
centralization and urbanization and mainly interested in the political organization of
the leading groups2. As Bavaria was outside the spread of ‘princely seats’ and ‘princely
graves’ during that time and Mediterranean imports and objects from precious metal
are generally absent, this area takes a marginal position in that discourse.
Bavaria plays, compared to southwest Germany, rather a subordinated role in
recent research in a spatial perspective as well, even though there are quite a lot of
graves from the early Hallstatt period. Some of them are from old excavations3,
and for those it is obviously hard to assess whether ensembles are complete, how
the grave was constructed or how the graves fit in the general topography of the
cemetery. And further, there is hardly any anthropological data that can help us to
understand the role of age and gender for Early Iron Age burial practices.
At the same time, however, there is a range of burial sites extensively excavated
according to modern standards (but sometimes not conclusively published yet), like
Schirndorf (Hughes 1999; 2001; Stroh 1978; 1988; 2000a; 2000b), Untereggersberg
(Nikulka 1998), Dietfurt (Augstein 2015; Röhrig 1994), Landersdorf (Hoppe 1987),
Kinding (Meixner et al. 1995; Meixner et al. 1996; Schaich 2001), Großeibstadt I
(Kossack 1970), Großeibstadt II (Schifferdecker/Wamser 1982; Wamser 1980;
1981), Bruckberg (Meixner 2004) or Niedererlbach (Koch 1992; 2001). Against
this background it seems surprising that Bavaria hardly plays a role in the assessment
of social structure and political organization of the Hallstatt period (Augstein 2015,
307; Schußmann 2008, 314; cf. Schier 2010).
Once, however, Bavaria played an important role in research – namely for the
discussion of the ‘character’ of Ha C. Especially W. Torbrügge and G. Kossack
are to be named here. G. Kossack’s subdivision of the phase Ha C into Ha C1
and Ha C2 (Kossack 1957; 1959), mainly based on changes in ceramic form
and decoration, was rejected firmly by W. Torbrügge (1979, 191-214; 1991).
Today assessment of the chronological situation seems to depend on academic
background of the researchers, but it can be noted that a division of Ha C into
two or even three parts is widely accepted. But it was not only that discussion
that is notable here. Especially W. Torbrügge was, abridged, concerned with
whether Ha C is a chronological phenomenon or rather an ‘equipment pattern’.
He positioned Ha C next to instead of between Ha B and Ha D (Torbrügge 1979,
207; see also Torbrügge 1991).

2
3

For a concise overview of the controversial positions see Schier 2010, esp. 375-378.
Cf. the local workups for Upper Palatinate (Torbrügge 1965; 1979), Middle Franconia (Hoppe
1986) and Upper Franconia (Ettel 1996).
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‘Elite’ graves?
Richly equipped Ha C graves generally are interpreted as ‘elite graves’, without,
however, disclosing the mode of interpretation clearly. It has to be asked first,
what constitutes an elite – ‘religious’ or ‘knowledge’ elites, for example, do not
necessarily correspond to ‘economic elites’. To what extent are the status of the
buried – on the vertical as well as horizontal level – and the structure of society
visible in the grave?
The identification of hierarchies and elites is a major aim of prehistoric
archaeology4. Elites commonly are associated with increasing social complexity and
social stratification, with establishing far-reaching networks, having differential
access to power, wealth and knowledge and the organization and control of
collective work (Kienlin 2012, 15-16; cf. Egg/Quast 2009). In the general mode
of interpretation, rich graves of nearly any period are identified as the material
reflections of elites (cf. Steuer 2006), and the differences in grave goods or the
richness of the grave equipment are usually interpreted in terms of ranking or
economic power (Hofmann 2013, 274; Veit 2013, 211; cf. Egg/Quast 2009).
Recently T. Kienlin (2012) pleaded for a perspective ‘beyond elites’. His
remarks are not to deny ranking throughout history, but to keep in mind a
more diverse ancient reality (Kienlin 2012, 18). As emphasis is put on vertical
political differentiation and hierarchical systems, other aspects stay unilluminated
(cf. Kienlin/Zimmermann 2012). In many prehistoric societies, group authority
especially referred to kinship. That does not mean that ancient societies were
egalitarian – a lack of institutionalized ranking does not mean a group is not
complex (Kienlin 2012, 19; Veit 2013, 210; cf. Schier 2010). There can be
manifold identities, manifold ways people interact.
That means far-reaching networks are not necessarily established by elites;
in kinship-based societies as well networks are tying individuals – on the basis
of common descent, be it real or fictional – even across larger distances (Kienlin
2012, 23). The spread of objects shows that communication is proceeding and a
sense of ‘identity’ is constituted – the ‘mode’ of communication and its ‘agents’,
however, are in the first instance unknown. In the following remarks the term
‘elite’ is to be understood in this sense.

Ha C ‘elite graves’ – some examples
In the following, four examples will be introduced to give a general view on ‘rich’
graves of that period – that are said to be ‘elite graves’ – in the area of today’s
Bavaria. Focus is on the graveyard structure (as far as we know), on the objects and
the practices they were involved in. I am very much aware of the little data applied,
that there perhaps would have been other or even better examples, perhaps such
that would challenge my theses. The examples chosen should still serve to bring
some questions about the ‘character’ of these graves into the debate.

4

In the last years a perspective focusing ‘the lower classes’ can be recognized as well (Trebsche et al.
2007), but according to U. Veit (2013, 210) it is to be asked if this still upholds the concept of
hierarchical structures and elites, only with other signs.
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Fig. 1. WehringenHexenbergle. Plan of the
burial ground with the eight
mounds still visible in the
post-war period (after Hennig
2001, 254 fig. 130).

1: Wehringen-Hexenbergle
The first example is that of Wehringen-Hexenbergle mound 8, in Swabia. In this
case, we have an idea about the general topography of the burial ground. It once
consisted of at least 18 mounds (Hennig 2001, 254 with fig. 130). Eight of these
mounds were still visible in the post-war period (Fig. 1), but only mound 8, the
largest of them, was disturbed just on its surface. None of the mounds contained
later burials. Mound 8 had a diameter of 46 m and a preserved height of 1.10 m.
The chamber (Fig. 2) measured 5.20 by 4.50 m. It was built from oak planks on
the surface, with a nearly centric support post (Hennig 2001, 259-268).
In the southwest corner a densely packed set of vessels was positioned, composed
of several smaller or bigger bowls and four vessels with a cone-shaped neck and
corresponding lids and scoops inside. Because of the sometimes oversized shape
and the thin walls, the pottery is said to be non-functional (Hennig 2001, 102;
263). One of the vessels is extraordinary (Fig. 3), as this one is a small, thin-walled
(0.02 mm wall thickness) gold bowl. In form and ornament it can be compared to
the so-called ‘Goldkegel’ respectively ‘Goldhüte’ of the Late Bronze Age or Urnfield
period (Hennig 2001, 88). Because of the only paper-thin walls, this bowl is also
said to be non-functional. On the northwest chamber wall, three large plates and
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Fig. 2. WehringenHexenbergle, mound 8. Plan
of the chamber (after Hennig
2001, 260 fig. 134b).

one fragment of another were found. The ceramic vessels are very similar and seem
to be intended as a set and made for the burial (Hennig 2001, 102; 263).
A four-wheeled wagon was arranged in the northeast corner. Several wooden
and metal fragments from the wheels, fellows and naves as well as bronze fittings are
recorded. The naves are associated with the Urnfield period dated Bad Homburg
type (Hennig 2001, 88; see in detail Pare 1987). H. Hennig (2001, 102) describes
this vehicle as non-functional, even as a ‘fake’ (“Attrappe”).
Between the vessels in the southwest corner and the eastern chamber wall, a
bronze sword from Gündlingen type (Fig. 4) was deposited. Gündlingen swords
are to be set at the very beginning of the Iron Age (Pare 1987, 478; 1991; 2004a,
542), with close relations to late Urnfield types (Pare 1987, 478). Except for
the wagon with ‘Urnfield character’, this sword marks the special chronological
position of the Wehringen grave (Pare 1987, 477).
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Fig. 3. WehringenHexenbergle, mound 8. Gold
bowl (© Archäologische
Staatssammlung München.
Fotograf: M. Eberlein; GD
2001-21).

The cremation remains were positioned in two separate small heaps between
the wheels of the wagon and a third heap next to the right front wheel. They
had a weight of only 443 gr, so this seems to be too little to represent the
whole individual. The analysis of cremation remains by P. Schröter showed one
individual, male, adult (Hennig 2001, 261)5.
Concluding, we have an undisturbed grave that became the paragon for a
Ha C sword and wagon grave and is a very important anchor for the absolute
chronology of the Early Iron Age, as there is a dendro-date at 778 ± 5 BC (Hennig
2001, 263). And as there are objects in the grave that are formally associated
with the Urnfield period as well as objects that are perceived to be already Early
Iron Age (Hennig 2001, 86; 88; 263), this special equipment seems to mark the
transition or continuity (Pare 1987, e.g. 475) from Urnfield period to the early
Hallstatt period.

2: Unterwiesenacker
Unterwiesenacker mound 4, in Upper Palatinate, was found during excavations
taking place at the beginning of the 20th century, and additionally, the objects
from Unterwiesenacker may belong to the cemetery of Niederhofen (Torbrügge
1979; 271; 319-320). As the find contexts are very cloudy, it seems likely that
the following ensemble is fragmentary. Nevertheless, this grave shows some more
interesting details for understanding the ‘character’ of early Hallstatt graves.
The grave equipment contains parts of horse-gear as well as parts of the wagon
fittings. Further, there are two bronze bowls, on the brim a sequence of birds
and sun symbols that are to be seen in the tradition of the Urnfield symbolism
of the ‘sun-bird-boat’ (Fig. 5), two bronze scoops with perhaps theriomorphic
handle, one bronze bowl with omphalos bottom, four small bone disks with circle
decoration, two needle bearings and parts of two toilet sets6. Then, there are more
5
6

There are two very different results from the analysis of the cremation remains. Departing from
Schröters results, O. Röhrer-Ertl exposed even three deceased, one male/adult, one female/adult,
and the third infans (Hennig 2001, 261). The latter results hardly play a role in Hallstatt research.
According to W. Torbrügge (1979, 191), needle bearings and toilet sets are often found as a dyad.
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Fig. 5. Unterwiesenacker, mound 4. Bronze bowl with a sequence of birds and sun symbols
(after Torbrügge 1979, pl. 90,1).

than 200 small bronze studs. The large number and their special appearance
indicate that they may belong to the harness or to a yoke. Finally, apart from
several ceramic vessels, the grave contained one iron sword.

3: Großeibstadt I
The Großeibstadt I graves in the Grabfeldgau in Lower Franconia were excavated
in 1954. Six individuals7, all men between 25 and 40 years old at the time of
death (Kossack 1970, 155), were buried in a separate burial site that has become
a paragon for ‘elite graves’ of the Early Iron Age apart from the ‘princely graves’ of
the ‘Westhallstattkreis’ (cf. Metzner-Nebelsick 2009, 248).
Like Wehringen, we have a general idea about the topography of the graveyard
(Fig. 6a), as it seems it was excavated completely (Kossack 1970, pl. 28,1)8.
Principles of construction, like the massive stone packing, form and size of the
burial chambers as well as selection and staging of grave goods show a pattern.
For all men a two-horse four-wheeled wagon seems to have been arranged in the
chamber – but remarkably, the wagons were represented by pars pro toto items in
several cases.
The grave structure and goods from grave 1 (Fig. 7) are discussed as an
example (Kossack 1970, 45-61; Pare 1992, 289-290). The chamber measured
5.80 by 2.80 m, the north part of the pit was found to be deeper. The burial was
Fig. 4. WehringenHexenbergle, mound 8. Bronze
Gündlingen sword (after
Hennig 2001, pl. 113,24-25).

7
8

Seven ‘grave-like structures’ were found, but ‘grave 6’ seems to be a cenotaph (Kossack 1970, 92).
Kossack 1970, 45. – C. Pare (1992, 289) claims that the cemetery could have been larger, especially
to the west of the excavated area.
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Fig. 6. A: Großeibstadt I. Plan
of the burial ground with six
graves (after Kossack 1970,
pl. 28,1). – B: Großeibstadt II.
Plan of the burial ground with
48 graves (after Wamser 1982,
41 fig. 34).

an inhumation, apparently a male of about 40 years old at the time of death. In
addition to an iron sword, there were several fragments of iron tires and nave
fittings. The grave was further equipped with three bronze vessels and 34 ceramic
vessels. In the middle of the southern half lay a yoke covered with small bronze
studs, and the horse harness, two bronze bits and several rings, knobs and fittings.
Interesting is the condition of the wagon9. It seems to be complete, although
there are no metal fittings from the wagon box. The wheels seem to be mounted on
their axles, but even the two intact wheels had too few clamps and the navestockrings, axle-caps and linchpins are missing (Pare 1992, 289-290). G. Kossack (1970,
48-49) suggested that the wagon was deposited in a non-functional condition10.
Except for grave 1 and grave 4, all other graves were equipped only with parts
of the harness. G. Kossack noticed a remarkable detail in the equipment of grave 3
that should be mentioned in this context. In addition to a set of 19 ceramic vessels
and an iron knife, there were several iron and bronze elements of a bridle. One of
the two bits seems to have been broken into pieces, apparently at or even before
the time of deposition. As both inner joints are nor destroyed nor connected,
they must have been assembled from different sets (Kossack 1970, 71) – “…man
hatte Nutzbares und Unbrauchbares zu seltsamen Geschirren zusammengeflickt,
um es gleichsam als Atrappe [sic!] dem Toten mitzugeben” (Kossack 1970, 167).
He interprets this in the same context of meaning as the phenomena in the other
Großeibstadt I graves, where either crucial elements for functionality regularly are
missing, or the wagon is represented only by pars pro toto items or references to
the draft horses11. One can say, all ensembles are – in variations – incomplete.12

4: Großeibstadt II
All graves introduced thus far reflect male, often armed individuals – and that was
said to be true for the phenomenon Ha C in general for a long time13. Recently, C.
Metzner-Nebelsick brought together women’s graves from the Early Iron Age with
associated items of women’s dress and bridle, including examples from Bavaria
(Metzner-Nebelsick 2009).
An appropriate example could be Großeibstadt II14 that was excavated by
modern standards between 1980 and 1982, but never conclusively published
(see the preliminary reports: Schifferdecker/Wamser 1982; Wamser 1980;
1981). All in all, there were about 50 graves (Fig. 6b). Besides a range of simpler
cremation burials, eight of them were inhumation burials in large chamber graves
(Schifferdecker/Wamser 1982, 59), very much like those of Großeibstadt I, 1.5 km
9
10
11
12

13
14

For the construction of the wagon see in detail Kossack 1970, 48-52; Uenze 1987; Pare 1992,
289-292.
H. P. Uenze (1987, 75) wants to put up for discussion if the missing elements could also be traced
back to the long-time use of the vehicle.
The horses are never part of the grave goods – for Bavaria (and the ‘Westhallstattkreis’ in general)
there are only two known exceptions from Swabia (Hennig 2001, 64-67).
G. Kossack (1970, 157) framed it like this: “Vollständigkeit der Teile war offensichtlich bei keinem der
Geräte beabsichtigt, vielleicht hat man sie sogar bewußt vermieden: außer den obligatorischen Trensen ist
Unvollständigkeit der hervorstechendste Grundzug aller Inventare”. – H. Hennig (2001, 101-102) as
well emphasises the distinguished practices visible in richly equipped Ha C graves.
That changed with, for example, grave X/1 from Mitterkirchen in Upper Austria (cf. Pertlwieser no
year).
Bad Königshofen, Kirchenreinbach and Oberpfahlheim can be mentioned as well, but they are
either from old excavations or find contexts are discussed controversially (Metzner-Nebelsick 2009,
238; 248; Torbrügge 1979, 124-140, esp. 139-140).
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Fig. 7. Großeibstadt I, grave 1. Plan of the chamber (after Kossack 1970, pl. 30).
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away. In one case, the deceased was buried with a wagon (Wamser 1981, 104
fig. 88). Generally, these graves were equipped with large sets of ceramic vessels,
in some cases with metal bowls and elements of horse-gear. This means that they
were arranged as wagon graves as well, and again we can recognize pars pro toto
practices as often only the naves or the linchpins were interred (Schifferdecker/
Wamser 1982, 59).
What is different from Großeibstadt I is the fact that two of these chamber
graves (17/1981 and 19/1981) contained paired horse-gear, as well as rich
women’s equipment (Wamser 1981, 104; Schifferdecker/Wamser 1982, 60). A
reconstruction of the very rich dress of the woman from grave 19/1981 is the
only one published (Fig. 8). She wore two iron swan’s neck pins, four so-called
“Segelohrringe”, a set of ten neck rings with amber and jet beads, two lower armrings and two large so-called “Hohlwulstringe” (Wamser 1981, 40 fig. 33). Further,
she was equipped with paired horse-gear as pars pro toto for the whole harness
(Metzner-Nebelsick 2009, 248).

Objects and practices

Fig. 8. Großeibstadt II, grave
19/1981. Reconstruction of the
dress (after Wamser 1982, 40
fig. 33).

The examples introduced above show that in undisturbed ‘rich’ graves of the
Early Iron Age, we regularly find – in different compositions – wagons or parts
of wagons, items of horse-gear, large sets of ceramic vessels, sometimes metal
vessels15. Weapons, especially swords, are part of that equipment pattern, but they
are limited to male graves.
Concluding, we should have a closer look at the material again. First, for
an understanding of Ha C graves and communities, the Late Bronze Age or
the Urnfield period have to be considered as well. On the one hand, there is a
connection between Late Bronze Age/Urnfield period and early Hallstatt ‘elite
graves’, documented by items like swords, horse-gear, wagons16 or reminiscence of
the so-called ‘sun-bird-boat’.
But what is more, there is a connection in terms of practices as well. In every
Late Bronze Age/Urnfield period grave, some of the grave goods are burnt – that
means they were fragmented through fire. The burial of Eching near Munich
showed, besides the cremation remains, a large ensemble of ceramic vessels.
Most of them were complete, but some were evidently fragmented at the time of
deposition in the grave. Furthermore, there are only a few bronze items, but one
of them is a piece of the grip of a solid-hilted sword that is said to be a pars pro
toto item (Winghart 1998, 358)17. Similar practices are observed in wagon graves
like Poing (Bz D) or in Hart an der Alz (Ha A1)18. The wagon of the undisturbed
and excavated by modern methods burial of Poing is represented by the burned

15
16

17
18

For the North Bavarian area, Walter Torbrügge (1987, 20) added figural representations; see also
Winghart 1998, 370; Augstein forthcoming.
“Der damit [mit der Beigabe von reichen Geschirrsätzen aus Keramik bzw. bronzenen Gefäßen,
Schwertern und/oder Trensen und einen vierrädrigen Wagen; comm. M. A.] symbolisch
beanspruchte Status der Eliten des 13./12. Jahrhunderts und derjenigen des 8./7. Jahrhunderts ist
dabei ein auffällig gleicher…” (Winghart 1998, 356).
This reminds of mound 3 at Oss-Zevenbergen that is interpreted as an extreme pars pro toto grave.
Besides one single fragment of cremated bone, there were only four pieces of metal found. One of
them has similarities to the hilt-blade transition of a bronze sword (Fontijn et al. 2013b, 303).
For chronology see Winghart 1999, 527.
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bronze fitting. All items were out of their functional context, and smaller pieces
were put in the hollows of bigger ones with great force (Winghart 1999, 517)19.
Practices of selection are documented in Hart, where only three of the four
axle-caps were found, and in Poing, where there are two different pairs of axlecaps (Pare 2004b, 360). Concerning the vessels, there seem to be sets as well,
but in Poing, some of the vessels were destroyed intentionally and sometimes
incomplete when they were used to cover the bronze items (Winghart 1998, 359360; 1999, 526).
There is a hiatus – that is ‘bridged’ in a way by the ‘sun-bird-boat’ motif that
has its focus in the middle and late Urnfield period in terms of Ha A2 – B1 (Pare
2004b, 363; 365) respectively its reminiscence – between Bz D/Ha A1 and Ha C
in terms of changing equipment patterns regarding the occasional exclusion of
status indicators (Winghart 1998, e.g. 356; 367; 371; Trachsel 2005, 63; 75), but
the observation of practices in the latter period leads to one very important point
concerning Ha C ‘elite graves’ in Bavaria. What is most striking here in an even
more distinct mode is not the fact that we have similar equipment patterns in
most of the graves, but the indication that there is regularly something missing,
ensembles are not complete, there are only single objects representing the whole,
items are non-functional.
M. Trachsel (2005, 68) pointed out that many of the Ha C swords – up to twothirds – were broken intentionally20. And, as the cremation remains sometimes
show, even here only a part of the whole is present. It is indeed fragmentation that
seems to be the connecting element of all of these in detail different graves.
Generally, decedents who are buried in the described modes are said to be
elites. First, one has to ask for the possibilities of reconstructing the status of
persons, and further, if and how these elites are connected to each other. I want
to agree with T. Kienlin (2012, 27) that “a framework has to be established that
broadens our view for the wider range of organizational possibilities” that includes
a perspective ‘beyond elites’, from the household level to kinship groups, without
yet denying higher-order forms of power.
What is also important is the idea that questions concerning the ‘degree’ of
connection and communication of early Hallstatt communities cannot focus only
on objects or object groups and their spreading. Beside quality and quantity of
the grave goods, ‘context’ plays an important role in interpretation. Graves can
only be seen in their spatial order. This means that the topography of burial sites
is very important. As a lot of the graves are from old excavations and there is no
information regarding the structure of cemeteries, we therefore have to gain more
information from modern excavated and documented sites.
But first and foremost: It has to be asked whether distribution of certain objects,
but above all the ritual practices as well as certain staging patterns documented in
rich Ha C graves can be seen as the same expression of complex transformation
processes and whether they reflect far-reaching communication mechanisms,
in spite of variety and regional differences. Objects do not have a single, fixed
meaning. They rather undergo complex processes of decontextualizing and recontextualizing. So the practices they are involved in – selection, pars pro toto,
19
20

See also the table with objects that were destroyed intendedly in the Late Bronze Age (Bz D) wagon
burial of Königsbronn (Pankau 2013, 7 tab. 1).
His remarks refer to bronze swords, because it is hard to judge if iron swords are intentionally broken
as well, because they have no metal core any more (Trachsel 2005, 67).
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mechanical manipulation, fragmentation – are perhaps as much or even more
meaningful than the objects themselves,21 as stabilization and transformation of
social order highly depend on performance and practices – that is true especially
for funerary rituals.
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New approaches to tracing
(landscape) connections on the
southeastern fringes of the Alps in
the Early Iron Age
The state of (integrated) research in eastern
Slovenia
Matija Črešnar
Abstract
This paper explores new approaches to tackling old questions about social and regional connections in the
Early Iron Age. The case study area is eastern Slovenia, at a time when new technologies and methodologies
became a vital part of archaeological studies. Consequently, are the old questions and approaches still
suitable, or do we have to re-evaluate our viewpoints and possibly supplement them with new ones? This
article explores some of the possible new datasets connected to Iron Age landscape on different scales, when
sites are not only dots on maps, pathways are not only imaginary and individual structures can and have to
be evaluated also in their relations with others. But, are we able to intertwine these new data and integrate
them into our archaeological interpretations?

Zusammenfassung
In diesem Beitrag werden neue Ansätze zur Klärung alter Fragen bezüglich der sozialen und regionalen
Beziehungen in der älteren Eisenzeit am Beispiel des östlichen Sloweniens vorgestellt. In einer Zeit, in
der neue Technologien und methodologische Ansätze eine wichtige Rolle in der archäologischen Forschung
spielen, muss hinterfragt werden, ob alte Fragestellungen und Ansätze noch zeitgemäß erscheinen, oder ob
unsere Sichtweisen verändert oder zumindest durch neue ergänzt werden müssen. Diesbezüglich werden
in diesem Beitrag neue Daten zu eisenzeitlichen Landschaften auf verschiedenen Ebenen untersucht, bei
denen Fundstellen nicht nur als Punkte auf Verbreitungskarten erscheinen, Verbindungswege nicht nur
imaginär sind und einzelne Strukturen im Zusammenhang mit anderen bewertet werden. Zu fragen
bleibt, wie derartige Ansätzen in die bestehenden archäologischen Interpretationen nicht nur zur älteren
Eisenzeit eingebunden werden können.

The research traditions we are building on
Already in the first half of the 19th century Early Iron Age sites in eastern Slovenia
were the focus of various investigations. An important milestone emphasizing
this evolution was the foundation of the Museum Joanneum in Graz in 1811.
It was however followed by decades during which individual ‘romantic’ research
activities prevailed. Various regions of Slovenia faced different fates. Nevertheless,
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the evolution of prehistoric archaeology as a research discipline is clearly linked
to the developments that took place in Vienna. Mention has to be made of the
foundation of the Vienna Anthropological Society (Anthropologische Gesellschaft
in Wien) in 1870, with the research of barrows as one of its main tasks. This
was followed by the establishment of the Prehistoric Commission (Prähistorische
Kommission) at the Academy of Sciences, and the Anthropological-Prehistoric
Collection (Anthropologisch-prehistorische Sammlung) of the Natural History
Museum in Vienna shortly after (Dular 2003, 13-41; Mihelič et al. 2015; Teržan
1990b, 13-20).
By skipping all but the last few decades of research, we do not intend to diminish
the work of our predecessors – it is however outside the scope of this paper to list
all the giants on whose shoulders we stand. We shall, however, mention some of
the most remarkable works of the last decades, which are fundamental to the next
steps in our research.
A key figure was S. Gabrovec who, with his well-established international
connections, not only brought the new approaches of the German ‘von Merhart
school’ to Slovenia, but furthermore recognized the specifics of the area (Fig. 1),
which is clearly seen in his research and published studies (e.g. Gabrovec 1964/65;
1966; 1974; 1987; 1994). He also introduced new excavation techniques, most
clearly presented in international excavations at the Stična hillfort and the
monumental barrow 48 just below it. They still stand out as one of the biggest
projects in Slovenian Iron Age studies and were just recently integrally published
(Gabrovec 1994; 2006; Gabrovec/Teržan 2010; Grahek 2016). His successors,
namely B. Teržan and J. Dular, both successfully continued to deepen our
knowledge of the Early Iron Age in the southeastern fringes of the Alps. B. Teržan
published work on Early Iron Age Styria and its position between the Alps, the
Panonnian plain and the Balkans (Teržan 1990b), as well as numerous works
on chronology, social structure, social connections, burial rites etc. (e.g. Teržan
1976; 1978; 1980; 1985; 1987; 1990a; 1990b; 1994; 1995; 1997; 2001; 2010).
J. Dular, on the other hand, until recently focused primarily on the Dolenjska
region (southeastern Slovenia), where he invested long years of systematic
(field) work on the holistic study of this region, with all its known Iron Age
sites, and in particular, its hillforts and barrow cemeteries. Furthermore, he has
intensively studied settlement patterns, and thereby introduced landscape studies
into Early Iron Age research in Slovenia (e.g. Dular 1993; 2003; Dular/Tecco
Hvala 2007 with references on all the previous publications). Their work clearly
positioned the Early Iron Age of Slovenia as an important part of the mosaic of
the Hallstatt period in southeastern Europe, and helped us to move forward in our
understandings of technological, artistic, ideological, social, political, and other
connections and changes that this period brought about.
Last, but not least are more recent excavations, preceding the building of
Slovenian highways, leading to the investigation of over 150 previously mainly
unknown archaeological sites, some of which date to the Early Iron Age. Though
the number is not particularly large, these sites are important, as they opened ‘a
Pandora’s box’ of under-researched lowlands and integrated them into discussions
of the Early Iron Age in this region (e.g. Gerbec 2014; Guštin/Tiefengraber 2001;
Kerman 2014; Murgelj 2014; Šavel/Sankovič 2014).
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Fig. 1. Major Early Iron
Age regions and sites in
Slovenia, marked with those
sites addressed in the text. 1:
Poštela near Maribor. –
2: Novine above Šentilj. –
3: Cvinger near Dolenjske
Toplice. – 4: Veliki Vinji vrh.
– 5: Molnik. – 6: Magdalenska
gora (adapted from Gabrovec
1999, 150 fig. 1).

New methods and techniques we are using
Recent years have been marked by the growth and development of different
remote sensing and geophysical methods, and thus a widening of our associated
questions about the Early Iron Age in Slovenia. As such, whole landscapes have
become important objects of archaeological investigation; landscapes which were
previously only theoretically debated became tangible categories for study (e.g.
Črešnar et al. 2015; Doneus 2013, 241-335).
Airborne laser scanning (ALS) has proved one of the most successful tools
for landscape survey. It allows for the creation of precise 3D maps of the surface
of the Earth, even where it is covered by dense vegetation (e.g. Opitz 2013).
It is therefore very useful in the heavily forested landscapes of Slovenia, where
it has revolutionized archaeological prospection (e.g. Mlekuž 2013a; 2013b). It
was first applied as part of an Iron Age research project in Slovenia at Poštela,
near Maribor, in 2009, where it proved powerful in ‘this landscape of hillforts
and barrows’ (Fig. 2). Further analytical steps have helped us to differentiate
between natural phenomena and later human interventions and natural activities,
which have created the modern, multi-layered landscape around the hillfort. The
results were exceptional and the analysis has given us a new perspective of this
archaeological site complex. We had not previously observed an Early Iron Age
landscape in such an extent, including holloways leading up the hillfort ramparts,
passing barrow groups and the flat cremation cemetery and entering the settlement
via a previously unknown entrance corridor. The results of further analysis of
this data have influenced our work ever since, including geophysical prospection
and other elements of our integrated research strategy (Mušič et al. 2015b). It
also allowed us to better consider the wider hillfort landscape, and to disentangle
various elements, such as the different barrow groups, in order to gain a better
understanding of the logic behind the landscape organization patterns observed
(Mlekuž/Črešnar 2014).
One of the most important findings was, without doubt, the recognition of
ring-ditches around every barrow of the associated cemeteries. That was even more
surprising given the fact that the barrows, predominantly containing individual
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Fig. 2. The Poštela hillfort complex: hillfort with associated cemeteries on the Habakuk plateau, on the slopes towards the valley
and in the valley itself, with the most prominent group at Pivola. Arrows indicate probable lines of approach to the hillfort
settlement (ALS data manipulation: D. Melkuž).

Fig. 3. Analysis of the northern barrow group on the Habakuk plateau below Poštela. A: Hill-shaded relief of the broader area
with holloways on the ridges. – B: Analysis of local relief changes (by: D. Mlekuž). – C: Results of magnetic data analysis (by: B.
Mušič). – D: ‘Horizontal stratigraphy’ of the barrow group with proposed relative chronological phases (from earliest to latest):
yellow – orange – red – magenta – blue (barrows outlined with black lines do not yield enough information for their positioning).
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burials in central chambers, have been known and researched for over a century,
and their ditches never recognized (Črešnar/Mlekuž 2014, 27 fig. 4.5; Teržan
1990, 307-337). This recognition is, in the first instance, important for our
understanding of the ways in which the barrows were erected, which, from this
perspective, does not differ so fundamentally from the barrows recently discovered
in the lowlands of eastern Slovenia and beyond, although central burial chambers
of stone seem only to be a feature of the barrows associated with more prominent
settlements (because the ring-ditches of the barrows often cut each other, or later
barrows were erected on the edges and in ditches of earlier, often bigger, ‘central’
barrows, these relationships allow us to tease out previously invisible chronological
information, also in the lowlands, e.g. at Rogoza, we have studied such examples
e.g. Teržan et al. 2015).
As an example, we can take the northern barrow group on the Habakuk plateau
below the Poštela hillfort (Fig. 3A). To interpret all the barrows, we have combined
ALS and geophysical data (Fig. 3C), historical maps and field documentation.
In addition, we applied various analytical procedures to the data, which made it
possible to identify at least five stages of cemetery development (Fig. 3), although
not all relations can be interpreted satisfactorily. In some aspects, the growth of the
cemetery appears to have been linear, with the biggest barrows in the center of the
clusters (e.g. nos. 25, 28) and the smaller ones surrounding them. However, barrow
38 follows a different logic, since it is one of the latest barrows, yet was placed in
the middle of the group. Its creation damaged at least two earlier barrows (nos. 36,
40) and over-cut the ring-ditches of at least three more (nos. 37, 39 and 52). The
female buried in barrow 38 was adorned with rich bronze attire and is therefore
considered to be a high-status member of some of the last generations to be buried
at this cemetery during Ha C – Ha D1 (Teržan 1990b, 66-70 tab. 61). The typology
of the finds therefore supports the interpretation of the ALS data.
From a different perspective, the ring-ditches cutting each other most probably
sketch out symbolic connections between buried individuals. As already stated,
the individual barrows were mostly erected for single burials – thus, the grouping
of barrows probably expressed affiliations between the individual in the central
barrow and/or to a family/lineage/clan living in the hillfort and burying their
deceased in these burial grounds.
An important part of our systematic research strategy was the geophysical
investigation. The broad range of methods used (e.g. magnetic method, magnetic
susceptibility, low-frequency electromagnetic method, ground penetrating radar
(50-400 MHz antennas), electrical resistivity tomography) enabled us to adopt
a strategy based on the local geology, and the type of expected archaeological
structures etc. Listing of all results from the geophysical investigations is outside
the scope of this paper (e.g. Medarić et al. 2016; Mušič et al. 2014; Mušič et al.
2015a; Teržan et al. 2015;), but results in particular shed additional light on the
topic in hand.
As already shown (Fig. 3C), the analysis of the magnetic method measurements
from the barrow cemeteries concords well with the picture presented by analysis
of lidar data. It is clearly discernible that the barrows are encircled with distinctive
ring-ditches. Furthermore, we can observe the form of central (stone) chamber
constructions and other structures not visible in relief. The results of the magnetic
method also support the study of lesser and denuded barrows, which are hardly
noticeable in the field or in the ALS data (e.g. Fig. 3C-3D: barrows 48-49).
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The interest in understanding different burial customs of the Poštela community
has driven us further into detailed study of the flat cremation cemetery, which has
been previously investigated in part (Pahič 1974; Teržan 1990b, 307-316). Our
multi-method geophysical survey, combined with trial-trenching and innovative
analysis of geophysical data, has brought us reliable new results (Fig. 4). After
completing our analysis, we estimate that the cemetery contains at least 100 flat
cremation graves (Medarić et al. 2016), which are, in form and equipment, closely
related to the preceding Urnfield period graves of this region (e.g. Müller-Karpe
1959, 99-133; Pahič 1972; Teržan 1999). These results, to some degree, change
our understanding of the foundation and the early phase of the hillfort, where
the traditions of the Urnfield period must have played a much stronger role than
previously thought. Although a close correlation in material culture and burial rite
had previously been recognized, the ratio between the graves in the ‘old’ burial
custom in the flat cemetery and the ‘new’ ones, with the erection of a barrow
above them, now seems to have been far more complex (Medarić et al. 2016).
Although measurements of physical properties of the surface, combined with
geophysics and targeted excavations often produce direct results, it is also the
careful systematic GIS analysis that can deliver more ‘than meets the eye’. In
addition to geophysical surveys, we have used GIS analysis to understand the
logics of erecting individual monuments in certain positions.
There was no doubt that the hillfort’s location was dictated by its dominant
position approximately 250 m above the plain. With such a position, it had good
visual control over a large part of the Drava river plain, until the next important
settlement at Ptuj to the southeast, and likewise had visual control and/or
communication with areas all the way into the Mura valley on the SlovenianAustrian border (e.g. Plački vrh/Platsch and Novine/Bubenberg). The logic
behind the location of specific burial grounds below the hillfort was, however, far
less clear.
After various GIS analyses we can conclude that the locations of these burial
grounds were carefully selected. These monuments were purposefully positioned
in specific parts of the landscape, to first and foremost afford views of the hillfort,
but selectively also to other barrow groups. The spatial relations between barrow
groups/barrows and hillfort suggest all sought to express their belonging to
the Poštela community. The interrelations between the barrow groups suggest,
however, a more nuanced story. The fact that the barrows were in use in the same
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Fig. 4. Interpretation of the
flat cremation cemetery, on
the basis of the results of the
magnetic measurements on the
Habakuk plateau below Poštela
hillfort (after Medarić et al.
2016, 85-86 fig. 14-15).

period, but have been positioned in various places with different visual envelopes,
suggests that they were intended to convey different groups/populations/identities
within the Poštela community. Consequently, we are experiencing various
social groups populating the same hillfort, however, when meeting death, the
deceased had to be buried on specific locations (Mlekuž/Črešnar 2014). Similar
conclusions had been observed previously, from a different perspective, when B.
Teržan recognized that the excavation reports of the southern barrow group on
the Habakuk plateau always mentioned pieces of brown iron ore, often associated
with stone tools and iron fragments, whereas only the latter are regularly present
also in the northern group. It is however more abundant with artifacts associated
with females, loom-weights, spindle-whorls, bracelets, whereas the presence of an
axe and spears also represents the manly warrior note, which is also different to
the southern craft-oriented finds with manly connotation. Furthermore, the flat
cremation graves, which express a more traditional practice, also show at least two
distinct groups. The eastern group seems to mainly include individuals buried in
large urns, with all the grave goods gathered in the urn, whereas the others are
mostly represented by smaller urns and other grave goods mostly in the grave
around the urn (Teržan 1990b, 60-70; 308-316).
The holloways, recognized on the ridges ascending from the plain, lead us
to the conclusion that the approach-routes to the hillfort also played a part in
the division of space around Poštela. Following our study, we can discern at
least three lines of approach or approach corridors (Fig. 2). The northern two
can be associated with the two barrow groups on the Habakuk plateau, which
have, through the study of grave goods and the GIS analysis, shown significant
differences. An important marker in the landscape was also the monumental ‘Kos
barrow’, located in the lowland, where southernmost line of the approach began
to ascend to the hillfort’s southern entrance (Fig. 2).
Complementary research approaches, integrated into one study, have
encompassed a broad variety of data, which help to elucidate the different groups
inhabiting the Poštela landscape, and who expressed their individuality in various
ways. These differences might, in some aspects (e.g. burial rite), seem profound; yet,
the deceased buried according to various different customs, were nevertheless buried
almost side by side. And although the barrow groups were located some distance
from one another, had different viewsheds, and were associated with different
approach-paths, the interventions on the south edge of the Habakuk plateau made
it possible that the most southern barrow on the plateau (Mlekuž/Črešnar 2014,
206 fig. 6) was visible on the horizon from the valley barrow group at Pivola. That is
despite the differences a subtle, but clear statement that the sense of connectedness
and belonging together was at least as strong as the differences which existed.
This is not an isolated example, and other Early Iron Age complexes in the
Štajerska region, e.g. Novine near Šentilj (Vinazza et al. 2015, 167 fig. 1), or in
the neighboring Dolenjska region, Veliki Vinji vrh (Mason/Mlekuž 2016) and
Cvinger near Dolenjske Toplice (Fig. 5), reveal even more complex narratives.
At the Cvinger near Dolenjske Toplice complex, the holloways ascending the
hill from the plain appear to unite at the barrow cemetery. Characteristic barrows
in this group (Fig. 1: Dolenjska group) contain remains of inhumed individuals,
who were buried in concentric circles around the center of the barrow. The center
of the barrow can be empty or can contain the grave of a high-status individual
(e.g. Teržan 2010, 191-232). The biggest barrows are often located outside of the
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Fig. 5. Cvinger near Dolenjske Toplice (red – hillfort, blue – embanked entrance corridor, turquoise – metallurgical
zone, yellow – barrows, green – holloways).

Fig. 6. Iron Age complexes Molnik and Magdalenska gora: hillforts (red) with associated cemeteries (yellow) and the
better preserved holloways on the ridges (green). The arrow marks the main ridge connecting the two sites.
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main groups, as is also the case at Cvinger. One of them, barrow V, contained,
among 46 graves two of the most richly furnished warrior graves in the region
(Teržan 1976, 393-413 pl. 24-26; pl. 29-31). The barrows seem to line the
approach corridor, which runs westwards and then turns to the north. The various
routes unite at the north-westernmost barrow, and follow the eastern edge of the
metallurgical zone, with over 100 detected iron-smelting furnaces (Dular/Križ
2004; Mušič/Orengo 1998). The approach path continued through a complex
embanked corridor with multiple transverse retaining walls leading towards the
monumental entrance. The site is currently the subject of further research, but, as
can be discerned from other examples, it seems to have been necessary to present
visitors with an image of ancestral glory and thriving community.
We have focused primarily on holloways lying only a short distance outside the
various Early Iron Age archaeological complexes. There are a number of reasons
for this. Firstly, the environment radically changes upon reaching the fertile plains,
where intensive agriculture has erased most traces completely. Secondly, the fact
that they can be associated with daily activities in the inhabited landscapes which
they ran through, and not only with wholesale movement from A to B (Mlekuž
2013b, 40-41), this presents some uncertainty as to their function and date. As
such, these are multi-temporal, multi-causal features, which, even if once serving
a particular function, have been transformed at a later date. These are just a few
sources of uncertainty in their interpretation.
As ALS data is available for the entirety of Slovenia, we have attempted to
‘connect the elites’ using their roads. As modeled a decade ago, with the help
of GIS analysis (e.g. Dular/Tecco Hvala 2007, 220-223), we naively expected
that people were always acting similarly in the landscape. However, the studied
examples, have taught us that the direction and course of routeways were not
chosen only in light of geological factors or the most ‘cost effective’ routes. At sites
like Vinkov vrh and Veliki Vinji vrh, both above the Krka valley, we encountered
routeways mainly on ridges, whereas in previous studies, the valley was expected
to have hosted the majority of travellers (Dular/Tecco Hvala 2007, 221 fig. 128).
One of the most informative examples can be observed just outside Ljubljana,
on the ridges to the east of Ljubljansko barje (Ljubljana marshes) (Fig. 1). One of the
hillforts of interest is Magdalenska gora, which dominated this northeastern part of the
Dolenjska group. It is located on sloping terrain above the plain and is associated with
three barrow cemeteries (Tecco Hvala 2012; Tecco Hvala et al. 2004). Its neighboring
site was Molnik (Puš 1991), also one of the most prominent sites in the region (Dular/
Tecco Hvala 2007, 155-195), which is significant in the fact that it is positioned in
the border area between two ‘cultural groups’. It is located in a more remote location,
which would initially appear to lie away from the main routeways (on the plain).
However, when studying the locations of barrow groups around the site, we can clearly
see that the location of the ridges dictated their positioning. The same goes for the
holloways, which all ran along the ridges, and although some descend onto the plains,
it seems that most barrows and the most intensively used corridors of movement ran
along the ridge connecting the two settlement complexes/sites (Fig. 6).
Although earlier studies are known (e.g. Doneus 2013, 318-335), this is the
first example of the identification of a very probable physical connection between
two Iron Age hillforts in Slovenia. It is both inspiring and challenging, that we
lack a systematic strategy for approaching such topics and thus elucidating a more
complete picture is still somewhat at arm’s length.
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Looking for connections… or should we start at a
(new) beginning?
The various Slovenian landscapes which we have presented in our study have
provided us with some answers, though they have rarely been the ones we expected,
and when we apply our findings to new sites and new regions, different patterns
emerge. We have developed a systematic approach which can be used in various
landscapes (Mušič et al. 2015b), many of which have yet to be explored in detail.
If we want to be able to understand the connections between places on wider
scale, and move beyond the current state of knowledge, we must first take one or
two steps backwards. Do we even understand individual sites, their growth and
evolution, the influences from abroad and the individual decisions which led to
their existence as we see and evaluate them now? What about their surroundings?
These were not static entities but evolving ‘organisms’, with their own biographies,
which were founded, grew and/or shrank and were eventually abandoned. Their
status within the region can be estimated by measuring their sizes, evaluating
their positions, and/or assessing their relative material wealth (Dular/Tecco Hvala
2007, 155-195). It is the best we can do for now, but we are still only scratching
the surface of this complex task.
For the purposes of this article, we omitted discussions of various other datasets, gained by the use of the natural sciences. Through analyses of e.g. human
remains, pottery and metal artifacts etc. (e.g. Žibrat Gašparič/Dolenec 2015;
Nicholls/Buckberry 2016; Nicholls/Koon 2016; Teržan/Črešnar 2014; Büster
et al. 2016), further layers of information will be integrated into this multidisciplinary archaeological study.
We now have many tools by which to connect Iron Age people/populations/
elites, the task now is to combine the right data with the right questions to push
us further in our quest to understand the dynamics of Early Iron Age life in this
region. Seemingly, it has never been easier. However… in fact it has never been
so difficult…
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Elites in the cemetery at Hallstatt,
Upper Austria
Bettina Glunz-Hüsken
Abstract
The necropolis of Hallstatt is of outstanding significance for the Early Iron Age and renowned for its large
number of rich, seemingly pretentious graves connected – by most different items and sometimes also by
their interpretation – to other rich graves of the circumalpine Iron Age. However, we are not only dealing
with socially defining physical products, but also with religiously inspired grave goods in the shape of
innovative ensembles or unique objects virtually anchoring the buried person in a mythical way and/or
addressing her/him as ritually authorized.

Zusammenfassung
Die für die ältere Eisenzeit so bedeutende Nekropole von Hallstatt liefert bekanntermaßen eine ganze
Reihe reicher, prunkhaft anmutender Bestattungen, die sich über verschiedenste Objekte, teils auch deren
Deutung mit anderen reichen Gräbern der zirkumalpinen Eisenzeit verbinden lassen. Dabei handelt es
sich jedoch nicht nur um sozial definierendes Sachgut, sondern auch um religiös motivierte Beigaben,
innovative Gefüge und Solitäre, die die bestattete Person gewissermaßen mythisch verankern und/oder sie
als kultisch befugt ansprechen lassen.

Introduction
The large eponymous necropolis in a geographically isolated high valley at Lake
Hallstatt in the Salzkammergut region (some 1000 m above MSL of the Adriatic
Sea) is well-known for its numerous opulently furnished Ha C and D graves. It
was these that inspired, long ago, the naming of an entire epoch, the so-called
Hallstatt period. The population buried there in the 7th and 6th centuries BC
occupied as yet unknown settlement and owed their wealth to the mining of
the salty rock formation outcropping from the local mountain, which was a
much sought-after and vital commodity. Obviously this salt was traded over long
distances as is attested e.g. by numerous brooches in the cemetery that must be
considered “foreign” at their find spot (Glunz 1997). Some 1,000 inhumations
and cremations (of a total of 5,000 to 6,000 according to recent estimates; Kern
et al. 2008, 121) were excavated mainly in the 2nd half of the 19th century and did
not survive completely due to the archiving methods at that time: bones from
inhumations, cremated remains, and the pottery in particular were not kept and
therefore are not available as source material. This fact in combination with the
particular geological conditions of the Alps, the overlapping of graves, the possibly
erroneous attributions of objects caused thereby, and the permutations (of a later
date in museums) all restrict the scientific value, but only to a limited degree –
except for the loss of the pottery (Glunz-Hüsken 2017; Hodson 1990) and bones.
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The question how elites presented themselves at Hallstatt in particular,
can hardly be answered in a satisfactory way if we restrict ourselves to social
parameters as has often been the case in past archaeological studies. These usually
focused on ‘rich’ graves from socially vertical or horizontal aspects, calculated
their significance within the necropolis or – when possible – in comparison to
matchable inventories abroad and labeled the result, recently in a differentiated
way, with terms such as “status” or “prestige” (Burmeister 2003; Schumann 2015).
However, at Hallstatt such an exclusively social view seems to do only
partial justice to the important constants of a mythical-religious nature in the
representation of elites, such as e.g. the complexes of horse and wagon, banquet,
weaponry, anthropomorphic images etc., because elites connected themselves
through the ages with their ancestors and hereby ultimately implied their divine
descent (e.g. Egg/Kramer 2013, 440). To be specific, quite a number of rich graves
at Hallstatt are characterized by grave goods and/or signs demanding a dominantly
religious interpretation, e.g. fibulae adorned with miniature vessels, daggers, belts
and belt chains, anthropomorphic dagger hilts implying the pose of a pothnia
theron (Glunz-Hüsken/Schebesch 2015), three-dimensional bull figurines partly
with earrings or supposedly sacrificial axes which, at the same time, demonstrated
the socially esteemed activities of horse riding and horse breeding. It is exactly such
material goods that demonstrate the close interweaving of a social and religiousmythical or ritual element. Finally I arrive to cultural relationships in general and
ritual objects in specific.

Social and religious elites
If we page through K. Kromer’s relevant publication of 1959 (Kromer 1959)
under the general aspect of “elite”, the most striking observation is a number of
inventories with bronze vessels, i.e. equipment for the symposium in the possession
of women and men. What we might additionally enumerate as remarkable and
certainly socially definitive, is the large number of sheet metal belts sometimes
with attached chains and jingles, swords decorated with gold and amber, daggers
with anthropomorphic hilts, various gold objects, so-called ring pendants or
otherwise unique fibulae, e.g. with miniature vessels or figural sculpture. A recent
revision has established a complex of some 100 graves with one to six bronze
vessels, ca. 210 graves with very different belts, 28 sword and 55 dagger graves,
as well as 38 inventories containing gold (Glunz-Hüsken 2017). These can be
differentiated into objects usually counted amongst common grave goods of rich
female and male burials (such as e.g. feasting vessels, weapons) on the one hand
and rather rare objects on the other hand, such as e.g. lattice disc brooches or
crescent fibulae with bird protomes elsewhere deposited in materially superior
graves, according to local scale.
Additionally a distinction should be made between the large mass of probably
local products (Ha C: swords, bronze vessels; Ha D: daggers, belts, fibulae)
and some supposed imports. Generally the following items are believed to be
of foreign origin: the golden plate fibula with a bone pad from grave 505 from
Greece or Magna Graecia (Glunz 1994), the bowl with pictures of probably
Phoenician origin (grave 682), the bronze lid (grave 697) and amphora stand
(grave 507) possibly from northern Italian workshops, the golden earring from
Etruria (grave 13/1889), the golden trefoils ornaments from Slovenia (grave 505),
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the glass cups from the eastern Alpine region (graves 502, 733), just to mention
the archaeological highlights of the necropolis which, at the same time, illustrate
the southern and southeastern contact zones since Ha C.
The import of textiles is thought possible, too, to be specific in the case of tablet
woven braids perhaps brought from Italy. Not so obvious but rather more cryptic
and yet of polysemous meaning are graves with – once probably very precious –
textiles (or leather items) partly covered by bronze ornaments. However, they elude
a classification as garments, grave covers or ritual wrapping of certain grave goods,
not to mention a differentiation between local products and imported goods. As
an example I quote grave 236 (Fig. 1) with two (rare) bronze plates placed on top
of each other and obviously covered by a cloth (or leather cover) decorated with
small metal knobs or grave 136 in which the skeleton featured perforated tiny
limestone discs on the humerus which probably attesting a corresponding garment
once decorated with them. Textiles symbolize interpersonal relationships and thus
emotion, patterns and pictures woven into them warrant (probably not only in
Greece) the handing down of norms and transport signs of communication. Textile
production was costly in many respects (procurement, possible import of raw
materials, and – if necessary – of dyes/Kermes vermilio), it required ‘international’
contacts in some cases, craftsmanship, time, and therefore expenses. Apart from
their practical purpose, textiles represent a multifaceted symbolism and they are
the subject of symbolic and religious behavior. Technical procedures of weaving
were used by ancient writers as metaphors for political action (Wagner-Hasel
2000c, 322-325; 2000a; 2000b). Jewelry pendants from rich graves, usually of
women, mainly from Italy but sometimes also deposited north of the Alps, can be
interpreted as representations of cloths on the loom. However, they are sometimes
found in male ensembles (Hochdorf ), too, emphasizing the importance of weaving
for both sexes (Fath/Glunz-Hüsken 2011). Crescent brooches with bird protomes
can also be attributed to this group, a possibility making B. Teržan’s hypothesis
more precise that female individuals thus equipped held a hieratic office (Teržan
1990, 73; 88) (Fig. 2).
Meanwhile, natural scientific analyses of the Bronze Age and Iron Age textiles
used in the high valley have revealed that some of them had been dyed with
animal dye (natural carminic acid) which means that either the dye insects, the
coloured yarn or the finished dyed cloths had actually been imported, because no
suitable coccoidea are known from around Hallstatt (Hofmann-de Keijzer et al.
2013, 128). From this point of view, textiles in graves deserve at least as high an
appreciation as bronze vessels, weapons or tools (see Grömer in this volume), a
complex the discussion and significance of which were quite considerably fostered
by the textile evidence from the grave at Hochdorf (Banck-Burgess 1999).
Additionally, the reduced representation of a two-axle wagon – the only one in
the cemetery – by four locally made linchpins (grave 507) should be mentioned, as
should the perhaps symbolic display of a woman using a wagon by means of a ring
pendant with the very naturalistic image of a wheel hub (grave 121). A singular
object including a possibly reused hub fitting came from the – according to
archaeological classification – female Ha D1 grave 669. It symbolically combined
the components of wagon, vessel, and twisted cross beam, features that have been
used since time immemorial for the characterization of cauldron wagons and have
been fused here into an innovative symbol (Glunz-Hüsken 2013).
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Fig. 1. Hallstatt grave 236,
detail (after Mahr’s register,
© NHM-Wien).

We may also list burials with tools such as fishhooks or harpoons, rasps and
chisels – elsewhere attested in both modest and very rich graves (Stöllner 2007) –
and e.g. huntsmen’s equipment with arrows (and perhaps mostly decayed quivers
of organic materials): three such “huntsmen” were additionally distinguished by
golden ring jewelry (graves 11/1889, 15/1938, 13/1939) but without any closer
definition of this apparently ‘mythical’ elite, since golden rings – similar to tools –
connect quite a number of rich graves at Hallstatt (and other sites as well) without
comparable weapons.
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1

Fig. 2. 1: Loom scene on a redfigure skyphos by the Penelope
Painter (after Wagner-Hasel
2000a, 332 Abb. Q 115).
– 2: Pendant jewelry from
Novilara/Servici 85 (after
Beinhauer 1980, pl. 139). – 3:
Crescent brooch from Hallstatt
grave 606 (after Hodson 1990,
pl. 47,1).

2
3
To sum up, we are dealing with provisions for the afterlife of a social upper class
that had become rich by their command of a monopoly (salt) and entertained a
local, probably mainly economic network, the original size and function of which
can probably only be sketched rudimentarily yet by archaeological and natural
scientific methods (e.g. Kern et al. 2008, 82-147).
Imports from afar enabled their few owners to demonstrate social status
or prestige and to visualize and materialize their created network of contacts,
presumably presented during obsequies in particularly. Apart from the
aforementioned exotica, the rich grave inventories at Hallstatt do by all means
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fit in with the habitus of other graves with supra-local equipment and partly
ostentatious character, as is illustrated e.g. by the topics of horse and wagon,
banqueting, hunting and fishing, weaving and textiles. The ‘destruction’ of great
wealth by deposition in graves ultimately underlines once more the social position
of the person thus portrayed and his/her entire ancestral family circle (whether
this be defined genetically or otherwise) which, of course, is also true for locally
made products according to their equivalent hierarchy.
It is remarkable that rich graves can be found in the high valley side by side
with more modest ones, i.e. that no spatial separation or concentration of either
quality level can be observed. Whether this was only due to the shortage of
space in the narrow valley or actually reflect the organization of the (supposedly
montane) society in any way remains unsolved as does the question whether those
buried with rich grave goods had worked in the salt mine themselves. With regard
to this it is only the lack of source material, namely the lack of anthropological
material from the early excavations that prevents the desired elucidation, because
from the time of the main excavator, Johann Ramsauer, not a single bone survives
(statistical analyses of groups without individual examination: Pany 2003).
Moreover, many rich graves of Ramsauer’s days were cremations which would not
have formed a sufficient basis for individual analyses even if they had survived.
The anthropological result of analyses of three ‘richly’ equipped children from
graves 33/1997, 20/1938, and 8/1939 provided a first clue that even adolescents
might have worked in the mine (Pany-Kucera et al. 2010). Even in these cases, it
remains unknown, where the youths had obtained the observed wear marks on
their bones, because we must also take into consideration the possibility of stays
abroad – a field for future research. However, a sociological model argues against
the hypothesis claiming that the formation of social elites always relies on the
mobilization of other labor and not on personal effort (Veblen 1997), respectively
that elites demonstratively consume (precious) goods not immediately derived
from personal labor, which ultimately can be seen by prominently exclusive
grave goods or rather precisely by their emphatic destruction. This still unsolved
and thrilling complex of questions will only be solved by modern excavations of
similarly equipped grave inventories.

Cultural relationships
If we now focus only on the regional bearing of some selected, generally elitist
grave goods of presumably local production, we obtain a broad context, which
at the same time, clarifies the origin of the postulated cultic elements. Let me
first consider only the purely spatial perspective: both the gold-sheet applications
and the amber inlays in bell-shaped hilts from Ha C graves at Hallstatt (graves
299 and 573) possess close parallels far away in swords from Gomadingen, distr.
Reutlingen, and Oss, Northern Brabant, or in the wagon graves of Marainvillesur-Madon, dép. Vosges, Losheim, and Chaffois, dép. Doubs respectively
(Gomadingen, Marainville-sur-Madon, Oss: Stöllner 2002, 268 note 686; Van
der Vaart-Verschoof/Schumann this volume; Losheim: Haffner 1969. Chaffois,
dép. Doubs: Hansen 2010, 246, no. 98). Therefore they are clearly identified
as a means of demonstrating status, not prestige (after Schumann 2015). Ha D
daggers with an anthropomorphic hilt in winner’s posture (e.g. Hallstatt graves
203/204, 65/2002, 574, 559, 682, 836) are found in great number in southern
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German graves such as Kappel, distr. Biberach, Gößweinstein-Morschreuth an der
Pegnitz, distr. Forchheim, and Veringenstadt, distr. Sigmaringen, daggers implying
the pose of potnia theron at the Dürrnberg Mountain, in southern Bavaria, and
particularly in Baden-Württemberg (Glunz-Hüsken/Schebesch 2015). Large
numbers of situlae with bent handle attachments (Hallstatt grave 697) are only
known from central Italy and the southern fringe of the Alps (Dehn et al. 2005,
163). A cauldron with iron handle rings from grave 12/1889 belongs to the rare
group with a folded rim also including objects from Uffing am Staffelsee, distr.
Garmisch-Partenkirchen, and at Hallein-Dürrnberg, federal state of Salzburg.
Consequently, the production area of the type has been assumed to be on the
eastern edge of the Western Hallstatt Circle. The cauldron type with four variants
itself is considered a type fossil of Ha D and occurs in renowned princely burials
of southwest Germany together with wagons and golden torcs (Dehn et al. 2005,
140-141). The eleven Ha C-graves with bowl-shaped helmets (Schüsselhelm) from
Hallstatt link the necropolis to the Slovenian region of Lower Carniola, Dolenjska,
(Egg et al. 1998) although it is impossible to determine whether we are dealing
with imports or local products after foreign models (Glunz-Hüsken 2013, 18-19).
The same is true for the golden trefoils in the rich female grave 505 with multiregional connections (Ha D1) parallels for which can be found in Slovenia (Libna,
Podzemelj, Malence, Šmarjeta, and Črnomelj), Mezőcsát in Hungary, and in the
northern Caucasus Mountains (Teržan/Hellmuth 2008, 177). As is generally
known, grave 27 of tumulus 48 at Stična contained quite similar lamellae which
formed part of a diadem or a multi-part headdress (Hellmuth 2008). In these
cases they tangibly prove the continuity of southeastern contacts from Ha C
until Ha D. So-called ring pendants with a handle are considered objects of a
markedly ‘magic’ nature in female graves at Hallstatt (46, 393, 443, 495, 611,
672, 793, 890). Parallels to them are known at Mittelreinbach, Upper Palatinate,
Heidenheim, Baden-Württemberg, Kronstorf-Thaling, Linz, and probably St.
Panthaleon, Lower Austria (Egg 1988/89). According to their distribution and
R. Schumann’s (2015) classification, these ring pendants with a handle count,
quite like bronze vessels, as the prestigious objects – if we were to judge them by
a social measure – which, however, certainly does not do justice to them, at least
not to the ring pendants, since they are highly symbolic objects. Last but not least
one might hint at the unique quatrefoil fibula from grave 324 at Hallstatt and its
counterpart in grave 57 at Riedenburg-Untereggersberg (Glunz 1997, 114-115;
Hoppe 1991; Nikulka 1998, 277-279) (Fig. 3). The latter one was a definitely
female ensemble according to anthropological analysis which was additionally
striking for its prominent belt rare in the area and therefore possibly imported
(type with “large closed zones” (große geschlossene Felder) after I. Kilian-Dirlmeier
1972). Golden jewelry in the shape of a coil made of sheet gold with longitudinal
ribs (found at the neck) underlines the elitist character of this likewise female
individual. The spirals riveted to the quatrefoil brooch from grave 324 at Hallstatt
actually have no parallels yet, except in distant Campania where they form part of
large disc fibulae with theriomorphic and anthropomorphic fittings (Lo Schiavo
2010, e.g. pl. 710-726).
Furthermore we may quote the pompous crescent fibula from grave 94/1873
at Hallstatt with good parallels at Wörgl and Stanz near Landeck, both Tyrol. Its
convex disc pendants have close counterparts at Tarquinia, prov. Viterbo (Wörgl
and Stanz: Zemmer-Planck 1990; Tarquinia: Iaia 1999, fig. 16,B8), and thus
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Fig. 3. 1: Suggested
reconstruction of the brooch
from grave 324 (after Hoppe
1991, 502 Abb. 1). – 2: Fibula
from grave 57 at RiedenburgUntereggersberg (after
Nikulka 1998, pl. 86). – 3:
Brooch from Cumae (after
Lo Schiavo 2010, pl. 718 no.
8085).

indicate the southern origin of the idea behind the fibula which I have associated
with the representation of a holy cloak elsewhere (Glunz-Hüsken 2017).
While these objects and groups of objects, only punctually chosen here,
reflect generally known and well investigated cultural relationships, this is not
the case with plain ring pendants with antithetic animal protomes (graves 46,
443, 495, 672, 793, 890). These obviously had their roots in Greece and possibly
came northwards across the Balkans or over the Adriatic Sea (Glunz-Hüsken
2008, 54‑55), because of their patchy distribution and perhaps also the regional
difference in the state of research. At Hallstatt their isolated appearance with
unmistakable formal dependence is surprising but their local production in the
high valley (in Ha C) can hardly be doubted. What remains a matter of speculation,
however, both in Greece and at the salt mountain, is the conceptual content of
the symbolic pendants, demonstratively worn on the chest. Anyhow, the pendants
were restricted to presumably female burials and combined with bronze vessels
(graves 495, 890), textiles or belts with metal fittings (495, 672), amulets from
horse-gear (672), and earrings (793) definitely reflecting their elitist character,
too. Archaeologists willingly considered the rings a piece of evidence for the ritual
competence of the deceased, a hypothesis not supported by any independent clue
from the ensemble of grave goods apart from perhaps the pair of earrings in grave
793 (each consisting of three bronze rings hanging in each other). B. Teržan has
collected quite a number of different examples (grave goods, sculpture) which
summa summarum support the idea that pairs of earrings made of gold or bronze
were sacred signs of a special dress characterizing women during the practice of
cults (Teržan 2003). Grave 793 from Hallstatt might therefore casually be added
to her well-chosen supporting documents, whereby we have reached the question
of religious markers mentioned at the beginning, which I will discuss below once
more by the example of two striking groups of objects.

Ritual objects
It is generally known that five three-dimensional bull figurines with strong horns
have been found in four graves at Hallstatt (Barth 1973; Wells 1978). In grave
507 they had been deposited in two pottery bowls, probably wrapped in a cloth
decorated with bronze beads in each case. Therefore it will hardly be doubted
that we are dealing with the symbolic representation of sacrificial animals whose
power the participants believed to incorporate by drinking. The alleged persons
(female and male) buried in grave 507 are thus presented as owners of sacrificial
animals. It remains disputed, however, whether the combined miniature axe with
a theriomorphic sculpture was used as an ‘appropriate’ ritual tool for sacrifice
which is perhaps implied, once more, by the small axe (of an identical type but
with an individual imprint) from grave 641 that has been found in a – now lost
– bronze bowl and has thus allowed a conclusion by analogy as to function for all
the other miniature axes without a find context.
The missing animal figurine from the female Ha C grave 340 (containing
two bronze vessels, two belts, spiraled gold wire etc.) provided another hint
illuminating the genesis and meaning of these sculptures.
The animal wore an earring and can thus be connected to humans and animals
with rings represented on scenically arranged Campanian brooches which are
difficult to read but probably attest fertility rites (Fig. 3,3) – at least this is what
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Fig. 4. Hallstatt. Grave goods
of grave 340 (after Hodson
1990, pl. 76 scale 1:2).

G. Kossack (1999, 23-24) believed at that time. Although no other narrative
sceneries apart from the cult wagon from Strettweg, which significantly also
features protagonists wearing earrings, have yet been found north of the Alps, the
aforementioned bull figurine from grave 340 seems to indicate cultic procedures
in a highlighted, reduced, and probably substitutional way. A lost flanged axe
(probably of type Hallstatt) made of bronze and decorated with a ring-and-dot
pattern from this female grave supports this interpretation insofar as both would
make sense as an ensemble in a representation of a sacrifice (Fig. 4).
Additionally, there are quite a number of miniature vessels playing a meaningful
role attached to fibulae, daggers (Glunz-Hüsken/Schebesch 2015, 302; 315), and
belts. Although bronze or pottery vessels of reduced size can be found in the entire
Hallstatt area, whether it be on local brooches (e.g. as a foot ornament, sometimes
in scenic arrangement as in graves 574, 577 or 667 at Hallstatt), Italian bronze
vessels or Eastern Alpine pottery, their accumulation on bronzes from Hallstatt
remains unique indeed (Glunz-Hüsken 2017). As an example I concentrate on the
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Fig. 5.: Belt chain and detail
from grave 669 (photograph
A. Schumacher, © NHM
Vienna).

rich female Ha D1 grave 669 (belt type Schrotzhofen, gold and amber beads, wheel
amulet, Italian Sanguisuga brooch) standing out because of its unique forged belt
chain surviving in a heavily fragmented state (Fig. 5). It is characterized by two
miniature trays each holding two equally small vessels (imitations of local high
necked bowls); isolated vessels are attested, too. Whether these dishes recall the
actual banquet and/or the sacrifice connected to it or whether the miniature vessels
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contained intoxicants remains uncertain. The usually female individuals with belt
chains in northern Greece, the Balkans, and Italy are considered representatives of
ritual acts in any case (Kilian-Dirlmeier 2012, 170-173).
Although it is futile to search for stylistically really comparable belt pendants
in the closer and wider vicinity and in Italy, one ultimately comes across the
probably slightly earlier female inhumation grave 15 from Marvinci-Lisičin Dol
near Valandovo, Republic of Macedonia (Ha C). The woman buried with so-called
Paeonian ritual bronzes was also wearing a long belt chain (Fig. 6), the miniature
pyxis with bird protomes which is said to have contained raw opium (opium
poppy) (Kilian-Dirlmeier 2012, 172; Mitrevski 1996/97, 106; Mitrevski 2007).
The sickle handles from the belt chain might represent sacrificial instruments
but also symbolic tools for harvesting, i.e. ultimately symbols of fertility. Both
ladies, who certainly were neither relatives nor immediately connected to each
other, thus flaunted liturgical equipment on their belts, respectively belt chains,
and were probably protagonists in a ritually motivated performance the spiritual
content of which eludes us both here and there.
These few examples do not only demonstrate regional connections between
elite graves or individual grave goods at Hallstatt but also characterize certain
individuals as obviously ritual office-holders, whether they recalled religious-ritual
procedures or represented them (miniature vessels), whether certain persons had
symbolic command of sacrificial animals and tools (no matter whether they only
owned them or slaughtered them by themselves) or whether they were involved
in supposed rites of fertility or sacrifice (individuals with earrings) in analogy
to ringed creatures from Lower Italy, which cannot be described more precisely
(Kossack 1998, 82; 1999, 23). What has been passed down to us is only certain
scattered, but recurrent distinctive marks that might also signal the congruency of
concepts behind them.
(Translation: J. Fries-Knoblach, Dachau)
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French elite burials of the Early Iron
Age
Laurie Tremblay Cormier
Abstract
This contribution aims at a general synthesis of elite graves of the Early Iron Age (Ha C/Ha ancien)
within the borders of France. Based on a corpus of more than 200 graves, of which some are only partially
known, the main characteristics of elite graves are proposed: preponderance of weapons (swords) and ad
hoc presence of wagons, harness equipment and metallic vessels. The result is a great homogeneousness of
the sets, however with a general differentiation of the oriental margin going from Alsace to the Jura, and
of the extreme south-west (Languedoc). This homogeneousness can be refined through the integration of
non-prestigious objects regularly found within these graves (arm rings, razors, pottery), although regional
variations are still slight.
Thanks to the uniformity of the representation scheme, it is possible to define margins for the group
of the central-eastern French elite graves. The practice of cremation and the handling of weapons in some
Lorraine graves tends to relate this region – at least partially – to the Mosan group. Likewise, the Upper
Rhine might also be linked to a group centered on southern Bavaria, where wagons and metallic vessels
have a more important role in the funerary set. In the actual state of art, it is hard to estimate the southern
border of the French group; but, regarding some of the finds, the Alps can be integrated into this pattern.
The Languedoc, with its Iberic traditions, figures as the south-western margin, while the absence of graves
in the Atlantic regions does not permit the identification of any elite funerary representation mode. The
sharing of practices and ideas by individuals of the same social status, over such a wide geographical extent,
leads to the identification of a strong interactions network between the elites and a sense of belonging to a
privileged group going beyond the frontiers.

Résumé
Cet article fait une synthèse générale des tombes de l’élite du Ha C (Ha ancien) dans les limites administratives
actuelles du territoire français. À partir d’un corpus de plus de 200 sépultures, dont certaines ne sont connues
que partiellement, les traits généraux définissant les tombes de l’élite sont proposés : présence majoritaire
de l’armement (épée), et ponctuelle du char, d’éléments de harnachement et de vaisselle métallique. Il en
résulte une très grande homogénéité des ensembles, avec toutefois une différenciation générale de la bordure
orientale allant de l’Alsace au Jura, et de l’extrême sud-ouest (Languedoc). Cette homogénéité peut être
affinée par la prise en compte d’objets non-prestigieux régulièrement représentés dans ces tombes (bracelet,
rasoir, céramique), bien que les variations régionales restent légères.
Grâce à l’uniformité de ce schéma de représentation, il est possible de définir des marges au groupe
des tombes de l’élite de France centre-orientale. La pratique de la crémation et de la déformation de
l’arme, dans certaines tombes lorraines, tend ainsi à rattacher cette région – au moins partiellement – au
groupe mosan. De même, la question du rattachement du Rhin supérieur à un groupe centré sur le sud
de la Bavière est ouverte, où les chars et récipients métalliques ont plus d’importance dans l’assemblage.
Dans l’état actuel des connaissances, il est difficile d’estimer une limite méridionale; cependant, au vu
de découvertes ponctuelles, on peut inclure le massif alpin au phénomène hallstattien. Le Languedoc aux
traditions ibériques matérialise la frontière sud-ouest, tandis que l’absence de tombes dans les régions
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atlantiques ne permet pas d’identifier le mode de représentation funéraire des élites. Le partage de pratiques
et d’idées par des individus de statut social équivalent, dans une aire géographique aussi vaste, conduit à
l’identification d’un étroit réseau d’interactions entre les élites, et un sentiment d’appartenance à un groupe
privilégié transcendant les frontières.

Introduction
Thanks to the search for the remains of the Gaul War in the 19th century sponsored
by the emperor Napoleon III, hundreds of barrow cemeteries have been excavated
in France. Even today, these finds form the main part of our knowledge of the
Early Iron Age elite graves; this knowledge, unevenly distributed over half the
country, is therefore of unequal accuracy and density.
However, the homogeneousness of the French elite graves is striking. Variations
of personal goods, burial practices and offerings are so faint, that it can be hard
to distinguish two remote graves on the sole evidence of their remains. This paper
intends to sketch out common traits and regional differences, and the role of longdistance interactions in the construction of the elite funerary representation. The
margins of the group are also discussed, being directly related to the recognition
of this precise pattern of elite expression.

Criteria for the identification of elite graves
What gives a grave this special nature that differentiates it from the more common
segment of the population as being an individual of a privileged top layer? Several
elements can be put forward, although these are not always available in the
archaeological record. At the outset, the size and the architecture of the barrow are
two of them, as they indicate the expense of energy from the group and the desire
to stage the grave within the landscape. Unfortunately, the size and structure of
the barrows were seldom observed during ancient excavations; at best the building
materials are – unevenly – described (sand, stone plates, rocks, earth, wood),
and these usually vary according to the local geological resources and regional
traditions.
The same can be said about the splendors of the funeral ceremony, which
already leave little to no archaeological traces. The lack of observations, together
with the practice of inhumation instead of cremation, makes it hard to identify a
special treatment of the body and objects prior to their final deposition. Except
for the wrapping traces found on a few objects that are, in France, mainly swords
and wagon parts (Médard 2015, 87), no evidences of a particular handling of
grave elements that could be used to define elite graves are known.
The remaining available criteria are thus based on the grave goods themselves.
Their prestige can be related to one or more of the following: luxury materials like
gold, ivory or amber; a distant origin, from a far-off region; high technical skills
involved in their making leading to an uncommon quality; and a symbolic status
associated with upper social classes, like weapons, wagons, harnesses and metallic
vessels – even if the latter is more or less linked to our conception of what might
have been restricted to the elites. On the contrary, some other object types found
within these graves cannot be considered as identification criteria. Indeed, even if
they are frequently associated with prestigious goods, razors, arm rings, knives and
potteries are also found in more humble graves. It is likely that a detailed study of
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Fig. 1. Prestigious objects
found in French elite graves.
1: Iron sword, Poiseul Barrow
3 (Chaume/Feugère 1990, 14
fig. 12,2). – 2: Bronze sword
and chape, Dompierre, Barrow
4 (Bichet/Millotte 1992, 38
fig. 21). – 3: Phalera, Poiseul
Barrow 2 (Chaume/Feugère
1990, 11 fig. 8,4). – 4: Horse
bits, Saint-Louis (Pare 1992,
pl. 8B12). –
5: Wagon (selection of pieces),
Saint-Louis (Pare 1992, pl.
8B). – 6-9: Metallic vessels
(selection); 6: Situla, Poiseul
Barrow 3 (Chaume/Feugère
1990, 15 fig. 13,3). –
7: Cauldron, Poiseul Barrow
1 (Chaume/Feugère 1990,
8 fig. 5,5). – 8: Ribbed cup,
Poiseul Barrow 3 (Chaume/
Feugère 1990, 14 fig. 12,4). –
9: Cup, Sévérac-le-Château,
Roumagnac (Gruat 1993, 211
fig. 12,2).

these objects would shed light on particular productions that were reserved to the
elites; but, without such information, they should nowadays be set apart (Fig. 1).
Following these very restrictive criteria, 219 elite graves can be identified
in France, mainly located in its large eastern half (Fig. 2, see the list below).
Their composition is not always totally reliable, and the presumed existence of
a grave is sometimes only based on the discovery of an object usually found in a
funerary context. Nevertheless, they are largely sufficient to analyze the general
representation pattern and its regional variations.

Bronze and iron swords
Swords are the main element defining French elite graves; in fact, they are found
within more than 90% of the graves, being the most obvious criteria for their
identification. Bronze and iron swords share a similar distribution, even though
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Fig. 2. Map of the Early Iron
Age elite graves in France and
natural regions mentioned in
the text.

the latter are far more numerous; this parallel use of both materials is common
to a wider area, going up to the Czech Republic. The Villement, Wehringen,
Miers and Weichering types, first equated with the bronze Gündlingen form,
can be considered as earlier than the Mindelheim type and the majority of iron
swords (Milcent 2004, 99; Pare 1991, 4-6; 1996, 103). Oldest types are counted
as Atlantic productions, originating from an area going from south-east England
to the Seine River, and up to the Lower Rhine (Milcent 2009, 240). But a series of
mutual technological transfers with Central Europe quickly lead to the making of
Continental variants and types, which can be seen in morphological and technical
details. In this perspective, Mindelheim swords are one of the representatives of
these Continental productions, as well as probably most of the iron swords (Brun
et al. 2009, 480). However, the lack of a typology of the latter, due to preservation
problems, is a serious impediment to locating their region of origin; French iron
swords might then be local, as well as imports.
On a smaller level, the distribution of bronze and iron swords varies. Only a
few regions really share both materials: Jura, southern Burgundy and northern
Berry; the others do not, and are defined by the presence of bronze or iron swords,
which testifies local preferences (Milcent 2004, 101). As sword accessories, chapes
are almost absent from southeastern France and the Rhone valley, and associated
with iron swords only in the south-west, in Burgundy and Jura (Fig. 3).
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Fig. 3. Sword graves and
swords with unknown context
from the Early Iron Age
(completed from Beylier 2012;
Bichet/Millotte 1992, 97-98
fig. 73-74; Blanchet 1984;
Milcent 2004; Mohen 1980).

Wagons and harness equipment
Unlike in southern Germany, northern Austria and Czech Republic, French elite
graves are not characterized by wagons, except for three burials. The grave from
La Côte-Saint-André associates a Kurd situla with Late Bronze Age massive bronze
wheels, which preserved wooden tires (obviously a late repair) date to 745-735 BC
(14C; Bocquet 1990, 36). The remaining two graves are clustered in the Upper
Rhine valley: Ohnenheim, deposited with an iron sword, and the Lisbühl barrow
in Saint-Louis. They fully take part in a more extended group of wagon-graves
covering Central Europe (Pare 1992, 139), of which they are the western margin.
The Lisbühl barrow does not feature weapons, but did yield horse harness
equipment. The distribution of horse-bits is somewhat similar to wagons and
still limited to the eastern fringe of the country, with the two Alsatian wagongraves and the Chavéria barrows IX and XVI. At the opposite end, a complete
harness and bits are also known in the Mailhac cemetery (graves 68 and 99);
but the characteristics of Languedocian graves (cremation, pottery and metal
objects forms, grave goods associations) undoubtedly exclude them from the
group described in this paper, relating them more to the Iberian regions than to
Continental ones, as discussed later regarding geographical margins.
Phalerae have a wider, but not heavier distribution. The Chavéria XVI phalerae
can be seen as the remains of Late Bronze Age productions (Pare 1991, 12), the
only other burial with this equipment being the Poiseul barrow 2. The SaulceChampenoises grave, more to the west in the Champagne region, completes the
distribution together with the pieces of a yoke. The larger distribution of phalerae
could be explained by the crossing, in France, of influences from Central Europe
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and the Atlantic: harnesses mainly come with wagons, through an eastern funerary
representation pattern, and are thus limited to the oriental fringe; while phalerae
are part of this scheme but also of the Atlantic elites’ representation pattern, which
enlarge their scope. This hypothesis is supported by the practice of cremation in
the Saulce-Champenoises grave, and its cultural belonging to a northwestern area
going up to Belgium and the Netherlands (Milcent 2015, 27; 35).

Metallic vessels
Metallic vessels are not evenly represented in French elite graves, but are once
more clustered in the eastern half and in the extreme southwest. In regions where
they are absent, they might have been replaced by ceramic counterparts; thus, a
study on the production of prestigious potteries, designated for the elites, would
be welcome to test this possibility.
At the moment, no case of use as a cinerary urn is known, which tends to
point towards their use as consumption elements for liquid and/or solid food
items. In eastern France, the main characteristic of these vessels is that they are
imports; apart from their external provenance, they rarely share the same category
or type. Regions of origin do differ, although they cannot always be precisely
circumscribed; still some are better represented than others, showing privileged
interactions with particular remote regions.
South of the Alps, Etruria is represented by two ribbed cups and mixed
influences on the Appenwihr pyxides, and is probably the provenance region of
Kurd situlae. Five basins with pellets-decorated rims, within which three in the
Alps, can also be considered imitations of italic models, as well as imports. The
north of the Adriatic completes the Mediterranean imports, with a comparison in
Este for the small pointed sieve from Appenwihr and, very likely, the production
of three cauldrons from northern Burgundy (Adam 1997; Chaume/Feugère
1990, 34-38). The other main provenance of metal vessels is the oriental Alps,
where some forms are clustered: the cist from Magny-Lambert, the large-rim
cup and spherical ladle from Appenwihr, and the jug from Avançon. The pyxides
from Appenwihr also show strong influences of this area, both in technique and
ornamentation.
In the Languedoc and Grand Causses region, the scheme is totally different:
some elite graves do present metallic vessels, but of a local form – except for one
basin with pellets-decorated rim in Mailhac – Grand Bassin, grave 14. Indeed,
the simpulum of the graves 68 and 99 from the latter cemetery are characteristic
elements of a very regional pattern of banquet items, and can be found in great
numbers in cremation graves of the northeastern Iberian peninsula, in particular
in weapon-graves (Graells i Fabregat 2009, 203-204). Same goes for the small,
non-decorated bronze cups of the Grand Causses, the form of which is clearly
inspired by local potteries and is limited to this region (Gruat 1993, 214-215).

Regional variations and margins
Therefore French elite graves follow quite a minimalistic trend: the core is
composed of a barrow, the practice of inhumation, and a bronze or iron sword.
Other criteria for the identification of elite graves are either rare and/or limited
to the east of the country, as could be seen through the distribution of wagons,
harnesses, phalerae and metallic vessels. The preference for bronze or iron swords
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is, at the moment, the only elite marker which shows regional differences; thus,
the question of composition variations must be completed by the use of nonprestigious objects found within these graves.
On the other hand, thanks to this very same homogeneousness, the margins
of this group can be quite easily discussed. But its geographical extension calls for
caution, as some neighboring regions often considered as ‘outside the area’ might
just rather be poorly documented.

Non-prestigious elements
The association of a razor and arm rings in sword graves is typical for an area
centered on northern Burgundy, which reaches southern Lorraine, Berry and Jura.
Types and materials of both objects do not seem to be quite related to geography.
Razors and arm rings are only found in sword graves; they are indeed absent from
graves with only metallic vessels, wagons or horse-gear, with the exception of
Serres (barrow 1 grave 3) and the Viala-du-Pas-de-Jaux barrow, which tends to
correlate them to the presence of a weapon. Taken alone, razors can be found in
Alsace, southern Lorraine, Burgundy, eastern Berry and Languedoc. Arm rings
share the same distribution, in addition to northern Lorraine, Jura and the whole
Berry region. These elements allow for distinguishing regions which share the
same pattern when only taking account of prestige objects, though the differences
are still quite minor.
A great help in distinguishing regional variations in the graves could come from
potteries, which are evenly distributed between the regions. Unfortunately, no
large-scale study is available at the moment for comparing the ceramics deposited
within elite graves. As previously observed, this could lead to the identification of
productions restricted to the elite graves, increasing their visibility; but this could
also help in understanding the funerary rites, through the characterization of the
food and liquid offerings and, perhaps, the funerary banquet.

Boundaries of reality or limits of research?
On the behalf of some unusual graves, the northern half of Lorraine must be
related to a distinct group better known in Belgium and in the Netherlands as
the Mosan group, which also includes the Saulce-Champenoise cremation barrow
(Warmenbol 1993). Indeed, the grave 1 from Moncel-sur-Seille associates the
practices of cremation and the bending of an iron sword; the barrow VI from
Pont-à-Mousson, built on a layer of ashes, also shows cremation and an iron
sword, although it is not mentioned whether the latter was also cremated, broken
or bent (Thévenin 1981). The barrow 20 from Haroué can be added to these
Mosan graves, but with more caution: in the barrow, once more built on a layer of
ashes (cremation?), an intentionally broken iron sword was found, but said to be
placed on the legs of an individual, so the question of the main funerary practice
remains (Millotte 1965, 84).
The Mosan group might have extended beyond Lorraine, mixing with the
French graves, as is clearly the case in Apremont (Jura). During the excavation
of the La Motte aux Fées barrow, what seems to be an earlier cremation was
discovered under the wooden chamber of the Ha D wagon-grave; on a thin layer
of ashes, cremated remains where gathered together with an iron sword, described
as “coiled” (“enroulée sur elle-même”; Castan 1879, 382-383). Thus this set is quite
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different from the other graves in the vicinity, defined by the classical burial and
unbroken sword. The doubts regarding it dating to the Late Iron Age (Warmenbol
1993, 92) can also be lifted, thanks to the stratigraphic observations, which allow
its inclusion into the Mosan group.
To the east, the wagon-graves and harnesses of Ohnenheim and Saint-Louis
play in favor of a rapprochement between Alsace and southern Germany. As
previously said, these barrows are the western limit of a greatest group going up
to the Czech Republic; the Appenwihr grave, with its oriental Alps influences, can
be added to this neighboring pattern. However, it is unsure whether the La CôteSaint-André wagon-grave and Chavéria barrows IX and XVI are also part of it, or
are only a testimony of mixed influences in the Jura and the Rhône valley. A better
knowledge of the graves between the Saône and Rhône rivers is needed to answer
this question, although hardly reachable due to the ancient destruction of many
barrows, in particular near the confluence.
This lack of information affects other regions such as the north of the Massif
Central, the Morvan massif and the Alps. It is therefore difficult to trace the
southern border of the French group; yet, the discovery of many swords in
the Lower Rhône valley indicates that it might extend more to the south than
previously thought, to maybe less than 50 km from the Mediterranean coast.
The recent discovery of a sword burial barrow in Aosta, a few kilometers from
the actual frontier (Regione Valle d’Aosta 2016) and the barrows cemetery of
Avançon (Musée départemental de Gap 1991) strongly encourage, at the least, the
integration of the Alps in the French group.
In the south-west, the Languedoc elite graves can be excluded, because of
their affiliation to a cultural group spread on the northeastern coast of the Iberian
Peninsula. Even if the Mailhac graves 68 and 99 also have metallic vessels and
harnesses, the practice of cremation, the forms of metal objects and ceramics and
the complexity of the vessels set – elements also observed in the other graves of
the Languedoc region – clearly express their foreign origin (Janin et al. 2002).
The southern limit can probably be assigned to the Grand Causses, on the limit
of the Massif Central, a region where “hallstattian” influences are strong in the
composition of the graves (Gruat 1993, 215).
The western limit can be set after the Haut Quercy and Berry groups,
following the almost total disappearance of graves in the third-part of France,
which is not due to a lack of research but is an archaeological reality. Even if elite
markers such as weapons, feasting equipment and metallic vessels are known in
this wide area, they do not come from funerary contexts (Milcent 2012; 2015)
– except if one wants to consider the hoards and isolated objects as evidences of
such practices. Nevertheless, the absence of body remains does not permit the
inclusion of the western regions into the group studied here, as it is based upon
the characterization of graves.

Construction through interactions
Inside the margins, the French elite graves display a deep homogeneousness in
their particular refined, simple way. Regional variability sparsely affects the elite
representation, but rather the local traditions to which the elite patterns adhere,
and the more modest graves that surround them. Following this uniformity and its
geographical consistency, this wide group can be considered as one: the ‘central-
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eastern French group’ (groupe de France centre-orientale). A deeper study of the
non-prestigious finds, especially pottery, should permit the tracing of subgroups
to a more regional scale (Fig. 4).
Thus, the sharing of the same representation pattern, or ‘what must the grave
of an elite look like’, goes beyond regional cultural particularities and geographical
distance. It is therefore the result of sustained relations between individuals,
not following their physical proximity, but their social linkage. This implies a
tight network between individuals of similar rank, through which ideas – and,
indirectly, objects – circulated. This is one great example of the globalization
that took place during the Early Iron Age in the elite sphere, where interactions
led to the construction of similar ideology and practices (Fontijn/Van der VaartVerschoof 2016).
But what about the role of external influences? Are the imports just evidence
of the exchange networks, or do they emphasize external inputs crucial to the elite
representation pattern? Although it is hard to say who started first, the importance
of swords in France during the Late Bronze Age supports the idea that, in the Early
Iron Age, sword burial was not a foreign thing. The Late Bronze Age sword burial
barrows in Burgundy, Jura and the Saône-Rhône confluence are certainly the core
of this phenomenon, which later extends to more southern and western regions
(Pare 2003), where swords were already present – but not yet associated with the
practice. However, this local construction integrates exogenous productions. The
various types and origins of swords, horse-gear and metallic vessels nevertheless
indicate that most important is the presence of the object itself, more than its
place of provenance. Moreover, a distant origin can be sufficient to make an object
prestigious, as it becomes exotic and rare; its possession also shows that its owner

Fig. 4. Map of the extension
of the central-eastern French
group and neighboring
groups.
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has far-away relations, which is a good way to get above the more modest ones of
the community.
So the provenance of imports rather indicates the great influences ensuing
from exchange networks and their crossing in the central-eastern French group,
than an external trigger for the construction of the elite representation pattern.
Thus, the distribution of Atlantic types of swords and phalerae mainly concerns
the center, up to Lorraine, while the oriental vessels, swords, wagons and harnesses
are clustered in the east. The few Mediterranean objects are only found in regions
where the interactions with Austria and Bavaria are strong, which adds to the idea
that imports from Etruria or the Adriatic probably came to France not directly, but
through intermediaries. Thus, a circulation through the Swiss and Austrian alpine
passes, and then the Upper Danube, is much more likely than a premature use
of the Rhône valley; unfortunately, the actual lack of information in the French
Alps does not permit to assess the role of French-Italian alpine passes. This form
of interaction networks has already been proposed as an explanation key for the
composite set of the Appenwihr grave (Adam 1997, 12), and could be applicable
to a wider extent.
Hence, the central-eastern French group finds its consistency through strong
interactions between elites, around the diffusion of a representation pattern
originating from traditions of the Late Bronze Age. Despite its local roots and
homogeneity, this group is not withdrawn nor closed to external contacts, as
testifies the importation of the major part of the prestige objects (swords, wagons,
horse-gear, metallic vessels). However, the dynamics presented in this paper only
concern a limited part of the population, which is also the most visible and,
certainly, unrepresentative one. This calls for a study and comparison of the graves
from the more common people, in order to replace the elites in their real social
background, and to see how – and if – the globalization phenomenon affects
whole communities.
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List of French elite burials of the Early Iron Age
The following list includes all French elite burials based on several criteria discussed in the text. After the site
and possibly the number of the barrow and the grave and the region, all known grave goods of the burials are
mentioned. The list is based on information mainly derived from Beylier 2012; Bichet/Millotte 1992; Blanchet
1984; Gruat 1993; Milcent 2004; Mohen 1980; Tremblay Cormier 2016.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Amiens/Picquigny, Picardie; bronze sword
Amondans – Le Décret, Barrow 2, Jura; bronze
sword, pottery
Aosta – Ospedale, Alps; iron sword, chape,
brooche
Appenwihr, Barrow 1, Upper Rhine; pyxides,
large rim cup, ladle, sieve, pottery
Appenwihr, Barrow 3, Upper Rhine; iron
sword
Apremont, La Motte, Jura; iron sword
Argancy – Clos des Prés, Lorraine; bronze
sword, chape, arm ring, pottery, 2 lignite rings
Aspremont – Coteau des Génévriers, Alps;
bronze sword
Auberive – Grands Marais, Burgundy; iron
sword, razor
Auberive – La Ferme de la Salle; Burgundy;
iron sword, arm rings
Aubigny-la-Ronce – Chaumes d’Auvenay,
Burgundy; iron sword, razor
Avançon – Chavignères, Alps; bronze jug, basin
with pellets-decorated rim, knife, ring
Avançon – Les Santons, Alps; bronze sword,
chape
Bagnols-sur-Cèze, Rhône valley; bronze sword
Baigneux-les-Juifs – La Corvée, Burgundy; iron
sword, razor, arm ring
Barésia – Les Vouaites, Barrow 2, Jura; iron
sword
Barésia – Les Vouaites, Barrow 2 (Group 3),
Jura; bronze sword, chape
Barésia – Les Vouaites, Barrow 3, Jura; bronze
sword
Barésia – Les Vouaites, Barrow 3, Jura; bronze
sword
Barésia – Plaine de Vers, Barrow 3, Jura; bronze
sword
Barésia – Plaine de Vers, unknown barrow,
Jura; bronze sword
Barsac – Le Château, Rhône valley; iron sword
Beurey-Bauguay, Burgundy; iron sword
Boissia – La Vère, Clerc & Lemire Barrow,
Jura; bronze sword
Boissia – La Vère, Unknown barrow, Jura;
bronze sword

26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48

Boissia – La Vère, Unknown barrow, Jura;
bronze sword
Boissia – La Vère, Unknown barrow, Jura;
bronze sword
Bourges – Asnières, Berry; bronze sword, chape
Bourges – Lazenay, Berry; iron sword
Bouzemont – Haut des Fols/Faux, Barrow
1822 north, Lorraine; iron sword, razor,
pottery, undetermined object
Bouzonville – Le Stockholz, Lorraine; bronze
sword, rings
Brion – Grandes Chapelles, Unknown barrow,
Berry; bronze sword, chape
Brion – Grandes Chapelles, Unknown barrow,
Berry; bronze sword
Bucey-les-Gy – Plateau de Fresse, Barrow 1,
Jura; iron sword, arm ring, pottery
Bucey-les-Gy – Plateau de Fresse, Barrow 2,
Jura; iron sword, pottery
Buchères, Burgundy; cauldron
Carennac – Noutari, Barrow 17, Upper
Quercy; bronze sword, chape
Causse Comtal, Génévrier Dolmen, Grands
Causses; iron sword, bronze cup, pottery,
undetermined object
Cazevieille, Barrow B4, Languedoc; iron sword,
chape, razor, pottery, spindle whorl
Cazevieille, Barrow D14, Languedoc; iron
sword, pottery, pin
Cazevieille, Barrow I Grave 1, Languedoc;
bronze sword, chape, pottery, scalptorium, ring
Chaffois – La Censure, Barrow 3, Jura; iron
sword, arm rings, pottery, gold ring
Charcier – Sur Glacé/La Vie des Salines,
Barrow 3, Jura; iron sword
Charcier – Sur Glacé/La Vie des Salines,
Unknown barrow, Jura; iron sword
Charmes-sur-Rhône, Rhône valley; bronze
sword
Château-Gaillard – Cormoz, Saône-Rhône;
bronze sword
Château-Gaillard – Cormoz, Saône-Rhône;
iron sword
Châteauneuf-de-Bordette, Rhône valley;
bronze sword
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49

Châteauneuf-sur-Cher – Font James, Barrow 2,
Berry; iron sword
Chavannes – Les Genevièves, Barrow 1 Grave
1, Berry; bronze sword
Chavéria – Les Massettes, Barrow II, Jura;
bronze sword, chape
Chavéria – Les Massettes, Barrow III, Jura; iron
sword, chape, pottery
Chavéria – Les Massettes, Barrow IV, Jura;
bronze sword, chape, pottery
Chavéria – Les Massettes, Barrow IX, Jura;
bronze sword, chape, horse-bits, basins with
pellets-decorated rim, pottery, knife, pin
Chavéria – Les Massettes, Barrow XI, Jura; iron
sword
Chavéria – Les Massettes, Barrow XVI, Jura;
bronze sword, chape, horse-bits, phalerae, bone
arm ring
Chavéria – Les Massettes, Barrow XVII, Jura;
bronze sword
Clayeures – La Naguée, Barrow 27, Lorraine;
iron sword, razor, 2 arm rings, rings, undetermined iron object
Clayeures – La Naguée, Barrow 38, Lorraine;
iron sword
Clayeures – La Naguée, Barrow 49, Lorraine;
iron sword
Clayeures – Petit Fays, Barrow 2, Lorraine; iron
sword, razor
Clayeures – Petit Fays, Barrow 6, Lorraine; iron
sword
Concoeur-Corboin – Derrière Cours, Olivier
II, Burgundy; iron sword
Corent – Puy-de-Corent, Auvergne; bronze
sword
Coust – Cortel, Barrow 1 Grave 1, Berry; iron
sword, dagger, arm ring, pottery
Cras, Upper Quercy; iron sword
Cravant, Burgundy; cauldron
Créancey – Murots Bleus, Barrow D,
Burgundy; iron sword, razor
Créancey – Murots Bleus, Barrow E,
Burgundy; iron sword
Crémieu/La Tour-du-Pin, Saône-Rhône;
bronze sword
Cusey – Sur Vesvres, Barrow 1, Jura; iron
sword, pottery
Cusey – Sur Vesvres, Barrow 2, Jura; iron
sword, finger ring
Darcey – La Combe Barre, Barrow 1,
Burgundy; iron sword
Darcey – La Combe Barre, Barrow 2,
Burgundy; iron sword, arm ring
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75
76
77
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Déols, Berry; bronze sword
Diarville – Devant Giblot, Barrow 1, Lorraine;
iron sword
Diarville – Devant Giblot, Barrow 2, Lorraine;
iron sword
Diarville – Devant Giblot, Barrow 3, Lorraine;
iron sword, razor, arm ring
Diarville – Devant Giblot, Barrow 5, Lorraine;
iron sword, 2 rings
Diarville – Devant Giblot, Barrow 6, Lorraine;
iron sword
Dompierre-les-Tilleuls – Planquecet, Barrow 4,
Jura; bronze sword, chape
Doucier – Moraine, Jura; bronze sword
Dun-sur-Auron – Tureau de la Girounée,
Grave 1, Berry; iron sword
Eckwersheim, Grave 8001, Upper Rhine; Kurd
situla, pottery
Épeugney – À Mortier, Jura; iron sword, razor,
2arm rings
Erondelle, Picardie; bronze sword, 2 arm rings
Esclanèdes, Roche Rousse, Grands Causses;
bronze sword, chape, pottery
Flaysoc, Alps; bronze sword
Fleurey-sur-Ouche – Les Roches, Barrow 1,
Burgundy; iron sword, lignite bead
Fleurey-sur-Ouche – Les Roches, Barrow 10
Grave A, Burgundy; iron sword
Fleurey-sur-Ouche – Les Roches, Barrow 10
Grave B, Burgundy; iron sword
Fleurey-sur-Ouche – Les Roches, Barrow 10
Grave C, Burgundy; iron sword
Fleurey-sur-Ouche – Les Roches, Barrow 14,
Burgundy; iron sword
Fleurey-sur-Ouche – Les Roches, Barrow 14,
Burgundy; iron sword
Floyrac, Barrow 3, Upper Quercy; bronze
sword, pottery
Gramat, Barrow 1, Upper Quercy; bronze
sword, chape, stud helmet?, ring, pottery
Gramat, Barrow 3, Upper Quercy; bronze
sword, pottery, rings
Haroué – Bois de la Voivre, Barrow 20,
Lorraine; iron sword
Haroué – Bois de la Voivre, Barrow 24,
Lorraine; iron sword
Haroué – Bois de la Voivre, Barrow 27,
Lorraine; iron sword, pin?
Hilsenheim, Barrow A, Upper Rhine; iron
sword
Hures-la-Parade, Aven Armand, Grands
Causses; iron sword, bronze cup, pottery
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120
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Igé – Saint-Germain, Barrow 2, Saône-Rhône;
iron sword, razor, ring
Ispagnac, Freyssinel VIII, Grands Causses; iron
sword, knife, pottery
Ispagnac, Freyssinel XII, Grands Causses; iron
sword, pottery
Ivry-en-Montagne – Bois de la Pérouse, Barrow
northBurgundy; iron sword, razor
Ivry-en-Montagne – Bois de la Pérouse, Barrow
south, Burgundy; iron sword, razor
Jonquières, Rhône valley; bronze sword, chape
Kalhausen, Lorraine; bronze sword
La-Côte-Saint-André, Saône-Rhône; wagon,
Kurd situla
Labruguière – Le Causse Languedoc; bronze
sword, pottery
Lagnes-sur-Rhône, Rhône valley; bronze sword
Lamotte-sur-Rhône, Rhône valley; bronze
sword
Lanuejols, Rasiguette, Grands Causses; iron
sword, chape, bronze cup, pottery
La Laupie, Rhône valley; bronze sword, chape,
pottery
Lect – Gros Molard, Jura; iron sword
Lect – Hameau de Vouglans, Jura; iron sword
Leuglay – Forêt de Lugny, Les Montagnottes,
Burgundy; iron sword
Liniez – Moulin Barie, Berry; bronze sword
Lizine – Gros Buisson, Barrow 1, Jura; iron
sword
Longvic-lès-Dijon – Champ à l’Ail/Romelet,
Burgundy; bronze sword, chape
Lunery – Chanteloup, Grave 1, Berry; iron
sword, razor, arm ring
Lyon Vaise – Rue du Mont d’Or, SaôneRhône; iron sword
Magny-Lambert – Bois de la Chapelle,
Burgundy; iron sword
Magny-Lambert – Champ Rocheux,
Burgundy; iron sword, finger ring
Magny-Lambert – Combe à la Boîteuse,
Burgundy; iron sword, razor
Magny-Lambert – Combe Bernard, Burgundy;
iron sword
Magny-Lambert – La Meusse, Grave A,
Burgundy; iron sword, razor
Magny-Lambert – Le Trembloi, Burgundy;
iron sword, razor, arm ring, 2 amber beads,
helmet?
Magny-Lambert – Les Fourches, Burgundy;
iron sword, razor
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Magny-Lambert – Monceau Laurent,
Burgundy; iron sword, cist, bronze cup, ladle,
razor
Magny-Lambert – Monceau Milon, Burgundy;
iron sword, razor
Magny-Lambert – Rivanet, Burgundy; iron
sword, arm ring, brooche
Magny-Lambert – Vie de Baigneux, Burgundy;
iron sword, razor, 3? arm rings, pottery
Mailhac – Grand Bassin, Grave 14, Languedoc;
basin with pellets-decorated rim
Mailhac – Grand Bassin, Grave 68, Languedoc;
horse-bits, simpulum, pottery, brooche,
scalptorium, 2 knives, hone
Mailhac – Grand Bassin, Grave 99, Languedoc;
harness, pottery, brooche, shell
Marcillac-Vallon, Puech Basset Dolmen, Upper
Quercy; iron sword
Marigny/Villard sur l’Ain, Lemire Barrow 1,
Jura; iron sword
Marigny/Villard sur l’Ain, Berlier unknown
Barrow, Jura; bronze sword
Mas de la Bastide, Barrow 1, Grands Causses;
bronze sword, pottery
Mauriac – Aymons, Barrow 1 Grave 1,
Auvergne; iron sword, chape, knife
Mauvilly – Bois de la Genevroi, Charmes,
Burgundy; iron sword, razor, arm ring, clay
bead
Meloisey – Montagne du Single/Murées
d’Église, Barrow A, Burgundy; iron sword,
chape
Meloisey – Montagne du Single/Murées
d’Église, Barrow B, Burgundy; iron sword,
razor
Meloisey – Montagne du Single/Murées
d’Église, Barrow F, Burgundy; iron sword
Messein – Bois de Grève, Lorraine; iron sword
Mestes, Auvergne; iron sword
Miers – Les Barrières, Upper Quercy; bronze
sword, chape, arm ring
Mignaloux-Beauvoir – Champ de Carthage,
Berry; iron sword
Minot – Champ Vivant, Crais de Charmes
Grave 5, Burgundy; iron sword
Minot – Crais de Vauchebaux/Vendues de
Verroilles, Barrow 1, Burgundy; iron sword,
tweezers
Minot – Crais de Vauchebaux/Vendues de
Verroilles, Barrow 3 Grave A, Burgundy; iron
sword
Minot – Crais de Vauchebaux/Vendues de
Verroilles, Barrow 4, Burgundy; iron sword
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Mirabel-aux-Baronnies, Rhône valley; bronze
sword
Moncel-sur-Seille – Rosebois, Grave 1,
Lorraine; iron sword
Moncel-sur-Seille – Rosebois, Grave 2,
Lorraine; iron sword
Morey-Saint-Denis – Combe Aubin,
Burgundy; iron sword
Nermier – Aux Combes, Barrow 1, Jura; iron
sword, pottery
Noailles, Grave 1, Upper Quercy; bronze
sword, pottery
Obenheim, Barrow 3, Upper Rhine; iron
sword, razor, pottery, pin
Obenheim, Barrow 6, Upper Rhine; iron
sword, pottery
Ohnenheim, Barrow 9, Upper Rhine; iron
sword, wagon, horse-bits, pottery
Pardailhan, Languedoc; iron sword
Pierrefitte-sur-Sauldre – Les tombelles, Barrow
1 Grave 1, Sologne; iron sword, pottery
Poiseul-la-Ville, Barrow 1, Burgundy; iron
sword, cauldron, razor, arm ring, ring
Poiseul-la-Ville, Barrow 2, Burgundy; iron
sword, phalerae, razor, arm ring, undetermined
object
Poiseul-la-Ville, Barrow 3, Burgundy; iron
sword, Kurd situla, bronze ribbed cup, 2 razors,
arm ring, clay bead
Poiseul-la-Ville, Barrow 4, Burgundy; iron
sword, arm ring
Polignac, Auvergne; bronze sword
Pont-à-Mousson – Bois du Juré, Barrow VI,
Lorraine; iron sword, arm ring, pottery
Pont-Sainte-Maxence, Picardie; bronze sword
Pontarlier – Sur le Mont, Jura; iron sword
Prusly-sur-Ource – Bois de Langres, Burgundy;
iron sword, chape, razor, pottery
Quemigny-sur-Seine – Cosnes/La Brosse,
Barrow IV, Burgundy; iron sword, razor
Quemigny-sur-Seine – Cosnes/Les Levaux,
Barrow I, Burgundy; iron sword, razor
Quemigny-sur-Seine – Cosnes/Les Levaux,
Barrow II, Burgundy; iron sword, chape
Richardménil – Bois de Grève, Lorraine; iron
sword
Rixheim, Hünerhübel, Upper Rhine; iron
sword
La Rochepot – La Chaume, Burgundy; iron
sword, razor, pottery
La Rochette-du-Buis, Alps; iron sword
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Saint-Aoustrille – Villement, Barrow 4 Grave
1, Berry; bronze sword, chape, arm ring?,
pottery
Saint-Aoustrille – Villement, Barrow 6 Grave
1, Berry; bronze sword, chape
Saint-Aoustrille – Villement, Barrow 7 Grave
1, Berry; bronze sword
Saint-Aubin-sur-Gaillon, Picardie; bronze
sword
Saint-Étienne-de-Carlat – Trin, Auvergne; iron
sword
Saint-Étienne-du-Valdonnez – Les Bondons,
Barrow 2, Grands Causses; iron sword, razor
Saint-Georges – Mons, Barrow 1 Grave 1,
Auvergne; iron sword
Saint-Georges – Mons, Barrow 1 Grave 2,
Auvergne; iron sword
Saint-Georges – Mons, Barrow 5 Grave 1,
Auvergne; iron sword, chape, bronze cup
Saint-Georges – Mons, Bergeron Grave 1,
Auvergne; iron sword, pottery
Saint-Jean-Saint-Paul, La Vialette, Grands
Causses; 2 bronze cups, arm ring, pottery
Saint-Laurent-de-Trèves, La Can d’Artigues,
Grands Causses; iron sword?, bronze cup,
pottery
Saint-Louis, Lisbühl, Upper Rhine; wagon,
horse-bits, pottery
Saint-Martin-Labouval – Nougayrac, Dolmen,
Upper Quercy; iron sword, chape
Saint-Rémy-de-Provence, Rhône valley; bronze
sword, chape
Sainte-Cécile-les-Vignes, Barrow Saint-Martin,
Rhône valley; bronze sword, arm ring, pottery
Sainte-Montaine, Barrow 1 Grave 1, Sologne;
iron sword, arm ring, spearhead?, ring
Sainte-Montaine, Barrow 2 Grave 1, Sologne;
iron sword
Saulces-Champenoise – Le fond de Bernois,
Enclos B, Champagne; iron sword, phalerae,
yoke, pottery
Sauliac-sur-Célé – Le Cayrou de la Justice,
Grands Causses; bronze sword, 4 arm rings,
dagger
Sausheim, Barrow 2, Upper Rhine; iron sword
Semoutiers – Le Champ du Pré, Burgundy;
bronze sword, chape
Serres, Barrow 1 Grave 3, Alps; bronze basin
with pellets-decorated rim, razor, pottery,
brooche, ring
Serres, Barrow 1 Grave 4, Alps; bronze basin
with pellets-decorated rim
Servières-le-Château, Auvergne; iron sword

207
208
209
210
211
212
213

Séverac-le-Château – Roumagnac, Barrow 1,
Grands Causses; iron sword, bronze cup, 2 arm
rings, pottery
Solterre – La Gravière, Individual 1, Sologne;
bronze sword
Soucia – Champ du Chat, Jura; iron sword
Soyons, Rhône valley; bronze sword
Sundhoffen, Upper Rhine; bronze sword,
chape, razor
Vescles – Creux des Fossés/Sous Rametain,
Barrow 1, Jura; iron sword
Veze – Croix de Baptiste, Barrow 1 Grave 2,
Auvergne; iron sword, chape, arm ring, pottery

214
215
216
217
218
219

Viala-du-Pas-de-Jaux, Plo de las Faysses
Barrow, Grands Causses; iron sword, bronze
cup, razor, glas beads
Viala-du-Pas-de-Jaux, Les Fournélades Barrow,
Grands Causses; iron sword
Villers-les-Nancy – Clairlieu, Lorraine; iron
sword, 3 arm rings, pottery
Vitry-les-Nogent – Le Châtelet, Barrow 1,
Burgundy; iron sword, razor, ring, ear ring?
Vornay – La Barrière Blanche, Barrow 1 Grave
1, Berry; iron sword, razor
Vornay, Barrow north, Berry; iron sword,
bronze cup, pottery
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A practice perspective
Understanding Early Iron Age elite burials in
the southern Netherlands through event-based
analysis
Quentin Bourgeois and Sasja van der Vaart-Verschoof
Abstract
In this paper we advocate a practice-based approach to funerary archaeology and demonstrate the value
of this perspective using Early Iron Age elite burials in the southern Netherlands as an example. There
is a clear, preconceived notion among archaeologists of how elite graves in this region ‘should’ look, and
they have long since been defined by the types of objects they contain: weaponry, horse-gear, wagons and
bronze vessels. The discovery in 2010 of an Early Iron Age inhumation burial containing an extraordinary
ornament set in an urnfield on the Slabroekse Heide in the southern Netherlands rekindled a debate in
the Netherlands as to what makes a grave a princely or chieftain’s burial. The Uden-Slabroek grave was
deemed not to ‘fit’ our understanding of rich Early Iron Age burials as it contained very different objects
than the traditional princely or chieftains’ burials. In this article, we advocate broadening research from
solely focusing on the object types interred to include the actions taken, i.e. the burial practice. When
considered from such an approach the Uden-Slabroek burial fits far better into the spectrum of Early Iron
Age elite burials. This kind of switch of perspective results in very different understandings of past funerary
practices and is relevant to all fields of mortuary archaeology. While we do not advocate abandoning an
object-based approach to burial studies, we do argue that by including study of actions and practices we
can expand, redirect and improve the approaches currently employed in funerary archaeology.

Zusammenfassung
In diesem Beitrag wird anhand ältereisenzeitlicher Elitegräber in den südlichen Niederlanden für eine auf
Praktiken basierte Auswertung von Grabbefunden plädiert. Über die Frage, wie ein Elitegrab in dieser
Region auszusehen hat, besteht seit langem unter Archäologen Einigkeit. Entsprechende Gräber sind über
die Objekte, die in ihnen enthalten sind, definiert: Waffen, Pferdegeschirr, Wagen und Bronzegeschirr. Die
verebbte Diskussion darüber, was ein Elitegrab zu einem solchen macht, wurde durch die Entdeckung eines
außergewöhnlichen Grabes aus dem Urnenfeld auf der Slabroeker Heide in den südlichen Niederlanden
wiederbelebt. Hier wurde 2010 eine Körperbestattung ausgegraben, in der sich ein herausragendes
Schmuckensemble fand. Das Grab von Uden-Slabroek passt somit nach traditioneller Sichtweise nicht
zu den bekannten Prunkgräbern in den Niederlanden, da weite Teile der üblichen Grabausstattung
fehlen. In diesem Beitrag möchten wir allerdings durch eine Betrachtung der im Rahmen der Bestattung
stattgefundenen Handlungen diese Sichtweise hinterfragen und somit die Auswertung und Einordnung
dieses Grabes über die reinen Objekte hinaus thematisieren. Hieraus ergibt sich eine deutlich veränderte
Sichtweise auf das Grab von Slabroek, da dieses Grab durch die im Rahmen des Bestattungsrituals
durchgeführten Praktiken den traditionellen Elitegräbern durchaus an die Seite zu stellen ist. Dieser
Perspektivenwechsel führt zu unterschiedlichen Wahrnehmungen prähistorischer Bestattungspraktiken
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weit über das hier behandelte Fallbeispiel hinaus. Durch die Betrachtung der Handlungen und Praktiken
im Rahmen des Bestattungsrituals können die derzeit primär objektbasierten Herangehensweisen an die
Gräberarchäologie deutlich erweitert und verbessert werden und ein umfassenderes Bild prähistorischer
Bestattungen nachgezeichnet werden.

Introduction
A persistent problem in the study of burials is that archaeologists have a tendency
to focus (almost exclusively) upon the objects recovered from these closed contexts.
Burials have been invaluable in determining the co-occurrence of specific objects
and have formed the basis of typochronologies all around the world. However,
while this object-centeredness is characteristic of and significant to archaeology,
objects are but a very small part of a burial ritual.
In recent years it has been argued on several occasions that we should view
burials as structured events (Holst 2013, 109) aimed at re-negotiating and
transforming the existing social order (e.g. Oestigaard/Goldhahn 2006; Robb
2013). Adopting such a perspective allows us to characterize burials in a very
different fashion (Bourgeois 2013, 198; Holst 2013, 110-112).
In this paper, we argue that adopting such a practice perspective – viewing
burials as events and sequences of activities – has the potential to radically alter
our perception of burials, particularly of ones that initially might appear to
deviate. We will do so by focusing upon a recently discovered inhumation burial
dating to the Early Iron Age and containing an elaborate set of ornaments. It was
discovered during the excavation of a ploughed-out urnfield on the Slabroekse
Heide near Uden in the southern Netherlands (Fig. 1). The artifacts interred as
well as the manner of burial were considered out of the norm for this region and
period and the burial has been presented as highly unusual on multiple occasions
(Jansen 2011; Jansen et al. 2011; Roymans 2011). The supposed deviation of
the Uden-Slabroek burial in the context of other Early Iron Age elite burials has
led some authors to classify this burial as that of an import-bride (for example
Roymans 2011; cf. Jockenhövel 1991).
In contrast to this view we argue that the Uden-Slabroek burial does not
deviate as strongly from the norm when the actions involved in the burial ritual
are considered as well (see also Jansen/Van der Vaart-Verschoof in this volume).
In fact it conforms in many ways to the other Early Iron Age elite burials and
elite burial customs of the southern Netherlands. In this article we use the UdenSlabroek grave and the other elite burials from this area to demonstrate the
interpretive value of adopting such a perspective. An approach that we argue is
not only relevant to the identification and interpretation of Early Iron Age elite
burials, but rather to the study of burial ritual and funerary archaeology in general.

The inhumation grave of Uden-Slabroek
In this section we introduce the supposed unusual elite burial of Uden-Slabroek,
before turning to the other more ‘traditional’ elite burials of the southern
Netherlands. The inhumation grave of Uden-Slabroek (Fig. 2) was discovered
in an open area bordered by several ring ditches in the northern part of a large
ploughed-out urnfield predominantly dating to the Early Iron Age (Jansen
forthcoming; Jansen et al. 2011; see also Jansen/Van der Vaart-Verschoof in this
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Fig. 1. Map showing the
location of Uden-Slabroek
and chieftains’ burials in the
southern Netherlands.
1: Ede-Bennekom. – 2: Haps.
– 3: Horst-Hegelsom. –
4: Meerlo. – 5: OssVorstengraf. – 6: OssZevenbergen. – 7: RhenenKoerheuvel. – 8: Someren. – 9:
Uden-Slabroek. – 10: Wijchen
(figure by Q. Bourgeois).
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volume). The absence of a ring ditch around the burial pit indicates it was likely
a flat grave, although the lack of overcutting suggests that the burial was marked
above ground.
The deceased was buried in a deep pit (at least 1.5-2 m deep) in a small
burial chamber (3 by 1.10 m) made with oak blocks and planks that had been
intentionally charred in a controlled manner prior to being used to construct
the small burial chamber (as shown by the presence of thin bands of charcoal
outlining the edges of the oak blocks and the planks and the absence of fireremains or burnt soil within the burial chamber and the good preservation of
textile discovered directly underneath the planks). The lower half of the burial pit
was filled with soil and the top half with large quantities of partially burnt oak
branches. Again the lack of burnt soil or other fire-remains suggests that they were
burned elsewhere.
The deceased was short (ca. 1.60 m as measured in the field). The few surviving
skeletal elements do not allow for a sex or age determination. His or her arms and
legs were adorned with bronze bracelets and anklets (Fig. 4). A set of two bracelets
worn around the left wrist is decorated on the outside with a hatched, triangular
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design. They had been worn as a set for so long that they display heavy usewear where they touched. On top of the right arm lay an iron pin with a twisted
decoration and slightly higher towards the shoulder lay a small bronze ring. By
the left shoulder lay a toilet set: an iron nail cutter (with twisted decoration
similar to the iron pin) and iron tweezers that likely dangled from an iron ring
(which still has a piece of leather knotted around it). Similar contemporary toilet
sets have been found buried in leather pouches. In the Fürstengrab of FrankfurtStadtwald a leather pouch containing a toilet set had an amber bead used as a
closing (Willms 2002, 49; see also Van der Vaart-Verschoof/Schumann in this
volume). A similar amber bead lay by the Uden-Slabroek toilet set as well, and
use-wear traces on this bead are consistent with use as a closing for some kind
of pouch (Verschoof, pers. comm. 2013). A bronze pin was found next to this
pouch and was recovered in seven fragments. The fragments were found in two
distinct groupings, located apart from each other and at different depths (Fig. 3).
This is the only object recovered broken in this manner. Considering the depth
of the burial pit (outside of the reach of most burrowing animals and roots), the
distribution of the fragments indicates that the pin was not fragmented postdepositionally. Rather, the position and distribution of the pin fragments suggest
that it was broken deliberately prior to placement in the grave. Metal, probably
bronze, spiraled rings found at the height of the head likely were worn in the
hair, with a single ring made from the same wire (found at the height of the
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Fig. 2. Schematic plan of the
inhumation grave of Slabroek.
The figure is a simplified
composition of two excavation
levels (level 12 and 13; figure
by Q. Bourgeois and J. van
Donkersgoed).

Fig. 3. X-ray of the bronze
pin and iron toilet set in situ,
taken from above (figure by
Restauratieatelier Restaura,
Haelen).

neck) perhaps decorating the end of a long braid. The rings probably are made
of bronze, but the metal is so degraded that this cannot be confirmed. To the left
of the head a small (burnt) fragment of human or animal bone was discovered.
The purple discoloration of the soil surrounding the fragment suggests that it was
placed within an organic pouch of some kind.
Another special feature of this burial, besides the general richness of the objects
buried with the deceased, is the preservation of textile (see also Grömer in this
volume). Fragments of woolen cloth survived in the bronze corrosion around the
anklets and bracelets, as well as a small piece underneath a fragment of the bronze
pin. The textile evidence suggests that the deceased was buried in a garment with
long flowing sleeves, with the bracelets worn over the sleeves. The garment also
covered the legs, as evidenced by the same textile being found on the bronze
anklets. A shroud then covered the body of the deceased. Two fragments of animal
hide were found with the bracelet set worn on the left wrist, though exactly in
what relation to the bracelets is unclear, perhaps decorating the cuffs of a garment
or the remains of another pouch.
A total of six charcoal samples from the grave have been radiocarbon dated,
all of which were taken from outer tree-rings in order to minimize the own age
of the samples. Unfortunately all six dates fall within the Hallstatt-plateau of
the calibration curve. Therefore, a more precise dating than Early Iron Age,
approximately 780-430 cal BC, cannot be given based on radiocarbon dating
alone. The typochronology of the anklets, bracelets and toilet set suggest that the
Uden-Slabroek inhumation is more likely to date to the beginning of the Early
Iron Age, rather than the end. Particularly the bracelets date the grave to the
beginning of the Early Iron Age. They have a hatched decoration that is frequently
found on Early Iron Age Hallstatt C ornaments, such as found, for example,
on a bracelet from the Neerharen-Rekem urnfield (Fontijn 2002, 200 fig. 9.5).
The radiocarbon dates obtained from the burial pit and the typochronological
evidence date the construction of this burial to the Early Iron Age, making it
contemporaneous with the overall dating of the urnfield.
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Chieftains’ graves: the object-centered image of
the ‘ideal’ elite burial
Since its discovery six years ago, the inhumation burial of Uden-Slabroek
introduced above has been perceived (and published) as unusual (see Jansen et al.
2011). It does not fit the generally accepted perception of an elite burial in the
Dutch Early Iron Age (Fontijn/Fokkens 2007). An image that is based on the rich
burials from this period that predominantly take the shape of so-called Hallstatt C
chieftains’ graves.
The chieftain’s grave, as an archaeological type of burial in the Netherlands,
derives its name and image from the first scientifically excavated burial of this
kind in the area: the Chieftain’s grave of Oss. Found in the 1930s, it consists
of a bronze situla used as an urn for a man’s cremated remains and his (mainly
imported) grave goods: a unique Mindelheim sword with gold-decorated hilt,
dismantled yoke components, horse-gear, tools and personal items (see Fig. 3 in
Van der Vaart-Verschoof/Schumann in this volume). This situla-urn was buried
in a Bronze Age barrow and subsequently covered with a massive barrow 53 m
in diameter (Fokkens/Jansen 2004, 133-135; see also Van der-Vaart-Verschoof/
Schumann in this volume and Jansen/Van der Vaart-Verschoof in this volume). As
the first of its kind to be recognized and one of the richest Early Iron Age burials
in the southern Netherlands, this grave in a way has become the ‘ideal’ chieftain’s
grave. It is through the objects found within this grave that we now define an elite
(burial) for this period and area (see also Van der Vaart-Verschoof forthcoming).
Any Early Iron Age burial found in the Netherlands containing a bronze
situla, a sword, horse-gear or wagon components, or any combination thereof, is
compared to the Oss burial and our image of the Oss Chieftain as a wagon-riding,
feasting elite warrior (see for example Braat 1935 in his discussion of a bronze
vessel found at Baarlo; Kam 1956 in his discussion of a grave containing a bent
sword found near Someren; Van Heeringen 1998 in his discussion of a grave with
a bronze vessel and wagon components found at Rhenen; or Verwers 1968 in
his discussion of a grave with bent sword and horse-bits found at Meerlo). For a
newly found grave to be labeled a chieftain’s grave, it must fit the image we have
of such a burial and the people buried in them. It ‘should’ contain (a) similar (set
of ) items as those found in the Oss burial. In many cases graves with a ‘partial’
set are still referred to as chieftains’ graves, yet their supposed incompleteness is
emphasized. For example the “Vorstengraf of Meerlo”, which contains a sword
and two horse-bits (though no bronze vessel; Verwers 1968), or the “Chieftain’s
grave of Rhenen”, which contains a bronze vessel and wagon components (but no
sword; Van Heeringen 1998).
In turn, the Oss burial often is considered heavily influenced by and compared
to the contemporaneous and even more elaborate princely burials in the Central
European Hallstatt area, such as the Fürstengräber of Hochdorf or FrankfurtStadtwald (see for example Fokkens/Jansen 2004; Roymans 1991; though note
that P.-Y. Milcent (2004, 108-112) recently argued that the elite burials are an
Atlantic development which in turn influenced the burial customs of the Hallstatt
culture in Central Europe). The Fürstengräber contain many of the same objects,
such as bronze vessels, (components of ) wagons and weaponry. Oss is seen as
part of the periphery and as resembling these Central European burials, but as
less ‘complete’ (Fokkens/Jansen 2004, 78-79; Verhart/Spies 1993, 80-82). This
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Fig. 4. The objects from the
burial of Slabroek. Note
that the bronze pin (second
from below) has been made
whole during the restoration
(photograph by J. van
Donkersgoed).

comparison is two-sided. Not only do scholars working in the Low Countries
compare the Dutch and Belgian burials to the burials in the Hallstatt culture area,
scholars working on the Hallstatt culture burials often mention the Dutch and
Belgian burials to show the extent of the distribution of certain types of objects
(for example Koch 2006; Pare 1992).
While comparing burials that resemble each other is not necessarily a problem,
the often superficial nature of the comparison is. Such comparisons often solely
use the presence or absence of certain items – when compared to that image of
an ideal grave – to make statements about the presumed social status reflected in
these burials (Hessing/Kooi 2005; Van Heeringen 1998). Often only the checklist
of objects is compared, rather than the burials as a whole.
It is in this manner that the Uden-Slabroek burial has been compared to the
chieftains’ burials. And indeed a comparison of the object types does suggest
significant differences (Fig. 4; for example fig. 3 in Van der Vaart-Verschoof/
Schumann in this volume). Uden-Slabroek does not contain weapons, nor
does it contain horse-gear or a bronze vessel. Instead it contains bracelets and
anklets, which the chieftains’ graves do not. The only objects found in both are
toilet articles and pins. To many the objects found in the Uden-Slabroek burial
indicate that a richly ornamented, elite woman was buried here, which is an image
completely opposite to the feasting, wagon-riding warriors that we perceive the
dead in the chieftains’ graves to be, based on the objects that they contain.
So at first glance, when we judge solely on the base of object types, the UdenSlabroek inhumation grave is indeed very different than what we have come to
expect a rich Early Iron Age burial in the southern Netherlands to be.
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How to bury a chieftain: examining graves through
objects, choices made and actions taken during
burial rituals
Including Uden-Slabroek, there are eleven rich Early Iron Age burials with
relatively reliable context information known in the southern Netherlands (see
Fig. 1). The identification of object types and definition of object categories
found in them reveal only a small element of the burial rituals. Detailed analyses
of the objects deposited and of the excavation records reveal strong similarities in
how the burials were composed (see also fig. 5). By focusing on the actions taken
during the burial rituals rather than fixating solely on this list of grave good types
that special Early Iron Age burials supposedly should contain, a better rounded,
balanced and more comprehensive understanding emerges (Fontijn et al. 2013;
Van der Vaart 2011; Van der Vaart-Verschoof forthcoming).
The application of this approach to the chieftains’ graves and other rich or
special burials, like Mound 7 at Oss-Zevenbergen (see Fontijn et al. 2013), reveals
a shared cultural concept regarding what the mourners considered the proper
way of burying a specific group of people. This cultural concept is reflected in
the eleven rich Early Iron Age burials in the southern Netherlands, and ongoing
research indicates this is likely true for all such burials in the Low Countries. The
graves are all the result of the same kind of actions taken during the burial rituals
that created them, i.e. of similar burial practices. Below we have summarized
several observations based upon published excavation results (Fokkens/Jansen
2004; Fokkens et al. 2009; Fontijn et al. 2013; Van der Vaart 2011; Van Heeringen
1998; Verwers 1968; 1972; Kam 1956; Pare 1992; Pleyte 1877-1903; Willems/
Groenman-van Waateringe 1988) as well as our own – still ongoing – research
(Van der Vaart-Verschoof forthcoming).
The burial rituals all appear to have incorporated (as far as we can reconstruct
from the archaeological record) a large fire and in most cases the dead were
cremated. In some (some of ) the grave goods show signs of burning and likely
accompanied the decedents on the pyre (for example Wijchen). The use of fire
seems to have been important, and in fact not only the fire itself but also the
resultant charred wood and pyre remains. At Mound 7 of Oss-Zevenbergen, for
example, the burnt out pyre was incorporated deliberately and carefully into
the burial mound (Fontijn et al. 2013), while at Mound 3 of the same site a
charred oak plank cut from a massive, ancient tree was deposited under the barrow
(Fokkens et al. 2009).
Whether burnt or unburnt, larger grave goods were dismantled, and both large
and small ones were manipulated and fragmented prior to deposition in the grave.
Wagons and horse tack were dismantled and taken apart (Oss-Vorstengraf, OssZevenbergen Mound 7, Rhenen, Wijchen). The manipulation of objects ranges
from the bending of a sword (Horst-Hegelsom, Meerlo, Someren, Oss-Vorstengraf,
Wijchen) or horse-gear (Meerlo, Rhenen), folding wagon components (Rhenen,
Wijchen), to actually breaking and fragmenting pins, pendants and other objects
(Haps, Oss-Zevenbergen Mound 3 and Mound 7, Rhenen, Wijchen).
All burial deposits, in their own ways, involve pars pro toto depositions. A
pair of horse-bits for example representing a pair of draught horses (Meerlo,
Oss-Vorstengraf ), or a few bronze wagon decorations or wheel components
representing the wagon (Oss-Zevenbergen Mound 7, Oss-Vorstengraf, Rhenen,
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Wijchen). Not only the grave goods, but also the human remains sometimes were
deposited partially and to varying degrees. While, for example, at Oss-Vorstengraf
the entire skeleton is represented in the cremation remains, at Mound 7 a part
of the cremation remains was deposited while the remainder was kept out of the
burial (Lemmers, pers. comm. 2013; Smits 2013).
In rare cases textile has been preserved in the corrosion of bronze and iron
objects (Oss-Vorstengraf, Rhenen). In these graves objects were wrapped either
individually or in sets. This practice likely was more widespread, though evidence
for this is elusive due to the degradable nature of textile and the thorough ‘cleaning’
that (chance) finds unfortunately frequently received.
The last (archaeologically visible) stage of the burial choreography was the
construction of a barrow over the burial deposit, which invariably are located in
or adjacent to urnfields (all graves). These burial mounds tend to be significantly
larger than other barrows.
The actual creation of the burial deposit itself displays considerable variation.
There are graves where everything was deposited in a ceramic (Horst-Hegelsom,
Meerlo, Wijchen and probably Someren) or bronze (Ede-Bennekom, OssVorstengraf, Rhenen) urn, while in others the cremated remains were deposited
in a ceramic urn but the grave goods were placed alongside or left among the pyre
remains (Mound 7 of Oss-Zevenbergen) or where everything simply was placed
on the old surface (for example Mound 3 of Oss-Zevenbergen (Fokkens et al.
2009) and Haps (Verwers 1972)).
In short, all the graves were created using fire, the dismantling of objects, the
manipulation and fragmenting of objects and people and pars pro toto depositions.
In two cases (Oss-Vorstengraf, Rhenen) favorable conditions even preserved
evidence of the wrapping of objects in textile. If we now take these observations,
and examine Uden-Slabroek in a similar way, this supposedly deviating grave
becomes far less different.

Not the odd one out
While an object-based comparison between Uden-Slabroek and the other more
commonly accepted elite Early Iron Age burials highlights considerable differences
between them, an analysis of the actions taken during the burial ritual reveals the
opposite. It is important to stress that we do not want to only single out the
similarities – we acknowledge that there are differences. Certainly, the choice of
inhumation as opposed to cremation must have been significant (see also Jansen/
Van der Vaart-Verschoof in this volume). The choice of objects deposited in the
burial must be seen as relevant as well. Yet as we argue below, the actions taken
during the burial ritual are comparable to a greater extent with the chieftains’
burials than previously realized.
Like most rich Early Iron Age burials of which we know the original find
context, the Uden-Slabroek inhumation was found in an urnfield. Inhumation,
however, is unusual in this period. There is a cluster of Early Iron Age/Middle Iron
Age inhumations in the Nijmegen area, but these contain only a few simple grave
goods and do not compare directly to Uden-Slabroek (Van den Broeke 2002; Van
den Broeke et al. 2011). In all other rich Early Iron Age burials the dead were
cremated, making Uden-Slabroek stand out. However, if we look at what was
burned in the fires that cremated all the other dead, the lack of cremation at Uden-
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Slabroek becomes somewhat less strange. At Wijchen everything was placed on
the pyre, the dead and all grave goods. At Mound 7 of Zevenbergen, the deceased
was cremated with a few grave goods. At the chieftains’ graves of Meerlo, Oss
and Rhenen and the weaponry burials of Horst-Hegelsom and Someren the dead
were burned and fire may have been used to bend and fold the swords and some
of the horse-gear while their other grave goods were untouched by fire. At Haps
and Ede-Bennekom only the dead were burned. The decedent of Uden-Slabroek
and his/her grave goods all may have been buried unburnt, but he/she was laid to
rest in a burial chamber built of intentionally charred oak beams and planks. The
burials form a spectrum, with at one end everything being exposed to fire prior to
deposition (Wijchen), to graves where only a selection (Horst-Hegelsom, Meerlo,
Oss-Vorstengraf, Oss-Zevenbergen Mounds 3 and 7, Someren-Kraayenstark)
or only the dead were burned (Haps, Rhenen), to graves where only wood was
charred (Uden-Slabroek). This spectrum is depicted schematically in figure 5. The
point is that fire and burnt wood played a central role in all these burials (note
also that objects, especially iron ones but also bronzes, can have been exposed to
fire and show no signs of this).
The objects buried with this lady or man of Uden-Slabroek at first glance
appear very different from the objects deposited in chieftains’ graves. (S)he was
buried with elaborate ornaments and a toilet set. No weapons, no tools, no
elaborate drinking vessels. However, chieftains’ burials usually also contain objects
related to physical appearance, such as razors (Oss), tweezers (Rhenen), pins (Oss,
Rhenen, Wijchen), hair rings and so on (as do some urnfield burials).
Another recurring and characteristic feature of the chieftains’ burials is the
deliberate manipulation and fragmentation of the objects accompanying the dead
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Fig. 5. A graphic
representation of the choices
made during the burial ritual.
Note that when objects have
been burnt it is unlikely that
any textile present would
have survived and that an
absence of signs of burning
does not necessarily mean that
something was not exposed
to fire (figure by S. van der
Vaart-Verschoof).

(and often also of the dead themselves; Van der Vaart-Verschoof forthcoming).
This same feature is found in the Uden-Slabroek grave. A bronze pin was broken
deliberately into many pieces prior to placement in the grave. Intentional
fragmentation played a role in all rich burials.
A last feature common to the rich burials and Uden-Slabroek is the use of
textile. For example, objects and human remains were wrapped carefully in
precious textiles prior to deposition both in Oss and Rhenen (Van der VaartVerschoof forthcoming). At Uden-Slabroek a shroud covered the body. This
wrapping the dead and their belongings in cloth was likely a common practice.
In short, when we look at the actions taken and the treatments of objects and
people during elite Early Iron Age burial rituals, rather than solely focusing on
the types of objects interred, we find that the choreography executed at UdenSlabroek displays strong similarities to those of Haps, Horst-Hegelsom, Meerlo,
Oss-Vorstengraf, Oss-Zevenbergen Mounds 3 and 7, Rhenen, Someren and
Wijchen, but with nuanced variations. The rituals appear to be governed by the
same cultural concepts, just with different emphases. The result being a spectrum
of burials created through similar practices, but with many variations at the same
time (Fig. 5). In a sense, no two burials are exactly alike, but at the same time they
are all similar.

Conclusion
Above we have shown that while the inhumation grave of Uden-Slabroek initially
was viewed by archaeologists as strange and completely deviating from the Early
Iron Age burial norm for special people, in fact it appears to be the result of similar
practices as the traditional chieftains’ graves and other elite burials. There seems
to have been a cultural concept that required specific actions to be part of these
burial rituals. Variations in the burial choreographies are the result of different
actions emphasized by different people. The result is a spectrum of burials with
similarities and variations. The burials considered in this study were all discovered
in or near urnfields and are the results of rituals that involved fire and wood,
fragmentation, textile and emphasizing the physical appearance of the dead. At
the same time the burial deposits take different forms and the degree of body
treatment and the presence or absence of object types vary.
We wish to emphasize that we are not advocating switching out a check list
of required objects for a similar list of required actions. We also are not claiming
that objects were unimportant or not meaningful, on the contrary. Instead, this
example serves as a thought exercise to illustrate that letting go of preconceptions
and switching perspective can provide new and very different insights. With regard
to the Uden-Slabroek inhumation, our point is that the actions taken during the
burial ritual conform in many respects to what we see in contemporaneous elite
burials and its otherness therefore can be questioned. Both in Uden-Slabroek and
the ‘traditional’ elite burials we are seeing the results of the same burial custom,
even though some different choices were made, such as the decision not to cremate
the deceased or mark his/her burial with a barrow.
In conclusion, we have argued that solely studying object types found in
archaeological burials limits our understanding of past mortuary rituals. It is
our view that we need to expand our studies of objects in graves to also include
studies of the actions and practices involved in creating those graves. As we have
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demonstrated for the Early Iron Age elite burials, this switch of perspective allows
us to develop a more nuanced and better understanding of burial ritual and the
people who took part in them.
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New research on sword graves of
the Hallstatt C period in Hesse
Wolfram Ney
Abstract
Sword graves of phase Ha C in Hesse are common finds and have been studied extensively. Most of the
grave finds were excavated with outdated methods and were not or insufficiently documented. As a result
the composition and exact location of the finds is often unclear. Furthermore, many objects were destroyed
in the Second World War in the Museums of Hanau, Frankfurt, Darmstadt and Gießen and are no longer
available for re-examination. Studies concerning the chronology of Early Iron Age in Hesse have had to
stay quite rough due to the lack of trustworthy ensembles. Two new features from Nidderau provide a rare
opportunity to examine sword graves of phase Ha C in detail and to consider new aspects of chronology
and distribution of the finds.

Résumé
Les tombes avec des épées de la période Ha C en Hesse sont très fréquentes et ont déjà souvent été discutées.
La plupart du matériel cependant ont été trouvés lors de fouilles anciennes dont on n’a pas exactement
ou pas du tout documenté les résultats. C’est pourquoi on ne connaît ni la composition ni la position des
objets funéraires. En plus, maints objets des musées de Hanau, Francfort, Darmstadt et Gießen ont été
détruits pendant la Seconde Guerre mondiale et par conséquent une nouvelle étude n’est plus réalisable.
De même, les recherches chronologiques de la période du Hallstatt en Hesse sont restées assez sommaires,
faute de découvertes suffisantes et homogènes. Ces deux nouveaux faits de Nidderau présentent une rare
occasion d’examiner en détail les tombes à épée du Ha C et d’envisager de nouveaux aspects à propos de la
chronologie et la répartition du matériel trouvé.

Introduction
The sword graves of the early Hallstatt period in Hesse are located on the
northern border of the core area of the western Hallstatt culture. There we have
a dense concentration of such graves in a relatively small region, which extends
from Darmstadt in the South and Muschenheim in the North. Swords are equally
common in urn graves and in inhumations. Gerdsen listed 35 sites with over
60 swords in total (Gerdsen 1986, 21-22). Since then some new finds were
made in this region, for example an inhumation from Frankfurt-Harheim which
contains an iron sword (Flügen/Willms 2009, 63-66), or a bronze sword from
Langenselbold (Bergmann 2011, 78-80). The number of iron swords found is ten
times higher than the number of bronze swords. Usually the swords are covered
with several layers of textile, among which in some cases may be a sheath made of
wood (Trachsel 2005, 70-71). Recently examined swords had no wooden remains
under the textile layer (Flügen/Willms 2009; Martins/Willms 2005; Riedel
2012). In inhumations the swords were placed on the right side of the dead with
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the point near the head, as is common in the region east of the river Rhine.
In cremations the swords always are located in or near the remains or the urn
(Gerdsen 1986, 23).
The main part of the grave goods consists of pottery, but there are also quite
a few finds of metal objects in the swords burials. The average number of vessels
is between four and 14 (Reinhard 2003, 43 fig. 24), consisting of bigger or
smaller vessels, bowls and small pots with a pointed bottom. These cone cups are
characteristic of the southern part of Hesse, where the local culture group is called
Koberstadter Kultur (Schumacher 1974, 106-107). Arm rings of very different
types were worn on the left wrist, as far as we can deduce from the circumstances
of the finds. Sometimes pins of different types were found in the Hessian sword
graves. They are relatively rare west of the Rhine, but very common in the sword
graves of Bavaria (Reinhard 2003, 43 fig. 24). Knives are frequently present in
connection with the pottery and probably indicate the existence of meat offerings
(Gerdsen 1986, 20-24).
Toilet utensil sets made of iron or bronze often are found on or near the chest.
They are composed of tweezers, nail cleaners, ear scoops and simple sticks. In parts
of Bavaria the presence of two toilet sets in one grave is said to be characteristic for
the Ha C period (Torbrügge 1979, 192), and this was observed in some Hessian
graves as well. Razors are common in western sword graves, while in the eastern ones
tweezers are predominant. Southern Hesse and Baden-Württemberg form a zone of
transition between these two grave goods practices (Reinhard 2003, 41-45).
Parts of horse-gear or wagons are very rare and were found only in two burials
in Hesse (Gerdsen 1986, 23). Swords are the only weapons found in this area.
The main part of the published material comes from old excavations of burial
mounds. Therefore, the composition and arrangement of the finds, as well as the
context of their discovery, is often unknown. The circumstances of the finds of
Hallstatt graves in southern Hesse in general are poorly known and insufficiently
studied and published (Torbrügge 1991, 402). This is why the results of modern
excavations are so important, as for example the cemetery of Nidderau. The town is
situated in the north-east of the Rhine-Main-area in the Main-Kinzig-Kreis (Hesse)
and was already known for excavations of several Ha C burial mounds in the districts
of Eichen and Windecken in the late 19th and early 20th century (Wolfram 1994a;
1994b). At least ten Hallstatt swords made of iron were found there.
The new cemetery was found approximately 4 km from the old mounds
during the construction of a residential area and its affiliated road, and it was
excavated from 2008 to 2011 (Hassler/Lasch 2009; Piffko 2011). Most of the
approximately 115 graves date to the Ha C and Ha D periods, but there are also
late Neolithic and La Tène period burials. In the following two graves with swords
from Nidderau (Features 28 and 197), which were excavated and documented
very well, will be presented. These graves show no traces of burial mounds, stone
constructions or wooden chambers as some of the other burials, but only simple
grave pits (250 x 170 and 300 x 205 cm). The lack of burial mounds in the
northern part of the necropolis could be explained by the intensive agriculture.
The anthropological determination of the skeletons from Nidderau is for the most
part not possible due to the bad conservation of the bones, which is a general
problem in this region.
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Fig. 1. Excavation plan of
sword grave 1 (feature 28).

Fig. 2. The second toilet
utensil set from grave 1
(feature 28) (photo W. Ney).
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Sword Grave 1 (Feature 28)
This grave (Fig. 1) contained an iron sword of type Mindelheim, which was found
on the right side of the dead with the point near the head (direction south). With
a length of 119.5 cm it is one of the longest Mindelheim swords ever found. The
handle shows traces of wood and at least ten rivets. Most of them are small round
bronze platelets or false rivets, which are only for decoration. A small whetstone
was placed on the handle. On the 97 cm long blade there were three oblique
wrapped layers of varying woven textiles (wool). There were no traces of a wooden
or metal sheath.
On each side of the chest there was a toilet utensil set made of bronze. Around
them were dark organic traces, which indicate they were in leather or textile bags.
One set consists of tweezers with two vertical grooves, two sticks with eyelet heads
and twisted shaft and one stick with rolled up head and twisted shaft. The latter
was used as a nail cleaner due to its slotted end, one of the others probably as an
ear scoop, but the bottom end was not preserved complete. The second toilet
utensil set (Fig. 2) was in very good condition. It consists of tweezers, nail cleaner,
ear scoop and a stick made of organic material. It imitates the first set and traces
of metal working (hammer, file, chisel) suggest that it was never used, but made
especially for the burial (Riedel 2012, 177). Near both sets were tapered round
iron bolts, and in one case a fragment of a bronze ring, which kept the pieces
together. Two additional iron rings (diam. 1.2 and 1.8 cm) with tapered bolt were
found close to one of the toilet utensil sets. At the upper end of one set there was
a big ovoid amber bead (3 x 4 cm) with perforation. It might have been worn
around the neck with an organic string, closing the bag that was containing the
toilet utensils.
Below the jaw there were two objects made of metal which were covered in
textile. One iron pin with a figure eight-shaped head and a remarkable bronze
fibula (length 9.5 cm) whose arch consists of four loops in form of an eight. On
the right side of the deceased were three big vessels, two bowls, two small cups
with pointed bottom and an iron knife with a curved blade.

Sword grave 2 (Feature 197)
This grave (Fig. 3) contained a long iron sword (Fig. 4) of 112.5 cm, also type
Mindelheim (Lasch 2012). The orientation of the skeleton and the sword is
identical with sword grave 1. The handle shows traces of animal bone fixed with
four iron rivets. The blade was wrapped in three layers of textile made of plant
fiber, one fine and one coarse variant.
What is remarkable is the presence of an iron antenna dagger or knife
(Fig. 5; length 42 cm) with one cutting edge, whose hollow ends are made of
two compound hemispheres (Lasch 2011, 77 fig. 5). It belongs to the group of
iron antenna weapons with multipart handles (Sievers 1982, 18-21), dated end
of the Ha C period and the transition to Ha D. To this group also belongs a
similar dagger from grave 755 from the Hallstatt necropolis, which also has only
one cutting edge (Kromer 1959, pl. 140,2). The combination of Hallstatt swords
and antenna weapons has never been found before in Germany, and only rarely
in Western Europe (Gerdsen 1986, 54; 94. Belgium: Court-Saint-Etienne La
Ferme Rouge, Tombelle 3 (short antenna sword; see contributions of De Mulder
and Warmenbol in this volume); Austria: Hallstatt, grave 789 (antenna dagger);
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Fig. 3. Excavation plan of
sword grave 2 (feature 197).

Fig. 4 Iron sword from grave 2
(Feature 197) after restoration
(photo M. Stotz).

Fig. 5. Antenna knife from
grave 2 (feature 197) after
restoration (after Lasch 2011,
77 fig. 5).
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France: Concoeur-et-Corboin, mound Olivier II, central grave (antenna dagger)).
It is possible, that the antenna knife was used for cutting meat or as a hunting
knife and not as a ceremonial or representative weapon. It was placed parallel to
the sword at approximately 50 cm. Between those two items there was a bowl with
an crescent-shaped razor made of iron. On the chest of the deceased there was a
three-pieced toilet utensil set made of iron, including tweezers and two sticks with
enrolled head and a broken bottom end. Similarly to the first sword grave, amber
was in direct connection with the set (Hassler 2010). In front of the set lay two
small rings, one made of amber, the other made of stone, which were probably
worn with an organic string around the neck together with the toilet utensils.
Those amber rings were sometimes used as fastening for toilet utensil sets (for
example Gorszewice grave 2: Gedl 1988, 91; Stahl 2006, 348 fig. 15b). Such a use
is also possible for the rings of the grave from Nidderau.
Four poorly preserved iron pins were found near the right shoulder of the
skeleton, with a bent quadrangular shaft, which was fixed in the pins head. X-rays
showed that the head consists of two hemispheres, which were soldered together.
These pins are sometimes called Kugelkopfnadeln (Gerdsen 1986, 59-60; Reinhard
2003; 2004, 40-41), sometimes Zweischalennadeln (Baitinger 1999, 31; Schmidt
2013, 71). They were found in graves in Saarland, Hunsrück and Bavaria (Nakoinz
2005, 139). In the necropolis of Rubenheim seven of those pins were found, some
of them in Ha C sword graves (Reinhard 2003, 349-371; 2004, 32; 40-41). They
also originate from the necropolis of Impfingen, Tauberbischofsheim-Dittigheim
or Großeibstadt in Bavaria, where pins with straight and with bent shafts were
found (Nakoinz 2005, 139). In the Netherlands we have the three iron examples
with bronze heads from the princely tumulus of Oss (Mound from 1933; Fokkens/
Jansen 2004, 60; 65; see also Jansen/Van der Vaart-Verschoof in this volume) and
in Saint-Vincent in Belgium we have two pins made of iron (Mariën 1964, 152).
In inhumations one pin usually was placed on the shoulder or the chest, on the
other hand four pins in the Nidderau sword grave 2 were found. In Bavaria they
were found mostly in women’s graves, where they were placed on both shoulders
or on the chest (Wamser 1981, 233; 241; Baitinger 1999, 31). In Großeibstadt
grave 1 five “biconical iron buttons with bent shafts” were found on the hip
and near the knee. Their interpretation is not really clear, Kossack suggested a
link with the sword point, were they were placed, as it was the case in Nidderau
too (Kossack 1970, 47; 55 pl. 32,124). Maybe these buttons are also strongly
corroded iron pins of the type described above.
The last object of sword grave 2 that should be noted is an open arm ring
made of bronze on the left wrist (Lasch 2011, 76 fig. 4). It has an oval pointed
cross section with lengthwise grooves and hemispherical ends. Such a ring was
also found on the left wrist of a swordsman from a grave in the necropolis of
Rubenheim (Reinhard 2003, 346-348). The practice of wearing one single ring
on the left wrist was often observed in men’s graves, so one can assume that this
was a traditional costume for men (Polenz 1973, 129; Reinhard 2003, 37). With
eleven vessels, the pottery set in sword grave 2 was the largest in the necropolis
of Nidderau. It includes three large vessels, two smaller pots, four bowls and two
small cups with a pointed bottom.
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Summary and outlook
These two sword graves are part of the relatively large Hallstatt and Early La Tène
cemetery of Nidderau, which the author is currently analyzing as part his PhD
thesis. Due to the long use of the cemetery, it should be possible to increase our
knowledge of chronology and chorology of Iron Age material in Hesse and the
surrounding regions. Especially the chronology of Ha C and Ha D is not as well
developed as in southern Germany. Particularly sword grave two is interesting
because it contained one of the rare late Ha C antenna weapons together with a
Mindelheim sword. The good conservation of textile on some iron objects in both
sword graves also allows further research on weaving technology and its utilization
in the funerary context. But also some new simple conclusions can be made, for
example the link between toilet utensils and amber beads or rings, which seems to
be confirmed in more and more graves. In the end the final analysis should help
us to study transitions, transformations and continuities between the Early Iron
Age phases on the northern border of the western Hallstatt culture.
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The early Hallstatt elite burials in
Belgium
An analysis of the funerary ritual
Guy De Mulder
Abstract
The earliest Belgian elite Hallstatt burials were already discovered in the late 18th century. Most of them were
excavated in the late 19th – early 20th centuries. Although these burials are known all over Belgium, the Dyle and
Haine valleys stand out with a clear concentration of this specific burial rite. Within the ritual there is a certain
variability. Cremation is dominant, but there are different ways to deposit the cremated bone. Most numerous
is the habit of erecting a barrow directly on top of the pyre. Flatgraves are less prominent among the Hallstatt
elite burials, but they are well present in the contemporary Early Iron Age urnfields. Another tendency are the
larger dimensions of elite barrows in comparison with contemporary ring ditches. 21 weapon graves are recorded
in Belgium which contain a bronze or iron sword. These can be accompanied by other prestige items such as
razors, horse-gear etc. A few rich graves without a sword are also ascertained. The location of elite burials in the
funerary landscape can be very different. At Hofstade and Neerharen-Rekem a single weapon grave was found
within a larger cremation cemetery. By contrast, at Court-Saint-Etienne, Harchies and Gedinne these rich
graves are concentrated in small groups. Within the group of Belgian elite Hallstatt burials different influences
are discernible. Some graves show elite burial sets which have clearly Atlantic origins and represent the beginning
of this tradition. On other sites Central European contacts and influence are also present.

Zusammenfassung
Die frühesten Entdeckungen hallstattzeitlicher Elitegräber in Belgien reichen bis in das späte 18.
Jahrhundert zurück, der größte Teil wurde im späten 19. und frühen 20. Jahrhundert ausgegraben. Auch
wenn entsprechende Bestattungen aus ganz Belgien bekannt sind, zeigen sich in den Tälern von Dyle und
Haine klare Konzentrationen. Die Kremation überwiegt in diesen Bestattungen, aber es gibt unterschiedliche
Arten, den Leichenbrand niederzulegen. Am häufigsten ist dabei die Sitte, einen Grabhügel direkt über dem
Scheiterhaufen zu errichten. Flachgräber sind unter den ältereisenzeitlichen Elitegräbern deutlich seltener, in
den zeitgleichen Urnenfeldern aber gut belegt. Eine weitere Tendenz zeichnet sich in den Dimensionen der
Grabhügel entsprechender Gräber ab, die im Vergleich zu zeitgleichen Kreisgräben herausstechen. Insgesamt
sind aus Belgien 21 Waffengräber bekannt, in denen bronzene oder eiserne Schwerter gefunden wurden.
Diese können durch andere Prestigegüter wie Rasiermesser, Pferdegeschirr und anderes ergänzt werden.
Einige wenige reich ausgestattete Gräber ohne Schwerter sind ebenso belegt. Die Lage der Elitegräber in der
Funerärlandschaft kann sehr unterschiedlich sein. In Hofstade und Neerharen-Rekem wurde ein einzelnes
Waffengrab in einem größeren Urnenfeld entdeckt. Im Gegensatz dazu konzentrieren sich diese Gräber in
Court-Saint-Etienne, Harchies und Gedinne in kleinen Gruppen. In den hallstättischen Elitegräbern aus
Belgien zeigen sich verschiedene Einflüsse. Einige Bestattungen weisen Beigabensets auf, die klare atlantische
Bezüge zeigen. Diese Bestattungen repräsentieren den Beginn dieser Tradition. In anderen Fundstellen
wiederum zeigen sich ebenso mitteleuropäische Einflüsse und Kontakte.
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Introduction
Research of early Hallstatt elite burials started in Belgium in the late 18th century
with the first discoveries at Court-Saint-Etienne. The late 19th and early 20th centuries
saw a series of excavations in the southern part of Belgium. The presence of visible
burial mounds in the landscape attracted the archaeological interest of different
researchers. In the 1950s M.-E. Mariën again focused archaeological attention on
these sites through his study of the excavated objects of these cemeteries which had
been deposited and preserved in the Royal Museum for Art and History in Brussels
(Mariën 1958). In the following decades new information on this type of burial
has only been discovered in two new sites: Neerharen-Rekem and Hofstade, the
last mentioned cemetery is currently under excavation and study. Field prospection
suggests that a new cemetery with elite burials has been found at Marche-enFamenne, but there has been no excavation to test this (Lecarme/Warmenbol
2015). New prospection techniques, such as Lidar, have shown that there is still
an archaeological potential to develop new excavations on this type of cemeteries.

Overview of the sites
The bases of this overview are the sites which have been excavated before (Fig. 1).
The potential site of Marche-en-Famenne is not integrated in this study but is
discussed in this volume by E. Warmenbol.

Hofstade/Kasteelstraat (East-Flanders)(1)
This site has only recently been discovered during trial trenching and is being
excavated (2016) (Beke et al. 2016). One of the cremation graves, discovered
during the trial trenching, was an urn grave which contained broken and bent

Fig. 1. Overview of the early
Hallstatt elite burials in
Belgium (drawing J. Angenon,
UGent).
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fragments from a bronze sword and a chape (Fig. 2). Based on the present available
information this elite burial can be considered a flat grave since there are no
indications for the presence of a burial mound on top of the cremation deposit
(De Mulder/Laloo 2016).

Neerharen-Rekem/Hangveld (Limbourg)(2)
The urnfield cemetery of Neerharen-Rekem was known already in the late 19th
century. It was excavated between 1978 and 1986 by the Belgian archaeological
service (Nationale Dienst voor Opgravingen) and yielded a total of 236 cremations
(De Boe et al. 1992; Temmerman 2007). One cremation grave stood out. In burial
72 the remains of three persons were deposited together with three bronze swords,
three bronze spearheads and two chapes (De Boe et al. 1992; Warmenbol 1988;
2009).

Court-Saint-Etienne/La Quenique-Ferme Rouge
(Brabant Wallon)(3)
The archaeological research from the site covers a long period from the late 18th
century until 1914. A uniform reconstruction of the funerary occupation on
the plateau is difficult due to the different excavators and the differences in the
archaeological quality of the registration and documentation. From these sources
it is at least possible to deduce that both barrows and flat graves were present
in different areas of the site. In the late 19th century a series of flat graves were
destroyed in a pine forest (Cloquet 1882). Other flat graves were ascertained at
the area of Bettrémont and La Quenique. Preserved urns of these areas in the
Royal Museum for Art and History prove that these mostly belong to the Late
Bronze Age (De Loë 1913; Goblet d’Alviella 1908). Information on the Early Iron
Age burials is available for the five barrows at La Ferme Rouge and some barrows
at La Quenique. Unfortunately, reliable dates for La Quenique are limited to some
barrows while according to the sources a few dozen of these monuments seem to
have been destroyed during this period. The known Early Iron Age burials are
concentrated on the southern border of the plateau which descends abruptly to
the Orne brook (Guillaume 2003; Mariën 1958).

Court-Saint-Etienne/La Plantée des Dames (Brabant
Wallon)(4)
This site is located on the border with the neighboring community of Bousval in a
forest. The barrows were constructed on a plateau between the rivers Dyle and Thyle.
Four barrows, grouped together produced evidence of burials. Ten other barrows
were dispersed on the plateau. They covered layers of charcoal but no funerary goods
were found. So their interpretation as funerary monuments is dubious, as well as an
attribution to the Early Iron Age (Dens 1903; Mariën 1958).

Wavre/Bruyère-Saint-Job (Brabant Wallon)(5)
Fig. 2. The bronze sword (type
Villement or Wehringen) and
chape of Hofstade (drawing J.
Angenon, UGent).

In 1882 and 1883 different persons excavated a series of barrows. They were
located on the southern slope of a plateau. Two of these could be attributed to the
Early Iron Age (Comhaire 1894/95; Mariën 1958).
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Limal/Morimoine (Brabant Wallon)(6)
In 1902 a series of barrows was excavated by C. Dens (Dens 1903). Only two of
the four excavated monuments could be attributed to the Early Iron Age (Mariën
1958).

Limal/Stoquoy (Brabant Wallon)(7)
At another site in the village five barrows had been erected along the southern site
of a steep plateau orientated towards the river Dyle. They were also excavated in
1902 by C. Dens (1903). One monument could be dated to the Early Iron Age
(Mariën 1958).

Harchies/Maison Cauchies (Hainault)(8)
The finds from this site were unearthed between 1913 and 1955. The graves
were discovered in the Rue Calvaire in the center of the village. Only two small
excavations were undertaken in 1913 and 1955 by the Royal Museum for Art and
History. Four graves have come to light. They are supposedly flat graves although
M.-E. Mariën did not exclude the hypothesis of barrows assuming that these
had disappeared due to the building activity in the village centre (Mariën 1975).
Recent prospection with a metal detector has shown that there is still a potential
for archaeological research on the site (Leblois 2010).

Havré/ Bois de la Taille des Vignes (Hainault)(9)
This cemetery was discovered in 1930 during the extension of a stone quarry
and four barrows were recorded. The next year a limited excavation campaign
was conducted by the Royal Museum for Art and History during which 17 more
barrows were excavated. The barrows were implanted on the southern slope of a
plateau oriented towards the river Haine (Mariën 1999).

Bernissart (Hainault)(10)
An isolated grave was found at the site during road works in 1851 (Toilliez 1857).
Only the razor has been preserved. The ceramic finds are now lost.

Flobecq/Pottelberg (Hainault)(11)
A few barrows were excavated in 1837 at this site. Afterwards a local found
different fragments of an Early Iron Age bronze sword in the spoil heaps of the
excavation by (Joly De Laet 1982; Delvaux 1888/89). Unfortunately, no fragments
are preserved in a known archaeological collection, so the attribution to an Early
Iron Age burial cannot be proven.

Louette-Saint-Pierre/La fosse aux Morts (Namur)(12)
The site was excavated in 1865-66. 17 barrows were discovered. The exact
location of the barrows is unknown, but they seem to have been erected on the
southern slope close to a small river. Not all the graves seem to have an elite status
(Dujardin/Gravet 1865/66; Warmenbol 1993).
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Gedinne/Chevaudos (Namur)(13)
This burial place was excavated in the same years (1865-66) as the neighboring
Louette-Saint-Pierre, which is located 1 km further. The barrows were constructed
close to the top of the plateau. Twenty graves were excavated in this first phase
(Dujardin/Gravet 1865/66). A new campaign in 1881 delivered evidence of 24
more barrows (De Radiguès 1881; Guillaume 2003; Warmenbol 1993).

Burial rites
Burial rites can be a complex and elaborated phenomenon. Unfortunately, from an
archaeological point of view we can only capture a glimpse of this ritual through
the potential preservation of the pyre, the deposition of the deceased’s remains
and funerary goods. After the cremation different options are possible through
which to bury the remains of the deceased. Two main choices can be made: the
remains are buried together with the pyre or the cremated bones are collected and
buried at another location. Even during the collection of the cremains different
choices can be made. In a lot of cases not all the bones, sometimes only some
token fragments, were collected and deposited in the grave. Based on these actions
a typology for the deposition of the cremated bones has been constructed which
reflects the manipulation of the deceased’s remains after the cremation and the
manner in which they were deposited. (De Laet et al. 1986; De Mulder 2011).

Burial mounds and flat graves
Early Iron Age elite burials in Europe are traditionally covered by a burial mound.
Nevertheless, in Belgium some of these burials seem rather to be so-called flat
graves. The four cremation graves from Harchies and both weapon burials at
Hofstade and Neerharen-Rekem can be catalogued in this group. There is no
information available for the old find from Bernissart but an allocation to the
group of flat graves cannot be excluded. It is important to take into account
that these graves could have been covered by a monument which has left no
archaeological traces in the subsoil. Although the recently excavated burials from
Neerharen-Rekem and Hofstade have not delivered any indication for the presence
of a burial mound according to the observation of the subsoil.
The majority of the elite burials are covered by a mound. The dimensions of
these mounds are variable. Due to the early excavations of the monuments in
the 19th and early 20th centuries we are missing a lot of information about the
possible surrounding structures of the monuments. Excavation was focused on
the center of the burial mound. There are no indications of peripheral structures
such as ring ditches around these monuments. However, the excavation of the
Late Bronze Age – Early Iron Age cemetery of Saint-Vincent in the 1950s showed
that no peripheral structures were present around the burial mounds at this site
(Guillaume 2003). At Louette-Saint-Pierre (barrow 2) and Gedinne (barrow
14) two mounds were probably surrounded by a stone circle according to the
description by the excavator (De Radiguès 1881).
Concerning the size of these monuments we are relatively well informed
about the cemeteries in the Dyle valley (Court-Saint-Etienne, Limal, Wavre) and
some information for Louette-Saint-Pierre and Gedinne. For the other sites this
information is less well documented. The majority of these barrows belong to
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the group between 10 and 20 m in diameter (Fig. 3). There are 20 examples
known. Two monuments in the Dyle valley have a smaller dimension and measure
respectively 8 and 9 m in diameter. One small barrow at the cemetery of LouetteSaint-Pierre measured only 2 m, although there is no indication that this could
be an elite burial. Three barrows at Gedinne are also quite small and measure
between 1.4 and 3 m in diameter (De Radiguès 1881). Five monuments are larger
and measure between 20 to 25 m in diameter (De Mulder 2011). There is no
information available for each separate burial mound at Louette-Saint-Pierre.
Only four barrows were well documented concerning their dimension, one of
them was a very small one (see above), but for the other monuments their size is
estimated to vary between 7 and 18 m in diameter (Warmenbol 1993). The size
of these monuments is larger than the contemporary ring ditches in the Early Iron
Age urnfields of northern Belgium. Their dimensions are mostly less than 10 m in
diameter (De Laet 1982; De Mulder 2011).
It is important to mention one enigmatic structure in this chapter. At Edegem/
Buizegem in northern Belgium two thirds of a circular structure were excavated
(Fig. 4). The total dimension of the ditch was calculated at 53-54 m. In the center
of this structure a Final-Neolithic ring ditch surrounded by postholes was located.
The large ditch contained some ceramics that could be dated to the Iron Age.
Due to erosion and bioturbation no indication of a central grave was ascertained.
The layout of this monument and also its dimensions are exactly the same as the
princely grave of Oss-Vorstengraf in the Netherlands (Fokkens/Jansen 2004). Due
to the resemblance with the burial monument at Oss a hypothesis as a potential
high status funerary monument was formulated, although there is no proof of a
central burial (Vandevelde et al. 2008).

Cremation grave types
Among the early Hallstatt elite burial cemeteries different types of deposition of
the cremated bones are ascertained (Fig. 5). Especially for the older excavations
it is not always possible to determine the exact way of deposition due to a lack
of attention to recording this in the late 19th and early 20th centuries. According
to the descriptions by the excavators at five sites the burial mound covered the
remains of the pyre. These are the cemeteries of Court-Saint-Etienne/La Ferme
Rouge-Le Quenique, Gedinne/Chevaudos, Havré, Limal/Morimoine and
Louette-Saint-Pierre. They describe in their reports layers of ashes and charcoal
which they interpret as being the remnants of pyres. These layers can be 5 to 10
cm thick. Their size is sometimes more than 2 m wide (De Radiguès 1881). This
specific ritual appears in the study region during the beginning of the Early Iron
Age. It is necessary to be careful with this interpretation because until now no new
excavations on this type of deposition have been conducted, which would confirm
the old descriptions.
Two different treatments of the cremated bones are assessed. The bones were
collected from the pyre, put into an urn which was then buried in the pyre
(type H). In the other case (type I) there has been no selection of cremated bone at
all and the pyre and associated grave goods were simply buried under the mound
(Fig. 6) (De Mulder 2011). According to the descriptions of Gedinne and LouetteSaint-Pierre all the burials in both cemeteries can be attributed to both types of
deposition (H and I) (Dujardin/Gravet 1865/66; De Radiguès 1881). In Gedinne
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there seems to be an exception and one grave could potentially be interpreted as
an urn grave (type A) if we interpret the text correct (De Radiguès 1881). But it
is not always possible to determine exactly which way of deposition was chosen
due to erosion and/or disturbances of the burial mounds and negligent recording
of the excavations. At Court-Saint-Etienne five cremation burials were attributed
to the type H with selection of the cremated bone while two others are according
to the description belonging to the type I (Mariën 1958). Both cremation graves
at Limal/Morimoine seem to be the type I (Mariën 1958). The cemetery of Havré
contains a lot of variety in depositing the cremated remains but two types H and
one type I cremation burials are present on the site (Mariën 1999).
Secondary deposition of the cremated bones is attested for the so-called flat
graves at Harchies, Hofstade and Neerharen-Rekem and also for the burials
mounds at Havré. The first three mentioned consist of flat graves that contained
sword fragments. At Harchies and Hofstade the human remains were put into an
urn (Mariën 1975; De Mulder/Laloo 2016). The grave of Neerharen-Rekem is
more complex since the bones of three individuals were deposited in three packets
in the burial pit (Temmerman 2007; Warmenbol 2015). At Havré the only weapon
burial was a type H cremation grave. The other grave types were urn graves with
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only cremated bone (type A) and urn graves mixed up with remnants from the
pyre (type B). Next to urn graves there were also some urnless depositions as a
cremation grave type Destelbergen (type D) and a so-called Brandschüttungsgrab
which consists of a token deposition from pyre remains and some cremated bone
in a pit (type E). It is interesting to note that the metal objects deposited in these
cremation graves are all associated with body adornment as razors and tweezers
(Mariën 1999).

Grave goods
The elite grave good par excellence is the bronze or iron sword in association
with a chape. The number of sword graves is quite variable from one cemetery to
another. Other elite graves contain mostly metal objects which are associated with
bodily adornment. Nevertheless, in these cemeteries there are also barrows present
which contain no funerary gifts at all.
Not all cemeteries with rich burials contain cremation graves with a sword
deposition. There is an old isolated find of a razor at Bernissart and in the burial
mounds of Louette-Saint-Pierre only razors were discovered. Both bronze and
iron swords received a specific treatment and had been in contact with fire.
The bronze swords were intentionally broken in different fragments before
deposition (Fig. 7). The iron swords were bent and sometimes fixed into the soil.
An exceptional artifact in this group of burials is the so-called antenna sword
in barrow 3 at Court-Saint-Etienne (see fig. 7 in Warmenbol in this volume)
(Mariën 1958). The dispersion of sword graves shows a strong concentration in
Types of cremation graves

Fig. 5. Overview of the
different types of cremation
graves in the early Hallstatt
cemeteries.
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the Dyle valley, especially in the cemetery at Court-Saint-Etienne. Six burials with
a sword have been recorded, but other fragments of bronze and iron swords from
this site (though without any reference to their burial context) are preserved in
the collection of the Royal Museum for Art and History. A total of 17 swords have
been found on this site (Mariën 1958). Another group is visible in the southern
Haine valley with an accent on the site of Harchies (De Mulder/Bourgeois 2011).
Finally, there is a strong representation of this type of elite burial in the cemetery of
Gedinne/Chevaudos, not so far from the site of Louette-Saint-Pierre (Guillaume
2003; Warmenbol 1993). Remarkable is the concentration of three bronze swords
in the cremation grave at Neerharen-Rekem which contains the remains of three
different individuals, probably two men and a woman (Temmerman 2007).
The swords can be accompanied by different objects which further confirm
the status of the deceased. Some objects, deposited in the burial pit, form an elite
funerary set. The chape from the scabbard is only ascertained in a few contexts (see
Table 1). Fragments of horse-gear are present in two burial mounds at Court-SaintEtienne and Limal/Morimoine. Although in the same region there are examples of
deposition of elements of horse-gear only. At Court-Saint-Etienne barrow Z and
barrow 4 fragments of horse-gear in bronze and iron were discovered, in the first
mentioned burial accompanied also by some unidentifiable bronze elements. The
site of Court-Sainte-Etienne/La Plantée des Dames is also present in this category
with a bronze fragment in barrow 4 (Mariën 1958).
Other artifacts are less associated with the classical sword graves, but appear
in a few cremation graves. The three bronze swords at the multiple burial at
Neerharen-Rekem were accompanied by three bronze spearheads (Warmenbol
1998). An iron spearhead was also given to the deceased in barrow 3 Ferme Rouge
at Court-Saint-Etienne, which was equipped with a rich set of other artifacts
(Mariën 1958). Finally, at Gedinne/Chevaudos was a lone bronze spearhead
deposited in burial 16. In the Dutch urnfield cemetery of Weert/Boshoverheide
were also two spearheads discovered next to three bronze swords and a chape in
the late 19th century. However, the spearheads were not found together with the
swords (Hissel/Theunissen 2012; Ubaghs 1890).
In the deposited funerary set of the Ferme Rouge barrow 3 at Court-SaintEtienne was also another remarkable artifact added, namely a bronze socketed
axe (see figure 7 in Warmenbol in this volume) (Mariën 1958). This practice was

Fig. 6. Drawing of a type I
cremation grave at CourtSaint-Etienne (after Mariën
1958, 85 fig. 12).
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also attested at the Oss-Vorstengraf in the Netherlands. An iron axe formed part
of a rich cremation burial in a situla which contained an iron Mindelheim sword,
horse-gear and a set of other metal artifacts (Fokkens/Jansen 2004; Fokkens et al.
2012; see also Jansen/Van der Vaart-Verschoof this volume). A second example was
discovered at Rhenen in the center of the Netherlands. Among the funerary set of
a cremation in a bronze situla was a fragment of a socketed axe of the Wesseling
type, as well as elements of horse-gear and a four-wheeled wagon (Van Heeringen
1998/99). The presence of these socketed axes is an interesting new phenomenon
because during the Late Bronze Age axes were deposited in wet contexts such as
valley streams and marshes and in the final stage of the Late Bronze Age also in
large hoards of the so-called Plainseau culture (Fontijn 2002/03; Fontijn/Fokkens
2007). The inclusion of these axes among the funerary set of some elite burials
suggests that they acquired a new specific value.
Among the numerous deposited artifacts of barrow 3 at Court-Saint-Etienne
is also a hook that has been interpreted as a meat hook. One iron knife was also
present in this richly provided burial (Mariën 1958).
Barrow 5 at Wavre/Bruyère is the only known example of the association of
a sword and a razor (Mariën 1958). Toilet articles are an important item of the
elite culture and bodily appearance during this period but most of these artifacts
are found in different burial contexts. Next to razors appear also tweezers and
small toilet kits. Among the oldest finds of attention for the care of the body are
the loose find of a Late Bronze Age razor at Court-Saint-Etienne (Mariën 1958)
and bronze tweezers in a ‘bonepackgrave’ at the urnfield of Herk-de-Stad/Donk
(De Mulder et al. 2014; Van Impe 1980). In the early Hallstatt cemeteries bronze
and iron razors are found at Bernissart, Court-Saint-Etienne (barrow 5 Ferme
Cemetery

Sword

Chape

Hofstade

1 (Br)

1

Neerharen-Rekem

3 (Br)

2

CSE/barrow A

1 (Fe)

CSE/barrow K

1 (Br)

CSE/barrow L

1 (Fe)

CSE/barrow M

1 (Fe)

CSE/barrow 1

1 (Fe)

CSE/barrow 3

1 (Fe)

Wavre/Bruyère barrow 5

1 (Br)

Limal/Stoqouy barrow 5

1 (Fe)

Limal/Morimoine barrow 1

1 (Fe)

Harchies/cremation 1

1 (Br)

Harchies/cremation 2

1 (Br)

Harchies/cremation 3

1 (Br)

Harchies/cremation 4

1 (Br)

Havré/barrow E

1 (Fe)

Flobecq

1 (?)

Gedinne/barrow 1

1 (Br)

Gedinne/barrow 2

1 (Fe)

Gedinne/barrow 13

1 (Fe)

Gedinne/barrow 14

1 (Fe)
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1

1

2

1
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Table 1. Overview of the
sword graves in Belgium and
associated deposited bronze
and iron artifacts.

Fig. 7. The broken bronze
Gündlingen swords from
Harchies (after Guillaume
2003, 109 fig. 50).

Rouge), Court-Sainte-Etienne/La Plantée des Dames (barrow 2), Havré (barrows
9, 10 and 16), Limal/Morimoine (barrow 2) and Louette-Saint-Pierre (barrows I
and III). At barrow 2 in Limal/Morimoine the razor was accompanied by tweezers
(Mariën 1958). The cemetery of Havré contained the largest number of cremation
graves with toilet articles. Both mentioned barrows 9 and 10 had also a toilet kit as
part of the funerary goods. Another toilet kit was discovered in barrow 2. Finally,
iron tweezers had been deposited in barrow A (Mariën 1999).

Elite burials in the funerary landscape
There are differences in the relationship between the described elite graves and
other burials and cemeteries. The sites of Hofstade and Neerharen are located in an
area where there is also a strong presence of excavated urnfields of the Late Bronze
Age and Early Iron Age. The other sites in southern Belgium were found early in
the archaeological history of Belgium and also in regions with less archaeological
activity through the centuries.
Both weapon graves at Hofstade and Neerharen/Rekem are the only indication
of people buried with a higher social status in a ‘classic’ urnfield with principally
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simple cremations. Both burials are also so-called flat graves. At this moment the
urnfield of Hofstade counts 400 cremations but only one cremation with a sword
and chape (De Mulder/Laloo 2016). Although the study is still going on there are
no more explicit indications of outing of a higher social status. It is important to
remark that the site is not that far away from the Scheldt river between Wichelen
and Schoonaarde, an area known for its rich deposits of bronze artifacts during
the Late Bronze Age (De Mulder/Bourgeois 2011; Verlaeckt 1996). The estimated
walking time from Hofstade to the banks of the Scheldt is about 1.30 to 2 hours.
The cemetery of Neerharen-Rekem counts 235 cremations although it is not
completely excavated. Grave 72 is exceptional because it is made up of three
different bronze swords and three different individuals were deposited in it, but it
is also the only grave with an explicit social status (Temmerman 2007).
The Dyle valley stands out for its concentration of early Hallstatt burials. Five
cemeteries at a short distance from each other were found in the southern region
of this river valley. Among these cemeteries Court-Saint Etienne attracts attention
by the numerous barrows from this period and their lavish funerary sets. In the
archaeological literature different areas are mentioned at Court-Saint-Etienne but
they probably belong to one large funerary zone (Fig. 8). The oldest finds come
from the eastern part of the site at a place called Bettremont. The finds testify
to the presence of flat graves from the Late Bronze Age and also the Early Iron
Age in this area. The Late Bronze Age razor suggests the first indications of social
status in the funerary ritual during the Late Bronze Age. In the transition to the
Early Iron Age a new funerary ritual appears: the construction of burial mounds
on top of the pyre. These funerary monuments are recorded in two areas, La
Quenique and La Ferme Rouge, west of the urnfield cemetery. Due to the nature
of the 19th-early 20th century excavations we have no detailed information of the
location of other destroyed burials between these three recorded areas (De Mulder
2011; Mariën 1958). Another exceptional character of Court-Saint-Etienne is the
high number of recorded sword graves both excavated and preserved without find
context. This shows the importance of the site as a place for elite burial. This
is further proven by the richness of other artifacts associated with social status.
Concerning the other sites in the Dyle valley, the elite burials are located within
groups of other barrows but these could not be dated due to limited information.
Another group of elite burials is ascertained in the southern Haine-valley.
Bernissart is an old isolated find of a burial with a razor. The four burials at
Harchies seem to be flat graves. Due to the limited excavation there is no
information available on other funerary structures (Leblois 2010; Mariën 1975).
Havré is a larger cemetery with 21 documented burial mounds (Fig. 9). There has
only one sword grave been found, but five barrows contained artifacts associated
with body care. In four other burials were bronze or iron fragments discovered
that could not be identified anymore (Mariën 1999).
Finally, Louette-Saint-Pierre and Gedinne are also located a short distance from
each other in the valley of the Houille, a tributary of the Meuse. The cemetery of
Gedinne counts ca. 44 excavated burial mounds. Three were sword graves and one
grave contained a bronze spearhead. Five other cremations yielded small bronze
or iron fragments which were difficult to identify (Guillaume 2003). Regarding
Louette-Saint-Pierre 17 monuments were excavated. In two of these razors were
discovered. Furthermore, there exists also a loose find from a razor fragment from
this site and also a fragment from a bracelet (Guillaume 2003; Warmenbol 1993).
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Fig. 8. Location of the different
excavated cemeteries at CourtSaint-Etienne (after Mariën
1958, 15 fig. 2).

Other cremation graves contained only ceramics. Only a minority of the graves in
both cemeteries reflect a certain social status.

Early Hallstatt burials and radiocarbon dating
Since the beginning of the 3rd millennium cremated bone can be dated using the
carbon preserved in the bioapatite for the bone. To obtain a reliable radiocarbon
date the bone has to be well cremated (800 C°) and be completely white in
appearance (Van Strydonck et al. 2005; 2009; 2010). Since then radiocarbon
dating cremated bone has become a standard practice in the study of cremation
cemeteries, especially the urnfields of the Late Bronze Age and the Early Iron Age,
resulting in new insights of the occupation history of these cemeteries (De Mulder
et al. 2007). Nevertheless, for a detailed study of the early Hallstatt period burials
we are confronted with some limitations. The 2σ certainty range of a radiocarbon
date covers, depending on the calibration curve, one or two centuries. For the
final phase of the Late Bronze Age and the transition to the Early Iron Age a good
reliable calibrated radiocarbon date from one century (9th century) is possible. The
largest problem is the so-called Hallstatt-plateau which covers the whole period of
the Early Iron Age and so the appearance of the elite burials of this period. Due to
solar activity around 800 BC the calibration curve covers a period of three to four
centuries and cannot be refined at the moment. This limits the use of radiocarbon
dating cremated bone for the chronological study of the early Hallstatt period.
Another problem is the conservation of the cremated bone in museums. Since
most cemeteries were excavated in the late 19th and early 20th centuries it is not
always clear if the bone that has been preserved can be effectively associated with
the objects in the museum collections.
Until now only a limited number of radiocarbon dates have been realized on
elite burials in Belgium. There is one date for the grave at Neerharen-Rekem.
The sword grave from Hofstade has to be dated in the near future. Finally, three
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Fig. 9. The cemetery at Havré
(after Mariën 1999, 229 fig. 4).

dates were obtained on cremated bone from Louette-Sainte-Pierre, but without an
association with a grave context and grave goods (Warmenbol 2009).
The result for Neerharen-Rekem situates the grave between 905-796 cal BC,
which covers the end of the Late Bronze Age and the transition to the Early
Iron Age (Fig. 10). The three radiocarbon dates for Louette-Saint-Pierre cover, as
expected, the whole period of the Early Iron Age until the 5th century BC. Although
the oldest date (KIA-25593) tends to a greater probability at the beginning of the
Early Iron Age (for further discussion see also Warmenbol this volume).

The international context of the early Hallstatt elite
burials in Belgium
The discussed Belgian elite burials are part of a funerary tradition which covers the
southern Netherlands and northeastern France (Warmenbol 1993). The Gündlingen
bronze swords have their ancestors in the tradition of Atlantic Late Bronze Age swords
(Milcent 2004; Warmenbol 1988). Some of the swords at Harchies can be described
as proto-Hallstatt (see Warmenbol this volume). The chape in barrow 3 at Harchies
was also an Atlantic Sion Reach type (Warmenbol 1988). The genesis of the Hallstatt
funerary elite burial set seems to have its roots in the Atlantic region and influences
the Central European elites (Milcent 2004). In the Dyle valley Central European
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Fig. 10. The radiocarbon dates
of Belgium elite burials plotted
on the calibration curve.

influences are also present. The iron horse-gear at Limal/Morimoine has rather
Continental parallels (Mariën 1958). The barrows at Court-Saint-Etienne/la Ferme
Rouge reflect influences from both cultural traditions. The presence of a socketed
axe and elements of horse-gear in burial 3 represent the Atlantic tradition. On the
other hand, the iron knife in the same barrow reminds of Continental European
habits where knives are found back in association with swords (Brun et al. 2009). The
appearance of the burial mounds that cover the remains of the pyre was a new element
in the funerary traditions. Where it exactly originates is not clear but this tradition
seems also to be recorded in the Hunsrück-Eifel culture (Krausse 1991).

Conclusion
In this overview we focused on the funerary ritual of elite burials in Belgium. Most
of the finds can be considered relatively old since they have been excavated in the
19th and early 20th centuries, but it is still possible to extract a lot of information
on the burial ritual. The elite burials in Belgium seem to be concentrated in small
groups while both Flemish sites, Hofstade and Neerharen-Rekem are part of
larger urnfield cemeteries. The recent discovery of Hofstade and Lidar images in
Flanders and Wallonia show that there is still a great undiscovered potential.
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At the crossroads of the Hallstatt
East
Carola Metzner-Nebelsick
Abstract
The article gives an overview of the current state of research in those regions of the so-called eastern Hallstatt
culture (‘Osthallstattkreis’) which have from a Western or Central European research perspective not been in
the focus of attention in recent years: western Hungary and northern Croatia. Starting from previous own
research in southeastern Pannonia (in geographical terms south-eastern Transdanubia in western Hungary and
eastern Slavonia in northeastern Croatia) the author illustrates chronological parameters with focus on the Ha
C period and cultural contacts between the members of various groups of regional identity between the east
Alpine piedmont zone, the Drava-Sava interfluve and the bend of the Danube. An overview of social and
ritual practices with special focus on burial customs and settlement structures is given, as well as an account of
characteristic features of the material culture. The article stresses the important role the eastern fringe zone of the
eastern Hallstatt culture played next to Italy in the formation processes of what should be labeled as Hallstatt
culture. The immediate geographic vicinity to culturally distinct pastoral groups in the eastern Carpathian Basin
and beyond as well as to others in the Lower Danube area was decisive for transmitting innovations like new
bridling techniques, depending warfare and social role models as well as aesthetic principles to the west by various
levels of social interaction as early as the 9th century BC. Some of these technical as well as aesthetic principles
should become characteristic in the Ha C period. With regard to behavioral patterns of social distinction as well
as expressions of material culture communities at the eastern fringe zones of the eastern Hallstatt culture formed
an integral part of this cultural unit during the Ha C period.

Zusammenfassung
Der Artikel gibt einen Überblick über den Stand der Forschung zur älteren Hallstattzeit in jenen Regionen des
Osthallstattkreises bzw. der östlichen Hallstattkultur, die aus mittel- und westeuropäischer Forschungsperspektive
in den letzten Jahren nicht im Fokus standen. Dies gilt insbesondere für das westliche Ungarn und Nordkroatien.
Ausgehend von eigenen Forschungen in Südostpannonien, worunter in geographischer Hinsicht das südöstliche
Transdanubien in Westungarn sowie das östliche Slawonien in Kroatien verstanden werden, bietet der Artikel
einen Einblick in chronologische Parameter mit Schwerpunkt in der Periode Ha C und schildert kulturelle
Kontakte der einzelnen Identitätsgemeinschaften (‚Kulturgruppen‘) zwischen östlichem Alpenfuß, Drau-SaveZwischenstromland und Donauknie. Es werden vornehmlich auf die gesellschaftlichen Eliten bezogene Praktiken
des Bestattungsbrauchtums und des Siedlungswesens sowie Spezifika der materiellen Kultur vorgestellt. Zudem
wird betont, dass es gerade jene am östlichsten gelegenen Regionen der Hallstattkultur waren, die neben Italien
maßgeblich Impulse für die Herausbildung der älteren Hallstattkultur insgesamt geliefert haben. Durch die
direkte geographische Nähe zu den Lebensräumen kulturell divergenter Gruppen mit pastoralnomadischer
Prägung im östlichen Karpatenbecken und angrenzenden Regionen sowie zu Bevölkerungsgruppen an der
Unteren Donau wurden u. a. technische Innovationen im Reitwesen und damit einhergehend auch der
Kriegsführung oder neue ästhetische Prinzipien durch verschiedene Interaktionsformen vermittelt und schließlich
in den Gestaltungskanons der östlichen Hallstattkultur integriert. Darstellungsformen sozialer Distinktion
einer älterhallstattzeitlichen Elite werden an den östlichen Rändern der östlichen Hallstattkultur mit jenen in
westlich gelegenen Regionen geteilt.
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Introduction
Even for some Hallstatt scholars the eastern fringe zone of the so-called eastern
Hallstatt culture, the “Osthallstattkultur” (Jerem/Lippert 1996), also labeled as
“Osthallstattkreis” (Müller-Scheeßel 2000), or in geographical term the areas east
of the Vienna Basin and Burgenland in eastern Austria in the north or Styria
and the Slovenian Dolenjska region in the south Alpine piedmont zone are still
somewhat obscure. From a Central or Western European (Hallstatt) perspective
various micro regions in Transdanubia, western Slovakia or northeast Croatia seem
very remote and thus strange and unfamiliar. Finds from single sites are certainly
found on various distribution maps; the cultural context and the significance
of such contexts however are rarely fully recognized. This gap of knowledge of
western Hallstatt scholars cannot only be explained by language obstacles alone,
but is possibly also the result of diverging research traditions.
In this article I will therefore try to shed some light on these seemingly less
illuminated areas of the Hallstatt culture’s eastern fringe zones by giving an overview
of recent as well as well-established research. Therefore the core areas of the eastern
Hallstatt culture such as the Kalenderberg group in eastern Austria and western
Slovakia, the Sulmtal or Kleinklein group in Styria or the Dolenjska in Slovenia
(Fig. 1) are not in the focus, but rather Transdanubia i.e. western Hungary and northeastern Croatia. As I have previously described in detail (Metzner-Nebelsick 1996;
1997; 2002) the southeastern part of Transdanubia, that is County of Baranya, and
eastern Slavonia in northeast Croatia form a cultural unit, particularly during the Ha
C period. In order to avoid modern political connotations I have called this cultural
unit the Southeast Pannonian group of the Urnfield and Hallstatt period. Although
I had thoroughly discussed the evidence, and had mainly argued on stylistic grounds
of a distinct pottery style, the term did not gain wider recognition (Egg/Kramer
2005, 3 fig. 2; Šimić 2004). Partly because of a biased perspective from the south
Alpine fringe zone like Styria and its rich grave inventories, but also because of the
rather strong impetus the name Dalj group for the Iron Age in Slavonia already had.1
The flat grave cemetery of Dalj-Busija had long been the largest Hallstatt period
cemetery in the area although practically no grave contents had been published
(Hoffiller 1938). This situation could partly be improved when I published
comprehensive evidence of all Urnfield as well as Hallstatt period materials from
burials which had been collected in various museums in present Croatia, Serbia,
Hungary, Austria and Germany (Metzner-Nebelsick 2002) on which I based my
evaluation of the Urnfield and Hallstatt period in southeast Pannonia i.a. southeast
Transdanubia and eastern Slavonia in Croatia.
These areas are – again if seen from a mind-map of a western Hallstatt culture
perspective – located at the very fringes of the Hallstatt world. However, those
areas in particular played a decisive role in the formation processes of the early
Hallstatt or Ha C period.
In absolute chronological terms the following sequence and terminology is
used: Ha B3 = 9th century BC; early Ha C1 or Ha C1a = 1st half 8th century BC;
younger Ha C1 or Ha C1b and later or developed Ha C or Ha C2 = 2nd half of the
8th and first half of the 7th century BC (Fig. 2). The Southeast Pannonian group
of the Urnfield and Hallstatt culture during the Ha C period equals horizons IIIa
and IIIb of my classification (Metzner-Nebelsick 2002, 178 fig. 78).
1

In some cases difficult access to literature may have been another reason.
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Fig. 1. Cultural groups of the
eastern Hallstatt culture (map
C. Metzner-Nebelsick).

Fig. 2. Chronological chart of
the eastern Hallstatt culture
and adjacent areas (graphic C.
Metzner-Nebelsick).
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Cultural setting in the 9 th to the 8 th centuries BC:
becoming ‘Hallstatt’
I will begin with briefly discussing the cultural setup at the end of the Bronze Age
and the formation period of what we call the early Hallstatt or Ha C1a in the 8th
century BC (Fig. 3). As figure 2 shows, various cultural groups are located within
the Carpathian Basin and adjacent areas in the first half of the 9th century BC. Next
to the Middle Danubian Urnfield Culture with various local pottery traditions as
well as variations in burial ritual (Lochner 2013) other cultural groups or units can
be identified who are direct neighbors of the Middledanubian Urnfield culture:
first those using incised and stamped pottery – i.e. the Kalakača phase of the Bosut
Culture (Hänsel/Medović 1991), located in the Balkans and the Lower Danube
region, and secondly the so-called Mezőcsát group (Metzner-Nebelsick 1998; 2000)
of mobile pastoralists in the eastern Carpathian Basin. The vicinity of the Middle
Danubian Urnfield Culture – which evolves into the eastern Hallstatt culture in the
late 8th century BC – to culturally distinct groups is crucial in order to understand
the formation process of the Hallstatt culture as a whole.
Therefore it is likewise important to look at those neighboring regions east of
the bend of the Danube and the transformations process which came to pass here
around the time of 1000 BC.
As I have argued previously (Metzner-Nebelsick 2002; 2010), due to various
factors of supposedly overexploitation of the natural resources in the eastern
Carpathian Basin and the impact of an incoming group of eastern mobile
pastoralists who also intermarried with women of local residents, parts of the
Hungarian Plain (hung. Alföld) underwent substantial social and economic as
well as ideological changes during the 9th century BC. Profound anthropogenic
changes of the environment led to situations of crisis and a subsequent immigration
of newcomers from eastern Europe led to a change of subsistence strategy with
a pastoral economy, since for the time between 900/950 and 700/650 BC no
indications of lowland settlements structures can be named. Secondly the burial
custom of cremation or the custom of not burying larger parts of the population
in an archaeologically detectable way as it is attested for the Gáva culture was
abandoned. Instead members of this so-called Mezőcsát or Füzesabony-Mezőcsát
group practiced inhumation as the exclusive rite, thus creating a distinctive
cultural boundary to the traditional Middle Danubian Urnfield culture groups.
As I have argued it was either members of those Carpathian Basin Urnfield
groups or the Mezőcsát people themselves who developed great creative potential
in translating the prototypes of a new way of bridling technique – very appropriate
for military purposes – into something genuinely ‘Carpathian’ (Fig. 4; MetznerNebelsick 1998; 2002). It is still unclear where the new horse-gear types were
produced, since so far no workshops could be located, neither within the activity
zone of the Mezőcsát people nor indeed in the hillforts and settlements of the
sedentary Urnfield communities. Nonetheless, these Carpathian Basin hybrids
of types of horse-gear and various forms of richly ornamented reign trappings,
originating in the northern Caucasus and the north Pontic steppe belt, were those
which lay the foundation of the emergence of the typically Ha C Mindelheim
type horse-gear. G. Kossack was the first who observed those eastern connections
of Ha C and the Hallstatt culture as a whole (Kossack 1954). His observations
were then supplemented and put onto a wider material basis by incorporating a
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Fig. 3. Cultures and cultural
groups in the first half of the
9th century BC in Central
and eastern Europe. 1: Middle
Danubian Urnfield culture.
– 2: Kyjatice Urnfield group. –
3: Mezőcsat Group. – 4: Gáva
Culture. – 5: different groups
using stamped and incised
pottery (Gornea -Kalakača;
Ostrov-Insula Banului;
Babadag; Pšeničevo, Cozia
-Sacharna, Černoles). –
6: Černogorovka cultural
group. – 7: Koban culture
(after Metzner -Nebelsick
2010, 139 fig. 5a).

wider array of the so-called ‘Cimmerian’ that is eastern finds and their contexts
(Metzner-Nebelsick 2002).
The various stages of translation of an initial steppe impact in the early
9th century BC into something specifically ‘Hallstatt’ in style was a manifold
process, and did not only mean the adaptation of a technological innovation
and the attended improvement of riding techniques, but also very likely the
influx of larger horse breeds. Imports of superior horse breeds and new bridling
techniques triggered the hybridization of those prototypes into new types, but
most importantly so, the emergence of new forms of social behavior, including
the role model of the mounted warrior as a new prestigious habitus concept of
portraying powerful male members of society as a rider, instead of the traditional
Central European wagon-driving image of the early Urnfield period (Pare 1987).
Whether these images of the self, apparent in the context of death, reflect real-life
scenarios can only by assumed.
I am dwelling on this aspect once again, because the process of a multi-stage
adaptation and subsequent appropriation of eastern contacts became indicative
for the eastern Hallstatt culture and beyond in the Ha C period. The fundamental
changes happening after ca. 1000 BC were however geographically limited and
had the strongest impact in regions immediately adjacent to the Mezőcsát group’s
living space – that is in southeast Pannonia (including areas of both southwest
Hungary and northeast Croatia) and in eastern Austria (Lower Austria and
Burgenland). Here the contact with the Mezőcsát people was direct and probably
often antagonistic, triggering a quick adaptation of novelties in warfare.
It is one of the fundamental characteristics for the transition period between
(Fig. 2) the late Urnfield and the early Hallstatt period that concepts social roles
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among the male elites of the eastern Hallstatt culture were not yet normative.
Whereas in the west the funeral concept of the driver of the traditional fourwheeled wagon is again taken up in the Ha C period, after a gap in the younger
Urnfield period (Ha B1) and with only a few exceptional wagon graves in the Ha
B3 (Deicke 2011; Metzner-Nebelsick 2005), in contrast a remarkable dichotomy
between two diverging contemporaneous concepts of status representation in a
funeral concept can be observed in the Hallstatt east. In the eastern Hallstatt
culture the emerging male elites either portray themselves as mounted warriors,
clearly a progressive role model which is inspired by eastern contacts, or on the
other hand according to the traditional model of the wagon driving warrior with
all its depending ideological background.
In absolute dates this process must have happened sometimes during the 8th
century BC. In some cases like in Pécs-Jakabhegy, tumulus Török 1 (Fig. 5A;
Metzner-Nebelsick 2002, 129 pl. 121A) which is one of the founder’s graves in
the Hallstatt necropolis on the Jacabhegy in southeast Transdanubia (Southeastern
Pannonia according to my terminology), the deceased is portrayed as a north
Caucasian mounted warrior, in a rare case of a combination with a Caucasian
weapon set of an iron axe, a bimetallic dagger of Gamów-Pjatigorsk type and
an iron spearhead, but clearly in combination with local elements such as the
cremation rite and local type pottery. The burial is one of the oldest within a larger
cemetery (Bertok/Gáti 2014, fig. IV,3; Maráz 1978) of still vastly unpublished
burials (Maráz 1996).
A contemporaneous example of the incorporation of eastern type horse-gear is
Stillfried at the March River in northeast Austria (Kaus 1988/89; Lochner 2013).
Here we observe quite a different context. Although also in this elite late Urnfield
period grave the eastern style horse-gear is present, but in contrast to Pécs the
ideological package of a steppe bound highly mobile warrior is missing. Instead
we find the eastern hybrids and possibly Alföld imports of horse-gear within a
cremation cemetery with an already then longer occupation period. The bits and
bridles in addition are doubled, thus indicating a bridle of a wagon and not for
a rider. The traditional early Urnfield period image of the deceased driving into
the netherworld on a wagon is maintained or rather reinvigorated accounting for
a process of appropriation of new impulses into existing forms of social behavior.
As could be demonstrated before, either ways or concepts should become
iconic in the proper Ha C period of the late 8th and 7th century BC in the eastern
Hallstatt culture. In certain parts of the eastern Hallstatt world the social role of
the rider proved to be more successful. Riders in prominent graves of the Ha C
period are for example found in Slovenian Dolenjska in Novo Mesto, Kapiteljska
nijeva barrow I, grave 16 (Knez 1993, pl. 16-20)2 or in barrow 136, grave 6 of the
tumulus cemetery of Budinjak, in the Žumberak Mountains northwest of Zagreb
(Fig. 5B; Egg et al. 1998). This classic early Hallstatt (Ha C) inhumation burial
of a man and a sacrificed woman shows the paraphernalia of a member of the Ha
C elite in the region. The disc helmet (Schüsselhelm) stands in a local tradition,
not only in neighboring Dolenjska, but also in southeast Pannonia, where disc or
2

Here again in a combination of eastern and Hallstatt elements: two multi-headed pins
(‘Mehrkopfnadeln’), the disc helmet (‘Schüsselhelm’) and a socketed axe of Hallstatt type are reflecting
the east Hallstatt world, whereas in addition to the broken bit, the sheathed Macheira with Balkanic
spiral ornaments; a trunyan axe and bronze beads as part of the balteus or baldric stand for eastern
inspirations and even imports.
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Fig. 4. A pair of bronze
side pieces of type MetznerNebelsick B X of late
Bronze Age date (9th
century BC) from the
cemetery of Dalj-Busija,
eastern Slavonia, Croatia.
Scale 1:2 (Prähistorische
Abteilung, Naturhistorisches
Museum Wien, photo C.
Metzner-Nebelsick).

Fig. 5. A: Grave goods of a
cremation burial in the central
burial chamber of mound
Török 1 from Pécs-Jakabhegy,
County Baranya, southwest
Hungary. – B: Finds from
barrow 139/grave 6 of
Budinjak, northwest Croatia.
Scale 1:6. A1: bronze and iron;
A2.3.5: iron; A4 stone; A6-14
bronze; A15-16 pottery;
B3: iron, B1-2.4-16: bronze
(after Metzner-Nebelsick 2001;
Egg et al. 1998, 440 fig. 5).

composite helmets as well as bell helmets are more frequent. Two are known from
Batina (Fig. 6)3, another helmet was found in the flat grave cemetery of Sotin in
eastern Slavonia within a cremation burial (Ložnjak-Dizdar, pers. comm.). The
warrior from Budinjak barrow 136 was probably clad in a cloak that was fastened
with the iconic Ha C dress pin for men: the Mehrkopfnadel or multi headed pin
(Fig. 5B,2). Without going into detail of his other cultural affiliations it is vital in
our context that the horse-gear is one of those Ha C Mindelheim type variations
which originated from a Carpathian prototype (Metzner-Nebelsick 1994;
2002, 277-287) and again was a hybrid form of eastern role models.4 The horse
trappings type B of my classification (Metzner-Nebelsick 2002, 304 fig. 139; 306
fig. 141; 354 fig. 163) are even more closely modeled after those Carpathian
types with Pontic-Caucasian prototypes. They continued to be used well into
the Hallstatt period and were in contrast to the functional horse-gear itself only
very rarely used or imported further west than Transdanubia and Dolenjska
(Metzner-Nebelsick 2002, 320 fig. 147). Different stages of identification with
eastern aesthetical concepts and role models, but probably also the actual vicinity
3
4

For a detailed description of the contexts see Metzner-Nebelsick 2002,
Kossack type I and types II and III of my classification (Metzner-Nebelsick 1994; 2002, 215 fig. 97here with a wrong caption: it should read: ‘Typengliederung der spätbronze- und früheisenzeitlichen
Bronzeknebel pontisch-kaukasischer Prägung im Karpatenbecken und in Mitteleuropa’).
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Fig. 6. Bell and disc helmets
from Batina (1; 3); iron
bell helmet from barrow 1
from Csönge, Vas County,
southwest Hungary (2). Scale:
ca. 1:4; not all pieces of the
disc helmet from Batina are
shown. 1.3: bronze; 2: iron
(after Schauer 1988, 183 fig.
3; Metzner-Nebelsick 2002,
393 fig. 176; pl. 10; Patek
1993, 108 fig. 87).

to certain workshops as well as direct contacts and the exchange of fully harnessed
horses is mirrored here.
Second to a steppe impact another form of eastern culture contact is crucial for
understanding the formation of the Hallstatt culture and the Ha C period in the
Hallstatt east: that is the impact of the Basarabi Culture Complex (Gumă 1993;
1996), sometimes referred to as Basarabi Culture (Vulpe 1986). The specific
pottery style of the Basarabi complex (Fig. 7) has its core distribution in the Banat
as well as in Muntenia and Oltenia south of the Danube. In the Banat and around
the Iron Gate the specific pottery style can be connected to a cultural group, the
Basarabi cultural group within the Basarabi cultural complex (Metzner-Nebelsick
2004, 283-286), since the distinctive incised and stamped pottery has a longer
tradition here (Fig. 3). Next to settlements (Hänsel/Medović 1991) the pottery is
regularly found in inhumation burials, sometimes in tumuli with several burials,
with a distinctive set of gender specific grave goods and dress accessories in the
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Ha C period5. During the early Ha C period (i.e. Ha C1a) or horizon IIIa of my
periodization of the Southeast Pannonian Late Bronze and Iron Age (Fig. 2) as
well as in Ha C1b Basarabi pottery was widely distributed (Eibner 2001; MetznerNebelsick 1992). In particular at the eastern fringe of the eastern Alps Basarabi
style pottery or local transformations of typical motives like the stamped S-spirals,
the Maltese cross or more complex designs of ‘running’ spirals were obviously
highly attractive to Hallstatt potters. They copied those motives thus also creating
new patterns (also Nebelsick 1997, 73-74 fig. 25-26; Brosseder 2004, 295 fig.
188; 309-316). The stamped and then incised pottery represents a very different
stylistic approach to ornament pottery than the painted typical eastern Hallstatt
pottery (Brosseder 2004; Schappelwein 1999), secondly the most iconic Basarabi
motifs, the large Spiral bands or the hatched (filled in with light coloured lime
paste to create a black and white effect) triangle groups were sometimes attached
to specific Balkan vessel forms like the cantharos (Fig. 8). Cantharoi form also
a distinctive part of the funeral vessel set in the southeast Pannonian or Dalj
group in the eastern part of southwest Transdanubia (= “Southeast Pannonia”)
(Metzner-Nebelsick 2002, esp. 122-128) and the area immediately across the
Danube opposite Batina in northern Serbia (Trajković 2008). Other distribution
areas of cantharoi are the Adriatic coastal areas (Liburnian group of the Iron Age)
or the southeast alpine region with Carinthia, here in the necropolis of Frög
(Metzner-Nebelsick 1992; Tomedi 2002, pl. 52,1)6, Slovenia, with cemeteries like
in Molnik near Ljubjana (Puš 1985; 1991) or Ormož near Maribor (TomaničJevremov 1988/89, pl. 18; pl. 19,1-4; 2001) as well as in Dolenjska Toplice
(Teržan 1976, pl. 46,1) or Podzemlj, Skrile (Barth 1969, pl. 42,4) in Dolenjska.
Ha C examples from Transdanubia are rare (Patek 1968, pl. 76,9).7 In southeast
Transdanubia cantharoi only occur in the Late Hallstatt period and are then
continuously used until the La Tène period. In the areas mentioned the presence
and integration of cantharoi into the ceramic pottery set in graves attests the
cultural contact with the Balkan areas such as Bosnia (i.e. Gavranović 2011), in
particular the Sava River valley with the Hallstatt cemeteries of Sanski Most and
Donja Dolina (Cović 1987; Truhelka 1904), but also with the mentioned Basarabi
Cultural Complex in Romania and northern Bulgaria. One can only assume that
Dionysiac believes which are intrinsically connected with the vessel form of the
cantharos were adopted as well.

Becoming ‘Hallstatt’: the evidence from hillforts
One major characteristic of the Ha C period of the eastern Hallstatt culture is
the occupation of hillforts with fortifications which were already erected in the
Late Bronze Age but in contrast to the western Hallstatt period continued to be

5

6
7

See: Berciu/Comşa 1956; Dumitrescu 1968; Gumă 1993; Popović/Vukmanović 1992; 1998;
Vulpe 1990; Ciocea Safta 1996: warriors are usually equipped with an iron spear, very rarely with
a Machaira type short sword and also very rarely with horse-gear of Carpathian type of PonticCaucasian inspiration; further accessories are whetstones or a single bow fibula as dress fastener.
Women always wear double fibulae, mostly various types of bow fibulae, neck rings, ankle rings and
various ornaments for a headdress (see also Metzner-Nebelsick 2004, esp. 283-286).
The eastern – i.e. Pontic-Caucasian as well as Balkanic impact in the barrow cemetery of Frög in
Carinthia is particularily prominent, not only as far as Basarabi-style pottery is concerned, but also
in regard to the metal finds of weapons and horse-gear (Tomedi 2002; esp. pl. 84).
I interpret the handle from tumulus Török 1 from Pécs-Jakabhegy as one from a cantharos.
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Fig. 7. Basarabi pottery
with stamped and incised
ornamentation formerly
filled with light paste, from
east alpine locations (1.4)
and from Basarabi contexts
(2.3). – 1: Poštela, Slovenian
Styria, from a burial mound.
– 2: Vajuga-Pesak, Iron Gate,
Serbia, from an inhumation
cemetery. – 3: Conteşti, Jud.
Teleorman, southern Romania,
from a settlement. – 4: Frög,
tum. 75, Carinthia, Austria.
Scale 1:6 (after Teržan 1990,
pl. 65,1; Popović/Vukmanović
1998, pl. 12,5; Vulpe 1986,
75 fig. 4,13; Tomedi 2002, pl.
52,1).

used well into the Iron Age (Jerem/Urban 2000; Metzner-Nebelsick 2012). Two
different models of transition in regard of hillfort occupation existed:
There are those prominent hill sites which were occupied already in the Late
Urnfield period of the 9th century BC (Ha B3) or an early Ha C in the first half
of the 8th century BC. If we translate that into a rhythm of cultural dynamics a
noticeable break does not happen in Ha C proper (Ha C1b), but in fact earlier.
According to this model new centers of power were being founded with a new
kind of ancestor cult by burying the dead in widely visible tumuli in the forefront
of the hillforts. Those hillforts functioned as focus of identity of the ruling elites,
possibly combining the effort of several rural formerly lowland communities to
build them. Their inhabitants decided to live together and mark their prominent
and possibly newly acquired status visibly for visitors accessing the site not only
by massive earthworks – preserved until the present day – but also by impressive
sites for the veneration of their ancestors (i. e. see Sauer 2015) and thus also
creating some kind of symbolically charged significant past which is crucial for the
justification of the social standing of a ruling group. Visitors had to pass through
the necropolis, the city of the dead or rather the heroic founders of the fort, before
entering the settlement. This model can be compared with the Etruscan city states
which were formed at the same time.
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Fig. 8. Distribution map of
Cantharoi in Late Bronze Age
and Iron Age contexts. Parts
of Greece are not mapped (map
C. Metzner-Nebelsick).

Prominent places with such a pattern are Sopron-Burgstall (Patek 1982a;
1982b); Poštela near Maribor in Slovenian Styria (Teržan 1990, 256-325; Mlekuž/
Črešnar 2014); Pécs-Jakabhey in southeast Transdanubia (= southwestern Hungary)
(i.e. Maráz 1996; Metzner-Nebelsick 2002, 182-184), Purbach Burgstall at the
Neusiedler See in eastern Austria, or Burg at the Pinkaschlinge (Nebelsick 1997,
110 fig. 42); Batina in Baranja county northeast Croatia (Metzner-Nebelsick
2002, 187-189) or even Stična in Dolenjska (Gabrovec et al. 2006, 270 fig. 72).8
In Kleinklein in Styria (Dobiat 1980; Smolnik 1994; Egg/Kramer 2005) or Burg
at the Pinkaschlinke in Burgenland, eastern Austria (hillfort) and Schandorf
(barrow necropolis) the spatial setup is slightly different (Sauer 2015, 54-63).
The second model of Urnfield-Hallstatt transition is represented by sites such
as Stillfried in Lower Austria (Felgenhauer 1990-92 [1996]; Hellerschmid 2006;
Kaus 1988/89) or Ormož at the Drava River in Slovenia (Tomanič-Jevremov
1988/89) where the earliest Hallstatt pottery forms such as larger vessels with
a conical neck (‘Kegelhalsgefäße’), cantharoi (Ormož)9 or other features such as
larger burial chambers in the case of Stillfried (Kaus 1988/89; Lochner 2013,
27 fig. 8) already occur in traditional flat cremation cemeteries which like the
associated fortified settlement was already founded in the HaB1 period i.e. the
younger Urnfield period, and continued to be in use well into the Ha C period.
In the case of Stillfried as well as Ormož however, so far no Ha C period barrows
have been identified.
8

9

In the family barrow 48, one of the tumuli in the vicinity of the hillfort of Stična, the oldest graves
100 and 101 – the only cremation burials – date to the early 8th century BC (Gabrovec et al. 2006,
76-77 pl. 58-59). The fibula in grave 100 is a double looped bow fibula with a hourglass shaped foot
of type Gabrovec 2c (Gabrovec 1970) which is indicative for the earliest Hallstatt period equalling
Ha C1a or horizon IIIa of my classification for southeast Pannonia. The fibula type shows strong
affiliations to the Sava-Drava interfluves and the western Balkans (Vasić 1999) which is typical for
the early Hallstatt period in the east alpine piedmont zone in general.
Next to the cantharoi these Urnfield period cremation burials from Ormož also contain iron objects
and show patterns and ornamentation techniques which clearly underline the transitional position
of the cemetery (Tomanič-Jevremov 1988/89; 2001).
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Settlement and cemetery structure and
organization
cemeteries in Transdanubia
It cannot be the aim of this article to describe the burial custom of the areas in
question in detail. A comprehensive account of Ha C period burials or rather
single mounds within larger barrow cemeteries in Transdanubia (Hungary west of
the Danube) has been given by E. Patek in 1993, based on previously published
material. As in eastern Austria with the Kalenderberg group or in the southeast
Alpine fringe zone in Styria, Carinthia or Dolenjska large tumulus cemeteries are
the rule in Transdanubia in the Raba-Marcal Basin north of Lake Balaton or in
southern Transdanubia south and west of Lake Balaton between the Zala, Mur,
Drava and Kapos Rivers. Only some of which have been excavated and published.
The most prominent barrow cemeteries are Doba, Somlóhegy, Somlóvásárhely,
Csönge, Kismező, Vaszar-Pörösrét, Nagyberki-Szalacska, Győrbarát-Nagybarát,
Vaskeresztes-Diófás dűlő, Százhalombatta (with 122 identified tumuli),
Zalaszántó-Várrét, Mesteri and Süttö10, all having revealed Ha C period grave
inventories.
Since E. Patek’s compilation in 1993 new excavations and surveys of burial
mounds and barrow cemeteries have been undertaken. In Százhalombatta barrow
115 a huge wooden chamber and a cremation burial is open to the public in the
Archaeological Park of Százhalombatta (százhalom meaning a hundred mounds)
(Jerem et al. 2014). Excavations at the barrow cemetery of Féhervár-Csurgo, Fejér
county north of Lake Velencei still remain largely unpublished11.
In regard to the spatial arrangement of those barrow cemeteries, and in addition
to what had long been known, more detailed recording techniques such as aerial
photography and remote sensing via Lidar Scans give a more accurate picture of
their setting within the landscape (i.e. Czajlik 2008; Czajlik et al. 2012; Czajlik/
Holl 2015). Hallstatt flat grave cemeteries also exist, i.e. in Halimba-Cseres,
Veszprém County (Patek 1993, 88-93) or in Süttö (publication in preparation by
K. Novinszki-Groma).
It has been stressed that in contrast to the Ha C period in the western Hallstatt
culture wagon burials are very rare in the Hallstatt east. The Ha C2 wagon burial
under barrow I of Somlóvásárhely in Veszprém County is an exception (Egg 1996;
Patek 1993, 74-84 fig. 54-64). Next to the iron tires of a wagon and the horsegear and reign trappings a weapon set with an iron sword – beside Doba the most
southeastern iron Hallstatt sword so far – six different spears and three different
axe types (a trunyan axe, a battle axe and a socketed axe) – all made of iron, as
well as a bronze shield boss make this burial unique in Transdanubia and indeed
in the Ha C period as a whole. The pottery indicates a date in the later Ha C

10
11

For Vaskeresztes see Fekete (1985); for Zalaszánto (Patek 1974/75), Nagyberki-Salacska (Kemenczei
1974), all others with references to previous publications (Patek 1993). For the region around Lake
Balaton see also Horváth 2014.
In one of the nine mounds of this little cemetery a wooden chamber with an angled roof and a
stone mantel on top and rich Ha C material has been revealed. Very likely the hill site of Kisvárhegy
represents the settlement belonging to this barrow group which are separated from each other by a
brook (Jungbert 1993, 194 fig. 2; Raszky et al. 2001).
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period12. Somlóvásárhely and Doba are both located at the foot of the prominent
hill Somlóhegy in the County of Veszprém. This landmark revealed a number
of important Ha C finds, unfortunately all from old excavations (Patek 1993,
64-72). Nonetheless the importance of the location in the early Hallstatt period
must have been immense. There are indications that in fact western newcomers
or at least men with strong links to western Hallstatt culture communities were
buried around the Somló Hill. A high number of bronze vessels from the area also
point at close contacts to Styria. In the destroyed barrow I, grave 1 from Doba a
remarkable burial was discovered in the late 19th century (Gallus/Horváth 1939,
47; pl. 61,2-4). According to the reports an iron Hallstatt sword was found next
to an inhumation in a burial chamber with stone construction. Next to the man a
horse was buried there as well together with a Mindelheim type harness (Fig. 9A).
In contrast to the west or Dolenjska inhumations are the absolute exception in
Transdanubia and the whole eastern Hallstatt culture during Ha C; so besides
western or southeast alpine artifact types a burial rite practiced either in the west or
in Dolenjska is present. Horse burials are likewise unusual in the Ha C or Ha C2/
D1 period in general, as they are in the Alföld or even further to the east as it was
recently stressed by P. Kmeťová (Kmeťová 2013, 250 fig. 1; 251-252). In addition
the double bridle in Doba I/1 clearly stands for a symbolically present wagon. A
significant cultural contact with the west is also apparent in barrow II, grave 2
in which the hilt of a Mindelheim sword was found (Fig. 9B) (Gallus/Horváth
1939, 47; pl. 62; Patek 1993, 70-71 fig. 51). Although the original context of all
finds allegedly found in this grave must remain unclear, other noteworthy artifacts
found in barrow II of Doba include a bronze cup, a fragment of a ‘Breitrandschale’,
and a ladle with a long twisted handle like in grave 22 in barrow III from Novo
mesto, Kapiteljska njiva in Slovenia (Križ 1997, pl. 51,11) or in the Kröllkogel in
Kleinklein (Egg/Munier 2013, 256 fig. 106).13
Another unfortunately destroyed wagon burial has been identified in
Lengyeltóti, Somogy County south of Lake Balaton (Metzner-Nebelsick
forthcoming). As mentioned before, the indicative status item of the western
Hallstatt warrior in the Ha C period next to a four-wheeled wagon is the sword;
both are reflecting an Urnfield tradition. In the Hallstatt east iron swords and
also bronze swords are very rare (Egg 1996, 347 fig. 13). In contrast, the typical
eastern custom to equip the warrior with parts of defensive armor and here most
prominently with a helmet14 is also attested in Transdanubia: in Csönge, mound
1 in Vas County with an iron bell helmet (Fig. 6,2; Patek 1993, 108 fig. 87,10;
115 fig. 93) and in Vaskeresztes-Diófás, tumulus 1 (Fekete 1985, 46 fig. 12).
This exceptional tumulus dates to the very end of the Ha C or Ha C2/D1 period
as the two multi-headed pins with needle stopper indicate (Fekete 1985, 45 fig.
11). The helmet with “zusammengesetzter Kalotte” is a type mainly distributed
in the southeast alpine area with some specimen in northern Italy (Egg 1988a,
236 fig. 15), the one from Vaskeresztes being the most north-eastern one so far.
It represents a chronologically progressive feature in this ensemble, i.e. dating
12
13
14

Teržan 1990, 163-165 proposed a date in a horizon Ha C2/D1,M. Egg (1996, 352) in contrast
suggests a date in Ha C1.
Gallus and Horváth mention several other weapons, two ankle and other objects; see also Patay 1990
68; Patek 1993, 70-71 fig. 51.
Most often practiced in Dolenjska during the whole Hallstatt period. For references see Schumann
2015, 212-213.
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Fig. 9. Inventories from
barrow I (A) and barrow II (B)
from Doba, Veszprém County,
western Hungary. A1-2, B1-4:
bronze; A3: iron. It is unclear
to which bowl the twisted
handle of a ladle belonged. A12: Scale 1:4; A3: Scale 1:8; B12.4: Scale ca. 1:2; B3a/b: Scale
1:3 (after Gallus/Horváth
1939, pl. 61,2-4; 62).

the grave rather into a Ha C2/Ha D1 horizon. Among other items the warrior
grave contained horse-gear, a flash hook and a luxurious pottery set. In fact
several vessel were ornamented with meander ornaments in tin-foil application,
others were adorned with bull-head protomes, one of the most characteristic
features of the eastern Hallstatt culture. This set was supplemented by a large
bronze situla (Fekete 1985; Patay 1990, 74-75; pl. 48) and a fragmented bronze
‘Breitrandschale’, a bowl with a broad ornamented rim (Fekete 1985, 45 fig. 11,3;
Patay 1990, 79; pl. 63,143).
Larger sets of metal vessels are not a common feature of the Hallstatt period elite
burials in Transdanubia or in northeastern Croatia (see below); the combination
of two bronze vessels in addition to the exceptional clay vessel set underlines
the prominent character of the Vaskeresztes-Diófás cemetery. Both excavated and
published barrows represent a later stage of the early Hallstatt period which is –
according to certain dress accessories and also horse-gear types – often dated to
a Ha C2 period. The mentioned burials do however represent a horizon of rich
burials at the eastern fringe of the Hallstatt world as well as in the east alpine area
in general which is unsatisfactorily described by a phase – Ha C2 – which has
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been defined on the grounds of burials from southern Bavaria (Kossack 1959).
With regard to features like the helmet in tumulus 1 of Vaskeresztes or the massive
stone lined chamber with a dromos in mound 2 (Fekete 1985, 50 fig. 15) with
comparisons in cemeteries like Kleinklein in Styria (Kröllkogel) (Dobiat 1980;
Egg/Kramer 2013) one should rather date those burials into the Ha D1 period or
the late 7th or early 6th century BC.
In Ha C the almost exclusive burial rite in the mentioned barrow cemeteries
is cremation. Sometimes several individuals are buried within one burial like in
Süttö (Vadász 1983) or Vaskeresztes (Fekete 1985). Weapons and horse-gear for
a symbolic wagon with two horses is a regular feature, although it seems that due
to the burial rite of cremation and the burning of personal belongings on the
pyre together with the deceased a lot of information is being lost by deliberate
destruction. Although prestigious items like helmets or multiple weapon sets
are present, typical markers of a warrior identity according to the western Ha C
ideology of the sword fighting wagon driver are missing. Most prominently the
lack of sword graves needs to be mentioned. If this can be seen as an expression
of a specific fighting technique in real life with a phalanx or formation fighting
with axes and spears (Stary 1981) as shown on Situla Art images can only be
assumed. In addition, this interpretation might entail that in the western Hallstatt
culture the Urnfield ideal of the heroic warrior, fighting in man-to-man-combat is
a traditional image of the past. This traditional and partly surely symbolic value of
swords in the eastern Hallstatt culture is expressed by the presence of older sword
types in younger graves like in the Sulmtal group elite burials in Kleinklein (Egg/
Munir 2013, 109-114) or other sites (Tomedi 1996).
One of the most characteristic features of the eastern Hallstatt culture is the
splendor of the funerary pottery.

Characteristic Pottery of the eastern Hallstatt
culture
The Vaskeresztes barrow inventories as well as several others belong to a most
indicative group of elite burials of the Ha C as well as Ha D1 period of the eastern
Hallstatt culture: burials with a lavish pottery set with various characteristic
features such as: bull-head-protomes (Metzner-Nebelsick forthcoming; SiegfriedWeiß 1980; Teržan 1990, 232 map 27) which adorned a large variety of vessel
types and represent a specific symbolically charged pottery category with a ritual
purpose in the burial ceremony (Nebelsick 2016): cherry-red engobe or slip, sheet
bronze or tin-foil appliques (on pottery) (Dobiat 1980; Metzner-Nebelsick 2002,
95 fig. 29; forthcoming; Preinfalk 2003, 51) or clay rhyta or ladles (MetznerNebelsick 2002, 151-153; forthcoming) (Fig. 10) are other characteristic features
of eastern Hallstatt pottery.

Cemeteries in northeast Croatia
As I have briefly mentioned in the introduction the term ‘Dalj group’ is most
common to describe the Hallstatt period in northeastern Croatia, in the region
of Slavonia as well as in the landscape Baranja. Stylistic conformity in the larger
cemeteries in Batina (HR), Dalj (HR), and Vukovar Lijeva bara (HR) seems closest
(Metzner-Nebelsick 2002), whereas the micro region around Pécs in the Hungarian
County of Baranya and the areas in southern Hungary along the left bank of the
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Drava River, or indeed pottery from sites in the immediate vicinity of the left
bank of the Danube in the region Bačka in modern Serbia with the cemetery of
Doroslovo-Đepfeld (Trajković 2008) displays slight variations in styles. We may
thus suppose that this is the case due to an intensified transfer of aesthetic concepts
via the exchange of goods, possibly at meeting points such as markets or animal
fairs, or as a reflection of contacts between people by means of institutionalized
marriage traditions between certain villages/settlements. Behavioral patterns
could thus be transferred and shared. If we however compare burial customs,
the cemeteries of Batina15 and Doroslovo-Đepfeld (Trajković 2008), the so far
unpublished flat grave cemetery of Sotin16 and possibly also Dalj-Busija (MetznerNebelsick 2002) all share the same grave construction, grave good assemblages
as well as the burial rituals. The exclusive burial rite is cremation. The cremated
remains of the deceased were either placed in large vessels and covered with a bowl
– sometimes more than one vessel contains cremated bone (i.e. Ložnjak Dizdar/
Hutinec 2012, 13) – or scattered within the pit or burial chamber. In Batina a
pyre, an ustrina, was discovered (Hršak et al. 2015). Next to oval pits rectangular
burial chambers were dug into the subsoil. As new excavations in Doroslovo,
Batina and Sotin have shown, the arrangements of the pots hint at the existence
of formerly square wooden chamber constructions, although no traces of wood
survived in the loess. Both types of graves contained larger amounts of various
vessel types of the horizons IIIa and IIIb (Ha C) of my classification. In one case
in Batina up to 17 different vessels are attested (Hršak et al. 2014, 17). Smaller
vessels are grouped around larger pots, being often urns, or are grouped within the
larger rectangular burial chambers. In some cases smaller vessels and grave goods
were placed within a large vessel or urn (Trajković 2008, 15).
The pottery spectrum comprises of large conical neck vessels (‘Kegelhalsgefäße’)
or other large pots which are accompanied by smaller types such as cantharoi,
simple and more complex bowls, sometimes cups or handled bowls as well as special
forms like footed bowls, clay pyxides or bird shaped clay vessels (Fig. 11; MetznerNebelsick 2002; Trajković 2008). In some graves meat offerings are present.
Metal finds consist of various types of personal attire such as bow fibulae,
armlets and neckrings as well as pendants for women and dress pins, horse-gear
and reign ornaments, whetstones and iron and bronze beads for the baltric or
sometimes helmets for the men (Fig. 6; Metzner-Nebelsick 2002). Weapons
seem to have been rare grave goods – in Doroslovo not a single weapons grave is
recorded. This may however mirror the difference between the burial ground of
a rural community such as Doroslovo and a center of power like in neighboring
Batina across the Danube with a prominent hillfort and the adjacent barrows as
well as flat graves of the residing elite. The Batina community controlled one of
the most crucial geographical as well as cultural border situations of the Hallstatt
culture.17 From the old unscientific excavations of the early 20th century two
helmets, an early Hallstatt bimetallic sword, trunyan axes, an axe of Ha C type
as well as iron spearheads are known (Metzner-Nebelsick 2002, pl. 10; pl. 14,1;
15
16
17

Bojčić et al. 2011; Hršak et al. 2013; Hršak et al. 2014; Hršak et al. 2015; Hršak et al. 2016;
Metzner-Nebelsick 2002, pl. 46-47.
Until 2015 70 cremation burials were excavated (Ložnjak Dizdar et al. 2009; Ložnjak Dizdar/
Hutinec 2010; 2011; 2012; 2014; Ložnjak Dizdar/Dizdar 2015).
The Batina hillfort has a very favorable strategic position and overlooks the vast plains of the Great
Hungarian Plain which extends to present day northern Serbia (Vojvodina). During World War 2 a
decisive battle was fought here.
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Fig. 10. Red coated clay rhyta
and ladles with zoomorphic
handles from a grave context
(vineyard Kraus 1911)
in Dalj-Busija, eastern
Slavonia, Croatia. Scale
1:4; the two red ladles carry
meander ornaments in tinfoil applications; the animals
of the rhyta are painted black
(after Metzner-Nebelsick 2002,
pl. 72; after Hoffiller 1938).

pl. 15,11.13; pl. 19,1-2; pl. 20,15-16).18 Horse-gear of Ha C type in contrast to
earlier examples (Fig. 4) is likewise rare. Iron bridles and bits of Ha C type have
been found in Batina, Dalj-Busija and in the cemetery of Erdut close by (Fig. 12;
Metzner-Nebelsick 2002, pl. 14,5; 83,16; 94,1-2; 107,1). Interestingly in the case
of Dalj, vineyard Pavošević 1910, grave 11 a double bridle for a (symbolic) wagon
represents this typical Hallstatt culture feature (Pare 1992, 197 fig. 135).
Iron knives are frequent; women’s burials often contain one or more spindle
whorls. From the new excavations in Batina also glass beads in women’s graves
have been reported (Hršak et al. 2016). In the flat grave cemetery of Sotin loom
weights were found in one woman’s burial (Ložnjak Dizdar/Hutinec 2012, 13).
Loom weights in graves are a characteristic feature of the eastern Hallstatt culture,
the central eastern Alps and Italy as B. Teržan pointed out. They are signifying
women of highest social standing (Metzner-Nebelsick 2007; Teržan 1996). The
yet unpublished grave from Sotin thus exemplifies that the Southeast Pannonian
group and here especially the Dalj group forms a fully integrated part of the
eastern Hallstatt culture.
In chamber burial 93 from Batina a Basarabi pottery import was found among
a larger set of 16 other vessels of local type, attesting the contacts to areas across
the Danube as well as to the south to communities of the Basarabi cultural group
(Hršak et al. 2014, 17 fig. 4-5; 19) which have been a constant feature since the
formation of the Hallstatt period in the area.

barrows
The most eastern Hallstatt burial mounds have been discovered in Batina by L.
Nebelsick and me during a field survey in 1988 (Metzner-Nebelsick 2002, 187198; fig. 85; 87). In the meantime this could be verified by modern excavations
(esp. Bojčić 2011; Hršak et al. 2015; 2016) in the course of which Ha C burials
underneath burial mounds have been excavated. So far two mounds from Batina
have been published in a preliminary report. Both revealed central rectangular
chambers with timber construction with 4.5 x 4.5 meter in the case of barrow 1.
18

The sword has been reproduced several times i.e. in Harding 1995.
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Fig. 11. Doroslovo-Đepfeld,
near Sombor, northern Serbia:
cremation burial 151; 5: grave
plan; 1-4.6-8.15-16: pottery;
9-14: bronze; 17-18: iron.
9-18: scale 1:2; 1-4: scale 1:5;
6-8: scale 1:3 (after Trajković
2008, 170; 320-321).

The outline of the mounds was marked by a fence of densely set wooden posts
(Hršak et al. 2016, 15 fig. 1). Tumulus 2, grave 1 was a woman’s burial containing
glass and gold beads, other dress accessories, spindle whorls and lavish red coated
pottery with tin-foil application (Hršak et al. 2016, 18).
It is interesting that in Batina contemporary burial mounds and flat graves
were located in direct vicinity to each other, a feature which has only recently been
discovered in the western Hallstatt culture as well (Schumann 2015, esp. 45-49).
The situation for the cemetery of Dalj-Busija in eastern Slavonija remains
yet unclear, although the existence of some of the most prestigious clay drinking
sets of the eastern Hallstatt culture (Fig. 10; Hoffiller 1938; Metzner-Nebelsick
2002, pl. 72,9-12; pl. 74,8-9; forthcoming) and multiple bronze and iron objects,
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Fig. 12. Iron bridle from Erdut,
Veliki Varad (Museum für Vorund Frühgeschichte SMPK
Berlin). Scale 1:4 (after MetznerNebelsick 2002, pl. 107,1).

however mostly without a secure context other than ‘from a grave’, suggest that
also here burial mounds or at least larger well equipped burial chambers in a flat
grave cemetery must have existed. Those specific drinking vessels are characteristic
for the Drava River valley (Metzner-Nebelsick 2002, 152 fig. 59; forthcoming)
and link Dalj with a couple of barrow cemeteries upstream the Drava River.
Only single barrows from this region have so far been published, like from a
cemetery in Martijanec (Vinski-Gasparini 1961; Catalogue Zagreb 2010, 107;
Metzner-Nebelsick forthcoming). Others as Goričan near Čakovec (Vidović
1983; Vinki-Gasparini 1987) and Dvoršće (Vidović 1989), also located in the
Međimurje that is the Sava-Drava interfluve, remain largely unpublished, except
for some grave inventories.19 All are cremations burials. In Martijanec, the giant
‘Gamulica’ tumulus revealed a central rectangular burial chamber and a stone
construction. The pottery set was numerous and next to a clay rhyton with a
zoomorphic handle and two ladles, several other types are presents. The meander
ornaments in tin-foil appliqué technique on a cherry red coated large vessel with
a conical neck connects this set with many areas of the eastern Hallstatt culture.
The rhyta and ladles from Dalj-Busija and a newly published vessel from in a
rich rider’s burial in mound 1 from Batina (Hršak et al. 2013, 14 fig. 5) are
so far the most eastern examples for this specific prestigious Hallstatt pottery
style. Metal finds are rare in Martijanec tumulus 1. A wooden bucket or situla
with sheet bronze ornamentation and some iron objects being the only ones.
This is a seemingly strange contrast between a tremendous input in constructing
the barrow and a noticeable restriction in the equipment of the deceased. All
mentioned burials date to the developed Ha C period (= Ha C2 or horizon IIIb).
Within this article I cannot dwell in detail on other cultural affiliations of
the Southeast Pannonian group. A micro region of central importance in this
context of the eastern fringes of the Hallstatt world is Kaptol in the Požega
19

In Dvoršće tumulus 1, grave 1 a bronze vessel and horse-gear was found, as well as a clay vessel with
bird protomes on its shoulder (Vidović 1989, 85-86 fig. 8-9; Šimek 2004).
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Mountains in central Croatia. This Hallstatt center of power with a prominent
hillfort and two adjacent barrow cemeteries has gained wide attention, mainly
because of the abundant evident of defensive armor such as helmets and greaves
from several burials in the barrow cemetery Čemernica dating to a developed Ha
C i.e. Ha C2/Ha D1 period or to horizon IIIb, but also younger Ha D1 period
burials with defensive armor have been discovered (Vejvoda/Mirnik 1971; 1973;
Šimek 2004). More recent excavations in the second barrow cemetery ‘Gradac’
have been undertaken by H. Potrebica (Catalogue Zagreb 2010; Potrebica 2004;
2008; 2013). Like in Batina, Pécs-Jakabhegy, Martijanec or others the mounds
have a central grave chamber, mostly with dry-stone walling. The burial rite is
again cremation. Pottery sets in the graves fit into the eastern Hallstatt spectrum
of sumptuous ornamentations with tin-foil applications, graphite coating and
bullhead protomes.

Settlements
Some of the prominent hillforts of the fringe zone of the eastern Hallstatt culture
have already been mentioned. The state of research or rather the publication
record is unfortunately rather poor. With the exception of at least some results
of more recent excavations in the case of Sopron-Burgstall (Patek 1982a; 1982b),
other excavations in western Hungary as well as in northeast Croatia remain –
apart from minor preliminary excavation reports – unpublished. There have been
excavations on the hillforts of Nagyberki-Szalacska, Somogy County south of
Lake Balaton with a vast tumulus cemetery close by (Czajlik 2008; Czajlik et al.
2012; Czajlik/Holl 2015), on Pécs-Jalabhegy in County Baranya in southwest
Hungary (Maráz 1996), in Batina Gradac in the Slavonian part of the landscape
Baranja in Croatia with a barrow cemetery outside the main fortification
discovered by L. Nebelsick and me in 198820 or in Kisvárhegy near Fehérvárcsurgó
in Central western Hungary (Jungbert 1993) to name a selection. For some as
Pécs-Jakabhegy, Sopron-Burgstall or Nagyberki-Szalacska aerial prospections have
been undertaken recently and a new international EU-funded research project will
follow that line of research. More substantial work has been done for the micro
region of Kaptol in the Požega Mountains (Potrebica 2013).
In contrast to the hillforts work in so-called open settlements has been much
more intensive, mostly in the course of rescue excavations. A full assessment
cannot be given in this article.

Ritual deposits
As in many areas of Europe the formerly so prominent bronze hoarding practice is
no longer performed during the Ha C period in the northeast as well as southeast
alpine fringe zone. Only in Ha D1 religiously motivated hoarding practice sets in
again. The majority of those hoard finds either comprise of female dress accessories
like fibulae in the hoard of Ravazd-Kisravazd (Fekete 1973), bronze vessels as in
Kurd (Patay 1990, 76-78; pl. 51-63) or a combination of personal attire, bronze

20

Excavated by S. Foltiny and K. Vinski-Gasparini and the Muzej Slavonije in Osijek in the 1970s (for
reference see Metzner-Nebelsick 2002, 185-187; 186 fig. 84) remain unpublished.
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vessels and other objects.21 So far only five bronze hoards of the Ha D1 period
have been found in Transdanubia.

Conclusion
Although previous studies and the publication of comprehensive work on hitherto
available information have enhanced our knowledge about the Hallstatt period at
the southeastern fringe of the Hallstatt culture immensely, there are still obvious
voids. This is mainly true for information concerning grave constructions,
anthropological analyses or even modern restoration of grave contents are lacking;
some excavated burials or even larger parts of cemeteries are so far only published
as preliminary reports. I have tried to give an overview of important sites and their
close relation to those cultural groups of the eastern Hallstatt culture which are
more in the focus of western research like the Kalenderberg group, the Sulmtal
group or the Hallstatt period in Slovenian Dolenjska. Sites such as Dalj, Batina or
Sotin in northeast Croatia and even Doroslovo across the Danube in northwestern
Serbia formed an integral part of what one might call an eastern Hallstatt ideology
– at least as far burial customs or aesthetical concepts such as in the production of
pottery are concerned (i.e. the existence of red-coated pottery, bull-head protomes,
tin-foil applications, same variety of pottery ornaments).
It is always difficult if not impossible to define the borders of so-called cultural
groups, although it is often done (including the author of this article) as a useful
tool to make far more complex scenarios more easily to grasp. We have however
to bear in mind that maps such as figures 1 and 3 represent various layers of
different interchanging levels of behavior and social practices resulting in a
multitude of identities preserved in the archaeological record. Some are genderbiased, as specific types of dress accessories or pottery styles (Brosseder 2004),
others are indicative for ritual practices and beliefs such as burial rites or status
representation within the grave (see Nebelsick 1997; 2016).
The rhythms of stylistic concepts vary; culture contacts and affiliations can
change. Even in the case of the Southeast Pannonian group of the Urnfield and
Hallstatt period the picture is not consistent over the course of time. Only in the
Ha C period does the Hallstatt outpost of the cemetery of Doroslovo for instance
becomes an integral part of this group or its regional variation, the Dalj group, and
then shares at least parts of an eastern Hallstatt ideology as far as burial practices are
concerned. Whereas in the Kalenderberg group (Nebelsick 1997); or in Dolenjska
(Gabrovec et al. 2006; Schumann 2015) ‘Hallstatt’ ideology and life style strive
uninterruptedly into the late Hallstatt period – Ha D period, after Ha D1 the
picture of homogeneity dissolves at the fringes of the eastern Hallstatt culture.
Although even for the core areas of the eastern Hallstatt culture major disruptions

21

This composition pattern is represented in the remarkable ensemble of ritually deposited objects
at the edge of a pit within the settlement of Ikervár, Vas County in southern Transdanubua. The
hoard consisted of nearly 300 objects and weighed 5 kg. The so far published items are a fragment
of a funnelled bronze sieve, several fibulae dating the hoard the Ha D1 period – among them a
navicella fibula, a serpentine fibula S 4 and a horse fibula -, a belt plaque, two whetstones, a bronze
anvil and several fragmented pottery vessels, the jaw bone of a pig and several plant remains (i.e.
einkorn and millet). According to the pollen evidence the hoard was deposited in the summer. The
find is interpreted by M. Nagy as the remains of a sanctuary for a goddess resembling Demeter or
Persephone (Nagy et al. 2012).
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at certain places can be observed after Ha D1 (Egg/Kramer 2013; Teržan 1998), the
situation there cannot be compared with areas further to the east.
Here the geographical vicinity to the Alföld/Great Hungarian Plain with its
population groups with a then ‘Scythian’ life style and a steppe bound identity of
pastoralists on one hand and to western Balkanic groups on the other now had a
greater impact. As E. Jerem has shown some time ago for southeast Transdanubia
(Jerem 1968; 1973), also in northeast Croatia and northwest Serbia a new cultural
orientation towards the southeast is noticeable (also Bertok/Gáti 2014; MetznerNebelsick 2002; Trajković 2008). New pottery forms, but also burial customs,
including horse burials (in Doroslovo or Vukovar) like in the Vekerzug group in
the Alföld with its Scythian appeal, or prestigious dress accessories of ‘Balkanic’
style are now dominating, whereas western contacts are diminished. The former
strong integration into the eastern Hallstatt culture during the Ha C/Ha D1 is
no longer maintained. To evaluate the character of the process in detail is an
interesting aspect of future research.
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CONNECTING ELITES
AND REGIONS
The Early Iron Age Hallstatt C period in Northwest and Central Europe is
marked by the emergence of monumental tumuli with lavish burials, some of
which are known as chieftain’s or princely graves. This new burial rite reflects
one of the most noteworthy developments in Early Iron Age Europe: the rise
of a new and elaborate way of elite representation north of the Alps.
These sumptuous burials contain beautiful weaponry, bronze vessels and
extravagantly decorated wagons and horse-gear. They reflect long-distance
connections in material culture and elite (burial) practices across the breadth
of Northwest and Central Europe. Research into this period, however, tends
to be regionally focused and poorly accessible to scholars from other areas –
language barriers in particular are a hindering factor.
In an attempt to overcome this, Connecting Elites and Regions brings together scholars from several research traditions and nations who present regional overviews and discussions of elite burials and material culture from all over
Northwest and Central Europe. In many cases these are the first overviews
available in English and together they make regional research accessible to a
wider audience. As such this volume contributes to and hopes to stimulate
research on the Early Iron Age Hallstatt C period on a European scale.
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